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How can municipalities in Central Europe create favourable conditions for local business? What and how 
can municipalities learn from each other? How can each individual in the local area contribute? And what 
requirements have to be met before know-how can successfully be transferred on a communal level? To 
answer all these questions, the authors of this book draw on results from a six-year research programme and 
comprehensively discuss the manifold opportunities, restrictions and prerequisites of establishing favourable 
conditions for small and medium enterprises in rural municipalities in Central Europe.

First, by using Austrian sample municipalities, the various different prerequisites for economic development 
in municipalities are illustrated and analysed in detail. On the basis of intensive research interviews with 
parties involved (mayors, opposition councillors, entrepreneurs and representatives of citizens’ initiatives), two 
municipality portraits are developed for each of the ten different types of municipality identified. Both have 
started from a similar initial situation, but showed dramatically different success in economic development 
between 1991 and 2001. By comparing these diametrically opposed development trends, suggestions for 
successful intervention measures for municipality development are derived.

In the next step, it is established which measures – and under which conditions – are suitable for know-how 
transfer with transitional countries in Eastern Europe bordering on Austria (Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary 
and Slovenia) and which barriers have to be overcome. For this, 2,000 questionnaires were sent out to mayors in 
Central and Eastern Europe and more than 60 qualitative interviews were conducted. The analysis culminates in 
the formulation of 17 theses on the transferability of strategies successful in Austria. 
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Foreword

In this book, Community-based Entrepreneurship and Rural Development, the
authors Matthias Fink, Stephan Loidl and Richard Lang ask the question
“How can municipalities create favourable conditions for local small busi-
nesses?” They take a particular interest in rural municipalities located in the
Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia and Austria, and focus their
attention on the requirements of the cross-border transfer of know-how
between these regions. The book is important as the creation of a favourable
environment for small businesses in rural regions is a key issue in creating
jobs and increasing quality of life. In this respect, small businesses located in
border regions could be regarded as particularly interesting as they have
access to markets on both sides of the border, are influenced by both cultures,
and can adapt ideas (information and knowledge) from both countries. As a
result, they could become rather dynamic – if they are given favourable
conditions.

The book follows a long tradition of research interest in the regional
aspects of small business development. We can go as far back as the early
twentieth century and the writings of Alfred Marshall to find the first major
contribution on this topic. However, Marshall’s influence was rather limited, as
most of the twentieth century was dominated by a belief in large-scale systems
and internal economies of scale. It was not until the 1970s that the interest in
the regional side of small business re-emerged. This time, the research was led
by two Italian economists, Giacomo Becattini and Sebastiano Brusco, who
“re-discovered” the industrial districts in the Italian economy. International
recognition grew considerably as a result of Michael Porter’s book The Com-
petitive Advantage of Nations, published in 1990, and his introduction of the
“cluster” concept that became accepted in the field. The cluster concept had a
major influence, not only on researchers but also among policy makers,
especially with regards to technology-oriented regions and clusters. Since
these early contributions on the regional aspects of small business, the body of
research has grown significantly and become more heterogeneous in char-
acter. For example, extensive interest has been shown in regional differences
in business formation and the development of small businesses, but there
is also interest in regional innovation systems. In this respect, the research has



been heavily policy-oriented, with much discussion of how favourable
conditions can be created for local and regional businesses.

It is in this context of linking regional and small business development with
explicit policy implications that the study by Fink, Loidl and Lang should be
seen. The authors have made an impressive empirical study that includes a
longitudinal six-year research program during which they conducted in-depth
interviews with a large number of key actors in the municipalities and also
organized expert workshops and conducted a large-scale survey. The munici-
palities in the study show significantly different paths in terms of success, and
these differences are analysed in a fruitful way.

There are a lot of lessons to be learnt from the study. Summarized into
17 theses, the authors, in a concrete and constructive way, discuss policy
implications that could be instrumental for municipalities to create favourable
conditions for local small businesses. Therefore, this book should not only be
read by researchers interested in regional development and small businesses,
but also by policy makers and politicians at regional and local levels.

Hans Landström
Lund University, Sweden

xii Foreword



Introduction

Integration into the European Union (EU) poses great challenges for the new
member states in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) not only on the level of
the sovereign state; also the municipalities have to support the process by
means of suitable strategies. This includes creating a fruitful framework for
the positive development of local small and medium enterprises (SMEs).
Particularly in rural and structurally disadvantaged areas, these enterprises
are the main economic drivers and are therefore the focal interest of regional
development policy. The immediate economic, legal and societal environment
in which SMEs are active thus deserves increased attention from politics and
research alike.

By providing a favourable environment for SMEs in rural areas, communal
policy can contribute significantly towards strengthening the region’s eco-
nomic importance and, thus, towards improving the employment situation as
well as local wealth. A positive development of SMEs in rural municipalities
also directly influences the local population’s quality of life. On the one hand,
for instance, creating jobs increases household incomes as well as living stan-
dards and also reduces the number of outward commuters. On the other
hand, the increased inflow in taxes increases the municipalities’ financial
scope for promotional programmes and infrastructure investment. Ideally,
this initiates a positive cycle of development, as the increase in local taxes
continuously improves the conditions for the population as well as enterprises
and so increases the overall attractiveness of the municipality.

To speed up the integration of Austria’s neighbours in Central and Eastern
Europe (in the present study, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and
Slovenia) into the European economic area, it is important to support muni-
cipalities in these countries in developing adequate measures of economic
policy on a local level. To achieve this, intensive cross-border cooperation, as
well as information and know-how transfer, between municipalities in Austria
and the neighbouring countries in Central and Eastern Europe (NCCE) is
required. A positive development of the NCCE economies and stable societies
in these countries will benefit not only the local populations, but also the
whole European economic area. This is especially true for Austria, which
boasts strong trade relations with these nations.



In the present study, to create a foundation for successful cross-border
know-how transfer, first, knowledge is generated about measures for a posi-
tive design for developing regional business structures in rural areas that were
successful in Austria. In this study, local area denotes a municipality together
with its relations with neighbouring municipalities. This leads to a particular
local area being viewed differently by each given municipality, which makes a
rigid definition of local areas impossible. Local areas in turn form part of a
region. The more we know about the effects of key elements of communal
policy on the external conditions for SMEs, the more focused we can be in
supporting municipalities in Austria and abroad. This necessitates, as a first
step, creating a functioning set of tools. In order to create such a bundle of
effective elements of business-oriented communal policy, the interplay of var-
ious factors for a positive economic development in rural areas is analysed.
Successful measures of economic policy at a communal level are identified
that establish favourable conditions for SMEs and, thus, maintain and create
jobs in Austria’s rural areas.

From a holistic point of view, the reasons for the different development
trends in 18 Austrian municipalities are analysed. This analysis of develop-
ment trends in local areas based on configuration theory first identifies the
variables relating to the characteristics of the actors and the resources avail-
able to them in the local areas and their environment. The respective values of
these variables in a specific local area then have to be interpreted and their
importance (weighting) in interaction has to be established. From this, even-
tually the causes for the development trends of particular local areas, or of
particular types of local areas, can be derived. In general, these are not
simple, distinct causes, but complex causal structures. For defining suggested
actions for intervention in municipal systems, it is thus not sufficient just to
discover individual causes. Rather, it is necessary to reconstruct the inter-
dependencies of effects between different variables. Only based on this recon-
struction of the respective configurations (gestalts) that have been recognized
as causes for economic and societal developments both of a positive and
negative nature in rural local areas, practical suggestions for intervention in
the ongoing development processes are possible.

This analysis is not intended to, and indeed is not able to, provide a definite
representation of local area structures existing in Austria, but aims at detect-
ing and explaining typical development trends. For this reason, the local areas
examined are not selected randomly: areas are chosen that, a priori, show
(1) a significant increase or decrease in jobs and places of work in the period
between the two workplace counts 1991 and 2001 and (2) characteristics typi-
cal for Austrian local areas. For each type of local area, two Austrian local
areas are identified, of which one showed a positive development, the other a not
so positive development, in the period under observation. Contrasting local
areas that are similar in their initial situations but different in their development
in this way facilitates identifying individual variables suspected of having
effects, bundles of variables and forces effective between these variables or bundles.

2 Introduction



Following the qualitative paradigm of empirical social research, the data
are collected in direct field research. Up to four narrative interviews are con-
ducted in each local area. Altogether, 65 people are interviewed in all Austrian
provinces with rural areas (i.e. outside Vienna) within the first stage of the
survey between September 2005 and February 2006. The selection of the
interview partners is based on their social roles in the local area. By collecting
perspectives and interpretations of the goings-on in the local area that are as
diverse as possible, the meanings behind the statements are to be brought to
the fore. To this effect, at least the mayor, a councillor with executive func-
tions of the strongest opposition party, an entrepreneur and/or a person
involved in the provision of basic amenities are interviewed in each area.

From the content analysis with a multi-stage interpretation procedure,
18 portraits of municipalities – all anonymous, out of consideration for the
people involved – are created, of which contrastive pairs are built. The con-
trastive analysis results in bundles of measures relevant for success. Instru-
ments of effective intervention in development processes in rural areas are
evaluated anew and new instruments are developed. This all culminates in a
compilation of suggested actions, formulated as theses. These theses form the
foundation for the second step of the survey.

The geographical focus is then extended to Austria’s neighbouring nations
in Central and Eastern Europe. The measures at the communal level that
have proven successful in Austria are now analysed regarding their transfer-
ability to the rural municipalities in the NCCE. Then, it is determined what is
relevant for knowledge transfer under what circumstances, and which barriers
have to be overcome. It has to be kept in mind that there are two types of
barriers regarding the transferability of such measures. On the one hand,
there are barriers to transferability that are part of the individual measures
(push blockers). Such measures generally cannot be transferred to other
municipalities, as they depend on resources not available in any other context;
the positive effect of these measures is based on a unique constellation of
success factors that cannot be replicated. Once aware of this, useless attempts
at transfer can be avoided right from the start. On the other hand, there are
barriers to know-how transfer due to the institutional setting and the
actors’ characteristics in the target municipalities. These are barriers to
transferability that are part of the target municipalities (pull blockers). These
barriers occur whenever measures of economic policy on a communal level
are generally transferable, but the target municipality does not have the
necessary prerequisites for the transfer. These barriers potentially create the
need for action.

In order to be able to support the rural municipalities in the NCCE in
formulating an agenda for developing a strong regional economic structure,
the list of measures successful in Austria is, as a second step, reduced
by those suggestions for action that for general reasons cannot be transferred
to these target municipalities. This is based on the results of an expert workshop
and a large-scale survey in the target countries.

Introduction 3



The third step is the intensive evaluation of the transferability of the mea-
sures remaining in the portfolio, based on ten sample municipalities in the
NCCE. In the individual countries, there is a differentiation by region based
on economic indicators. In these sample municipalities, in analogy to the
survey in Austria, interviews are conducted with a selection of key actors
that is as diverse as possible and the data collected are then subjected to
content analysis. From this analysis, a portfolio of measures, differentiated by
target region, is derived, where each municipality in the target countries
receives a specially prepared guideline on suggested actions to be taken.
Additionally, the analysis identifies deficits in the transferability of the
respective measures in the individual regions. Thus, it becomes apparent
which requirements for the transfer of measures that cannot be implemented
at this point have not been met yet in the municipalities in the region. This
shows a need for action on the local, regional, national and EU levels.

The results of this study, summarized in 17 theses, clearly show that the
focus of regional development increasingly has to be put on the cooperation
of small units (municipalities). EU initiatives (e.g. LEADER+ or INTER-
REG) also address this issue, and further the inclusion of civil society actors,
in addition to businessmen and municipality officials, in regional development
policy. The measures suggested in this study can establish the conditions for a
successful development of a common economic and societal area. An impor-
tant contribution to this can be made by the focused know-how transfer of
successful, economically-oriented measures on a communal level. In this
context, it is not enough to copy formulae for success from other areas, but
the necessary knowledge on the conditions for application has to be con-
veyed, too, and the limits of transferability in individual cases have to be
taken into account. The present study aims to contribute to such a successful
and efficient know-how transfer.

4 Introduction



1 Setting the stage

1.1 Methodological approach – narrations as a key to the
configuration dilemma

1.1.1 The challenge

Business research has been dominated by the analysis of mono-causal and
often uni-directional relationships between variables for a long time. A great
number of studies – for instance on factors relevant for the foundation of new
ventures or for business success – has been carried through with large impetus
and high means (Busenitz et al. 2003, Grichnik 2006). Large samples of dif-
fering quality have hence led to many research results with restricted practical
relevance (Tsang/Kwan 1999, Baldridge et al. 2004, Huw et al. 2007). Such
research can hardly encompass, and most certainly cannot explain, empirically
observable phenomena (Bouckenooghe et al. 2007, Diekmann 2000).

It is clear that a complete modelling of the section of the world that is
relevant to business research is neither possible nor meaningful. Nevertheless,
the benefit of a reductionist approach to empirical research is equally question-
able, since empirical findings based on simplistic models cannot be adequately
linked to everyday life (Chandler/Lyon 2001, Hitt et al. 2004). They do not
present practical relevant propositions or even recommendations for action
(Gopinath/Hoffman 1995, Huw et al. 2007) and are hence hardly received
(Van de Ven 2002).

Conceptually, a holistic perspective may represent a possible key to this
unsatisfactory situation. Thereby, empirical phenomena are tried to be pic-
tured in their entirety by a set of variables that is as comprehensive as possible
(Veliyath/Srinivasan 1995). If the values of the variables in the defined set are
measured, a snapshot of the configuration results. The snapshot can be inter-
preted as a jigsaw piece of reality that is represented by the values of these
variables at the time of measurement (Veliyath/Srinivasan 1995). By analysing
the deviations between the configurations in different points in time, develop-
ments may be identified. Changes in bundles of variables may hence be rela-
ted to developments. In such a structure of thought, specific variables not
only affect specific other variables, but interdependencies between bundles



of variables are also considered (Wiklund/Shepherd 2005). The aim is a recon-
struction of the changes in the configurations and – based on that – a deduction
of starting points and strategies for interventions (Harms et al. 2009).

The focus on variables that are relevant against the background of the
respective research question is a fundamental principle of modern research
practices. Only by using this complexity-reducing approach can the respective
variables and thus the relationships between and developments of the phenomena
of interest be identified from the infinite number of variables. The question is,
however, which of the infinite number of possible variables are the most
relevant. Due to this question, the broad application of the configuration
approach as a conceptual frame for empirical surveys has failed so far
(Harms et al. 2009). Attempts have been made to name the relevant jigsaw
pieces of reality against the background of the research question by defining
spheres following specific theoretical guidelines (Mugler 2005). However, such
a procedure is affected by a high level of uncertainty and the selections can
rarely be argued for stringently, which violates the criterion of scientific work
regarding the transparency of the researcher’s decisions.

1.1.2 The proposed key

It is only the choice of variables that creates the research object. The
researcher constructs its object of research by choosing the aspects of reality
to be measured. The choice of variables hence constitutes a decisive step
in the research process (Fink 2005). If, however, the choice that follows spe-
cific theoretical guidelines cannot be argued for stringently, an empirical basis
has to be used. Quantitative methods of data collection require an a priori
existing structure of meaning with regard to the object of research. For that
reason, such an empirical basis can only be created by qualitative data col-
lection, since only open methods enable the collection of non-pre-structured
data (Diekmann 2000). Narrations, in particular, enable data collections in
the field without purporting structures by the researcher. The structuring
work is then accomplished by the interviewee. The structure of the object of
research may hence be developed on the basis of transcripts (Schütze 1987).
Here the content analysis introduced by Mayring (2002) seems to be an
appropriate method. It enables the identification of underlying structures of
meaning. Hereby, the inherent structures of the field can be uncovered
(Rust 1981).

With regard to the dilemma of selection, the content analysis of narrations
of protagonists in the field of interest offers the possibility to use their struc-
turing work and hence carry out a posterior choice of variables. For that
reason, the scheme of categories that constitutes the empirical investigation’s
frame of reference evolves little by little. The persons concerned define the
object of research as structures that are depicted in the configurations them-
selves. The variables hence constitute the section of reality under research,
thus they are constitutive for the research object.
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The proposed approach enables a direct application of the configuration
approach in empirical studies. The answer to the key question regarding the
selection decision leads to the strengthening of the holistic approach in busi-
ness research due to the use of the openness of qualitative data collection and
interpretative analysis methods, which therefore gains considerable relevance
for the empirical social science.

1.2 Entrepreneurship and small business in Central European
countries in transition

SMEs are the backbone of every developed market economy. The following
survey builds on the basic thesis that a strong and prospering SME sector is
an important prerequisite for the successful economic development of regions
and, thus, should be focused on by regional policy (Bender 1997). It therefore
makes sense to take a closer look at the situation of the SME sector and – closely
connected with it – entrepreneurship in the transformation countries.

Generally, there are substantial parallels between the four countries
compared as regards SMEs, which makes it logical to tackle them together.
Country-specific differences or empirical studies worth mentioning will be
discussed as the need arises.

1.2.1 Deficits of socialist planned economies

Criticism of capitalism started in the nineteenth century against the backdrop
of a market-economy system (“Manchester capitalism”), which was char-
acterized by enormous social differences. A minority that controlled the
means of production enriched itself at the expense of the workers, who lived
in atrocious conditions. The theoretical conclusion of communist thinkers was
that this development based on inequality would intensify further to the pro-
letariat’s disadvantage. Private ownership of the means of production was
seen as the pivotal point of this development and thus the solution was to be
found in bundling means of production on a collective level.

One thing, however, which from today’s perspective seems more apparent,
was grossly neglected. In the nineteenth century, the market-economy system
was still at its beginning. Instead of considering improvement and further
development, a radical overthrow of the system was propagated. Put bluntly,
“instead of providing a cure, they proposed killing the patient and creating a
new organism” (Petrakov 1993: 8). The October revolution of 1917 made it
possible for the first time to apply the theory – albeit with major caveats – in
practice on a state level. Following the Second World War, the Soviet system
spilled over to several Central and Eastern European countries. The core idea
of a planned-economy model is the state’s control over all means of production
and its monopoly in deciding and planning on how to use them.

The planning body was the Communist Party, which, in fact, had a
monopolistic position of power in the state often exerted by oligarchs (Ebel
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1990: 213). Its task was to anticipate down to the last details, calculate and
control, by means of the control and planning apparatus, economic processes
that spontaneously emerged in the market economy (Ebel 1990: 241). This
included first coordinating all areas of the economy that directly contributed
towards national income: all enterprises in all sectors had to be coordinated
individually and in their relationships to each other in order to optimize
output. Furthermore, it was necessary to identify how and to what extent
other areas of society (culture, social matters) were to be supported with
resources. A decision had to be made concerning what part of national
income was to be invested and what part consumed, and what was to be
exported and imported. Finally, the deterioration in production facilities and
infrastructure had to be calculated in advance in order to enable timely
replacement and repair (Ebel 1990: 242ff).

The consequences were manifold. (1) In order to manage the immense
planning effort, a strong, unwieldy bureaucratic system quickly developed,
which then took up the country’s important human resources (especially uni-
versity graduates) to fulfil the tasks at hand (Ebel 1990: 248). (2) Central
planning resulted in a seller’s market, in which buyers compete for the goods
on offer. Free from the market-economy pressures of a buyer’s market, it was
not necessary to take customers’ demand into account, improve the quality of
the goods offered or indeed to develop new products (Kornai 2001: 168).
(3) The planners were too far removed from the actual sites of production.
Their conception of what was required frequently did not match the real
situation in the enterprises. In addition, the cumbersome decision mechanism
reacted to events in the economic sphere only with a substantial delay. Lacking
market-economy adaption mechanisms, the whole economic system was
inflexible, resulting in inappropriate decisions from above that made fulfilling
the plans impossible.

As a reaction to these undesirable developments, (4) total production was
concentrated in a few large production sites, intended to minimize the com-
plexity of supplier networks and the number of business units to be coordi-
nated (Töpfer 1996: 32). Large businesses were given a certain output target
that eventually resulted in (5) non-productive activity. Production became less
efficient and the target was “achieved” only through (6) various types of
manipulation (Indruch 1994: 19).

The seller’s market ties (7) the planned economy to production. At least in
the socialist planned economies under Soviet influence, the focus of production
was on (heavy) industry, to the detriment of consumer-goods production. This
one-sided orientation was based on the assumption that resources can be
invested in production or used for consumer goods (Brenner 1993: 105f).
Economic growth, however, depends on production alone. Anything used
for consumer goods cannot be used for production and thus reduces eco-
nomic growth. In the inter-war Soviet Union, therefore, consumption was
kept on as low a level as possible. The hope that, on achieving a sufficient
level of wealth, this wealth would transfer, via production, to consumption
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turned out to be in vain. This initial economic orientation was nonetheless
continued in the socialist planned economies that emerged after the Second
World War.

The economy’s orientation towards industrial production rather than
demand resulted in (8) an undersupply of the population. This, in turn, led
to (9) a loss of trust, decreasing motivation and passive resistance. Unsur-
prisingly, this had a negative effect on the economy’s production performance.
The excellent growth rates announced regularly at the time are, with hind-
sight, explained by a significantly higher input of resources and manpower, as
well as businesses growing autonomously, despite checks, and simple data
manipulation (Brenner 1993: 110ff).

The factors mentioned resulted in (10) large-scale undersupply, which,
in many cases, could only be ameliorated by taking out loans abroad.
The intensive and ruthless industrial production led to environmental pollu-
tion and subsequently health problems in the population. Citizens’ dis-
satisfaction was further amplified through Western media and communication
networks (Hill/Magas 1993: 36f), until the planned-economy system finally
collapsed.

Returning to the outset of our deliberations, it can be said once again: the
attempt to escape from destitution actually drove people who lived in “really
existing” socialist economies into destitution, both relative and absolute.
Hence, this phenomenon turned out to be not an expression of the general
law of capitalist accumulation, but a symptom of an underdeveloped market
economy (Ebel 1990: 203).

1.2.2 Problems of transformation

Depending on the commitment with which the planned-economy concepts
were applied in practice, the economy of socialist planned regimes was char-
acterized to a greater or lesser extent by desolate infrastructure, worn-out and
out-of-date facilities and machines, backward organizational and production
structures, an unmotivated and passive workforce, inefficient business, high
indebtedness abroad and pollution. No matter how much these burdens
actually differed from transformation country to transformation country – all
states faced a transformation recession and rapidly evolving regional differ-
ences within the country. The following discussion sketches out the reasons
for these transformation phenomena.

The transformation process in the medium term requires making businesses
autonomous (privatization), ending price and wage controls, enabling the free
convertibility of the currency, lifting the international trade monopoly, rede-
signing the banking system, creating a real labour market and, in connection
with this, setting up at least a minimum social welfare net (Indruch 1994:
13ff). There was little doubt these reforms were to be implemented, but the
speed at which this was to be achieved was contentious. Proponents of shock
therapy saw a massive gap in development between East and West that could
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only be bridged in one great leap. The gradualists made use of the metaphor
of altitude difference: in order to reach the West’s altitude, a slow but steady
ascent with safely placed steps was required (Laski 1992: 35).

Irrespective of the strategy pursued, the more or less restrained imple-
mentation of reforms in all transformation countries resulted in a rapid
decrease in economic output and – with certain exceptions – an increase in
inflation, as well as higher unemployment. Naturally, the economic decline
depended on the respective initial situation of the transforming country.
The states of the former Soviet Union (without the Baltic countries) were hit
more heavily than the Baltic and the Central and Eastern European nations
(NCCE). This was because the Baltic States and the NCCE had been cen-
trally administrated only since 1945 and – as in the case of many NCCE –
applied a less rigid socialism. Hungary, for instance, had an inflation rate of
just 26 per cent after transformation; in Georgia, a former Soviet republic, on
the other hand, inflation went up to 56,000 per cent (Fischer/Sahay 2001).

Nevertheless, all these countries suffered an economic recession, which is
due to the following mechanisms (Kornai 2001: 175ff):

� Worker protection declined. Increasing insecurity, which resulted in a
higher proclivity to save, and growing unemployment led to lower domestic
demand.

� As the markets opened up, pressure on producers increased, which made
them reduce production and rationalize in general. Thus, more employees
were set free. If – as happened in Hungary, for example – a bankruptcy
law was introduced quickly, further inefficient enterprises went bankrupt,
which resulted in even more job losses.

� Backward sectors and businesses oriented towards exporting to the
East took a hit. Growth sectors were not able to compensate for this
decline.

� After the bureaucracy was dissolved, market-economy institutions did not
emerge instantaneously. The lack of coordination between market powers
led to chaos, which hampered economic growth (e.g. if foreign companies
refrained from investing due to legal insecurity).

Whenever the egalitarian-minded planned-economy regimes managed to
inhibit social (more on this in Duke/Grime 1997: 884ff) and regional dis-
parities, these emerged to an even greater extent with the transformation into
a market economy. We now leave aside the social effects of system change and
focus purely on the reasons for regional disparities.

Regarding regional differences, two clear regional patterns can be discerned
(Abrhám 2007, OIR 2000: 124): in all transformation countries, the gap
between the economic centres (capital and environs) and the peripheries is
growing. In addition, in all transformation countries, except for the Czech
Republic, a clear West–East discrepancy in favour of the West can be discerned.
This is for the following reasons:
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� Cities, and in particular capitals, attract foreign investors with their good
infrastructure and an existing telecommunications structure, an interna-
tional airport, a large municipal sales market and excellent access to public
and state institutions. Moreover, (capital) cities have the advantage that no
information on alternative locations in the country is available (Petrakos
1996: 7f). Cities close to a European (geographical) growth centre show
additional potential.

� Regions towards Eastern markets before the transformation and – often
the same – regions with little diversified business structures and a lower
supply of human capital are hit harder by the transformation. Frequently,
these are agricultural regions or regions focusing on old industries.

� The initial disadvantage is exacerbated through a vicious circle: foreign
direct investment, essential for many countries (Radice 1996), does not
flow to disadvantaged regions, as they lack the necessary structures, for the
development of which the investment is required in the first place.

These disparities, however, are not due to an absolute decline in develop-
ment, but rather to the capitals’ prosperity (Baum/Weingarten 2004: 10). This
reflects a general dilemma prevalent all over Central and Eastern Europe. In
order to catch up economically, the transformation countries focus on their
growth centres at the expense of already disadvantaged regions (Nagy/Turnock
2000: 262) and by neglecting regional development. Rural areas, naturally
suffering from structural disadvantages, thus face additional problems.

1.2.3 The importance of SMEs and entrepreneurship in the
transformation countries

SMEs (business with fewer than 250 employees) have a starring role in developed
market economies. According to Mugler (1998: 38ff), this is because:

� SMEs help stabilize a pluralistic society. This is done not just by creating
new jobs, but also due to the increased importance an individual typically
has in an SME.

� Business diversity strengthens the mechanisms of a market economy based
on competition. SMEs enrich business activity, prevent the spread of uni-
form customer needs through their individual product ranges, and so
hamper the emergence of monopolies. SMEs’ high flexibility promotes
economic change and breaking up encrusted structures.

� SMEs tend to be closer to the customer than large companies producing
standardized goods do. Their flexibility allows them to adjust to individual
demands and to occupy market niches unattractive for larger companies.
This increases the range of goods offered.

� As regards research, it can be seen that SMEs position their innovation
activities closer to specific customer needs. The innovation process is much
faster than with large companies.
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� An economy with a broadly diverse SME sector is less prone to crises, as
the economic risk is spread across many businesses and sectors.

� SMEs improve the quality of life, on the one hand, by producing perso-
nalized (niche) products. On the other hand, as employers and motors of
regional development, they help increase the wealth of a society.

� SMEs, through their softer and more local processes, tend to produce in a
less polluting fashion.

� SMEs play an important role in training people, especially apprentices.
� Compared to large companies, SMEs are less important for foreign trade. Yet

even SMEs contribute significantly to exports because of their role as suppliers.

These factors are also valid for former socialist planned economies. In
particular, the potential of SMEs to absorb workers that have lost their jobs
prevented much higher unemployment figures in the early years of the trans-
formation. The SME sector in effect replaced the barely existent social safety
nets in this critical early stage of transformation. Further important functions
of SMEs include:

� The command economy broke down also because of chronic supply bot-
tlenecks. In the difficult years of system change and transformation reces-
sion, small and very small enterprises helped stabilize the availability of
many important goods and services (Zapalska/Zapalska 1999: 8).

� As personification or symbols (“role models”; Forst 1996: 51) of the new
economic system, the new entrepreneurs helped break up habitual values,
aswell as thought and behavioural patterns, in the population in the early years
of the turnaround, “fostering the image of competition, risk-taking, mobi-
lity and other values essential to the successful functioning of an economic
system that relies on market mechanism” (Zapalska/Zapalska 1999: 8).

� An important characteristic of planned economies was the compulsory
orientation towards (heavy) industry production. With the help of new
businesses, established mainly in the service sector, in only a few years, the
transformation countries managed to at least reduce their structural
deficits compared to the Western service economies (Smallbone/Welter
2001: 63).

� The particularly serious problem of raising capital made it essential that
many small businesses finance themselves by means of private savings or
loans from family and friends. Thus, SMEs indirectly contributed towards
the productive mobilization of private savings (Marot 1997: 53).

1.2.4 The SME sector in the countries surveyed

1.2.4.1 Developments up to transformation

The well-developed SME structures in Czechoslovakia and Hungary fell
victim to collectivization when the communists took power. Large state
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enterprises were promoted, while entrepreneurship was consciously
suppressed, although it was never completely eradicated. In the case of
Hungary – which, from 1953, time and again allowed attempts at market-
economy reforms – the spirit of entrepreneurship kept burning almost
throughout the whole dictatorial period. As early as in 1973, joint ventures
with Western companies were condoned in the SME sector (Welter 2002).
From 1980 onwards, various business constructs with market-economy char-
acteristics emerged (see Hisrich/Fulop 1995). Nevertheless, the shift in values
in society over the more than 40 years of communist rule became clear in that
the entrepreneurial opportunities available in Hungary in the 1980s were not
really fully utilized even within the many restrictions that prevailed. For
example, quasi-private businesses did not employ the maximum numbers of
employees the Party had established for them (Lagemann et al. 1994).

Entrepreneurship survived in a semi-legal or illegal form as part of a par-
allel shadow economy. This shadow economy was more present in rigid
command economies than in other, more liberal socialist republics. In Central
Europe, this was mainly the GDR and the CSSR. Until 1938, Czechoslovakia
was one of the ten most important industrial nations with a strong SME
sector comprising more than 400,000 businesses (Bohatá/Mládek 1999: 461ff).
From 1948 onwards, private enterprise was radically erased in the CSSR, and
the entrepreneurial potential then developed informally. This “second econ-
omy” included (Lagemann et al. 1994: 2000) secondary occupations in agri-
culture, craft activities, neighbourly help in building a house, illegal use of
official working hours and state resources for private services, as well as
below-the-counter sales. Only in 1982 was there some slight shift towards free
enterprise, where it became possible to conduct some form of restricted trade
(Ohral 1991: 2).

In many ways, the development of the Slovenian SME sector differs from
the developments in the three other countries of comparison: Slovenia, as an
Austro-Hungarian province, was an underdeveloped agrarian country that got
rid of its structural deficits only as a member of the Kingdom of SHS and
particularly within the Yugoslav Federation (Gow/Carmichael 2000: 102ff).
Admittedly, the development of a modern, diversified economic structure was
hampered by the prevailing planned-economy elements; but, due to the spe-
cial status of communist Yugoslavia (no Soviet influence and hence no Iron
Curtain), barriers to development of market-oriented behaviour were much
weaker than, for example, in Czechoslovakia.

1.2.4.2 (Re-)construction of the SME sector

There were – and are – basically two ways of establishing private-economy
structures in transformation countries: either by privatizing state enterprises
(top down) or by setting up new businesses (bottom up) (Brezinski/Fritsch
1996). However, these two areas overlap: many new businesses were only
made possible by acquiring former state property. That Czechoslovakia’s
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entrepreneurs were able to catch up with Hungary in only a few years (despite
its anti-entrepreneur history), for instance, can also be attributed to the fact
that privatizations, compared to Hungary, Poland and, above all, Slovenia
(for more detail, see Mencinger 2004), were conducted quickly, radically and
smoothly (Lagemann et al. 1994). In 1990, the year of the turnaround, there
were roughly 7,000 companies in Czechoslovakia. In 1993, the figure was
400,000 (Lagemann et al. 1994: 192). Even allowing for these statistics to be
heavily distorted upwards (see Bukhval’d/Vilenskii 2003; more generally:
OECD 1996: 19, 29f), this is a remarkable achievement.

There are two types of privatization: small- and large-scale, with the dis-
tinction between them fairly blurred. Large-scale privatization was mainly
used for de-concentrating the many (too) large state enterprises, although SMEs
were also sold (OECD 1996: 27). For the SME sector, this form of privatiza-
tion brought forth roughly 2,200 companies in the Czech Republic, 440 in the
Slovak Republic and approximately 500 in Hungary (OECD 1996: 27).

In small-scale privatization, small state enterprises were sold in auctions,
including mainly “retail shops, services establishments (such as cafes, hotels,
and smaller restaurants), handcraft establishments, and small industrial
firms” (DeFillippi 1995: 4). Even though only an estimated 10 per cent of all
enterprises in turnaround countries come from small-scale privatization
(OECD 1996: 22), this form of privatization is particularly important in the
first, chaotic phase of transformation. This is because “first they potentially
form the basic stock of newly created private firms and second, the assets
represented by these units can be used by future entrepreneurs as securities for
generating loan finance” (OECD 1996: 21). The psychological effect of this
form of privatization also must not be underestimated: transferring many
small enterprises to private owners creates a much larger “aha!” effect in the
population than handing over large businesses to foreign investors (OECD
1996: 22).

Similarly, the restitution of formerly collectivized private property had a
mainly psychological effect: symbolically, the population’s trust in property
rights was gained. The return of property, however, was consistently effected
only in Czechoslovakia, where up to 20,000 small businesses and roughly
100,000 other assets were restituted to the original owners or their descen-
dants. In Hungary, on the other hand, there was financial compensation,
which at least helped the population build up capital as a basis for potential
investment or founding a company (OECD 1996: 24f). In Slovenia, the
question of restitution was completely neglected, at least in the first few years
following transformation (Rothacher 1999).

The most important factor in the revival of the SME sector in the trans-
formation countries was the fast increase in self-employment. In 1989, there
were only about 8,000 self-employed persons in the Czech part of the CSSR,
but this figure rose to 925,000 in 1994. A similar picture emerged in Slovakia
(1989: 2,000; 1994: 280,000). In liberal Hungary, the increase was less steep,
where the 320,000 self-employed people in 1989 rose to 775,000 in 1994
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(OECD 1996: 29). Owing to numerous foundations of companies as a
second occupation and multiple foundations, though, these figures are too
optimistic.

1.2.4.3 Founders and entrepreneurs

The high foundation rates in transformation countries raise the question of
which population groups were particularly keen founders and why.

According to Benáček (1995), two opposing social groups were particularly
responsible for the fast emergence of the SME sector in Czechoslovakia. He
first distinguishes “operators”, who held rather low positions in the social
hierarchy, although these positions provided a certain entrepreneurial poten-
tial. This potential was, for instance, created through direct contact with cus-
tomers or a focal position within the bureaucracy. Even people doing business
in the criminal world are deemed “operators” (Benáček 1995: 48).

The second group of potential founders came from the so-called
“nomenklatura”, which refers to hierarchically higher-ranking civil servants
in the political and/or economic areas. In contrast to, for example, simple
factory workers, these two groups showed the following common features,
which turned out to be an advantage for an entrepreneurial career (Benáček
1995: 48f):

� a certain degree of independent power of decision
� frequent involvement in monetary transfers
� above-average income (economic capital)
� comparatively strong integration in bureaucratic networks (social capital)
� enforcement of one’s own goals by pragmatic and even unethical means
� control over state capital (financial or physical), which at times is deemed

one’s own property
� fascination with living standards of the Western middle classes (motivation)

These two segments of the population, which made up about a quarter
of the working populace, made good use of their initial advantage. They
represented a comparatively large part of the new entrepreneurial class.
By contrast, in countries whose economy was less strongly interwoven with
party politics (e.g. Hungary or Slovenia), the share of the political nomenk-
latura in foundations was much lower (Dallago 1997: 117). In Slovenia,
the former management class, which in privatization – to the detriment of
foreign investors – had been given significant advantages in buyouts, took
a particularly large share in the newly created entrepreneurial class
(Rothacher 1999).

If one takes a look at the remaining three-quarters of the population, the
workers played a greater role in founding businesses. Often founding a com-
pany was the direct result of losing a job with a state enterprise fighting for
survival (Dallago 1997: 117). The motive for founding a company thus was
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not a Schumpeterian urge, but the necessity to improve one’s socio-economic
position or to find an alternative source of income (Ivy 1997). More recent
empirical data for the Czech Republic, on the other hand, show that looming
unemployment is mentioned less often as a reason for founding a business
than, for instance, seizing a market opportunity or having a good idea for a
product (Kessler 2003: 137).

Finally, the role of foreign entrepreneurs and foundations is worth men-
tioning, which in the first years of the turnaround, particularly in Hungary,
significantly contributed towards the re-creation of the SME sector in the
form of direct investment.

1.2.4.4 Specifics of the SME sector in transformation countries

The rapidly re-created SME sector in transformation countries differs
from SME sectors in Western European market economies in certain respects.
Specific differences can be found on the structural and psychological levels.

In contrast to Western European countries, where the SME sector had a
few decades to develop properly, in transformation countries, this important
area for the economy developed more or less overnight. The inverted pyramid
of company size (many large companies, few small businesses), which is
typical for centrally planned countries (Berko/Gueullette 2003), was rapidly
turned on its head again. Still, this happened mostly by establishing micro-
businesses in the service sector, as there are generally few barriers to entry
here (and, above all, little start-up capital is required) (Arzeni 1996, Bateman
2000). In the Slovak region of Nitra, for example, the service sector accoun-
ted for 74 per cent of all business founded (Ivy 1997). In this regard, indus-
trial SMEs in transformation countries – compared to Western market
economies – are heavily underrepresented.

Specific barriers inhibit the growth of SMEs in transformation countries.
This is reflected by a gap in the size structure of the SME sector: there is a dearth
of medium enterprises (Gibb 1993: 464, Kremser 1991), with Hungary being
closest to the Western “norm”, mainly due to foreign investment (OECD
1996: 38). Together with the strong tilt towards services, mainly in traditional
areas, this undermines the industrial structure in transformation countries,
resulting in a general weakening of the SME sector (Bateman 2000: 278). There
are consequences: many positive external effects ascribed to SMEs fail to
materialize: “a weak SME sector is unlikely to lead, inter alia, to inter-
enterprise networking, subcontracting, exports, technology transfer, a local
R&d culture, local product and process innovation, high quality training
institutions, and so on” (Bateman 2000: 278).

In fact, a lack of innovation in the SME sector of transformation countries
has been diagnosed (Berko/Gueullette 2003, Marot 1997). In contrast to
“old” market economies, where many important innovations would have been
impossible without SMEs, in transformation countries most innovations are
initiated by large, often foreign companies. All said, the economies of
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transformation countries show a clear shortage of innovation with all the
related negative effects.

Several decades of propaganda against the entrepreneur as the archetype of
the exploitative capitalist left their mark on the population’s attitude. The bad
reputation entrepreneurs had to battle in the years of planned economies, on
a psychological level, was approached with a behaviour distinct from that of
Western European entrepreneurs: “[h]e became individualistic and disinclined
to co-operate or to communicate, compared with his equivalent in the West”
(Berko/Gueullette 2003: 248). Such behavioural attributes, however, are det-
rimental to entrepreneurial growth in an ever more closely linked world
economy. One effect, for instance, is the poor links between SMEs and
research institutions, which further weaken the poor innovation performance
(Marot 1997: 58).

In most transformation countries, entrepreneurship took place in a semi-
legal or even illegal shadow area, with the corresponding techniques in use to
achieve one’s goals: theft of state property and, in particular, bribery were
part of the day-to-day business for entrepreneurs. The change in the political
system in 1989/1990 brought forward a new one, but the tradition of corrup-
tion remained (on the part of both the entrepreneurs and the authorities)
(Arzeni 1996). This resulted in a very weak sense of business ethics and little
quality awareness (Lagemann et al. 1994). The latter vanished within just a
few years, due to pressure from the markets and the foreign competition, but
corruption is a medium-term problem that – also against the background of
the low salaries in the public sector – is very difficult to overcome.

1.2.5 Problems of SMEs in transformation countries

In conclusion, we will now address barriers and problems that have emerged
particularly for SMEs in transformation countries or still appear relevant.
These are problem areas that make both establishing a business and SME
growth more difficult.

1.2.5.1 Financing

Raising capital in the case of SMEs is particularly difficult in former com-
mand economies. In addition to the problems encountered by SMEs requiring
capital in the old market economies, transformation-related structural difficulties
also arise. Communist economies had a one-tier banking system (the central
bank and nothing else), which does not meet the requirements of market
economies (two-tier: central bank and commercial banks). Formally, the
transition happened fast, as the banking monopoly was broken up. In Hungary,
this happened as early as in 1987, when five commercial banks were intro-
duced (Zapalska/Zapalska 1999: 15). In fact, these newly positioned two-tier
banking systems were in dire need of improvement. The banks lacked liquid-
ity as well as practical experience in assessing loan requests. Systematically,
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the (well-known) state enterprises were preferred to the new SMEs and little
competition between the few large banks hampered the development of new
products and the reduction of bureaucracy for the clients’ sake (DeFillippi
1995, Hisrich/Fulop 1995, OECD 1996).

In the first few years as a market economy, the weakly developed capital
market was one of the biggest hurdles for establishing a business and business
growth, as empirical studies show for the Czech Republic (Bohatá/Mládek
1999, Kessler 2003), Slovakia (Ivy 1997), Hungary (Fogel 2001) and Slovenia
(Bukvic/Bartlett 2003). Only in the transformation countries is the capital
market seen as one of the three major hurdles for creating and developing
SMEs (Pissarides 1999). If one’s own savings are not sufficient, the capital
required is raised within the family (informal capital) (Ivy 1997, Ru°žička
1996). Kessler (2003: 175) shows that, for newly established companies in
the Czech Republic, more than 55 per cent of respondents answer the ques-
tion whether it was difficult to get a bank loan with “don’t know”. This
suggests that these respondents never tried to take out a loan with a bank
(Kessler 2003: 175). The fact they did not try might indicate that the idea of
borrowing money from the banks seemed quite absurd. All remaining answers
underlined the difficulty of getting a bank loan.

Despite the further development of the banking system, not least because
of Austrian direct investment, financing is still a comparatively big problem
for the SME sector (Bukvic/Bartlett 2003, Hutchinson/Xavier 2006) and
therefore also for the economies of the transformation countries. Phenomena
found in the economic structures of transformation countries such as the lack
of medium enterprises, innovative SMEs or SMEs in industry are certainly
partly due to the weak capital markets.

1.2.5.2 State institutions

Particularly in the first few years of transformation, state institutions were too
out of their depth to develop sensible rules for conducting business – this was
understandable as there was too much to do at the same time. In Czechoslovakia,
this was reflected in a drastic decrease in business crimes, with other forms of
crime rising rapidly. This statistical anomaly could be explained by the fact
that it was generally not clear what was forbidden and what was allowed and
legal texts were not able to give clear answers either (Gibb 1993: 69).

In this context, for example, there were no instruments or methods to
tackle small legal disputes. Such “minor cases” mainly concerned SMEs, as in
the case of non-paying customers (DeFillippi 1995, Ivy 1997). There were
also no clear property rights and property transfer rights (Hisrich/Fulop
1995), nor was there a functioning market regulator. A decade after trans-
formation, Czech founders still see the legal situation as restrictive and
chaotic (Kessler 2003: 166).

Finally, the burdens of the post-communist bureaucracy have to be men-
tioned, which systematically made founding a business more difficult.
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Artificial barriers were erected not just by authorities, but also mainly by
large companies owned by the state (e.g. municipal utilities), which were able
to exploit their monopoly position for making extra gains (see Ru°žička 1996:
222 for a practical example).

1.2.5.3 Human resources

In the area of human resources, two aspects concerned and concern the sector
of SMEs in particular. Firstly – in reference to Max Weber’s protestant ethics
(Weber 2000 [1905]) – the so-called socialist work ethic (Pissarides 1999): the
planned economy had made full employment into an ideological constant.
Everyone had the right to work, even if no extra workplace was required
(which resulted in over-employment). As there was no threat of job losses, the
motivation to perform was limited, particularly in rigid Czechoslovakia.
Often, the means of production at work were used for one’s own activities in
the shadow economy. These working habits learned over the years were a
particular burden to the burgeoning entrepreneurial class and had to be
unlearned in the first years after transformation (Ru°žička 1996).

Secondly, in transformation countries, there were – and are – few opportu-
nities to train and educate entrepreneurs. In socialist planned-economy sys-
tems, private entrepreneurs were not provided for, as training took place for
specific units of the large companies (Vértesi 1991), and practical training
opportunities were lacking (OECD 1996). In this respect, trainings for entre-
preneurs, but also consulting services, are growing more and more important
in transformation countries, in order to make better use of the growth
potentials unused because of a lack of expert knowledge in the respective
SME sectors.

1.2.5.4 Psychological barriers

In the first few years after system change, “[t]he entrenched and lingering
logic of egalitarianism, still ingrained in the minds of people” (Arzeni 1996: 53)
posed a considerable barrier in the heads of potential founders. Apart from
the unwillingness to become active as an entrepreneur (“envy and hostility
against entrepreneurial spirit”, Ru°žička 1996: 221), it was the founders’
environment, in particular, that was characterized by incomprehension
regarding the consequence of economy thinking – such as that price is deter-
mined by supply and demand – that went as far as accusations of usury
(Ru°žička 1996: 221).
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2 An action framework for rural
municipalities

2.1 Design of the empirical study

2.1.1 Data collection

Between September 2005 and February 2006, we conducted 4,157 minutes of
interviews and created 1,473 pages of transcript with a total of 65 inter-
viewees in 18 local areas in all provinces of Austria with rural areas (that is,
all but Vienna). As no full representation of local-area structures in Austria
was intended, but an explanation of typical development trends, no randomly
selected local areas were analysed, except those for which (1) in the period
between the two job counts, 1991 and 2001, a significant increase or decrease
in jobs and other indicators was recorded and (2) a clearly discernible cate-
gory was determined a priori that showed an influence on the (positive or
negative) development of local areas. The following categories of character-
istics were, for instance, considered: region for which a particular product is
well known, social cohesion, drastic change in the economic structure or
inter-communal business zone. For each of these categories, two local areas
were identified, of which one developed well and the other less so in the
period surveyed.

In the NCCE, the survey took place a year later. The data were collected in
direct field studies. The narrative interviews were conducted in the respective
national languages. Altogether, in the NCCEs interviews with a total length
of 3,812 minutes were conducted with 61 interviewees, which resulted in 1,142
pages of transcripts.

The territorial distribution of the local areas surveyed was effected
proportionally to the nation’s geographical area, with each country to be
represented by at least two local areas. Hence, three Czech and three
Hungarian, as well as two Slovak and two Slovene local areas were analysed.
In order to record the influence of different rules on the level of local admin-
istration, the specific selection of local areas made sure that the individual
places selected were in different areas regarding the categorization of the
countries surveyed based on NUTS II. As Slovenia consists of only one
region on this level, national administrative regions were used. Additionally,



the influence of the distance from the area surveyed to the Austrian border
was to be made transparent. Therefore, the selection process ensured that in
each country there was at least one area close to the Austrian border and one
further away.

Thus narrowed down, the specific local areas were selected for analysis
together with experts from the respective countries. In order to safeguard a
broad scope of the assertions generated, the selected areas, particularly
regarding their key demographic and economic data, were to be typical of the
respective NUTS II region. Also concerning qualitative criteria such as his-
torical development and social situation, the areas selected were to differ as
little as possible from other local areas in the region.

Within the local areas, following a holistic view developed above, in dis-
cussing the research questions, the perspectives of various actors on different
levels of administration and from different walks of life were recorded.
By including points of view on and interpretations of what was going on in
the municipalities surveyed that were as contrary to each other as possible,
the meanings behind the statements made were to emerge. The minimum
people interviewed were the mayor, a councillor from the biggest opposition
party, an entrepreneur and a representative from the institution in charge of
regional development on an inter-communal or regional level.

2.1.2 Data analysis

The transcripts of the recorded interviews were content analysed. In order to
reduce distorted perceptions, interpretation took place on two levels and was
conducted by four different teams. On the first level, the interviews were
interpreted independently by the interviewers themselves, in group work
within a seminar by qualified students specializing in small-business manage-
ment and entrepreneurship at WU Vienna University of Economics and
Business, and by the authors. These three interpretations were then, on a
second level (interpretation of the interpretations), brought together in a dis-
cursive process into a final interpretation. In the case of discrepancies between
the interpretations, a feedback loop was inserted.

During interpretation work, the categorization scheme illustrated in part in
Table 2.1 was established.

2.2 For starters: statements from the interviews

IDEAS AND INITIATIVES

“Each town designs itself; it depends on the respective conditions. You
can’t say you take the concept from one town and transfer it to another,
one for one. You can only transfer ideas!”

“Everybody says something has to happen in the region, but no one
takes the initiative. And if you do start something and there are start-up
costs, nobody dares provide the money!”
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“The tourists are the only ones making us aware how beautiful it is
here!”

“Citizens and municipal staff identify with the municipality if there is
personal involvement and people know each other. Then they identify
themselves and bring in a lot of commitment and initiative for the
community!”

“You have to change something every year; I can clearly see that in our
business. People really want to see something new every time. So the
visitors can see: something’s going on!”

“Our main idea right from the start was: we have to take matters in
our hands, because there’s no outside sponsor that will conjure up an
attraction out of thin air! It’s always been important for us to have
something authentic for our people. Only then the whole town will
support it!”

IMPLEMENTATION

“On paper it’s easy to design things, but in practice things usually look
very different!”

“Every project needs a central figure. If there’s no one at the front
propelling the project, it will soon wither away!”

“It’s often like this: there are good ideas never put into practice
because there’s no one there to take care of things. A good idea is good,
but someone implementing it is just as important!”

SUBSIDIES

“As long as non-wage labour costs are that high, no businesses will come –
even if we built an eight-lane motorway!”

“We don’t see ourselves as the authorities but as service providers for
people and businesses. We are trying to support everyone in some way,
even if it’s just a tax return or something!”

“We always try to handle planning and licensing procedures unbur-
eaucratically and transparently when new businesses want to locate here,
as especially SMEs have difficulties in this area. If there are a lot of
administrative hurdles, they don’t even try!”

“There is no concept behind the municipality’s subsidy policy. It all
depends on the applicant’s initiative. If you apply and provide good
arguments, you will get some money. And if you have a friend on the
council, you’ll get more. What I’m saying is that who meets certain criteria
should have a right to receive a certain subsidy!”

“There’s something wrong with project promotion: first they support a
venture and then there’s no support in the first few years. Unless you’re
financially independent straight away, that’s really hard and kills off many
projects immediately!”
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“I am against one-off subsidies, as they don’t achieve anything. He
pockets the money and stays for exactly the time he has to; and then the
trek moves on!”

RELATIONS TO FEDERAL AND PROVINCIAL AUTHORITIES

“Infrastructure measures are only taken in regions relevant for electoral
reasons!”

“You do get the feeling we are a forgotten region!”
“Those above keep creating new regions! No wonder people don’t even

know which region they belong to any more!”
“The federal government keeps adding to the municipalities’ tasks.

Officially to strengthen their autonomy, but in reality they just want to
pass on the costs!”

POLITICS

“If you address the wrong party with your suggestions, they simply vote
you down – it’s like hitting a brick wall!”

“In the old days the municipality did what is now being done by the
provinces and the feds, and that is selling everything. Now the munici-
pality has no land to build on left and so they can’t influence the town’s
development any more!”

“You have to know: we have the Socialists and the Conservatives. There
are pensioners here and there who would quite like to do something together
occasionally, but then they’ll get an earful from their party friends!”

“In municipalities where a party has an absolute majority and there is no
citizens’ initiative in the council, the local politicians fix what’s to be done
down the pub and then it happens. They needn’t talk to or ask anyone!”

“Regional planning should follow the criteria for regional planning
and not the principle of: that’s Mister X and Mister Y and Mister Z!”

MAYOR

“You can’t really do this job on the side any more, it’s a full-time task – my
predecessors were all employed by the municipality!”

“Partly there is not even a basis for discussion in our town. Everything
is killed off right from the start. He is the local emperor: other ideas are
blocked and, if they still happen to be implemented, they were naturally
his ideas in the first place. In the end nothing ever gets anywhere!”

“Especially in the early stages of a project it is important that
the mayor comes along to begging trips to authorities and other decision-
makers. It doesn’t matter whether he knows these people or not, as a
mayor he is our representative and if he supports something it is quite
different to just Joe Public turning up and saying: ‘I’ve got something
interesting here!’”
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LIFE IN THE MUNICIPALITY

“The town hall must not be a service desert. If a citizen turns up, he must
feel he is being taken care of and supported, as he’ll only come when he
needs something or requires information. Nobody enjoys going to the
authorities anyway!”

“We have a home for the disabled in the middle of town, where the
handicapped sit in the Town Square. Fifteen years ago they would have
run me as the mayor out of town. But today these people are integrated
and cordially accepted by everybody!”

“Then they want planning permission for every corner of the munici-
pality to build a house there. Well, I told them we certainly wouldn’t do
that. First, as it is against regional planning rules, second because there
will be nothing but needless quarrel with a house next to a farm, and
third because it causes massive infrastructure costs for the municipality!”

“When I started out as the mayor a few years back, it was quite often
the case they called me from town: ‘Hey, mayor, we have a stranger in
town! What does he want here?’ Today we have a few thousand overnight
stays in town per year.”

COMMUNITY AND BUSINESS

“The Chamber of Commerce helps us with problems we would never
have if there weren’t the Chamber!”

“Many small businesses are always better than a large one. The risk for
the municipality is smaller and they can’t blackmail you that much.”

“The municipality should only do what it has to do. What can be done
by others should be done by others. The municipality should only provide
the framework and step in when there’s no other way.”

“If the municipality builds a municipal centre in the middle of town,
where there is a baker’s, a grocer, a doctor and a bank, they must not see
themselves as competitors. Where people live, there’s frequency, after all.
And so they all live off one another!”

“On their own, the product range would be much too small, that’s not
attractive for customers any more. But if there are several shops, every-
body benefits. Competitive thinking is always wrong here. Basically
everybody survives because there are several of them. Together they offer
a broad and attractive range.”

LOCAL AMENITIES

“The only thing you can’t take into account is time, the working
hours, because, if I had a 40-hour week, I’d have to stop Wednesday
afternoon!”

“A local lady was very happy her daughter got a job at the local
retailer, but she never ever shops there. People just don’t see the connection.”
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“If a businessman in town wants to open a sorely needed local shop, people
say: ‘He just can’t get enough.’ They actually prefer an outsider doing it!”
“People say: ‘Municipality, go and make our shops stay in town!’ And

the same lot then goes shopping in the discount store!”
“Business has its own momentum. At the moment the trend is towards

supermarkets and shopping malls with a broad range and sufficient
parking. This can’t be stopped by just paying lip service, it takes specific
measures in order to keep and promote local amenities in town!”

“Many local shops don’t invest anything any more these days but do
nothing but complain. That’s a disaster. Nobody depends on these
ramshackle places any more!”

“Not everybody has to buy everything at the corner shop, but if a few
people buy a lot that also amounts to something!”

“You have to communicate the value of shops in our municipality to
the people, as they are not just shops but also local jobs, local amenities. As
long as local amenities work, the town works better and tourism, too!”

COOPERATION

“A local area needs a common voice!”
“Along the hiking path people get to a variety of businesses. That can’t

be seen as competition, it’s interesting for tourists only that way and so
it’s a mutual advantage.”

“If coordination in the municipality already fails due to everybody’s
fixation on their own part of town, how is a local area ever to function?”

“We have to market ourselves together as a region. When a tourist
comes to the region, he does not do it just because of us.”

“There’s no point in poaching each other’s people in the local area. We
have to get in someone from outside!”

“Inter-communal tourist agencies cannot be run from the mayors of
the municipalities involved, as they often dislike each other and aren’t
experts in this matter. Politicians can only initiate things, implementation
is not their business. Because they get involved every time, often everything
comes to a standstill!”

“Not municipalities but regions should decide which tourism activities
to pursue, as tourism is only interested in the region, not the municipal
boundaries!”

2.3 Comparative analysis of municipality development

2.3.1 Region known for a particular product: the dynamic vs. the
traumatized municipality

The dynamic municipality was characterized by agricultural mass production,
the traumatized municipality by artisan large-batch production. Both sectors
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have lost a lot of significance across Austria in the last few decades.
Nonetheless, the two municipalities have developed very differently.

In the dynamic municipality, the crisis led to a focus on its own core com-
petence and the product with the highest potential in the product range was
identified, integrated forward from mere production to finishing, and its
marketing was adapted to the changed market requirements. The relaunch of
the selected agricultural product as a high-quality product was implemented
by means of an active supraregional cooperation of entrepreneurs and muni-
cipalities. What was important for the project’s success was that entrepre-
neurship was traditionally strong in the region, which has deeply entrenched
entrepreneurial creativity, spotting and utilizing opportunities, as well as the
connected openness for new things in the community. The municipal admin-
istration has, with pronounced business sense, always taken care to create a
supportive environment for entrepreneurial activities. It also helped that many
mayors were themselves entrepreneurs.

As entrepreneurial thinking met the attitude that communal business poli-
cies always have to aim at supporting the people’s and businesses’ own
initiative, the dynamic municipality managed to turn the potentially threa-
tening drastic change in business structures into an opportunity and to see the
crisis as a reason for re-orienting the regional economy. Infused with regional
identity, the agricultural product turned into a medium to convey the region’s
image internationally. This provides benefits for all businesses located there
and, in particular, for the tourism sector. At the same time, the entrepreneurial
attitude made people and municipal representatives believe in the concept’s
success from early in the project. This new spirit kept people from leaving and
resulted in lively investment activity, particularly of young entrepreneurs,
which in turn was a requirement for the project’s success. The effect was fast
structural change with little friction. By integrating agriculture into a modern
and productive business structure, the job losses in the primary sector were
kept low and more than compensated for by the rising secondary and tertiary
sectors.

The development in the traumatized municipality was decidedly different.
The slow decline of the industry dominant in the region was passively accep-
ted by people and officials alike. For decades, all regional-policy decisions and
measures focused only on the leading enterprise in the municipality, and the
emergence and development of small-business structures were inhibited.
Given these unfavourable conditions, potential entrepreneurs gave up and
refrained from independent business activities. Resignation and passivity
resulted in the desolation of regional business structures. Gradual job cuts
right up to the closure of the local bellwether business led to a massive trend
to leave the area, particularly among the young, as no substitute jobs became
available. This left mainly pensioners, who tend to be more interested in quiet
surroundings than economic growth.

A well-balanced mix of business sizes and sectors, prevented for decades, is
now difficult to achieve in the time frame required. The small number of
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people employed in the municipality creates accordingly little tax revenue,
resulting in little room for communal business policies, and even the little
room available is not sufficiently utilized.

Personal grudges between the two remaining artisan businesses kept alive
over generations, as well as general tension among people from different parts
of town, do not produce the momentum necessary for a positive economic
development of the municipality. Activities of individual small businesses are
not integrated in an overall development concept and, therefore, do not reach
the critical mass required to set impulses for the regional economy. Suprar-
egional cooperation of artisan businesses and municipalities exists on paper
only and is seen by many businesses as a threat rather than an opportunity.

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THIS CATEGORY OF CHARACTERISTICS

� Regional cooperation must be actively lived. In doing so, a bottom-up
approach is generally preferable to a top-down design.

� In designing and implementing supraregional cooperation to market
regional products, it has to be kept in mind that ideally all sectors already
important or to become important in the region should be included. Only
thus can the advertised product be used to successfully convey an image
for the whole regional economy.

� To spread risks, special emphasis is to be put on an even mix of business
sizes and sectors.

� Imminent crises must be tackled proactively through a broad discussion
for developing innovative future concepts.

2.3.2 Social cohesion: the traumatized vs. the community-oriented
municipality

Both in the traumatized and the community-oriented municipality, social
cohesion in the population and businesses is a factor critical for success.
Based on the diverging developments in the municipalities, insight is to be
provided into how a lack of a sense of togetherness can lead to little economic
development, while strong social cohesion can promote the municipality’s
progress.

In the traumatized municipality, originally an agriculturally active part of
town was dominant, until industrial enterprises emerged in the region at the
turn of the nineteenth century. One of these industrial enterprises was estab-
lished in a part of the municipality that was of little importance at the time,
and with the growth of this business the immediate area also gained impor-
tance. Communal policy was now almost exclusively focused on this emerging
large enterprise. Due to this firm’s increasingly dominant role as employer
and local taxpayer, the municipality became more and more dependent on it.
This was exacerbated by the fact that mayors regularly came from this
enterprise.
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With about 1,000 employees, staff numbers reached their peak in the 1960s.
In order to safeguard a sufficient number of workers for the firm, the muni-
cipality discouraged the development and relocation of small businesses. This
prevented the emergence of business structures as an economic basis for other
parts of town. At the same time, the primary sector’s importance as a source
of income and employer gradually decreased, which dramatically turned on
its head the wealth gap between the individual parts of town. The changed
social circumstances created envy and jealousy, resulting in distance and
estrangement.

As a reaction to the slow decline of the major enterprise since the 1960s,
communal policies were centred even more on its needs, which in turn made
people in other parts of town feel more and more discriminated against and
the resulting tension thus further eroded social cohesion. This was reflected in
a clear separation of social activities between the individual parts.

The bad atmosphere in the municipality had grave consequences: the low
social cohesion and lack of solidarity, in view of the depressing job-market
situation, increased the tendency to leave town especially among the young.
At the same time, potential entrepreneurs were frightened off as they could
not rely on goodwill and understanding of either people or the few other
entrepreneurs. As people show no initiative, there is no basis for economic
activity and this hampers the emergence of – now sorely needed – structures of
small and medium enterprises in the municipality.

In the community-oriented municipality, in contrast, there is strong
social cohesion. Social life in the municipality is characterized by active
involvement in all sorts of clubs and societies by practically everybody. By
installing a common funding scheme, the clubs are motivated to cooperate
ever more closely and to coordinate activities and events. The members of
the individual clubs – often the same people anyway – discuss matters of
municipal development intensively. This creates a tight network of social
relationships.

The mayor of the community-oriented municipality managed to reduce the
influence of party-political considerations on decisions in the town council in
favour of objective debate. From the start, he initiated a comprehensive dis-
cussion process across all parties in order to be able to effectively implement
the communal-policy measures resulting from it based on broad consensus.
The belief in putting the common before any differences became the leitmotif
of the municipality’s officials and sent a strong signal to the people and the
businesses.

A formal cooperation of the local businesses represents the organizational
framework for inter-business exchange and cooperation. This association
gives the entrepreneurs from the community-oriented municipality a feeling of
strength. Coordinating their advertising and presenting at fairs together cre-
ates an innovative and dynamic image for the businesses, and hence also for
the municipality to the outside world and internally strengthens the feeling of
togetherness.
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In general, the dynamics of the people and the entrepreneurs in the com-
munity-oriented municipality are held up by their pronounced own initiative
and the willingness to render services for the community. People identify with
the town community and its development. As citizens they donate money; as
club members they provide voluntary work; and as entrepreneurs they make
investments. In this manner, they actively design their environment and lives.
The individual gains strength from the conviction of being able to stand up to
any challenge together. The citizens are further emboldened by the experience
of having successfully implemented very ambitious projects as a town commu-
nity. Thus, the pronounced social cohesion results in a feeling of power, which in
the people’s and entrepreneurs’ perception makes opportunities outweigh risks.
At the same time, this improves the information flow between the individual
actors as well as the courage required for innovation and so increases the level
of economic activity and the municipality’s performance potential.

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THIS CATEGORY OF CHARACTERISTICS

� The strength of social cohesion is the main influence on the municipality’s
sentiment. Close social ties create a pleasant atmosphere. As an important
part of the quality of life, this atmosphere is the basis for migration,
establishing a family as well as the willingness to work, choice of profession
and decision to found a business.

� Soft pressure to cooperate can initiate the emergence of social cohesion.
� In order to promote social cohesion in the population, municipal repre-

sentatives have to set an example in communitarian thinking. Party-political
tactics are hence to be avoided.

� With communal measures of economic policy, a balanced promotion of
individual parts of town is essential in the long term. Strong imbalances bring
the risk of envy and jealousies eroding social cohesion in the municipality.

� Places to meet are important incubators for people and entrepreneurs to
create and intensify a dynamic social structure. In designing the town’s
appearance and erecting public buildings, the people’s needs for interaction
and communication are to be taken into account. For example, it seems
useful to have social meeting rooms in fire service buildings or a municipal
centre in the town hall. In this context, a town square with little or no
traffic is also very important.

� Not just the people, but also entrepreneurs are to be motivated to coop-
erate. If the entrepreneurs see themselves as a community, they can make
use of synergies and coordinate their behaviour to save resources in mar-
keting and create an effective image. This strengthens their position in
supraregional competition.

� If people can rely on the citizens and the other entrepreneurs, they are more
willing to take risks. Social cohesion, therefore, is a major influential factor
for the willingness to embrace opportunities and initiate entrepreneurial
activities.
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2.3.3 Traditional economic structure: the linked wine-growing
community vs. the ambitious laggard municipality

These two small municipalities, traditionally growing wine, are both in eco-
nomically weak border regions of Austria. In both municipalities, genera-
tional change at the wineries has provided a positive economic stimulus. The
linked wine-growing community managed to set off a dynamic economic
development as early as the mid-1980s, both by improving wine quality tre-
mendously and by opening up to tourism, while the ambitious laggard
municipality remained inward-oriented well into the 1990s. Good wine and
lovely scenery are the major tourist attractions here, too, but these are
advertised in isolation to the outside. Tourists mainly visit the ambitious
laggard municipality for the wine and the scenery.

The linked wine-growing community, on the other hand, managed to inte-
grate interesting scenery and quality wine into one touristic whole, enriched
with regional identity. In addition, the aspect of speciality foods of the region
was included in the image of the linked wine-growing community. Tourists go
to the linked wine-growing community for a whole package of pleasant
things.

In both municipalities, people do a lot of voluntary works in societies and
clubs and are socially well linked. In the ambitious laggard municipality,
however, people’s strong social cohesion is opposed to the cooperation-averse
attitude of entrepreneurs, while social ties in the linked wine-growing com-
munity include the businesses. Numerous smaller and larger cooperations on
all levels of wine-producing result in synergetic links between all individual
activities and a dynamic and highly differentiated local business structure
characterized by creativity and initiative.

Interestingly, local politicians did not further this development in the linked
wine-growing community by creating an open and supportive climate. On the
contrary, it was exactly the quite conservative stance of some municipal offi-
cials and the sometimes quite antagonistic relationship between local parties
that made entrepreneurs realize their ideas and innovative project with the
support of friends and acquaintances. This led to an overlap of business and
private life that, in turn, promoted the integration of private and entrepre-
neurial objectives. Citizens thus developed a strong feeling of responsibility
for the municipality’s development.

This combination of initiative and responsibility can only rarely be found in
the ambitious laggard municipality. Here, most initiatives are not imple-
mented in the private or business spheres, but are taken to the municipal
authorities, who willingly offer assistance. However, the openness and impar-
tiality of the mayor and councillors, although generally a good thing, have
also prevented entrepreneurs from creating strong links among each other.
The practically non-existent links between economic actors make coordinat-
ing individual activities and formulating a common development strategy
difficult. The municipality was not able to develop a clear image.
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Yet this deficit might clearly diminish in the next few years. The positive
impulses from the fall of the Iron Curtain on economic development, but also
on the sentiment in the ambitious laggard municipality, as well as suprar-
egional integration of the local area, pushed significantly in recent years,
might lead to the emergence of cross-border, inter-regional relationship net-
works, triggering a dynamic development of the local area’s economy. In this
case, establishing an image for the whole local area would decisively
strengthen tourism and the area as a business location.

In particular, the reaction of the linked wine-growing community to the
opening to the East is a threat to positive future development. While the links
between businesses within the municipality are exceptionally strong, there is
no interest at all in creating links to the numerous wine and tourism busi-
nesses across the border. Similar business sizes and sectoral structure in the
neighbouring towns abroad are seen as a threat by the entrepreneurs rather
than an opportunity. The same holds true, in a slightly less pronounced form,
for relations between local entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs from neighbouring
municipalities within the borders. This isolationism is the greatest danger to
the linked wine-growing community’s successful socio-economic system.

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THIS CATEGORY OF CHARACTERISTICS

� In order to initiate dynamic development in regions with traditional eco-
nomic structures (e.g. wine-growing regions), it can be advantageous to
infuse the dominant product with regional identity and, if possible, integrate
it into one overall experience with complementary products.

� In order not to inhibit the emergence of relationship networks between
entrepreneurs, the municipal administration should only play an active role
in the implementation of those initiatives that cannot be implemented
within a business cooperation. If the latter is possible, the municipal
administration has to provide supportive conditions for successfully
implementing the common entrepreneurial activities to the best of its
ability. If need be, the municipal authorities can bring together potential
cooperation partners or mediate in disputes.

� The overlap between private and business spheres, common in rural areas,
can result in the emergence of a socio-economic system that promotes initia-
tive and responsibility among both people and entrepreneurs. Particularly
common entrepreneurial activity among friends and acquaintances can inte-
grate private and entrepreneurial objectives. The municipal administration is
to promote such initiatives by providing advice and administrative support.

� In case of similar business sizes and sectoral structures, cross-border
cooperation is a great opportunity to get established as an attractive,
inter-communal location for business. Using the respective locational
advantages together can strengthen the whole region’s competitiveness. In
cross-border cooperations, businesses from the respective countries can
mutually open up new markets in the immediate vicinity.
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2.3.4 Proximity to conurbations: the two-class municipality vs.
the quarrelling loner municipality

Both municipalities are in the immediate vicinity of conurbations. Never-
theless, the two-class municipality developed into an attractive place to live
with an active social life and a booming business location, while the quarrel-
ling loner municipality was not able to benefit significantly from the proximity
to a conurbation.

At first glance, the two municipalities look similar even beyond proximity
to a conurbation: both the dominant personality of the mayor and the influx of
wealthy people from the conurbation with the corresponding hike in land prices
characterize the two towns. The town centres of both municipalities are quiet
and tidy, local amenities in town are adequate but – due to the overwhelming
competition in the close conurbation – unremarkable. In both places, people
can get hold of daily shopping even without having to use a car.

Yet, regarding infrastructure and economic development, there are sig-
nificant differences. For example, the two-class municipality is conveniently
connected to the supraregional road network. In the near future, there will
even be a motorway close by. The quarrelling loner municipality, on the other
hand, is connected to the conurbation and the major road network only via
an A-road in need of repair that is difficult to negotiate for lorries. Addition-
ally, the bad mood among the population and a municipal policy that tends
to go against the interests of businesses lower the attractiveness of the quarrelling
loner municipality as a business location.

While the two-class municipality established a business zone with excellent
infrastructure links, in the quarrelling loner municipality the province had to
acquire a former business site and rent out the old buildings to local busi-
nesses in order to create some supply of building land for business. The
municipal itself was not willing or able to do so. There are hardly any other
measures to stimulate the regional economy.

The differences regarding business promotion are particularly striking. In
the quarrelling loner municipality, the only support is financial subsidies that
can be applied for to be approved by the council. Organizational help such as
administrative support or procedural help, which in the two-class munici-
pality are the mainstay of business promotion, are not offered at all in the
quarrelling loner municipality. What is more, businesses there face bureau-
cratic procedures and partly subjective decisions that create envy and jealousy
among entrepreneurs. Many years of inactivity by tourist businesses have led
to out-of-date tourism infrastructure in the town and a resulting dramatic
decrease in revenues. Only a hill situated within the municipality is popular
with day tourists, without businesses in the municipality benefiting econom-
ically. The unfavourable socio-climatic and infrastructural conditions have
prevented the decline of local tourism being compensated for by the develop-
ment of local businesses or the relocation here of new ones. There is no overall
concept and no vision for municipal development.
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At the same time, tourism in the two-class municipality was expanded.
A great number of new attractions were created in order to consequently
broaden the product range, which originally focused exclusively on wine
tourism. Early success motivated people, officials and entrepreneurs to engage
in further projects, resulting in a virtuous circle of renewal, which, controlled
by the mayor, brought dynamic development to the municipality. The mayor
uses his authority not for preventing but for enabling new projects. Local
taxes from the business zone, established as an extension to the town area,
provide the financial leeway required.

Although both mayors orient their municipal policies on target groups, the
mayor of the two-class municipality focuses on economically relevant parts of
the population (vintners and trades people, as well as wealthy incomers),
while his counterpart in the quarrelling loner municipality uses personal, dis-
criminatory criteria. The effects are, in one case, the emergence of a two-class
society and, in the other, the split of the population into rival factions: cronies
and critics of the mayor. Even though the effects on society are similar in
both cases, the behavioural pattern of the mayor in the quarrelling loner
municipality provides much more unfavourable conditions for economic
activity in the municipality.

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THIS CATEGORY OF CHARACTERISTICS

� Proximity to a conurbation alone is no guarantee of positive economic
development for a rural municipality. To make use of the favourable loca-
tion, conditions in the municipality have to be adapted to those businesses
that relocate from the conurbation.

� Particularly in rural municipalities close to conurbations, an infrastructural
link to the centre close by is a major locational factor. Entrepreneurs tend
to locate in areas that enable them to efficiently work the urban market
due to good traffic links, with low land prices and fewer conflicts of interest
with the people living there.

� When creating business zones and attracting enterprises for relocation, it is
important to keep in mind the need to maintain the townspeople’s quality
of life, in order to remain attractive for incomers from the conurbation.
The provision of public amenities should focus mainly on young families
to counteract an overageing population.

� In view of the comparatively high land prices close to the city, munici-
palities close to conurbations in particular have to take measures to make
it possible for the young people in town to acquire flats and houses in their
home town. A sufficient supply of land for building on at affordable prices
has to be provided by means of an appropriate model to secure building
land. Another option is social housing.

� Rural municipalities close to conurbations, by combining comparatively
low infrastructure costs, easy reach of a big market and a large supply of
highly qualified workers, are an attractive location for establishing new
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businesses that offer highly qualified services. In order to reduce such
initiatives’ high susceptibility to failure, some supportive measures and
grants should be provided.

� Making economic use of the tourist potential of conurbations requires a
modern, steadily expanding range of recreational activities. If you do not
make renewal investments and adapt your products to the constantly
changing needs of the urban day tourists, the customers will react negatively
and revenues will fall. City-dwellers no longer demand week-long stays in
rural towns, but short stays offering as much entertainment as possible or
a few days of relaxation in accommodation of a high standard.

2.3.5 Drastic change in economic structure: the quarrelling loner
municipality vs. the revived grab-the-chance municipality

In the quarrelling loner municipality, tourism as the sole economic pillar has
collapsed in the last few decades. The revived grab-the-chance municipality
lost its local economic structure, consisting of two medium enterprises, at
about the same time. Thus, both municipalities faced a drastic change in
economic structure. While the revived grab-the-chance municipality actively
set measures in order to create a new business structure with a more balanced
mix of business sizes in future-oriented sectors, the quarrelling loner munici-
pality, entangled in personally motivated bickering and paralysed by mutual
distrust and envy, is in deep slumber.

As a reason for the very different reaction of the municipalities to the
massive change in local economic structure and the clearly diverging develop-
ments arising from it, the first thing coming to mind is the uneven infra-
structure situation in the municipalities. While the revived grab-the-chance
municipality is situated directly on the railway and bus lines, as well as a wide
A-road and close to the motorway, the quarrelling loner municipality is
linked to supraregional centres and the motorway, some distance away, only
via a narrow A-lane in need of repairs. Therefore, the two towns have a quite
different attraction as a business location. Getting businesses to relocate,
which in times of the decline of traditional economic structures enables
the creation of an alternative business structure, is much more difficult for the
quarrelling loner municipality.

In both municipalities, people reacted to the economic decline with passiv-
ity and resignation. In the revived grab-the-chance municipality, however, the
mayor succeeded in actively grabbing the chance arising from the lucky break
of an innovative business relocating there. This positive impulse was taken as
the starting point for redesigning the area zoning plan, where a business and
industrial zone was developed. The crisis turned into an opportunity, as the
mayor cleverly created a new supply of attractive land to locate businesses by
acquiring the plots of the run-down businesses, as well as by swapping land
and using option contracts. Even if there was some luck in having the new
flagship business relocate here, due to the entrepreneur’s personal preferences,
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the people took it as a signal for a new revival. The municipal administration
and the population started to re-create local business structures. In the revived
grab-the-chance municipality, positive dynamics emerged, which, starting
from the establishment of favourable conditions for small and medium enter-
prises, included the business relocation, building homes and creating public
amenities.

In the quarrelling loner municipality, positive impulses, such as a successful
international sports event and the mountain-bike track built for it, were not
made use of on a long-term basis, as they were not integrated into a com-
prehensive development plan with a long-term perspective. In the perception
of people and town officials, not the opportunities but the risks prevailed.
A lack of initiative and visions, as well as the sluggish and inflexible admin-
istration, further dampen business activity in the municipality and prevent
any positive dynamics from emerging. Instead of developing holistic future
concepts, the municipality bets on selective business promotion and hopes for
an improvement of the conditions in its macro-environment.

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THIS CATEGORY OF CHARACTERISTICS

� If traditional economic structures collapse due to a change in the
overall economic situation, a radical shift in orientation is needed for
communal economic policy. Openness to new things and the willingness to
support entrepreneurial activities in new sectors are in such a case important
success factors for the municipality.

� If individual strokes of luck influence the developments of municipalities,
on the other hand, it is necessary to include these single events in a com-
prehensive development concept in order to transform the positive impulses
thus arising into sustainable economic development.

� In times of crisis and when traditional local economic structures collapse,
it is one of the major tasks of municipal representatives to keep the
population from getting stuck in passivity and resignation. Focused initia-
tives must show perspectives for the future and their implementation in a
convincing manner.

� Apart from financial considerations, enterprises’ decisions to relocate
depend on the mood in the municipality, the quality of personal relation-
ships with municipal representatives and mainly the offer of support in
administrative matters. If entrepreneurs willing to relocate have the feeling
of being welcome in a municipality and receiving professional support,
they even accept higher land prices and lower subsidies.

2.3.6 Innovative leading enterprise: the imaginative enabler
municipality vs. the inept resource municipality

Both the imaginative enabler municipality and the inept resource municipality
are characterized by a very weak business structure. The economic basis of
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both municipalities is really only one single firm in each case. This makes
local tax revenue from these companies the major source of the towns’
budgets. Similarly, practically all jobs available in both places are at these
enterprises.

The two leading enterprises produce food. While the leading enterprise in
the inept resource municipality has existed for decades and has offered its
products practically unchanged for many years, the leading enterprise in the
imaginative enabler municipality in its current form and orientation emerged
only a few years ago from a family business that was taken over. By means of
a consistently pursued specialization strategy, the firm in the imaginative
enabler municipality managed to establish itself at the top end of the market
nationally and partly even internationally within just a few years, using
innovative product variation and an unconventional marketing concept.

Some years ago, the leading enterprise in the inept resource municipality
also started to get an angle on direct competitors through product innova-
tions and thereby to secure its market position. An unusual marketing
strategy accompanies the successful process of image creation. The tradi-
tional firm can today be called an internationally active innovative leading
enterprise.

Albeit for different reasons, the local nature of both the leading enterprise
in the inept resource municipality and the leading enterprise in the imagina-
tive enabler municipality is very pronounced. The inept resource municipality
has natural resources that can only be processed locally. Thus, the company’s
production is tied to the location. The local nature of the leading enterprise in
the imaginative enabler municipality comes from the marketing concept
and image of the product. The attributes “individualist” and “different”,
which are associated with the region, have been transferred to the leading
enterprise’s products. Now the product has been infused so strongly with the
regional image that moving the production site would massively devalue the
product.

Therefore, both the inept resource municipality and the imaginative enabler
municipality are lucky to have a leading enterprise tied to the locality in
their municipality. In addition, the two towns can sleep safely as the two
leading enterprises are set to expand in the next few years.

Yet the two municipalities surveyed make very different use of this favour-
able situation. The imaginative enabler municipality, for instance, managed
to utilize the positive impulse from the creation of the innovative leading
enterprise as a starting point for designing a development concept that
is embedded in a supraregional concept and coordinated with the activities of
other municipalities in the region. This initiated an economic development
mainly focused on establishing a tourism industry that is based on agri-
cultural production as an identity-creating element and uses the local leading
enterprise as an attraction. Given this dynamic situation, there is an optimis-
tic spirit in the municipality and the people are again beginning to show
initiative.
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The situation is very different in the inept resource municipality: here,
everybody is used to the local leading enterprise providing local taxes to the
municipality and jobs to the people. The leading enterprise’s dynamic develop-
ment and its new positioning through innovative products and marketing are
not even registered in the municipality. As long as there are no problems,
nobody is very much interested in the leading enterprise. Moreover, so far no
strategies have been developed to use the positive signal sent out by the exis-
tence of the leading enterprise or the local taxes paid by the firm for devel-
oping a local small-business structure. The priorities in creating public
amenities in the inept resource municipality seem similarly questionable.
A fairly oversized farm, for example, and a mortuary have indeed been built,
but there is still no hall for events or any youth centre. The municipality
seems to rely completely on the status quo and the positive development of
the leading enterprise, without considering building up an alternative or
complementary business structure.

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THIS CATEGORY OF CHARACTERISTICS

� Innovative ideas by the people can make the overall economic development
of a local area more dynamic. Therefore, initiatives should be actively
supported in their entrepreneurial implementation. Often, it is not so much
financial help these entrepreneurs need to realize their visions. Rather, the
task of municipal representatives is to actively design favourable conditions
that further a positive development of innovative businesses. Little things
such as erecting signposts or organizational matters such as coordinating
the marketing between business and municipality can be of help here.

� It is much more likely for citizens to turn into entrepreneurs who realize
their visions in the municipality if there is a high quality of life there.
By taking measures to improve the quality of life, the municipality can
stem the outflow of entrepreneurial people or induce their return to their
home town. Apart from good local infrastructure, an active social life with
intensive links between clubs and societies, and attractive public amenities,
openness to new things and the willingness to support entrepreneurial
activities also in young industries are also of great importance.

� Leading enterprises make the surrounding economic structure more
dynamic. Their success proves that businesses in the region can take a
positive development. This good example encourages other citizens to
realize their entrepreneurial plans. If the municipality succeeds in commu-
nicating the success of its leading enterprise as a best-practice example to
the population, initiative and entrepreneurial activities in the municipality
can be promoted.

� If entrepreneurial activities are made dynamic in such a manner in rural
municipalities, agriculture also has to be included. It can be advanta-
geous to integrate agricultural products into the municipality’s image as
identity-creating elements. Hence, farmers also have to be included in the
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image-creating process. Offering holidays on the farm can support such a
strategy.

� Unfavourable locations can be compensated for mainly by innovative
businesses. If the unconventional business locations can be used for creat-
ing a likeable corporate image and/or a valuable brand, the higher costs of
logistics will be offset by higher sales prices.

� If there are flourishing leading enterprises in the municipality, it is the
municipal representatives’ task to use the positive signal sent out and local
tax revenues for establishing alternative business structures. This also holds
for leading enterprises tied to the location, as legal and economic condi-
tions can change rapidly and it does not make sense from a risk point of
view for local economic development to depend on one company alone.

2.3.7 Actively attracting businesses: the arty entrepreneur
municipality vs. the self-related traditional municipality

Both municipalities have created successful local business structures. They
started from different initial situations, followed contrary strategies and now
face different structural deficits. Both municipalities have a favourable geo-
graphical location and a good connection to the road network. The potential
of well-educated workers is sufficient in both regions. While there is strong
social cohesion in the population of both towns, there are hardly any links
beyond the municipal borders. Likewise, entrepreneurs within either of the
municipalities are hardly linked with each other.

As regards business promotion, financial incentives are not the major
means of doing so, neither in the arty entrepreneur municipality nor in the
self-related traditional municipality. Rather, the focus is put on non-monetary
support. Local businesses and those that want to locate there are offered
assistance in administrative matters.

The initial situations in the municipalities regarding local business struc-
tures differ mainly in the businesses’ distribution within the municipalities and
the local infrastructure. In the self-related traditional municipality, businesses
are concentrated in the town centre, while, in the arty entrepreneur munici-
pality, they have always been spread out throughout town, so that there is no
business centre in the middle of town.

The self-related traditional municipality has customarily had diverse local
amenities in the town centre. In the arty entrepreneur municipality, on the
other hand, the already weak local infrastructure has been reduced to one
little food store within the last few decades.

At the beginning of the economic recovery that set in when the munici-
palities created their own business zones, the quality of life was strikingly
different in the two places. Decision-makers in the arty entrepreneur munici-
pality had to deal with the problem that, although one large company and
a few small businesses provided sufficient jobs, the bad infrastructural
situation and the fairly desolate town centre resulted in a bad mood, little
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social cohesion and little entrepreneurial activity in the population. In the self-
related traditional municipality, on the other hand, the quality of life and
social cohesion were fine, mainly due to the manifold very small local busi-
nesses offering a broad range. As most businesses were run as family enter-
prises, though, there were hardly any jobs in the self-related traditional
municipality.

Motivated by the different problems, the municipalities followed different
strategies, which, in both cases, still included establishing a business zone
within the municipality’s boundaries: the arty entrepreneur municipality
managed to create a community spirit through a massive range of social and
cultural activities and, at the same time, to position itself as an innovative,
modern municipality of culture. The image of a municipality is a major factor
in assessing the location’s attractiveness, as the location of a business sends
out a signal in the form of positive or negative connotations with the muni-
cipality’s name. The self-related traditional municipality, in contrast, was not
able to establish a clearly defined image. In developing the business zone,
decision-makers relied on the geographical location favourable for the busi-
nesses and the good infrastructural links. The intention was to increase local
tax revenue significantly by relocating large enterprises there.

The arty entrepreneur municipality’s strategy is more sustainable in that,
on the one hand, not only business relocations but mainly new business
foundations are specifically promoted and, on the other hand, emphasis was
put on a balanced mix of business sizes and a good sectoral structure when
relocating businesses here. This creates a strong link to the location that
inhibits businesses from relocating elsewhere.

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THIS CATEGORY OF CHARACTERISTICS

� Planning a business zone always has to take into account the municipality’s
resources. In particular, factors such as a good link to high-performance
transport routes, a favourable geographic location regarding the strategic
orientation of businesses and a sufficient supply of qualified workers influence
the success of such a project.

� In developing a business zone, a well-balanced mix of business sizes and
sectoral structure has to be kept in mind, in order to provide stability in
economic downturns and to enable synergies between the businesses.

� If the municipality supports the local population in founding or expanding
businesses, a local economic structure can develop that remains devoted to
the location in the long term.

� In assessing the attractiveness of a location, companies also take into
consideration the image of and the mood in the municipality to be selec-
ted. In order to successfully get businesses to locate, a sensible
development in these areas also has to be focused on.

� If the mayor is elected directly, the losing candidate, as long as he received
a sizeable number of votes, should be included in the political leadership
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structure, possibly as deputy mayor, in order to prevent tension and the
building of factions.

� For the sake of a good and cooperative atmosphere among people
and entrepreneurs, the municipal administration must not neglect their
customer orientation towards their citizens, as this dampens people’s and
entrepreneurs’ own initiative.

� The municipality is to support formal cooperations between local busi-
nesses or provide a professional mediator in order to facilitate coordina-
tion between entrepreneurs. Cooperations can make local businesses more
competitive through synergies and so strengthen the business location as a
whole.

2.3.8 Inter-communal business zone: the manager-driven pioneer
municipality vs. the debt-laden optimist municipality

In the debt-laden optimist municipality, the main pillar of the local economy
collapsed with the decline of the brick works. Mining in the manager-driven
pioneer municipality has taken a steadily negative turn in the last few years
and will end in the next few years, which means that also in this municipality
the majority of local tax receipts and jobs are gone and more are yet to dis-
appear. Both municipalities thus have, compared to their size, very few jobs to
offer. Both in the manager-driven pioneer municipality and the debt-laden
optimist municipality, almost the entire employed working population has to
commute to the conurbations nearby. By establishing business zones, the
municipalities are aiming at locating businesses there in order to create local
jobs for the people and reduce the commuting problem.

Encouraged by the province’s new promotion policy, which favours inter-
communal initiatives, and driven by the insight that competition between
locations within the local area hampers the development of the local economy,
both municipalities decided to include their neighbours in these projects.

Although the municipalities are located fairly close to each other, their
inter-communal initiatives have shown very different degrees of success. While
quite a sizeable number of businesses has already located in the inter-communal
business zone in the manager-driven pioneer municipality, only three building
plots have been sold in the inter-communal business zone of the debt-laden
optimist municipality, and nothing has been built there yet.

The reason for this is, firstly, that the business zone in the manager-driven
pioneer municipality has better infrastructure links. Although the inter-communal
business zone of the debt-laden optimist municipality is linked to the hubs in
the region and the major road network via a broad A-road, there is no con-
nection to the motorway in order to keep up with the manager-driven pioneer
municipality’s initiative in direct competition. It becomes clear that creating
inter-communal business zones prevents competition between locations at the
level of municipalities, but, at the same time, new and fierce competition at
the local-area level arises.
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By pooling resources, commonly developed and financed building zones for
businesses can be provided with a far better infrastructure than could be
achieved by a single municipality. For this reason, individual initiatives are
increasingly inferior to inter-communal business zones, which forces munici-
palities to develop common initiatives. In future, it will not be municipalities
vying for businesses, but local areas competing for relocating firms. The con-
cept of inter-communal business building zones has been a first step towards
creating a coordinated and thus sustainable development of a viable economic
structure in rural areas. However, competitive thinking can only give way to
the idea of constructive cooperation once the flows of money from the busi-
nesses back to the municipalities are no longer tied to the location of the
business.

Secondly, the manager-driven pioneer municipality has a special bonus: the
mayor, personally in charge of locating businesses here, is also an official on
the provincial and even federal level. His special know-how and political clout
definitely were an advantage for project development and the location of
businesses. In the debt-laden optimist municipality, on the other hand, until
recently, a broker was in charge of locating businesses there, employed
on the basis of an exclusive exploitation agreement. Due to the lack of suc-
cess, this contract was terminated a short while ago and the mayor has taken
over this matter. Nevertheless, he cannot resort to such a large and influential
network.

Thirdly, the manager-driven pioneer municipality was assisted in project
development by a consulting agency, which helped avoid several mistakes
from the start. For instance, the plots intended for the business zone were not
purchased but secured in advance by means of option contracts. This reduced
the capital required and the pressure to realize the inter-communal business
zone significantly, and more resources could be used for infrastructure links
and advertising. In the debt-laden optimist municipality, large amounts were
invested for the purchase of plots. Now, with no businesses locating and no
revenues from local taxes, the pressure on the mayor is enormous.

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THIS CATEGORY OF CHARACTERISTICS

� Creating business zones in isolation by individual municipalities, in view of
the emergence of numerous inter-communal business zones and their
competitive advantages, makes little sense today. Rather, municipalities
intending to develop a business zone should include their neighbours in the
projects and develop an optimum solution for the whole region together.
In this way, a single municipality can prevent competing business zones
from cropping up in the immediate vicinity.

� In general, when developing business zones, it has to be taken into account
that, by making use of the experiences of other municipalities, relevant
institutions and consultants, mistakes can be avoided and a schedule ideal
for the respective project can be developed. A particularly critical question
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in this context is when the venture is to be communicated to the public. An
announcement before having secured the intended plots can lead to real
estate speculation and make project implementation more expensive.
Waiting too long might anger the population and result in an unpleasant
atmosphere in the municipality.

� A business zone only makes sense if the location has excellent infrastructure
links. A connection to the motorway is a major success factor. Insecurity
about the future situation in this respect hurts the location of businesses, as
firms want security in their planning. In addition, frequent changes in the
qualities of the location hurt the credibility of the people in charge of locating.

� It makes sense to put personalities in charge of locating businesses who,
apart from the required openness, ability to communicate, persuasiveness
and business background, have a personal network that gives them privi-
leged access to relevant personalities in business and decision-makers at
higher levels of administration. Such a person sends a signal to business
looking for a location that this particular municipality can provide optimum
support in administrative matters and with subsidies.

� Often, financing the relocation of a business and erecting a new business
object is a barrier to locating. Frequently, it is not the bad economic
situation of the businesses that lets debt financing fail, but the lack of sui-
tably prepared documents. Small businesses, in particular, are often unable
to produce balance sheets or plans that meet the financiers’ requirements,
as they lack the time and/or know-how to draw up these documents. Suitable
support in creating presentation documents would be particularly useful
for these businesses.

2.3.9 Tourist attraction: the aimless adjunct municipality vs. the sleepy
future-plan municipality

Both the aimless adjunct municipality and the sleepy future-plan municipality
are located at a bathing lake in middle Austria. In fact, the two municipalities
surveyed are quite close to each other geographically. As traditional tourist
towns, they have to fight unstable weather, strong competition from cheap air
travel and the visitors’ change in needs, often translating into more demands.
Both municipalities recorded a clear decline in the number of stays over the
last two decades.

The two municipalities reacted very differently to the lack of competitiveness
of the local tourist industry. While the aimless adjunct municipality is trying
to reduce the importance of tourism for the municipality by the intensive and
mostly random location of businesses in town, the sleepy future-plan municipality
is making a real effort to reposition itself as a tourist destination.

The favourable location of the aimless adjunct municipality next to the
motorway and the support measures offered have lured a number of trades
businesses to the municipality in recent years. That these are mostly busi-
nesses poached from neighbouring towns and whose tie to their location
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is apparently very weak seems to be of no concern in this strategy. Nor is
there any selection according to sector. Nevertheless, some firms have developed
very well in the municipality in the last few years, and the decline in tourism
was mostly compensated for. The question remains how many of the new
businesses will keep their location in the municipality once the support ends.
There is the danger that some other neighbouring town will then poach these
businesses by making attractive offers. Thus, the business-promotion measures
of the municipalities in the region are, from an inter-communal perspective,
almost exclusively deadweight effects. Inter-communal coordination of measures
aimed at attracting businesses and business promotion is urgently required.

In the sleepy future-plan municipality, on the other hand, no efforts are
made to attract businesses. The unfavourable transport links and the confined
geographical situation make the municipality fairly unattractive as a business
location. Nonetheless, a large enterprise has been in the municipality for
decades and provides important jobs in the community. The municipality’s
economic mainstay, though, is tourism. As in the aimless adjunct munici-
pality, it is mainly visitors staying for a prolonged period that have become
increasingly scarce in the sleepy future-plan municipality in recent years.
However, here it was decided to adapt to the changes in visitors’ needs and
habits by specifically extending the touristic product range. In coordination
with the other members of the inter-communal tourism association, the
dependence on the weather is to be countered by focusing less on the bathing
lake and more on attractions, such as diving or the lake stage. By putting
special emphasis on diving, these municipalities were able to get an angle on other
municipalities around the lake and establish a competitive advantage. The
planned stage on the lake is intended to extend the product range for tourists
by the cultural aspect and tap new types of visitors for local tourism.

Such clear strategies are almost completely missing in the aimless adjunct
municipality. Although attempts have been made to develop major projects,
those include, for example, oversized hotel complexes that are not part of any
overall concept. In general, there is no clear future strategy in the aimless
adjunct municipality. Even though in the sleepy future-plan municipality a
certain part of the population has not realized yet that active steps must be
taken now to safeguard the citizens’ wealth for the future, the decision-makers
and a few active citizens have already agreed on a clear development
strategy in coordination with the other municipalities in the tourism associa-
tion. Additionally, participation in a highly active and efficiently run inter-
communal tourism association helps the touristic repositioning of the sleepy
future-plan municipality, as individual activities are coordinated with a gen-
eral cross-municipality development concept and are embedded in a general
marketing concept.

A further barrier to the touristic development of the aimless adjunct
municipality is the lack of a town centre. The scattered settlement also uses
the town centre of a neighbouring municipality. Positioning as a separate tourist
town is hence almost impossible, and municipal development depends on the
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strategic orientation of this neighbouring town. This constellation would not
be problematic if this dependency were used to gain a more competitive
position by coordinated behaviour. Unfortunately, instead of a cooperative strat-
egy, a competitive strategy is pursued. The combination of dependence and
competition, however, makes constructive cooperation next to impossible.

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THIS CATEGORY OF CHARACTERISTICS

� Particularly in sectors with intense competition such as tourism, it is of
great importance to position oneself clearly in the market by pursuing an
unambiguous and consistent specialization strategy. This strategy has to be
communicated to decision-makers, citizens and entrepreneurs in order to
receive widespread backing.

� For such a positioning, coordinated behaviour within an inter-communal
cooperation is an advantage. In particular, communicating the positioning
efficiently to the outside world can only work on the basis of concerted
marketing efforts.

� In traditional sectors, innovative marketing strategies can lead to surprise
effects and thus have a greater impact on the public. If such strategies are
not undermined by conservative forces, the relaunch of a tourism region as
a young and trendy tourist destination can work.

� If there are strong dependences between municipalities, for example, if one
municipality also uses the infrastructure of another, the two municipalities
should coordinate their activities in cooperation. A competitive situation
inevitably results in a further weakening of the dependent municipality and
reduces the attractiveness of the whole region as a business location.

� Also regarding the location of businesses, interdependencies on an inter-
communal level are to be taken into account. Poaching businesses from
each other and a competitive attitude in the location of businesses
from outside have to be avoided. Such behaviour only results in dead-
weight effects and unfavourable self-selection of the businesses locating in
the region. It will attract mainly those firms that relocate to another muni-
cipality offering support once the subsidies are gone. In the interest of a
positive economic development of the region, inter-communal coordination
of locating activities of the individual municipalities is very important.

2.3.10 In the sticks: the rural activist municipality vs. the Far-East
ex-mining municipality

Both the rural activist municipality and the Far-East ex-mining municipality
are located far away from high-performance transport routes in geographical
isolation. In the rural activist municipality, the negative trend in agriculture
means that the most important economic sector and provider of jobs is about
to disappear. With the end of mining in the Far-East ex-mining municipality,
practically all economic structures have gone. The only chance for positive
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development of the local economy in both municipalities is creating and using
tourist attractions.

Although there has been need for action in the Far-East ex-mining muni-
cipality for about 30 years, the development of concepts to make the munici-
pality a tourist town started only recently, while the rural activist municipality
became active when there were the first signs of need for action. In developing
tourism, neither of the municipalities can rely on natural attractions such as
bathing lakes or ski slopes. Both the rural activist municipality and the Far-
East ex-mining municipality realized that a positioning as a normal holiday
destination would not make any sense given the heavy national competition
and the fall in prices for air travel. Therefore, both towns are betting on
creating a unique tourist appeal.

The two municipalities’ strategies, however, differ as regards their develop-
ment process, their anchoring in economic, social and public structures, and
the role of the municipal administration and the mayor.

While the mayor in the rural activist municipality as an enabler provides
the administrative and organizational basis for activities developed by the
people and gives the activists free rein to realize their visions, the mayor in
the Far-East ex-mining municipality pulls all the strings in town. Projects are
developed in the inner circle of selected councillors. In implementation, too,
neither the local businesses nor the people are in any way involved as they are
in the rural activist municipality. Hence, it remains questionable whether local
businesses and people in the Far-East ex-mining municipality can be included
to the desired extent later.

In the rural activist municipality, the touristic orientation has been identi-
fied as the optimum future development strategy within the village renewal
process. This process was initiated by the municipality and supported by the
province, which financed a facilitator, but was ultimately carried by people
and entrepreneurs. All creativity in the municipality, for example, went into
strategy development and the needs of all stakeholders were taken into con-
sideration. During strategy development and implementation, a tight social
network was created as a productive basis for dynamic economic develop-
ment. Individuals contribute ideas to the network, allies are found quickly
and a lot of commitment is put into implementation. Some ideas that were
realized give positive impulses to the whole network and further the emer-
gence of new initiatives. This resulted in a self-strengthening, organic village
renewal process in the rural activist municipality, which includes all parts of
the population and where every citizen can contribute actively to the extent
and at any time he wants.

In the Far-East ex-mining municipality, in contrast, the project is quite
isolated from any other business structures or the people. The mayor advances
project development, keeps in contact with the investors and organizes sub-
sidies, as well as providing the content for the planned Far-East culture and
therapy centre. So far, these activities have had hardly any effect on the future
expectations and the planning world of the people and the entrepreneurs. The
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municipality’s planned tourism measures have resulted in neither a common
initiative nor economic momentum.

The rural activist municipality is also more successful in using existing
resources for implementing the development strategy. For instance, existing
buildings and the traditional local trades, as well as the equally traditional
strong social cohesion, have been recognized as the basis for developing
tourism. In the Far-East ex-mining municipality, on the other hand, it was
not possible to make sustainable touristic use of the mining ruins that had
already been prepared for tourism for the Provincial Exhibition, which took
place in the region a few years ago. Years of passivity of council and people alike
made the originally excellent public infrastructure crumble away. In the rural
activist municipality, in contrast, with the massive help of volunteers, starting
from a very low level, an attractive range of public amenities has been created in
the last few years. So the whole population can partake in the success of the village
renewal process and activists see confirmation that their efforts have paid off.

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THIS CATEGORY OF CHARACTERISTICS

� As soon as there are signs that the established economic structure might
take a turn for the worse, the municipal representatives should think about
developing an alternative structure. The sooner there is a strategy for
reorienting the local economy, the better the local infrastructure’s condi-
tion will be and the more favourable conditions will be for implementing
the new development strategies.

� When identifying possible new orientations of municipal development,
sensible starting points are the existing infrastructure and resources, on the
one hand, and social structure and the abilities and skills of the popula-
tion, on the other. A development based on the existing infrastructure that
is in harmony with the people’s way of life is much more likely to induce
sustainable economic development than an isolated project.

� In developing strategies for the future economic development of a muni-
cipality, including all parts of the population in the sense of considering as
many individual interests as possible and making use of the total creative
potential of the citizens is a major success factor. Centrally controlled
development processes are problematic, particularly in financially weak
municipalities, as the voluntary and free cooperation of the population is
essential there in order to implement the development strategies. If the
people are not included in devising the initiatives and projects, there will
be little willingness to make an effort in implementation.

� Including the population, and particularly the local entrepreneurs, is
also advisable against the background of a broad economic utilization of
the development initiatives. Only if initiatives and projects are developed in
a transparent manner and are communicated openly can they be antici-
pated when building up future expectations and included in individual
planning.
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� For strategy development and implementation, the mayor and municipal
representatives have the task of creating supportive conditions. Initiative
and creativity are to be woken from slumber and strengthened. Once
enough initiative has built up in the population, controlling intervention or
even manipulative intrusion are to be avoided if at all possible, as such
behaviour could frustrate active and committed citizens and inhibit the
emergence of a dynamic discussion process.

� Measures that can be realized and presented in the short term ought
to take second place to a long-term development strategy. Given the scar-
city of public funding, a far-sighted use of funds and setting priorities
accordingly are crucial in order to, for example, avoid misinvestment in
public buildings for which no other use can be found any time soon.
If public buildings are no longer used for their original function, a decision
has to be made on alternative use in line with a long-term development
strategy.
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3 An agenda for cross-border
know-how exchange

A two-step selection process served to identify those measures of economic
policy presented in the study conducted on Austria, which should be further
examined with a view to their transferability to the municipalities of the
Central and Eastern European neighbouring countries.

3.1 First step in the selection process – workshop

In a workshop with mayors, municipal councillors and parliamentarians, 60
measures for creating favourable conditions for SMEs in rural areas, devel-
oped in Chapter 2, were evaluated with a view to their general transferability
to other municipalities. It was possible to condense their number to 31 measures
generally transferable to other municipalities.

The results of the evaluation workshop will be presented in this section.
The 31 measures that had been identified as generally transferable will be
discussed briefly against the backdrop of the Austrian part of this study.

Suggested measure 1: Population and businesses are actively integrated into
the process of municipal development.

The timing of integrating the population into the process of municipal develop-
ment is particularly critical. Where the population is integrated before the
municipal officials have formulated a clear perspective of the possible direc-
tions of development and/or before the necessary information is available,
there is a danger that the population will feel overburdened or will be fru-
strated by lacking or contradictory information and will consequently with-
draw from the process. Where this happens repeatedly, interest in municipal
development may be lost. On the other hand, where the population is inte-
grated only after the municipal officials have made fundamental decisions,
there is the danger that the population will feel left out and will impulsively
refuse to get involved. Therefore, it appears optimal that municipal officials
obtain information relevant to decision-making (e.g. appraisals, planning
documents, option contracts) beforehand in order to be able to present con-
crete alternative proposals to the general public. The population can



subsequently express their views on the alternatives suggested and become
involved in the decision-making process.

Suggested measure 2: The individual municipal activities form part of a
comprehensive development concept.

Many Austrian municipalities already coordinate individual projects and
activities, which results in tangible advantages, even though it entails sub-
stantial coordination effort. For instance, local agricultural products together
with the offering provided by local gastronomic venues are integrated into
municipalities’ efforts to build a unique image as destinations for tourism.
Where all actors involved share a common understanding of the development
perspective for the municipality, the individual can act in line with the desired
overall development. This can also foster the cooperation among those par-
ticipants who pursue identical sub-goals within the overall plan or who can at
least proceed jointly part of the way – despite different objectives. This helps
bundle resources and coordinate activities. This way, it becomes easier to
generate synergy within which the municipal citizens contribute to imple-
menting the overall strategy. Joint efforts lead to sustainable community
development being realized more efficiently.

Suggested measure 3: Involving all interest groups of the municipality leads to
identifying conflicting objectives already at the stage of strategy definition and
to the development of possible solutions.

It cannot be refuted that not every concrete solution can satisfy all interests. It
is important, however, that all interest groups can live with the consensus that
has eventually been reached. In this context, it is relevant to ensure a solution
that balances the needs of all interest groups in the long term. Where an
individual interest group renounces its claims at least partially, it may be
confident that in later decisions another interest group in the municipality will
hold back in turn.

Suggested measure 4: Achieving a balanced structure in terms of business
size is a principle guiding the development of the local economic structure
(e.g. attracting businesses to locate, promoting young entrepreneurs).

On the one hand, large companies can act as leaders that generate positive
impulses for the local economy. On the other hand, the dominance of a large
company can easily lead to a relationship of dependence of the local munici-
pality on the company that is influential in the local economic structure. A
mixed portfolio of company sizes leaves more room for the municipality to
decide on economic policy. Additionally, risk can be spread where a larger
number of smaller enterprises are present. Enterprises of varying size can
interact synergistically, which leads to the disadvantages of the individual
company sizes cancelling each other out. Austrian municipalities that actively
engage in inducing companies to locate in their areas are already paying very
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close attention to the objective of attracting enterprises that harmonize with
respect to size.

Suggested measure 5: Achieving a balanced industry mix is a principle guiding
the development of the local economic structure (e.g. attracting businesses to
locate, promoting young entrepreneurs).

Just like monocultures, economic structures that are unbalanced are more
prone to distortions compared to a balanced mix. Where an industry faces a
crisis, only individual companies will be affected rather than the entire local
economy. Many regions in Austria have already become aware of the dangers
of economic structures that are homogeneous regarding industry. Hence,
municipalities that actively engage in inducing companies to locate in their
areas pay attention to achieving an industry mix that is as broad as possible.

Suggested measure 6: If external influences (e.g. changes in the general eco-
nomic conditions) threaten the existence of established companies, these are
supported by the municipality.

As long as the entrepreneurs and the municipality maintain a dialogue, the
needs of local enterprises can be considered. However, one-off measures such
as the municipality granting a loan or placing an order with a local enterprise
are limited by competition regulations and make sense only where changes in
the business environment threaten businesses acutely. Where the local indus-
tries face lasting deterioration of their business environment, the municipality
would be called upon to mitigate the negative social consequences of the
structural change by establishing an alternative local business structure.

Suggested measure 7: Strengthening social cohesion within the municipality
by creatingmeeting places (e.g. club rooms, reducing traffic on the village square).

Club rooms and premises compete with local inns. Therefore, the municipality
should only make such facilities available to societies that do not directly
compete with the local gastronomic venues. Wherever possible, the munici-
pality should also strive to counteract a direct rivalry when it comes to sup-
porting individual societies in their establishment of club premises. In such
cases, the municipality should employ an active information policy and
should subsidize club celebrations held at the local inns. Where a municipality
has no inn, it does make sense for the municipality to actively participate in
the establishment of a club room, which includes municipal funding. Gen-
erally, municipalities should see to it that the catering for club facilities is in
the hands of local gastronomic venues.

Suggested measure 8: The municipality actively supports networking between
individual groups within the population (e.g. Christmas markets, village fetes,
sports celebrations).

Celebrations and other occasions that bring together the population of the
municipality, and also those living in neighbouring municipalities, boost
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social cohesion in the local area. In addition, issues relevant to the develop-
ment of the municipality and the region are discussed in an informal setting
on such occasions. Views on concrete projects are compared, and possibilities
for compromise are considered. Private conversations held in the course of
such events also frequently lead to business cooperations. Other entrepreneurs
report how their business is doing, which problems they are currently facing,
and where they anticipate threats and opportunities for the future. An infor-
mal exchange of views and ideas facilitates identifying possible starting points
for future cooperations. Most Austrian municipalities already engage in
activities that bring together different groups of the population.

Suggested measure 9: It does not make a difference which group puts forward
suggestions or initiatives; these are discussed and evaluated in an objective
manner.

Party politics or personal dependence block the road to optimal decisions for
the municipality or the local area as a whole, as they crowd out objective
selection criteria. Suggestions that are viewed as motivated by party politics
are not included in the portfolio of possible activities available for the purpose
of ensuring a positive municipal development. Viewed holistically, this may
lead to suboptimal decisions and, in turn, to suboptimal municipal develop-
ment. Consequently, decision-making processes at the municipal level are to
be designed in a manner that ensures an objective basis for decision-making.
Where oppositional forces are seriously involved in the decision-making pro-
cess, this will operate as a voluntary monitoring mechanism and will signal
dedicated commitment to the cause. It is also predominantly the personality
of the mayor that will determine whether the majority tolerates different
views and is open to suggestions and initiatives put forward by other groups.
What is relevant is the individual’s willingness and capacity to enter into a
dialogue, together with the conviction that the political process is about the
welfare of the municipality.

Suggested measure 10: Concrete projects (e.g. inter-communal industrial
zones, initiatives in tourism, infrastructural measures) are financed jointly
with neighbouring municipalities.

Many aspects of municipal development are effective beyond the boundaries
of the municipality. They concern the local area, some even the entire region.
Even though coordinating one’s behaviour with cooperation partners first of
all amounts to losing autonomy, bundling resources enables municipalities to
realize attractive new options and eventually increases their management
scope. This reflects the general paradox of the cooperation phenomenon:
renouncing some freedom will make resources available, which eventually
leads to more freedom. In order to facilitate synergies from the activities of
individual municipalities, it is necessary for the municipalities to coordinate at
least their planning and implementation measures. However, as the useful
implementation of numerous measures goes together with investments, which
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frequently exceed the financial capacity of individual municipalities, an inter-
communal coordination of resources also appears appropriate. Nevertheless,
Austrian municipalities only rarely finance projects jointly.

Suggested measure 11: Efforts to attract companies are coordinated with
other municipalities in the region.

Currently, municipalities hardly ever cooperate with other municipalities
when trying to attract businesses to locate in their area. As the municipalities
receive communal taxes that are contingent on the number of jobs in the
respective municipal territory, every municipality tries to induce businesses to
locate within its own municipal area wherever possible. As long as municipal
financing is organized according to this principle, it will be very difficult to
advocate inter-communal locating efforts. In some Austrian provinces, federal
subsidies and zoning plans were made contingent on the existence of inter-
communal industrial zones. Apart from the problem of opportunism, inter-
communal location initiatives would not only make sense for every municipality,
but would also be advantageous from the perspective of the individual
municipality and the local area as a whole.

Suggested measure 12: Municipal officials align the extension of infrastructure
with the development plan for the municipality.

In Austria, decisions on superordinate traffic infrastructure rest with the pro-
vincial or the federal government. Such decisions are not made on the muni-
cipal level. Municipal officials can, therefore, only attempt to influence these
decisions in an informal manner. This will be all the more successful the
more such interventions have been coordinated within the local area. How-
ever, the infrastructure on the municipal territory can also be influenced by
the municipality. To a large extent, the success of a comprehensive strategy
for municipal development will depend on whether the individual measure is
aligned with the development objectives defined for the municipality.

Suggested measure 13: The municipality provides entrepreneurs willing to
locate in the area with detailed information about location possibilities
and costs.

As location decisions are characterized by high complexity, which accounts
for fairly inaccurate prognoses, companies are forced to make such decisions
under great uncertainty. Every reduction of the risk perceived by the company
willing to locate in the area increases the attractiveness of a given munici-
pality as a potential location for business. Measures intended to reduce per-
ceived uncertainty include offers of property for construction at fixed prices or
additional services provided by the municipality, such as consulting services
on obtaining subsidies or on dealing with the authorities. However, this
depends on the ownership of the property intended for the construction of
business premises. The same applies to the municipality’s capacity to provide
entrepreneurs willing to locate in the area with detailed price information.
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Only where the municipality already owns the property or has entered into
appropriate option agreements for the property can it offer more detailed
information to entrepreneurs.

Suggested measure 14: The municipality offers consulting services regarding
dealings with the authorities (e.g. permits and approval procedures) and
available subsidies to companies willing to locate in the area.

Beyond the measures intended to reduce uncertainty for companies willing to
locate in the area that were outlined above, every municipality should be
able to direct companies in need of information to other competent bodies. The
expert network of the federal province, the chamber of commerce or specialist
institutions, such as the Regionalmanagement or the regional innovation
centres (RIZ), is already very closely knit in Austria. A contact person in the
municipality responsible for businesses intending to locate in the area will
further reduce uncertainty, as such a person signals competence and commitment.

Suggested measure 15: The image of a remote region serves to market pro-
ducts from this region as something special. These products fetch a price
premium on the market compared to similar rival products.

In recent years, modern consumer behaviour has increasingly shaped a buyer
segment that demands high-quality products with local origin. Municipalities
and regions situated in geographically unfavourable areas can draw on this
trend and position their products as antitheses to mass products. A char-
acteristic of the municipality that had previously been perceived as a weak-
ness can now be turned into a competitive advantage. Before a municipality
can use this advantage, however, it must have created a unique image.

Suggested measure 16: The municipality actively ensures the availability of
property for construction (e.g. by means of option agreements, the purchase
of construction plots put up for sale, or property exchange) to safeguard
affordability of premises for residential and business construction.

Younger individuals, in particular, are more willing to engage in new entre-
preneurial activity or to take over and expand an existing business. The
younger generation, backed by the achievements and experience of their par-
ents’ generation, is the force driving the local economic structure. Young
entrepreneurs, in turn, need motivated employees capable of entrepreneurial
thinking. Municipalities can only achieve a balanced age structure among
their populations when they manage to keep young citizens in the munici-
pality and/or to motivate young individuals to move there. Besides attractive
jobs, one necessary prerequisite is the availability of housing at affordable
prices. This can be effected either by means of models of securing property for
construction or by social housing projects.

Suggested measure 17: The municipality actively communicates its particular
qualities (e.g. by means of articles on municipality projects published in
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regional papers) and consequently has an authentic image also at the
supraregional level.

One approach available to rural municipalities wishing to create competitive
advantage lies in linking the dominant products and services provided by its
local enterprises with regional identity. The customer or guest enjoys an
overall experience where this effect is enhanced through integration of com-
plementary products (e.g. food products and tourist services) and the local
Lebenswelt. This marketing strategy facilitates augmenting the products with
additional qualities that help the local offering stand out from rival products
or services. A municipality can obtain clear market positioning and the cor-
responding competitive advantages, where it consistently pursues a strategy
for municipal development that aims at the lasting establishment and effec-
tive, authentic communication of a regional identity and that is backed by the
local business community. In recent years, almost all Austrian municipalities/
regions have started positioning themselves on the market by specifically
communicating certain characteristics and differentiating themselves from
other municipalities/regions in the perception of the public. This measure
aims to achieve a unique positioning as a location for production in the
perception of customers.

Suggested measure 18: The mayor acts as facilitator who listens to the population,
responds to suggestions, promotes initiatives and withdraws from ongoing
projects in due time.

Municipalities that are well equipped for positive municipal development can
fail because of their own mayor. At the same time, mayors can lead munici-
palities in very troublesome settings to a dynamic economic development.
This is especially successful when it is possible to change the perception of the
population and business community so that municipal characteristics that had
previously been viewed as unfavourable are now seen as important resources.
Very often, it is not so much what the mayor does, but what he does not do.
Success factors include showing commitment and withdrawing at the right
moment, initiating and facilitating without claiming the outcome for himself,
as well as openness to new ideas and the tolerance involved in accepting
contrary opinions and seriously submitting them to discussion procedures.
A mayor who is open to suggestions from all members of a municipality and
who keeps a clear holistic view on the development of the municipality is
better suited to acting as a facilitator than somebody who only follows his
own desires or those of one group. In the short term, this measure is con-
tingent on the personal qualities of the respective mayor currently in office.
Projected beyond the current term of legislature, the measure indicates a
profile of a mayor’s qualifications, which makes the measure transferable to
all municipalities in the medium term.

Suggested measure 19: In the long term, all parts of the municipality are
promoted equally in order to prevent envy and ill will.
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To a large extent, the atmosphere in the municipality is a consequence of the
strength of social cohesion. Close social ties create a positive general atmo-
sphere among the population. Forming a relevant element of the quality of
life, the general atmosphere in the municipality has an effect on the popula-
tion’s attitude towards migration, building a family and willingness to work,
choice of occupation and setting up businesses. The general atmosphere in the
municipality also depends on the ties that populations from different parts of
the municipality maintain with each other. The municipality’s investment
policy is decisive for maintaining harmony among the individual parts of the
municipality. In the short term, however, budget restrictions will make it
almost impossible to make parallel investments in all parts of the munici-
pality. In the longer term, measures of economic policy at the communal level
need to be employed with a view to promoting individual parts of the muni-
cipality in a balanced way. A strong imbalance with regard to investments and
funding entails the danger that envy and ill will will erode the social cohesion
within the municipality. So far, an equal promotion of all parts of a given
community in the long term has only rarely been realized in Austria.

Suggested measure 20: The municipality supports the formation of businesses
in industries previously not established in order to be prepared for the future
(e.g. start-up centres, cheap office space for young entrepreneurs).

Guided by the requirement of a broad mix of industries and business sizes,
the municipality must consider which companies are set up or locate in the
municipality when it promotes the location or incorporation of businesses.
Not every additional business is equally suitable for the development of the
local economic structure. In Austria, this requirement has hardly been
considered so far. Where new industries are developed, the municipality
should strive to coordinate the start-up initiatives with the existing local
economic structure so that balance is maintained in the municipality. In par-
ticular, the effects that the businesses will have on the population of the
municipality need to be considered. The promotion efforts should, therefore,
be designed in such a way that projects that distort the “balance” within
the municipality are prevented.

Suggested measure 21: Where an industrial zone is created, the municipality
acts jointly with the neighbouring communities, and the location objectively
most attractive is selected.

In the past few years, almost all municipalities have designated their own
construction plots for business premises. Municipalities situated in favourable
areas have done so with much success, those situated in unfavourable zones
less so. Slowly, it is being acknowledged that not every geographic location
manages to attract businesses – regardless of the direct and indirect financial
support granted to companies willing to locate. As developing an industrial
zone is associated with considerable costs, the public sector would save many
resources if it were possible to establish industrial zones only in municipalities
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that represent promising locations. Inter-communal cooperation should
enable the municipalities that do not dispose of an attractive location to par-
ticipate in these industrial zones. This also entails the positive effect of
spreading risk for those municipalities that represent attractive locations. Not
only can such a measure be implemented in all municipalities, rather, it must
be implemented so that this policy can develop a lasting effect. As inter-
communal industrial zones frequently fail owing to the parish-pump politics
of individual municipal officials, the superior level is called upon to install
an incentive system. For instance, municipalities can only obtain funds for
creating industrial zones where these are established jointly by several
municipalities.

Suggested measure 22: Establishing a productive local economic sector includes
the possibilities for tourism available in the municipality/region.

Already today, many municipalities are adept at identifying and specifically
utilizing the existing potential for tourism in the municipality or region,
respectively. Moreover, a functioning network of municipal cooperations in
tourism has developed in recent years. Numerous supraregional tourism pro-
jects, such as theme routes or regions jointly marketing their specialities, have
been implemented and have strengthened the respective local economy. Inter-
communal associations of municipalities that also integrate several industries
are especially effective (e.g. cooperations between agricultural and commercial
enterprises).

Suggested measure 23: Tourism is not developed separately in the municipality,
but in close coordination with the municipalities of the region.

Organizational structures in tourism are increasingly being determined by
attractions and potential shared by municipalities rather than by politically
defined boundaries. Thinking in terms of regions encourages the development
of tourism initiatives that range across different municipalities. Thinking
beyond the administrative boundaries of a municipality can be established in
any municipality and is especially important in the context of tourism,
because the guest does not visit the individual municipality, but the region as
a whole.

Suggested measure 24: In municipalities that are poorly connected to
transport infrastructure, the development concept is oriented towards those
businesses that do not require efficient transport routes (e.g. call centres,
telework).

The services sector is increasingly crowding out the manufacturing sector.
This structural change is particularly noticeable in rural municipalities. In
order to enable these municipalities to participate in the rise of the third
sector and in this way to compensate for the loss of jobs, a communication
infrastructure required by service enterprises (e.g. broadband internet, wireless
network) needs to be established. In general, the unfavourable locations of
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many rural municipalities are less relevant in connection with business models
that do not rely on conventional logistics or personal contact with customers.

Suggested measure 25: The municipality positions itself as a tourist destina-
tion by establishing a common theme under which its activities are offered and by
integrating its efforts into a comprehensive concept (e.g. theme paths, brand).

Both the existing infrastructure and the capabilities and skills of the residents
provide useful starting points for identifying possible perspectives for munici-
pal development. A development strategy that builds on what is already
established and accords with the way the residents live can be implemented
with fewer resources and is more conducive to initiating sustainable economic
development than an isolated project. Existing facilities (e.g. municipal
museum) need to be adapted in accordance with the tourism perspective (e.g.
conversion into a theme park) and integrated into an overall concept. In this
context, it needs to be considered that, whenever possible, tourist facilities
should be usable all year round.

Suggested measure 26: The municipality has a club house shared by several
clubs and associations.

This measure facilitates improved communication and in this way strengthens
the cohesion among the individual clubs and associations. By the same token,
it promotes mutual assistance (e.g. at functions and events) and reduces costs
for both the municipality and the individual club or association. This measure
also promotes networking and social cohesion among the residents. It is
especially advantageous if such club houses are established by means of con-
tributions from the individual club members because this increases lasting
identification with the project, the clubs and associations, and ultimately with
the municipality.

Suggested measure 27: Club houses are only supported where no local
inns exist.

This measure prevents town centres becoming desolate. In order to be able to
offer the clubs and associations meeting points throughout the entire year, the
municipality is to ensure that inn-keepers coordinate their opening and
closing times among each other.

Suggested measure 28: In order to free town centres, businesses that generate
high emissions are relocated to the outskirts or to industrial zones.

Relocating to an industrial zone situated outside the town centre generates
high costs for businesses. These businesses will not be prepared to bear these
costs alone. For this reason, it appears necessary to reimburse the businesses
for the direct and indirect relocation costs. However, the budgets of rural
municipalities are too small, which is why this measure can hardly be applied
directly. Nevertheless, the municipality should see to it that businesses that
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expand or new companies that wish to locate in the municipality choose sites
in suitable industrial zones rather than in the town centre. In this way, it
becomes possible to establish separate residential areas and industrial zones in
the long term.

Suggested measure 29: In order to free the town centre from heavy traffic, a
bypass is or has already been established.

Contrary to the misgivings that reduced frequency would negatively affect the
sales of shops located in the town centre, which were voiced in many rural
municipalities prior to the establishment of a bypass, the calm and quiet has
created a pleasant atmosphere in the municipal centre in most of the cases.
Frequently, the establishment of the bypass marked the beginning of efforts to
redesign the village. Subsequently, the town centre, which had been freed from
traffic and other disturbances (e.g. noise, harmful substances), served as a
centre of communication. In many municipalities, industrial areas well con-
nected to transport routes were developed on the other side of the bypass
without impairment to the quality of life for the municipal citizens.

Suggested measure 30: Appropriate childcare is provided so that already
existing companies or new businesses willing to locate in the municipality can
be offered sufficient labour supply from the municipality.

Owing to the long commuting distances, especially in rural areas, it is fre-
quently difficult for working parents to have their needs for child care exclu-
sively covered by their respective families. In rural areas, in particular,
facilities that provide all-day child care are insufficient, which is why many
parents (predominantly women) relinquish their participation in gainful
employment. If sufficient day-care facilities for children are offered, the rate at
which women participate in the labour force can be considerably increased
and, thus, the potential labour supply can be augmented.

Suggested measure 31: The municipality encourages the local and regional
businesses to form networks (e.g. organizing information events, personal
discussions or appearances at trade fairs).

Establishing networks among businesses encourages the exchange of infor-
mation and the coordination of the activities undertaken by the individual
businesses. If businesses are mutually informed about the steps other busi-
nesses are planning to take, they can anticipate these when defining their own
strategy. This raises the clout, and by the same token the probability of
success, of the regional business sector.

3.2 Second step in the selection process – quantitative survey

Mayors of rural municipalities in the target countries were interviewed by
means of a large survey by questionnaire. The survey pursued two objectives:
firstly, to approach the field of study for the purpose of preparing the
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qualitative survey, and, secondly, to arrive at an empirically substantiated
selection of measures that were to be evaluated with a view to their transfer-
ability to other geographic contexts.

3.2.1 Key data of the survey by questionnaire

In the spring of 2007, the Institute for Small Business Management and
Entrepreneurship at the Vienna University of Economics and Business con-
ducted a survey by questionnaire among the mayors of rural municipalities
located in the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and Slovenia, respectively.
The questionnaires and the cover letter were translated into the respective
national languages. The sample size was 1,710 municipalities. The sample com-
prised 210 Slovenian (full count), 500 Czech (random sample, universe 6,244),
500 Slovakian (random sample, universe 2,891) and 500 Hungarian (random
sample, universe 3,154) municipalities.

No measures were taken to enhance response. Nevertheless, 211 ques-
tionnaires were available for analysis. This corresponds to a response rate of
12.3 per cent.

3.2.2 Description of the municipalities that participated in the survey

The municipalities in the Czech sample mostly consist in only one district and
on average have 425 inhabitants on a territory of 6.5 square kilometres. On
average, the municipalities surveyed house four business enterprises and
approximately forty places of employment. The three most important indus-
tries are agriculture and forestry, construction and trade. In the Czech
municipalities surveyed, the largest local business enterprise on average
employs 20 persons, the second largest 12 and the third largest 9. As much as
22 per cent of the residents of the municipalities surveyed are under 20 years
old; almost 58 per cent are aged between 20 and 60; and the remaining 20 per cent
are older than 60.

The Slovak sample comprises municipalities that on average have two dis-
tricts, 906 inhabitants and a territory of almost 21 square kilometres. In the
municipalities surveyed, on average there are six business enterprises with
approximately 162 places of employment. The three most important indus-
tries are agriculture and forestry, wood processing and commerce. In the
Slovak municipalities surveyed, the largest local business enterprise on average
employs 66 persons, the second largest 24 and the third largest 20. Almost
24 per cent of the inhabitants in the Slovak municipalities surveyed are under
20 years old; 52 per cent are aged between 20 and 60; and the remaining
24 per cent are older than 60.

On average, the municipalities in the Hungarian sample have two districts,
roughly 2,000 inhabitants and a territory of 27 square kilometres. The muni-
cipalities surveyed on average house 12 business enterprises and 107 places of
employment. The three most important industries are agriculture and forestry,
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wood processing and personal services. In the Hungarian municipalities sur-
veyed, the largest local business enterprise on average employs 60 individuals,
the second largest 32 and the third largest 20. In the municipalities surveyed,
approximately 23 per cent of the residents are under 20 years old; 56 per cent
are aged between 20 and 60; and the remaining 21 per cent are over 60.

In the Slovenian sample, the municipalities on average have 18 districts,
more than 5,300 residents and a territory of almost 90 square kilometres. On
average, the municipalities surveyed house 125 business enterprises with
approximately 1,000 places of employment. The three most important indus-
tries are agriculture and forestry, construction and tourism. In the Slovak
municipalities surveyed, the largest local business enterprise on average
employs 268 individuals, the second largest 207 and the third largest 147. In
the municipalities surveyed, approximately 21 per cent of the residents are
under 20 years old; 58 per cent are aged 20 to 60; and the remaining 21 per cent
are over 60.

Moreover, the survey assessed the infrastructure available in the individual
municipalities. The results for all four country samples are summarized in
Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Overview of infrastructure available in the municipalities surveyed (in
per cent)

Facility Czech Republic Slovakia Hungary Slovenia

elementary school 50 53 26 100
Hauptschule (secondary
compulsory school)

28 0 97 13

kindergarten 69 68 100 100
Höhere Schule (secondary school
with university entrance
qualification)

8 0 0 9

music school 11 7 13 43
retirement home 11 76 32 26
parish 44 85 77 100
post office 53 50 100 100
police 11 9 39 26
fire brigade 75 40 13 96
sports ground 89 81 97 7
event hall 97 38 90 96
swimming pool 33 74 0 30
hiking path 78 59 52 91
neighbourhood shops 81 97 100 100
railway connection 36 19 41 48
motorway connection 19 7 16 57
bus connection 94 100 100 96
inn 89 87 71 100
clubs and associations 89 69 87 87
industrial zone 28 24 55 96
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3.2.3 Results of the survey by questionnaire

In the analysis of the questionnaires, first the number of positive responses to
the individual items (suggested measures) was added up for the topics
“responsible for implementing the measure”, “measure is applied” and
“measure would be applicable”, respectively. The sums corresponding to the
individual items were subsequently sorted in ascending order and each item
was assigned a rank (from 1 to 31). After this step had been completed, the
topics were weighted, with the topic “responsible for implementing the mea-
sure” being assigned the factor three, the topic “measure is applied” the
factor two, and “measure would be applicable” the factor one. After the
weighted rank scores had been added up, the sums were again sorted in
ascending order. This was performed for all four countries. The results of
these analyses per country are reported in columns two to five in Table 3.2.

In the next step, the results per country were consolidated into an overall rank-
ing. The three sections of the overall ranking were drawn up according to the
criteria (1) perceived responsibility, (2) assessment of viability and (3) assessment
of the degree to which a measure has already been realized.

Against the backdrop of the experience gathered in the expert workshop
and the study in Austria, four especially interesting measures were selected
from each of the three defined sections. These selected measures are shaded in
dark in Table 3.2 and address the following issues:

� strengthening social cohesion by creating meeting places
� democratic and pluralist decision-making processes
� integrating the individual measures into a comprehensive development

concept of the municipality
� consulting services provided for businesses willing to locate in the municipality
� resolving conflicting goals of municipal development through involvement

of all interest groups
� actively securing land for construction
� joint financing of inter-communal projects
� inter-communal coordination of efforts to attract new companies
� communication policy and creating a supraregional image
� promoting new businesses in industries previously not well established
� competitive products by virtue of local origin
� freeing town centres by relocating businesses that generate high emissions

This list comprises measures of economic policy at the municipal level that
are conducive to providing favourable conditions for small and medium
enterprises. Moreover, these measures have been successful in Austria and
basically can be transferred to other municipalities as well. Consequently, the
list represents a selection that covers the entire spectrum of measures and of
probabilities with which these will be implemented successfully in the target
municipalities in the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and Slovenia.
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It does not represent an exhaustive enumeration of those measures that would
be transferable, but rather a selection of those measures the transferability of
which those concerned consider particularly important. Contrary to expecta-
tions, those concerned did not mention issues that are currently being dis-
cussed, such as public–private partnerships or forming cooperatives for the
purpose of completing municipal tasks.

The transferability of the measures selected is examined in exemplary
municipalities in the qualitative study described in the next chapter.
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4 The evaluation of the transferability
of the proposed agenda

4.1 Design of the study

The present study analyses the transferability of the measures outlined
above to Austria’s Central and Eastern European neighbouring countries by
means of qualitative methods of empirical research on the basis of a selection
of local areas. In this context, local area denotes a municipality together with
its relations with neighbouring municipalities. This leads to a particular local
area being viewed differently by each given municipality, which makes a rigid
definition of local areas impossible. Local areas, in turn, form part of a
region.

Selecting the cases surveyed according to specified rules represents an
important criterion for the soundness of qualitative research. For this purpose,
the selection procedure comprised several stages.

The study focuses on local areas in rural settings. Consequently, only such
regions in the respective countries surveyed that are to be rated as rural
according to the OECD definition were considered (OECD 1993: 13, OECD
1995: 15). Ten local areas were analysed.

The number of local areas to be examined per country surveyed was
determined in proportion to the size of the national territories of the
eligible countries. Moreover, each country was to be represented by at least
two local areas. Consequently, three Czech and three Hungarian local areas
were examined together with two Slovak and two Slovenian local areas. In
order to consider the influences of different regulations at the regional
administrative level, the concrete local areas selected all had to correspond to
a different NUTS II level in the individual countries surveyed. As Slovenia
only consists of one region according to this level of classification, in this case,
national administrative units were taken as a basis. Moreover, the effect
of the distance of each local area surveyed from the Austrian border was to
be controlled for. Therefore, the cases for analysis were selected in such
a manner that, in each country surveyed, at least one local area is situated
close to the Austrian border, and at least one other local area is
situated further away.



Based on this specification, the concrete local areas were selected for
analysis together with experts from the individual countries. In order to
ensure that the findings generated could be generalized to as large an
extent as possible, the local areas selected had to be typical of their
respective NUTS II region, in particular with regard to their demographic
and economic parameters. Moreover, the local areas selected were to be
as similar as possible to other local areas in the same region regarding
qualitative criteria, such as the historical development and the social
situation.

In accordance with the holistic perspective developed at the beginning,
within the local areas, the research questions were explored with a view to
capturing the perspectives of different agents at diverse administrative levels
and different aspects of their outlook on the world. The intention was to
reveal the sensemaking structures that underlie the individual statements
gathered. For this purpose, opposing views were to be gathered to as large an
extent as possible and what is happening in the municipalities surveyed was
to be interpreted. Accordingly, the actors interviewed in each case included
at least the mayor, one municipal councillor representing the strongest
oppositional group, one entrepreneur, as well as one representative of the
institution in charge of regional development at the inter-communal or
regional level.

The data were gathered by means of primary research. The problem-
centred interviews were conducted in the respective national language. The
research instrument was an interview guide including the 12 suggested mea-
sures selected previously. In total, interviews with an overall duration of 3,812
minutes were held with 61 interview partners, which resulted in a transcript
comprising 1,142 pages.

The transcripts of the interviews captured on audio recordings were
subjected to a content analysis. In order to limit distorted perception, the
interpretation was effected four times and at two levels. On the first level,
the interviews were interpreted separately by the interviewers themselves, by
qualified students of the specialist business administration master programme
on SME-Management and Entrepreneurship at the Vienna University of
Economics and Business working in groups in the course of a seminar, and by
the authors, respectively. Subsequently, at the second level (interpretation of the
interpretations), these three interpretations were integrated into a final inter-
pretation in a process of discourse. In the case of discrepancies of interpretations,
a feedback loop was introduced.

This process of interpretation led to discussions of the suggested measures
against the backdrop of the municipalities selected. Following the enumeration
of several typical statements from the interviews, in the following section, the
discussions will be presented according to the country surveyed. All twelve
measures suggested will be analysed from the perspective of the research
questions in the respective contexts of the three Czech, two Slovak, three
Hungarian and two Slovenian municipalities.
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4.2 For starters: statements from the interviews

MUNICIPALITY

“In my opinion, meeting places by themselves do not have a significant
effect on the development of the municipality.”

“In the municipality, we have two kinds of citizens: those that live here
and those that only have their home address here. If the number of those
that only have their home address here exceeds the number of those that
live here, this marks the beginning of the end of the municipality.”

“The public internet access draws many young people to the ‘house of
culture’, as they cannot access the internet from their homes.”

“On the weekend, after mass, the men of the village go to the inn and
discuss the incidents of the previous week.”

“The rigidly organized youth associations abruptly vanished at the time
of the turnaround. Formerly, this all somewhat reeked of coercion.
Nowadays, the young people come together casually in the youth club.”

“The young think differently from the old. The village community
should give the young their chance, the old ones can be safely written off.”

“One misses space for young people. Formerly, there was enough, now
there is no room for them any more.”

POLITICS

“As mayor, I also take the opposition seriously. When they have a good
idea, I support it, because every good idea should be realized.”

“A mayor told me that he does not like to see a large discount super-
market being constructed in his municipality. He’d rather promote smal-
ler shops in the town centre instead. But he fears that the supermarket
may move to the neighbouring municipality then and that his residents
will punish him for it.”

“If an investor turns up somewhere in a municipality, the mayor will
grab him with both hands. If he releases him, he will not be re-elected
because he has failed to create new jobs.”

“Resistance from the population brought the plans of a large company
to move to the municipality to nothing, because the pros and cons were
not openly discussed with the residents.”

“The older decision-makers have forgotten to delegate leadership
responsibility to the young. There are the 50- to 60-year-old municipal
representatives, but no 20- to 30-year-olds.”

“I don’t attend municipal assemblies. Mostly, it does not concern me
anyway and I cannot influence anything. Let them dowhat they believe – and
that’s that.”

“I don’t know how these decisions are made. That they are discussed is
clear, but what happens exactly I wouldn’t know, as I have not been to an
assembly for more than ten years already.”
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“There are no coalition contracts put down in writing. Everything is
agreed orally.”

“Democracy has its limits somewhere. Once a matter has been decided,
one cannot ask time and again if somebody has changed their mind.”

“If you ask a citizen from this municipality today, he will not even
know what happens in our municipality, let alone what’s going on in the
neighbouring municipality.”

“I think that in the future there will not be a full-time mayor in every
little municipality. I also dare say that it is unnecessary that in a small
municipality mayor and staff are present every day so that two citizens a
day can complete their business. This is a luxury that the country cannot
afford any more. Instead, there will be one main mayor and one deputy
mayor in the local area.”

“Formally, the municipal council is the highest decision-making
institution. In reality, however, it is the mayor who has the leading role.”

“First, they don’t want to hear anything about a project. I have adver-
tised it again and again. Later, when they see it in the media, they would
like to be part of it.”

BUSINESS COMMUNITY

“There are no start-up entrepreneurs who do not know who to turn to
with their questions. Those that don’t know anything about it do not get
started in the first place.”

“I think that new companies are established spontaneously. We as a
municipality cannot do anything to influence that one way or the other.”

“We entrepreneurs do not ask anything of the municipality, and the
municipality does not ask anything of us. There is no reason why we
should communicate with them.”

“Once we had the first cinema in the region, the first public pool and
telephone. We have become somewhat lazy since then.”

“For three years, we have been working on expanding the industrial
zone and integrating an investor. The municipal councillors support the
project by maintaining secrecy about it. Confidentiality is very important
nowadays; an indiscretion can upset the project even when it is close to
its implementation.”

“In the small residential estates, future technologies at best take the
form of a garage door operated by remote control.”

“Instead of talking about problems, nowadays the revenue authority
arrives by helicopter and you are immediately fined if a friend helps you
harvest the crops.”

“The entrepreneurs pay their taxes here, so I as the mayor feel obliged
to award them municipal contracts.”

“I have often witnessed that the municipality has not awarded a
contract to the local entrepreneurs for personal reasons.”
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“Two years ago, we were approached by a young man who wanted to
establish a small business and had not been able to obtain a site in the
neighbouring industrial zone for years. We got into my car and I showed
him a piece of land at the outskirts of the town. Two days later, the contract
had been concluded. The hall has already been erected.”

“Healthy competition for attracting companies among the munici-
palities is only positive. Let them communicate the advantages of their
locations!”

“When a large investor turns up in the municipality, the mayor per-
sonally takes charge of the matter and assists him in every way. But no
municipal official can be bothered to lift a finger for an entrepreneur that
wants to establish a small business.”

TOURISM

“Tourism is no business. This is definitely not a way to get rich.”
“As we are in such a remote location, knowledge and traditions that

have long been lost elsewhere have persisted here. In the information age,
such locations are extremely interesting, because what is more beautiful
than living in nature and working creatively.”

“Many municipalities do not even know what they have to offer in
terms of tourist attractions. When I as a city person go there, I see natural
and cultural treasures that they themselves do not see because they are
used to them.”

“We are no tourism municipality, but just a destination for excursions.”
“Many municipalities imitate something that already exists somewhere

else in a much more original form.”

INTER-COMMUNAL COOPERATION

“The neighbouring municipalities have schools with a handful of pupils.
I have suggested that we pool our resources. But that doesn’t work.
A mayor who closes down a school is not re-elected.”

“Attracting companies jointly? The time when municipalities consider
such activities has not come yet.”

“I am critical of municipal cooperation. I am not keen on managing
other municipalities and having to solve their problems.”

“In the local area, cycling paths have been established, but these do not
intersect at the individual municipal borders.”

“The zoning plans of the individual municipalities are developed
strictly independently. On the one side, you will then find an industrial
zone, on the other side, one and a half metres away, a housing estate.”

“Apparently, people only come to appreciate the problems of others
once they have reached a certain development stage. Until then, you can
only make them cooperate using ‘force’ or financial incentives.”
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“Now that a regional association of schools has been established,
cooperation has improved. Such small hamlets need to stick together
after all.”

“As long as it’s only about discussing shared visions for the future, it
works beautifully. As soon as the whole thing is to be agreed, the
contrasts reappear all of a sudden.”

“There is no long-standing tradition of cooperation here. In the past,
when two municipalities wanted to do something for themselves together,
the central government got scared that there might be dissenters at
work.”

“The small municipalities cooperate when it is about environmental
protection or education. I could not name a single example that addresses
the domain of economic development. In this respect, the municipalities
see each other as competitors, not as partners.”

COMMUNICATION

“Every month, I get the village paper from the mayor of the neighbour-
ing municipality. That’s as colourful and huge as the New York Times. It
always reports what is happening in the municipalities of the local area
owing to the LEADER programme.”

“We have developed a programme for the municipality. In our latest
workshop, suddenly a gentleman rises and argues that something has
not been considered. It was the same measure, only put differently. We do
not understand each other any longer, because we do not communicate
any more.”

TRANSFORMATION

“One cannot blame the people for not showing any initiative of their
own. They have lived in a certain way for 40 years. For 40 years, the rule
applied: whoever exposes themselves will be destroyed.”

“An internet room was established for young people. But the people
have not yet come to appreciate the public property, so these computers
were damaged. They don’t care about what’s going to happen tomorrow.”

“In the past, there were large factories in the region. Like everywhere
else, these have now been privatized more or less and have made workers
redundant. We need to compensate for that with smaller businesses.”

“Today, many citizens are not even willing to mow the lawn in front
of their own houses. In the past 40 years, they were accustomed to ser-
vices simply being provided. Now this does not work like that any
more. One has to educate them so that they redevelop more initiative of
their own.”

“We have already come so far that the municipality has its own
homepage. But not that far that this is also regularly updated.”
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“Somehow, it is not in our mentality that we are proud of our own
products. If something comes from abroad, we are completely fascinated.”

“In the past, the municipalities were units of bureaucratic administra-
tion, now they are also asked to perform development functions. The
municipalities are still learning, but we are making progress.”

“No, I’m no optimist; this is still going to take a long time.”

INFRASTRUCTURE

“Just like many others, we have no school in our municipality any more.
For lack of funds. Yes, it is true that there are too few pupils here. But
then, when is a municipality attractive to families with children? When
the surroundings are lively and the municipality is worth living in. Without
school and infrastructure, the young move away.”

“Those people that are forced to go home through the mud find it hard
to understand why there are already paved streets in the neighbouring
village. The mayors should have a fundamental interest in ensuring that
every citizen has a paved street and is connected to the sewer system and
has cable TV and access to the internet.”

REGION

“Frequently, entrepreneurs play the municipalities against each other.
Finally, the municipality offering the highest tax relief is selected from
among 20 locations.”

“The companies that pollute the environment are ultimately always
located where they generate least attention and least resistance. There will
always be a few small municipalities where the location can be arranged.”

“Slowly, also here the time is coming when demand for regional pro-
ducts increases. Already now many consumers are afraid of the meat
offered cheaply by the discount store, when you don’t know where it
comes from.”

“Good communication would finally show the people that domestic
products are a hundred times better than imported goods. The tomatoes
from Spain have as little taste in December as they had in August. With
our ignorance we are killing our own agricultural producers.”

“There are many who have turned crazy for ‘organically grown’ stuff
and buy everything only because it features a label that says ‘organic’. It
is not questioned whether this really is organic after all, they do that for
reasons of fashion. So whoever is clever is trying to ride with this trend.”

“We live from one day to the next, we buy the cheapest food products
and later pay three times as much for the doctor.”

“Sometimes, you get the impression that the old state control is still
determining the way people think. Of late, the state has made decisions
like municipality A gets a school, municipality B 200 metres of pavement.
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The things are distributed like Christmas presents and this is why mutual
envy is returning.”

“I see the LEADER programme as a strong catalyst of rural
development.”

“These regional development agencies contribute a lot to realizing
locations of new companies. The municipalities need to pull their weight
more.”

STRATEGIC MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT

“The municipality advertises itself to new companies, but fails to consider
the needs of the population and of the local companies.”

“Today, it is very fashionable in municipalities to develop ten-year
plans, which I find very bizarre. We have had this already in the past.
Frequently, you do not know what is going to happen tomorrow, never
mind what will happen in five or ten years’ time.”

“If a municipality applies for support from the EU fund, it needs a
development plan. This accounts for 75 per cent of the reasons why such
a plan is drawn up.”

“I could not argue that the residents involve themselves very strongly
in the development of the municipality. They always expect the municipality
to provide solutions.”

“If somebody has an idea or shows initiative, it is up to the mayor to
act on this. When the proposals are ignored repeatedly, then the population
will lose interest in getting involved in the future.”

“If the municipality carries out initiatives on its own, they come to
nothing. The entire community must be interested in it and must work on
a concrete project.”

“If we beautify our municipality – put the squares in order, improve
the condition of the old buildings – then I hope that settling down here
will become attractive again and we will find prospects for our construction
plots.”

“So far, the municipalities have relied on the exceptional competitive
advantage that nature has given them, so that it is not seriously
considered what could be offered in addition to that.”

“Measures to be prepared for the future? In this context, I have my doubts
whether anybody knows what the future should look like in this country.”

“In this budget situation, talking about foresighted economic policy
sounds ridiculous. I fill one hole by opening up another.”

“My experience tells me that development plans are usually limited to
promises in election times and rarely intend to fulfil these.”

“The municipalities do not develop strategies unless they are forced
to do so.”

“Experts and specialists should increasingly work in the municipalities.
The mayor has little time, because his office hours are taken up by trivia.”
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SECURING LAND FOR CONSTRUCTION

“There are many young adults who are forced to continue to live with
their parents because they cannot afford a place of their own as the prices
of land have risen owing to foreign private investment.”

“A few years ago, foreigners bought houses here. Now many try to sell
again because they have come to the conclusion that the municipality is
too remote and it would be plain luxury to maintain a house that they
use three weeks per year.”

“When an Englishwoman bought a plot, the mayor was afraid that
domestic property would be sold out. But she is a European citizen. We
are part of Europe and could also buy property in England – if we had
the money.”

“The problem is that zoning is not regulated. Even if somebody
possessed capital, he would not obtain a construction permit.”

“Many municipalities in the region have designated an industrial zone,
and many of these are vacant nowadays. It is not enough to designate an
industrial zone, one also has to arrange for the appropriate infrastructure.
This is not coordinated at all.”

4.3 Analysis of the sample municipalities

4.3.1 The municipality located in the southwest of the Czech Republic

The municipality of medium size located in the southwest of the Czech
Republic was first mentioned in records in the fourteenth century. However,
numerous archaeological finds in its surroundings suggest that settlements in
the area date back much longer. The municipality benefits from its favourable
geographic location in two ways: on the one hand, it is situated not far from
the border with Germany and, on the other hand, a national park known and
popular beyond the region is situated in its immediate surroundings. Conse-
quently, substantial foreign investment in the tourism infrastructure on the
municipal territory had already been made soon after the turnaround of 1989.
This is manifested in the freshly renovated buildings and hotels visible in the
municipality today.

4.3.1.1 Strengthening social cohesion by creating meeting places

SITUATION

Few clubs and societies exist in the municipality surveyed. The most impor-
tant societies include the Feuerwehrverein and the village renewal society. The
latter represents a pool for active and oppositional citizens of the munici-
pality. In the most recent elections, this group obtained one seat in the muni-
cipal council. Despite the efforts of the active municipal citizens, there is still
a dearth of venues for social activities in the municipality.
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A recreational centre, which was established through an initiative by the
oppositional group, represents the location most suited to serve as a social
meeting point for all inhabitants of the municipality. It can be used free of
charge. The premises were made available by the municipality, but it is up to
the population to maintain its operation.

The elected municipal officials do not actively support municipal life. It is
exclusively the commitment of individual active citizens of the municipality
that determines the development and organization of ideas that would help
the social cohesion within the municipality. In this way, activities are financed
by the municipal citizens’ own funds, funding provided by the regional
development agency and municipal funds. Municipal citizens who initiate
ideas generally prefer to approach the regional development agency directly
and, as far as possible, avoid turning to the municipality.

Apart from the few active citizens, the population of the community – and
the older generation in particular – can hardly be motivated to participate in
local events.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality surveyed only partially acknowledges that creating mee-
ting places serves to strengthen social cohesion, which will eventually be
beneficial to a successful development of municipalities in the long term.
There is little initiative on the communal level, and meeting places are
few and far between. Initiatives are largely due to the village renewal society,
which is strongly anchored in the population of the municipality. The
mayor cares little about issues of social cohesion. In addition to this passivity,
the municipal authorities only (co)finance initiatives launched by others
in a limited way. Consequently, the population does not view the munici-
pality as the first contact when it comes to realizing ideas, but rather chooses
to approach the agency for regional development or bears the costs on
its own.

The political group of the mayor is faced with a vicious circle of its
own making: Reservations on the part of the municipality are the reason why
the municipal representatives are viewed negatively by the population, which,
in turn, results in the municipal leaders being involved in the cultural
and social initiatives even less. For the long-term welfare of the municipality,
it is necessary to curb this progressive alienation of the population from
the municipal leadership and to reverse the process. For this purpose, activity
on the part of the municipal representatives should be increased. However,
the municipality will only become active when it becomes possible to make
the mayor aware of the importance of social cohesion for obtaining other
municipal objectives, including financial targets. In the municipality surveyed,
it is necessary not only for the vicious circle described above to be recognized,
but also for the authorities to be made aware that this relationship represents a
problem.
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Once the educational work bears fruit, which corresponds to establishing
the importance of meeting places with the political leadership, further meet-
ing places should be created and active measures should be designed to
motivate the passive groups in the population (especially the older inhabitants
of the municipality) to participate in municipal life in a lively way.

4.3.1.2 Democratic and pluralist decision-making processes

SITUATION

According to the mayor, meetings with the interest groups in the municipality
are held on a regular basis. It needs to be added, though, that the individual
groups differ according to the strength of influence they exercise on the poli-
tical process in the municipality. In this municipality, the decisions proper are
made in an authoritative manner and with the general public being excluded.
Although on all issues differing opinions are also heard, they are not con-
sidered in the decision-making process. Discussions primarily serve to keep up
the appearance of democratic leadership and to prevent the strong centralism
from being exposed too openly.

Where something is agreed jointly, with the grass roots being seriously
involved in the process, it predominantly consists of initiatives launched
by the population or by the opposition, which is close to the population
(e.g. village renewal society). It is mostly cultural activities, which do not
appear to counter the primary interests of the political majority in the muni-
cipality and are therefore approved, and in some cases also supported, by the
leaders.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The political life in the municipality surveyed is dominated by centralist
decision-making processes. Only in a few cases are interest groups consulted
on specific issues, and their influence on the actual decision can be viewed as
rather limited. Pluralism of decision-making does not exist.

The mayor does not see why he should share with others the power
that he has obtained through democratic elections, after all. If the measure
of democratic or pluralist decision-making processes is to be established
in the municipality, the decision-makers first of all need to be made aware of
the importance of this measure for the development of the municipality
in the medium to long term. Building on this awareness, various measures
intended to strengthen pluralism can be institutionalized in the municipality.
These include, for instance, round tables held at regular intervals, official
office hours of the mayor and a clearly perceived consideration of the popu-
lation in the development of a municipal strategy (which does not exist at
present).
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4.3.1.3 Integrating the individual measures into a comprehensive
development concept of the municipality

SITUATION

Basically, municipalities should have a strategic development plan. However,
the law only determines in very general terms what this plan must look like.
It is therefore not likely that a municipality that cannot produce such a plan
will be sanctioned for this omission. Fundamentally, drawing up a consistent
development plan is motivated by the requirement that such a plan needs to
be included with applications to the regional development institution and that
a higher quality of development plans increases the probability of obtaining
funding. The plan needs to be aligned with the development plans of the
superordinate territorial entities.

No such strategic development plan exists in the municipality surveyed; at best,
there is the election programme of the party in power towhich ideas put forward by
committed citizens are added occasionally. There is chaos regarding the develo-
pment of the municipality in the medium to long term. There are neither visions
for the future nor clearly identifiable development priorities. The municipality
is fond of procrastinating when it comes to the necessary tackling of problem areas
that have been known for a long time. One case in point is the extension of the
sewer system, which has been demanded for 15 years, but has not yet been started.
This increases the dissatisfaction among the population of the municipality.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

In many areas, the municipality is afflicted with problems that could or should
have been managed long ago. Accumulated tasks have not been completed, not
only because of the administration’s tendency to procrastinate regarding
unpleasant matters, but also because a strategic development concept is missing.
Firstly, this is the reason why there is no systematic overview of the trouble
spots in the municipality. Secondly, there is no system of prioritization that could
determine where the municipality would need to direct measures most urgently.

Developing a medium- to long-term plan appears indispensable in order to
improve the current situation and to ensure positive municipal development.
Certainly, first of all, the municipal authorities need to be made aware of the
purpose of such a plan. The development plan itself can subsequently be
drawn up on the basis of a SWOTanalysis. All interest groups in the municipality
need to be involved in the development of the plan.

4.3.1.4 Consulting services provided for businesses willing to locate in the
municipality

SITUATION

At the regional level, consulting services provided to companies are viewed as
an important responsibility of municipal politicians, in particular the mayor.
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In the municipality surveyed itself, this view is not shared. The mayor is willing to
pass initial information on to businesses willing to locate in the municipality
when the respective entrepreneurs actively ask for it. Offering unsolicited help or
presenting himself actively as a service-oriented consulting body for businesses
willing to locate or for potential company founders does not appear feasible
to the mayor. There is, however, a “guide through the authorities” available to
businesses willing to locate, which helps overcome bureaucratic hurdles.

Generally, the communication between the municipality and the local
entrepreneurs is characterized by a lack of interest on the part of the municipal
leadership (and consequently also on the part of the entrepreneurs).

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The mayor of the municipality surveyed displays little interest in the entre-
preneurial activities in his municipality. He does not maintain closer ties with
the local businesses; where new businesses are concerned, these are rather
assigned the role of petitioners. The help granted by the municipality is lim-
ited to the willingness to provide information. By offering the brochure on
dealings with the authorities, the municipality already signals indirectly that
companies should first of all obtain information on the relevant procedures
themselves before they turn to the authorities.

The passivity the mayor displays vis-à-vis the local business community is a
problem. The comparatively autonomous municipalities compete for busi-
nesses willing to locate in the area as their functions as employers and tax-
payers contribute to generating welfare in the municipality on a major scale.
It is to be expected that the relatively mobile companies will locate in those
municipalities that are characterized by an accommodating atmosphere.
Among others, it is also the first impression that the mayor and the authorities
(as first contacts) generate with the entrepreneur that will influence the eva-
luation of the eligible locations. In this respect, the municipality surveyed loses
attractiveness compared with another, somewhat more active municipality.

It is evident that more has to be done in the area of business information. In par-
ticular, the mayor, as the person who should take care of the business matters in a
municipality, would have to play a much more active part. If resources and compe-
tences of the municipality are not sufficient to facilitate effective consulting to busi-
nesseswilling to locate in themunicipality, analternative optiondesigned to improve
the status quoof themunicipality surveyed with regard to consulting services could
consist in jointly establishing a specialist consulting institution in the microregion.

4.3.1.5 Resolving conflicting goals of municipal development through
involvement of all interest groups

SITUATION

It has already been mentioned that the municipality does not engage in any
formal strategic planning. Moreover, it lacks a political culture that would
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consider it a given that the population is involved when decisions about the
further development of the municipality are made. Residents of the munici-
pality who bring important matters to the attention of the municipal council
are sometimes faced with delaying tactics on the part of the administration
for so long that they are eventually worn down and give up. In the course of
time, the population has participated less and less in public meetings.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Basically, it will only be possible to start implementing the measure when the
municipality decides to draw up a medium- to long-term development plan.
In the absence of a development strategy, there is neither a possibility of nor a
necessity for participation.

It appears questionable whether the population would play a part in a
future process of strategy development. Should a strategy be developed under
the current political conditions after all, it is likely that the plan will reflect
the opinions and priorities of only a few influential municipal citizens. This is
suggested by previous experience, which shows that the mayor is inclined to
make decisions in an autocratic manner. It is to be doubted that a plan that is
drawn up under such conditions would remain valid in the medium to long
term. Firstly, it would lack the backing of the municipality’s population,
which would make it more difficult to implement many measures. Secondly,
the next political change would probably entail a fundamental modification of
the strategic plan. This way, a very important function of a municipality’s
development strategy would not be fulfilled, i.e. providing a point of orienta-
tion for the actors in the municipality that remains reliable in the medium to
long term.

Should the current or a future leadership of the municipality decide to plan
the municipal development strategically and actually want to integrate views
and needs of the population into the planning process, it may be assumed that
such an effort would initially generate little interest. As the culture of political
participation, which had been awakened after the turnaround of the system,
has already been eroded substantially, this would prevent the desired broad
participation of citizens. Before a planning and design process is initiated, at
any rate, measures that are capable of restoring the confidence of the residents
of the municipality in municipal politics should be taken.

4.3.1.6 Actively securing land for construction

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed does not secure land for construction purposes. In
the first years of the transformation from a planned to a market economy,
properties situated on municipal territory were returned to private ownership.
At that time, the municipality completely neglected to secure properties at
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favourable prices. This is why the municipality owns little land. Today’s land
prices are out of the reach of the financially weak municipality.

The leaders of the municipality rather avoid the issue of securing property
for construction. Properties become relevant, if at all, when infrastructure is
extended. The municipality’s construction policy is the subject of harsh criti-
cism. The construction plan is said to be unreliable as it is frequently mod-
ified. Private individuals or businesses are not offered any help from the
municipality when they initiate construction projects. Unfavourable construc-
tion decisions add to the negative image of municipal representatives: for
instance, a residential area is situated directly alongside the industrial zone
owned by the municipality.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality surveyed is seriously affected by the mistakes that had been
committed by the municipal politicians during the period of transformation.
Even though the flawed decisions of the past cannot be rectified, the munici-
pality still has sufficient potential to improve the construction policy, if not in
the short term, at least in a sustainable form.

Basically, the municipality can appeal to the community spirit of the
population in order to purchase properties at a fair price. However, this is
most effective where the properties are to be used for an infrastructure project
(e.g. road, school) and only where the municipal population displays a strong
community spirit and/or confidence in the political leadership. This is not true
for the municipality surveyed. Consequently, substantial previous steps need
to be taken in other areas, which at first glance appear of little relevance to
the issue at hand, so that it becomes possible to secure property for con-
struction based on a principle of “decency and morals”, e.g. strengthening
social cohesion, involving the population in the political decision-making
process of the municipality. Moreover, there would be the possibility of
securing strategically important areas by means of a prudent policy of zoning
and option agreements.

Critics note that the municipality pursues an unstructured construction
policy and frequently modifies the construction plan. This amounts to vir-
tually no planning certainty for the relevant actors in the municipality (e.g.
potential developers, companies). The associated unreliability in construction
matters does not result from the mistakes made in the past, but rather from
faulty strategic planning undertaken by the municipality. The absence of a
clear-cut development perspective including priorities and strategies to obtain
the specified objectives is the reason why the approach of the municipality is
perceived as a zigzag course that cannot be understood by third parties. It is
advisable to work out a development strategy that is accepted and conse-
quently backed by the overwhelming majority in order to make sure that the
municipal approach is stabilized. Owing to the previously outlined circum-
stances, which characterize the relationship between politicians and the
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population in the municipality surveyed, such a plan can only be developed in
the medium term.

4.3.1.7 Joint financing of inter-communal projects

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed only occasionally cooperates with other munici-
palities. Regarding tourism, the neighbouring municipalities have at least
cooperated to such an extent that, where cycle paths were established, it was
made sure that these paths were linked to the paths of the respective neigh-
bouring municipality. However, financing was undertaken strictly indepen-
dently. Regarding infrastructure, the municipality surveyed is striving for a
cooperation with the neighbouring municipality. A shared sewage plant is to
be established. However, negotiations are difficult. For the time being, the
issue of joint financing is not resolved.

At the level of societies and associations, inter-communal cooperations
exist in matters of environmental protection. As a first step, it was possible to
realize a conservation area for amphibians across municipalities. Further joint
projects are being considered.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

So far, the municipality surveyed has limited its cooperation with other
municipalities to coordinating activities regarding (tourist) infrastructure. A
closer cooperation, which would be associated with joint financing, is being
prepared for the purpose of establishing a sewage plant. The implementation
of the measure is hence under way.

The municipality has already taken the first steps in the right direction.
Against the backdrop of the limited municipal resources, inter-communal
cooperation should be promoted much more intensively. The potential for
cooperation is far from exhausted, for instance, with regard to infrastructure,
shared industrial zones and joint marketing. Cooperating in these fields would
create synergy and consequently facilitate saving resources, while increasing
income for each of the municipalities involved. Such cooperations also offer
the advantage that they may lead to obtaining financial support specially
intended for microregions or inter-communal cooperations.

4.3.1.8 Inter-communal coordination of efforts to attract new companies

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed does not cooperate with other municipalities in
order to attract businesses to the area. This is due to two reasons: firstly, there
is little understanding for the advantages associated with cooperation.
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Secondly, attracting new businesses is associated with tax income, additional
jobs and prestige – a municipality wants to secure all that for itself at all
costs. Sharing is equated with personal loss.

At the regional level, the strong competition between the individual muni-
cipalities is emphasized. Coordination of efforts to attract new companies
only happens under force, for instance, if a company exhausts the capacities
of a given municipality (property, workforce).

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality surveyed does not address this measure, and considerable
psychological barriers counteract its implementation. In general, inter-communal
competition is keen; doing business is implicitly understood as a zero-sum
game in which one’s own profit equals the other party’s loss. The flawed idea
prevails that a cooperation for the purpose of attracting new businesses would
reduce the tax earnings of the individual municipality, as these earnings would
have to be divided among the partners to the cooperation. The mayor (like
the mayors of the neighbouring municipalities) does not realize that an
effective cooperation among municipalities would generate more tax earnings,
on the one hand, and reduce investment expenses, on the other hand (for
instance, owing to advantages of size).

It is necessary to initiate a process that reverses the view of the municipal
representatives. Information events that explain the advantages of inter-
communal cooperation in attracting new businesses to the location need to be
established. An appropriate first step could be specific projects that would
financially support municipalities that cooperate in attracting companies to
the location and in encouraging the establishment of new businesses. This
would make cooperation in this development area crucial to municipalities
more popular. It needs to be borne in mind that cooperations with neigh-
bouring municipalities offer the possibility of bundling resources and also
represent an attractive strategy for differentiating themselves from other
cooperative initiatives.

4.3.1.9 Communication policy and creating a supraregional image

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed has never been known for certain products. It is
one of those municipalities that are hardly noted outside their region. Owing
to its immediate closeness to a nature conservation site, there is potential for
tourism. In this field, first cautious attempts at drawing attention to the
municipality are being made. Independently of the municipal policy, the vil-
lage renewal society has initiated a number of activities that have been
favourably received in the region. In cooperation with concerns of environ-
mental protection (e.g. conservation site for amphibia), contests for ideas were
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organized. At the regional level, these activities led to the municipality being
mentioned several times on the radio and in the press.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

As mentioned repeatedly, the municipal representatives practise a clearly
passive form of information policy. The municipality does not set any mea-
sures that would aim at actively communicating its advantages for tourism.
The mistaken view prevails that the existence of beautiful scenery is sufficient
to attract tourists. It appears that the few bright spots in public relations have
all been initiated by activities on the part of the opposition or of private
individuals.

The competition between municipalities in tourism is won by the munici-
pality, which is best at creating recognition value. Effective marketing is an
indispensable instrument for this purpose. The municipality is advised to
attract more attention by means of participation in fairs (nationally and
internationally), advertisements in regional publications and on the internet,
and advertising brochures published in several languages that can be placed in
regional tourism agencies. Should the municipality lack the resources or the
know-how necessary to implement an intensive marketing strategy, it can try
to win an external partner for public relations tasks (e.g. a charitable society
or a regional development office), or to enter into a marketing cooperation
with neighbouring municipalities.

Additionally, it is necessary for the municipality surveyed to have a clear
positioning so that a specific image can be created. Tourism in the munici-
pality needs to differentiate itself from tourism in other municipalities. This
can be effected by means of specific offers, which can be emphasized within
the marketing strategy. In view of the numerous initiatives in the area of
environmental protection, one option lies in the municipality surveyed posi-
tioning itself as an area of ecological tourism with unspoiled nature. In this
context, it is crucial that the “image” is not postulated artificially, but appears
authentic and is actually “lived” by the residents of the municipality.

4.3.1.10 Promoting new businesses in industries not yet well established

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed does not offer any support to businesses beyond
providing first information on the spot. The idea of specifically promoting the
establishment of new companies in industries, which have not previously been
established in the area, does not occur to the municipal leadership. If at all,
such programmes are viewed as the responsibility of the state, and the muni-
cipality is not regarded as competent in these matters. Moreover, the munici-
pality surveyed strongly focuses on tourism, which causes the mayor and the
opposition to believe that there is no need for manufacturing companies. The
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village renewal society, which shows strong ecological commitment, generally
takes a critical view of any measures intended to attract companies, as com-
panies are viewed as potentially damaging to the environment and could dis-
rupt the beautiful scenery of the municipality with its orientation towards
tourism.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The actors in the municipality surveyed lack a general understanding of the
problems and needs of companies. Moreover, the importance of companies or
the establishment of new businesses for the development of the municipality is
underestimated to a large extent. The fact that strict orientation towards
tourism can lead to an unbalanced business structure is largely ignored.
Municipalities whose business community is similar to monocultures are not
in a position to spread risks and, therefore, are more vulnerable to crises.

The intended specialization would tie the welfare of the municipality sur-
veyed not only to the prosperity of the tourism industry in general, but also to
the popularity of a specific kind of tourism in particular, namely holidays in
the countryside or in the nature conservation area. This would be hindered by
seasonal fluctuations, which are typical of tourist regions. Consequently, it is
urgently necessary for the views on business policy to change. An educational
measure would lie in organizing subsidized workshops, which would serve to
explain the negative consequences of an undiversified business structure of
municipalities.

The tendency to view the arrival of new businesses with scepticism rooted
in considerations of ecology or tourism could also be used positively. It could
encourage increased efforts to attract or promote the start-up of companies in
innovative (service) industries, which exercise less strain on the environment
than traditional manufacturing companies. Subsequently, the unspoiled
nature associated with the municipality could be used as an unusual incentive
for attracting small enterprises tired of city life. However, a correspondingly
modern infrastructure (e.g. broadband internet) would have to be offered to
such businesses. If such investments cannot be covered by the budget of the
municipality surveyed, the solution could lie in an inter-communal industrial
zone – which currently would be difficult to realize in the case of the munici-
pality discussed owing to the dominance of the view on entrepreneurial
activity described.

4.3.1.11 Competitive products by virtue of local origin

SITUATION

At the regional level, there are already ongoing projects that aim at estab-
lishing regional food products. Moreover, there are attempts to establish
quality certificates. These certificates would be granted to selected products
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and services that satisfy specified criteria. This initiative was also inspired by
the understanding that regional specialities are becoming more important,
especially in tourism.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipal representatives, most notably the mayor, do not strive to
develop specific services or products in the municipality. Representatives rely
on the existing natural resource “scenery” and hope for earnings from tour-
ism. This doubtless offers some opportunities, but active marketing measures
are also necessary in order to exploit the potential for tourism to a satisfactory
extent.

Regarding a product specific to the region, which could be built into a
brand known beyond the region, the high-quality raw material wood appears
suitable for further consideration. Unfortunately, no efforts are made in this
respect, although there are some feasible alternatives in the medium term.
Firstly, a high-quality wood cluster could be initiated, which would also entail
attracting a number of wood-processing companies. Secondly, the wood clus-
ter could be combined into a unique regional brand together with the muni-
cipality with its strong focus on environmental protection. High-quality wood
products (e.g. furniture, toys) manufactured in an environmentally benign way
could be produced. Specific certificates could further emphasize the wood
quality.

Even if the decision-makers in the municipality had the imagination for
such an initiative, it could not be managed by the municipality alone. Rather,
it would be necessary to pool the resources of various municipalities. If a
microregion were formed, this would offer the additional advantage of being
able to apply for funding jointly.

4.3.1.12 Freeing town centres by relocating businesses that generate high
emissions

SITUATION

Environmental pollution was an immense problem in Czechoslovakia,
which had been characterized by heavy industry. Now there is effective
environmental legislation that results in companies whose emissions exceed a
certain threshold no longer being tolerated in municipal centres. Conse-
quently, it can clearly be observed that companies tend to locate on the
fringes of municipalities.

Currently, there are no manufacturing companies with harmful environ-
mental impacts in the area of the municipality surveyed. Most environmental
damage in the area is produced by the residents themselves who burn their
household waste in their stoves. The industrial zone is located at the fringe of
the municipality. A manufacturer of synthetic materials, which used to
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produce high emissions, has located there. This was a problem as a residential
area is located opposite the manufacturing site and it was exposed to mal-
odour. The company has introduced innovative technology, which has led to
a significant reduction in environmental pollution.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

There is no need to apply the measure in the municipality surveyed, as it has
already been implemented. Companies located in the municipal centre do not
have a negative environmental impact, and companies that damage the
environment locate in the industrial zone outside the municipal area. How-
ever, in future construction projects, the municipality should refrain from
defining residential areas in the immediate vicinity of the industrial zone.

As for reducing the emissions of the municipality, the focus must be on
changing the behaviour of the population itself. The practice of burning
household waste in its entirety in the domestic stove is to be stopped. In this
context, an educational campaign could serve to reduce the behaviour of the
municipal residents that damages the environment.

4.3.2 The municipality located in the south of the Czech Republic

The relatively densely populated municipality in southern Moravia is located
in a valley close to the Austrian border. The undulating viticultural region
was declared a nature conservation area owing to the exceptional diversity of
the flora in its surroundings. Both its natural beauty and the historic sights
that still remain form a good basis for local tourism. The municipality’s history
began with the establishment of a parish in the middle of the thirteenth cen-
tury. A noble dynasty was located in the region, to which a castle bears wit-
ness today. There are early records of Jewish municipal life, which prospered
in the era of the Habsburg monarchy in particular. While at one stage
accounting for half of the population, few Jews survived the period of
national socialism. During the Second World War, severe bombing heavily
damaged the municipal infrastructure as a whole and the Jewish quarter in
particular. Finally, the evictions of the German population after 1945 changed
the intercultural municipal life of old for ever.

4.3.2.1 Strengthening social cohesion by creating meeting places

SITUATION

The mayor of the municipality surveyed considers public events very sig-
nificant, which is reflected in a remarkable number of events: socio-cultural
activities include monthly markets, a celebration in traditional costume and a
fun fair, which forms the highlight of the municipal year. Numerous other
activities are held around the fun fair, which takes place in summer: a
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traditional “international” football game (the local team plays against the
team of its foreign partnering municipality), various exhibitions and concerts,
as well as competitions of the fire brigade. However, the municipality pri-
marily focuses on sports. There is a comprehensive range of sports clubs in
diverse disciplines. In addition, the municipality boasts a freshly renovated
“house of culture”, which is popular among the residents.

The municipality supports these measures at different levels. Sport promo-
tion involves the municipality providing municipal property and financial
support of major investments (e.g. construction of training premises). The
numerous cultural events are actively advertised in the form of a quarterly
cultural calendar published by the municipality.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Social life in the municipality is flourishing, which can be credited, among
other things, to the strong commitment of the municipal leadership, most
notably the mayor. In this context, it is relevant that the municipality not only
provides substantial support when called upon, but also interprets its role
actively, for instance, by printing an event calendar or by renovating the
“house of culture”. The continuity of events (e.g. monthly markets, annual
fairs) is also important, as it ensures that the population gets together at reg-
ular intervals. This promotes (and strengthens) integration among the popu-
lation and, consequently, the development of strong social cohesion in the
municipality.

4.3.2.2 Democratic and pluralist decision-making processes

SITUATION

The mayor of the municipality surveyed does not consider it important which
group makes a suggestion for the development of the municipality. As a
guiding principle, the needs of the actors in the municipality are always eval-
uated. Where suggested measures appear meaningful and feasible, they are
considered in the document of planned activities of the municipality. It is,
however, the municipal leadership that decides what is meaningful and fea-
sible and what is not. The population and the local companies view the
municipal government as an uncomplicated and accommodating partner in
negotiations, especially with regard to club matters.

The municipality has long maintained the principle that every good idea is
to be realized regardless of its origin. The mayor emphasizes that a joint
approach in the form of cooperations yields better results than a strongly
competitive mentality. This view has also been practised on the level of local
politics: following municipal council meetings, all members used to go to the
inn together and discuss problems informally. However, after the latest elec-
tions, the atmosphere between the (re-elected) municipal government and the
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opposition has deteriorated considerably. Now the members of the opposition
occupy a different table at the inn. It is viewed as a burden on the munici-
pality that the opposition has recently begun to display unusual aggressiveness
and – in the mayor’s perception – only criticizes for the sake of criticizing,
because this could delay the implementation of measures.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Up to now, democratic decision-making processes have been practised in the
municipality. However, the oppositional forces have changed their manner
following the latest elections. The behaviour displayed by the opposition may
put a strain on the political cooperation that had previously been maintained
across different political groups. Nevertheless, it appears exaggerated to accuse
the opposition of subjective opposition policy – also because the opposition
rightly points out deficits that can be identified in some areas of the municipality.

Although personally disappointed by the new political culture, the mayor
should continue practising his pluralist approach to decision-making. The
views of the opposition should not be negated out of defiance, but rather
actively considered in decision-making. The mayor could lighten the dulled
atmosphere by being forthcoming on certain issues. As such behaviour could
be interpreted politically as weakness of the mayor or as victory of the
opposition, however, it does not seem very likely that the municipal leaders
will opt for such measures.

4.3.2.3 Integrating the individual measures into a comprehensive
development concept of the municipality

SITUATION

Two strategic documents provide the direction for the overall development of
the municipality surveyed. One is the manifesto, which is drawn up every four
years – in accordance with the election periods – and is taken seriously. The
second document is the municipality’s budget forecast, which is prepared from
scratch every ten years, but can be amended with new suggestions every year.

However, these development plans for the medium to long term do not
appear to guarantee an approach of the municipal government free of fric-
tion. The opposition, in particular, but also individuals in favour of the
mayor, frequently criticize the municipality’s policy of spatial planning. In this
context, contradictory measures of municipal development have been set
repeatedly.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipal representatives deal with strategic plans guiding the municipal
development in the medium to long term. This is relevant insofar as it offers
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some planning certainty to the actors in the municipality surveyed. However,
no consistent strategy exists for a crucial aspect of municipal development,
i.e. construction and location, with inevitable consequences.

In general, the measure outlined appears to have been implemented in the
municipality. The importance of medium- to long-term planning is recog-
nized. However, this favourable first impression is considerably dulled by the
deficits existing in the field of construction policy.

4.3.2.4 Consulting services provided for businesses willing to locate in the
municipality

SITUATION

If companies willing to locate in the area have questions, they can turn to the
municipality, which will be glad to help. However, there is no active commu-
nication policy targeted at attracting new companies to locate. This is also
because the municipality offers quite attractive conditions for companies: the
geographic location is strategically favourable (vicinity to the border of a
EU15 country), and the municipality is relatively well linked to the motorway
and boasts several industrial zones that have already developed, with prices
for the business premises still being kept low. Owing to this abundance of
advantages, the municipality need not actively woo companies – they come of
their own accord.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality surveyed accommodates companies by means of creating
favourable conditions for businesses. Consulting services, assistance in dealings
with the authorities, are only provided where companies solicit them. Active
communication policy in business matters is neglected, as there is no pressure
for change in this respect.

This behaviour is to be considered a problem for two reasons. Firstly, the
current conditions may change in the future, for instance, when other muni-
cipalities catch up and actively start competing for new businesses to locate in
their areas. In such a case, the municipality surveyed will find it difficult to
hold its own against other municipalities in the region, as it does not have any
instruments for active communication with interested companies.

Secondly, its negligent approach regarding company matters prevents the
municipality from making the most of its favourable location and its high
investments (e.g. developed industrial zones). As it does not address all com-
panies potentially willing to locate in its area, but only notices those that
approach the municipality of their own accord, the municipality sells itself
short. Acting more professionally and more actively would facilitate not only
capturing financial advantages, but also selecting companies that meet certain
criteria (e.g. with a view to a balanced mix of industries and company sizes,
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environmentally benign production methods, sunrise instead of obsolete
industries).

4.3.2.5 Resolving conflicting goals of municipal development through
involvement of all interest groups

SITUATION

Although the mayor makes an effort to emphasize how much he values the
cooperation of all interest groups in the municipality, in reality, there are
shortcomings that can also be traced back to a lack of coordination among
the objectives pursued by different groups. The most significant problem area
in the municipality is the dearth of housing property and construction plots,
which exists alongside an excess supply of business premises.

The individual interest groups exert varying influence on the decisions of
the municipality. In general, it can be noted that the older generation is
favoured over the younger one and that the business community is at an
advantage compared to the general population. A more detailed analysis of
the business community reveals that foreign companies are favoured over
local enterprises. For instance, when competing for a location in the industrial
zone, a local company made a much more favourable offer than a foreign
company, which managed to prevail in the end.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipal government has repeatedly earned its mandate through
elections and is popular with the residents, as it generously finances many
sports and cultural activities. Individual measures are supported when they
are considered meaningful. This generates little pressure on the municipal
representatives to allow participation in matters of medium- to long-term
municipal development. Consequently, the municipal government can act in a
way it considers appropriate.

In the absence of closeness to certain interest groups, most notably the young
generation, the decisions taken lack a holistic perspective. For this reason,
development measures are taken that can lead to lasting damage for the entire
municipality: without housing property (affordable to young people), the munici-
pal population will age increasingly, and the companieswill leave the area in spite
of all the advantages offered, owing to a shortage of available employees.

For this reason, the municipal representatives are urgently advised to
extend their communication activities to all residents in the municipality and,
in particular, to integrate into the municipal development those population
groups that have been neglected so far. A first step could be conducting
an anonymous survey of needs, complaints and suggestions. Furthermore,
all population groups could be involved if they were sent the long-term
development plan and were asked to comment on it.
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4.3.2.6 Actively securing land for construction

SITUATION

Construction policy has been neglected for a long time in the municipality
surveyed. The development of housing and construction in the municipality is
characterized by contradictions and faulty planning. This particularly applies
to the construction of housing, which is illustrated by several examples. At
the fringes of the municipality, three industrial zones were created and devel-
oped, which makes spatial growth of the municipality considerably more dif-
ficult. Consequently, the construction projects focus on the municipal centre,
which is continuously becoming more dense.

Several years ago, construction plots were designated and developed at high
cost. However, these plots are located in immediate proximity to water bodies,
which gives rise to the danger of flooding. Consequently, the demand for
these plots has not lived up to the expectations of the municipal government
by far. Construction and location initiatives are not coordinated with other
municipal matters. For instance, the municipal pond was cleaned at high cost
and, six months later, a chemical company located there.

Owing to a lack of residential properties and appropriate housing plots,
more and more young individuals leave the municipality for cities. The
municipality surveyed is in danger of becoming over-aged.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Although the municipality proceeds well in cultural matters, its approach to
construction issues needs to be improved. In construction projects, the muni-
cipality failed to align the objectives of the business community with those of
the population. The availability of numerous business plots serves to attract
businesses to locate in the area. However, this works at the cost of the young
population, which is hardly offered land for housing purposes.

The construction policy generally suggests that planning is effected top
down without the involvement of the population and that these plans are not
checked for any contradictions that may exist with regard to other objectives
of the municipality surveyed. Securing construction plots with a long-term
perspective is only practised to a limited extent.

If the municipality wants to avert the current danger of a rapidly ageing
population, the construction policy should be changed significantly. Firstly,
the population (in particular, the young) should be involved in the develop-
ment of the zoning plan, at least in the form of a needs analysis conducted
among the municipality’s residents. Secondly, the municipality should con-
sider purchasing plots situated on municipal territory, while at the same time
introducing models of purchasing options in order to secure sites for con-
struction in the long term. Thirdly, in view of the limitations to spatial growth
caused by the municipality itself (the three industrial zones), the municipality
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should look for solutions to this precarious situation. Fourthly, as the issue of
construction is characterized by a large number of contradictions and chaos,
the construction policy should be included in an integrated municipal develop-
ment plan. The individual municipal objectives need to be aligned with the
construction projects and checked for possible conflicts between the individual
areas of municipal development. This will ensure harmonious development of
the municipality surveyed.

Two options would serve to resolve the housing problem: firstly, one of the
industrial zones could be abolished and converted into a residential zone,
which would involve the companies presently located there moving to one of
the other two industrial zones. This would at least ensure the spatial expan-
sion of the municipality surveyed in one direction. Before such a step is taken,
the population should definitely be involved in ascertaining which industrial
zone could most likely be considered. As the companies would have to be
moved at the cost of the municipality, which would have to entice the busi-
nesses to relocate by means of special offers or concessions (e.g. tax relief),
it is questionable whether the municipality could afford such a strategy.
A second option would lie in “gently” abolishing one of the industrial
zones over a longer period of time. This strategy would not entail forcing
any company to move away, which would eliminate the high costs
accruing to the municipality. The municipality would observe the develop-
ment of the respective companies and hope for abolishment or voluntary
relocation; at the same time, it would prevent new companies locating in the
respective industrial zone. However, this measure has the disadvantages that
its success is dependent on uncertain factors (i.e. the continuing existence of
the respective companies) and that it would only become effective in the
medium to long term. This could possibly be too late as housing is scarce
already today.

4.3.2.7 Joint financing of inter-communal projects

SITUATION

The communication climate between the municipalities of the region is good.
Several times a year, the mayors convene in meetings especially held for
this purpose. Several years ago, these meetings inspired the formation of a
microregion, which comprises eight municipalities (among them the munici-
pality surveyed). Although the microregion already exists, the potential of this
organizational unit has not been utilized so far. Cooperation between the
municipalities is limited to cultural activities, on the one hand, and infra-
structure projects, on the other hand. School transport is organized jointly,
cycle paths are established across different municipalities and the road net-
work linking the municipality surveyed to the neighbouring municipalities is
being improved step by step. Regarding a sewage plant, there would be con-
siderable potential for cooperation, as some municipalities in the microregion
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do not have a sewage plant, while the municipality surveyed has acquired a
plant that is far too large, as it was designed more with a view to its imple-
mentation in cities of medium size. So far, all negotiations in this area have
failed.

In the mayor’s view, insufficient agreement about the common objectives
for the microregion is one of the reasons why the establishment of the micro-
region has not inspired any further inter-communal projects despite a positive
business climate among the municipalities’ representatives. A regional asso-
ciation was formed, but there were no (shared) ideas about what the associa-
tion should entail. Another reason lies in the mentality of many mayors,
especially those of smaller municipalities, that cooperation equals exploiting
the smaller members.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

It can be noted positively that the working climate among the municipalities
in the region of the municipality surveyed is constructive and oriented
towards communication and coordination. Despite this favourable climate,
however, it has to be argued that the many possibilities associated with inter-
communal cooperation have not yet been explored to a large extent: there is
no cooperation regarding company matters and potential infrastructure projects
(the sewage plant) are not realized.

The mayor of the municipality surveyed knows about the relevance of
cooperation. It appears that it is rather the misguided fears of the smaller
neighbouring municipalities that lead to inter-communal cooperation pro-
ceeding only slowly. Information campaigns on site could serve to change
these municipalities’ attitude towards inter-communal cooperation.

4.3.2.8 Inter-communal coordination of efforts to attract new
companies

SITUATION

When new companies wish to locate in the region of the municipality sur-
veyed, the municipalities only coordinate their approach if a company wishes
to locate on the fringe of one municipality and can be expected to generate
emissions that will also affect the neighbouring municipality(-ies). There has
already been one precedent in this respect in the municipality surveyed. The
neighbouring municipalities eventually succeeded in keeping the municipality
surveyed from approving a new company locating on the fringe of its terri-
tory. Apart from such cases, the municipalities do not work together on
locating companies in the region. Owing to its present favourable financial
condition and in view of the difficulties that result from inter-communal
cooperation in other areas, the municipality surveyed shows little motivation
to change anything about the status quo.
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EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The measure outlined has not been implemented in the municipality sur-
veyed; moreover, the respective municipalities do not plan to cooperate
regarding companies locating in the area. The municipalities maintain a basis
for discussion, which could serve as a foundation for establishing such a
cooperation regarding companies locating in the region. The municipality
surveyed, which is headed by a mayor keen on cooperating, could initiate such
a cooperation. However, as there is little economic pressure on the municipality,
there is no interest in such a policy of attracting new companies.

The municipal leaders do not lack understanding of the advantages asso-
ciated with coordinating company location decisions at the inter-communal
level, but rather far-sighted planning. Knowing that the financial situation is
reasonable, they are negligent in managing the budget and forgo investing in
structures that could safeguard lasting positive development of the munici-
pality. An inter-communal industrial zone or a joint body in charge of infor-
mation and coordination of company-locating decisions would constitute
such investments. The municipality surveyed should be motivated to engage
in such efforts by means of education campaigns.

4.3.2.9 Communication policy and creating a supraregional image

SITUATION

All persons interviewed (including the opposition) consider the communica-
tion policy a major strength of the municipality surveyed. The municipality is
excellent at marketing the large number of cultural activities in the press
and on TV. Moreover, the municipality attracted attention beyond the regio-
nal boundaries when it was awarded a major amount from an EU fund.
These PR successes can be credited to the mayor, who maintains good con-
tacts with politicians in higher national and European positions – which
constitutes an additional advantage.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The measure has already been implemented in the municipality surveyed.
Media attention is generated frequently, and excellent contacts in the highest
political echelons are maintained.

If there is need for action at all, it relates to utilizing the widespread
recognition of the municipality. The municipality can be assumed to benefit
from the level of recognition, but does not appear to show any interest in
channelling it in the form of a clearly defined image. It does not seem to be
recognized (or is simply underestimated) that creating such a clear reputation –
for instance, as “municipality of culture” or “entrepreneurial municipality” –
would facilitate utilizing the level of recognition much more efficiently. It is,
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therefore, recommended that the municipality’s communication policy, which
is doubtless positive, be optimized insofar as the public image is standardized
to a certain extent. This would entail issues, which appear simple at first
glance, such as developing mottos, slogans or logos, but which could increase
the recognition of the municipality considerably – provided they are used
consistently.

4.3.2.10 Promoting new businesses in industries not yet well established

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed does not proceed in a systematic manner where
the local business structure is concerned. This is the reason why some mea-
sures do not appear intelligible rationally: for one thing, established compa-
nies are neglected in favour of foreign companies wishing to locate in the
area. Moreover, attracting new companies does not involve considerations of
the structure of companies already located in the municipality. Consequently,
most companies situated in the municipality have similar production profiles
and demand similarly educated employees, who are becoming more and more
difficult to recruit.

The municipality believes that it fulfils its responsibility sufficiently by pro-
viding industrial zones and keeping the level of fees levied low. Politicians and
entrepreneurs alike consider any measures that would go beyond that unnecessary
or undesirable. On the one hand, this reflects a strong liberal economic atti-
tude on the part of the companies and, on the other hand, it is simply not
considered possible that politics can actively induce citizens to engage in
entrepreneurial activity. Individuals either form companies based on
intrinsic motivation and if needs be despite unfavourable conditions – or
they do not.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality surveyed does not implement this measure. It is hindered by
a strong mental barrier: the failure to believe that entrepreneurial behaviour
can be initiated by the decision-makers. Consequently, the economic policy
pursued by the municipality aims at what can be influenced at any rate, i.e.
attracting already existing companies to the area by means of providing
infrastructure and levying low fees.

The basic purpose of the measure consists in diversifying the company
structure of a given municipality. A municipality with a heterogeneous
company structure is better equipped to absorb external shocks (e.g. strong
fluctuations in the demand for certain goods) than a municipality whose
company structure resembles a monoculture. As the municipality surveyed
hosts a large number of similar companies, it lacks the capacities necessary to
mitigate the consequences of a slump in demand by means of spreading risk.
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The municipality is therefore urgently advised to increase its regulatory
influence in this regard and to specifically select companies that can con-
tribute to augmenting the variance of the business structure within its
boundaries – all the more so if it is considered that the municipality is in a
strong economic position. It can be argued that such an approach could be
optimized in the context of inter-communal coordination of company-location
decisions. However, this would first necessitate overcoming the barriers to
cooperation that exist among the municipalities.

As the municipality surveyed lacks both the know-how and the under-
standing for measures intended to promote company start-ups – for instance,
in the form of incubators – information campaigns and workshops would
represent appropriate tools that serve to reduce these deficits.

4.3.2.11 Competitive products by virtue of local origin

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed is located in a region that has traditionally been
agricultural. In former times, it was the centre of an agricultural processing
company known throughout the country. However, following the turnaround
of 1989, the respective company was taken over cheaply by a competitor and
subsequently liquidated. Since that time, the municipality has not been in
possession of a company or product known throughout the country. No
change is expected in this regard for the upcoming years. The mayor of the
municipality surveyed makes the point that – if at all – the entire region is
known for its positive climate and its beautiful scenery.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

At the product level, at present, there are few possibilities for implementing
the measure in the municipality surveyed. The municipality lacks relevant
products that could be marketed by associating them with the region. The
development potential of the municipality lies largely in the service sector.
The beautiful scenery in conjunction with the numerous cultural activities
could be integrated into a unique tourism offering. The municipality would be
well advised to use these strengths to guide its economic development.

4.3.2.12 Freeing town centres by relocating businesses that generate high
emissions

SITUATION

The municipal centre of the municipality surveyed hosts several companies
that have located there for a long time. However, their emissions appear to
remain limited. There is no intention to induce these companies to move to
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one of the three industrial zones. New companies automatically locate in the
industrial zones situated at the fringe of the municipality.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Even though emissions do not constitute a reason why the companies
situated in the municipal centre should be moved away, the municipality sur-
veyed should consider this step at some stage. Firstly, the companies are
offered better conditions for expansion in the industrial zone. Secondly, this
would mean that the industrial zone could be utilized more effectively.
Thirdly, the housing problem should also be considered in this context: if
the companies move from the municipal centre to the zone specifically desig-
nated for businesses, the plots thus becoming available could be used for
housing projects and the scarcity of available housing could be somewhat
mitigated.

The measure is consequently applied only to a certain extent as new companies
are automatically assigned to the fringe of the municipality.

4.3.3 The municipality located in the centre of the Czech Republic

The municipality, which is well connected to transport routes, is located
beside a low mountain range in the centre of the Czech Republic. In addition
to the forests and waters of a nature conservation area, several historic
buildings and monuments are situated in the municipality itself and in its
surroundings, which contributes to the present municipal development dis-
playing a strong orientation towards tourism. The parish church and fortress,
after which the municipality was also named, both date back to the thirteenth
century. Mining was the determining theme of the municipality’s history in
the middle ages. However, it came to an end in the course of the Thirty Years
War, which marked the beginning of a decline in municipal life. It is worth
mentioning that in the municipality one of the first Lutheran religious asso-
ciations in Bohemia was established by virtue of the Patent of Toleration
granted by Emperor Joseph II. After the Second World War, the municipality
was renamed against the will of its population in order to emphasize its Czech
identity more strongly. However, after the turnaround towards democracy, its
old name was re-established at the urging of its residents.

4.3.3.1 Strengthening social cohesion by creating meeting places

SITUATION

The municipality does not possess a centre generally frequented by all resi-
dents for the purpose of communal exchange. For such purposes, the muni-
cipality offers clubs and societies the use of its assembly hall and has recently
also made the wedding room available to local clubs. This also houses
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cultural events such as photo exhibitions. The local cinema is also used
multifunctionally for amateur theatre performances or by the kindergarten.

Club activities are inconspicuous. There is a voluntary fire brigade, women’s
associations, a gymnastics club and a music association. The music associa-
tion, whose members meet regularly, as is emphasized, mainly consists of
old-age pensioners. A cultural association, which has taken its name from a
well-known Czech painter from the region, is of high importance. The asso-
ciations and clubs each have their own clientele, and there are hardly any
activities across different associations. Public events initiated by associations
or societies (e.g. art exhibitions) are usually only frequented by the respective
association’s members themselves. The population shows hardly any interest
in attending events. Such events, which are largely cultural by nature, are
predominantly frequented by tourists.

The few initiatives for events that exist are launched by the individual
associations. The municipal politicians support these suggestions as far as
their limited resources permit. There is a certain reservation regarding the
active promotion of initiatives from the public.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The political representatives of the municipality display a clearly passive atti-
tude towards initiating social encounter. The mayor limits his role to making
meeting rooms available. Initiatives on the part of the population are wel-
comed and supported. It is also acknowledged that support granted by the
municipality often leads to subsequent independent proposals on the part of
the municipal residents. However, this does not lead to the conclusion that the
municipality should venture to make the first step more often. Also the
representatives of the oppositional group in the municipal council interviewed
assumes it is a given that municipalities are hardly in a position to encourage
shared social activities.

The regional development agencies are not expected to provide a solution
to this matter. On the contrary: The interview partners view the measure with
scepticism and occasionally with ignorance. Against the backdrop of scarce
resources, the municipalities would have to set financial priorities. It is uniformly
argued that strengthening social cohesion or creating meeting places only
makes an indirect, if any, contribution to the regional development of the
municipality.

The municipality surveyed is not seen as lacking social meeting places.
However, this can be explained by the absence of initiatives and events that
would be capable of filling these places regularly. Initiating such events would
first of all necessitate that the actors responsible for the development of the
municipality change their way of thinking. They must be made aware that
closely knit social networks can serve as incubators for initiatives conducive
to the development of the municipality. Initiatives developed in this way
are particularly important as they are backed by broad acceptance by the
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municipal residents, which makes it more probable that these bottom-up
measures can be realized successfully. However, this requires close social net-
works, which can primarily be created through joint activities of the municipal
population that are held frequently.

4.3.3.2 Democratic and pluralist decision-making processes

SITUATION

Municipal politicians are divided into two camps. These correspond to the
two major parties present in the municipality. Permanent bickering is part of the
political routine, and cooperation across parties hardly appears imaginable.

The oppositional force complains that some municipal politicians hardly
show any interest in the daily routine of the municipal council. The public
position primarily serves the purpose of satisfying personal vanities. Motions
that are put up for vote are hardly read. Therefore, the mayor has a special
role in the decision-making process. The way in which he presents and comments
on motions before the respective voting can influence the resulting vote.

In the municipality, everyone can express ideas, which are subsequently also
acknowledged by the municipality. However, the mayor makes it clear that
the limited financial resources only permit the consideration of a small
number of ideas – although help is naturally provided as far as possible. He
goes on to point out that mostly the initiator himself needs to see to it that
the motion is processed further, as the municipal staff is not sufficient to take
over such tasks.

There is an internet forum where municipal issues can be discussed. How-
ever, this is viewed as an irrelevant playground for always the same notorious
grumblers. The forum does not play a part in the decision-making process of
the municipality.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

As some municipal councillors show low commitment, the mayor carries
important weight in votes. The way, or whether, he presents a motion can
decide the voting result. This concentration of power in the hands of one
single person is as detrimental to democratic and pluralist decision-making as
the permanent animosity that prevails between the two dominant parties.

It is a problem that ideas suggested by the population are viewed, at least
indirectly, as a strain on the municipal routine rather than an opportunity for
a positive municipal development. Burdening the initiator of an idea with the
additional obligation of handling the processing of his idea as if this were natural
does not lead to an atmosphere conducive to encouraging activities in the
municipality. On the one hand, this precludes making the most of the potential
of ideas present in the population and, on the other hand, it severely restricts
pluralist participation in decision-making and municipal development.
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The political division of the municipality blocks the road to regional develop-
ment based on broad consensus. Actively promoting public discussions of
municipal issues – on site or on the web – would offer one possibility of making
decision-making processes more democratic. However, this requires that the poli-
tical representatives fundamentally change their view of development proposals
put forward by the population. At any rate, the potential of ideas present in the
population should not be considered a burden. Rather, the municipal representa-
tives should actively communicate that every idea is welcome and taken seriously.

4.3.3.3 Integrating the individual measures into a comprehensive
development concept of the municipality

SITUATION

Like every municipality located in the region, the municipality surveyed
possesses a development plan. This action plan, which includes an investment
plan, is approved by the municipal representatives. The document is guided
by the specific needs of the municipality, and is aligned with regional develop-
ment concepts. The municipal development is based on this document. The
current development priorities of the municipality surveyed concern the
sewage disposal system, roads and housing (in this order).

There is a general tendency towards long-term development planning in
municipalities. The rigour of such plans is criticized. It is also noted that such
development plans lack continuity as each political change at the municipal
level is associated with the creation of a new development concept.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality already possesses a development plan. It implements its
measures in accordance with this plan. Additionally, other development con-
cepts exist. These concepts pose a problem – at least in the municipality sur-
veyed – as they change fundamentally whenever political change occurs and
consequently provide little planning certainty. In order to maintain the poli-
tical continuity that is highly relevant for population and entrepreneurs alike,
a plan based on broad consensus is called for. Such concepts backed by the
most influential parties can also remain unaltered when political changes
occur. Owing to the polarity in party politics that exists in the municipality, it
appears very difficult to arrive at such a development concept.

4.3.3.4 Consulting services provided for businesses willing to locate in the
municipality

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed is rather small and has limited competences. For
instance, the planning authority, which represents the first contact for
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entrepreneurs who intend to initiate a construction project, acts outside the
scope of the municipality. This leaves the municipality little room for provid-
ing consulting services. In general, the relevance of providing assistance to
companies wishing to locate in the municipality is acknowledged. However,
the mayor takes a rather passive stance. Companies wishing to locate in the
municipality are granted assistance as far as possible when they specifically
ask for it. However, a local entrepreneur so far has failed to experience any
appropriate assistance from the municipality. However, he is of the opinion
that such consulting services are not within the scope of responsibility of
municipalities.

Many members of the municipality share the view of this entrepreneur. The
general opinion holds that consulting services to companies are or should be
provided by regional investment or development agencies as well as the local
branch of the chamber of commerce. Moreover, these institutions point out
that this is standard practice in all of the Czech Republic.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality hardly provides any consulting or assistance to companies
wishing to locate in its territory. However, this is not a local phenomenon.
In the Czech Republic, such services are offered by specialist institutions.
At least there is a readiness to provide assistance as municipalities are aware
that new companies locating in their areas are necessary for positive
municipal development. Still, low expectations regarding the municipality
as the driving force in location matters make it unlikely that companies
with important concerns turn to the municipality directly. In this context, the
municipality could distinguish itself by communicating its general readiness
to provide assistance and thereby gain attractiveness, albeit within modest
limits, to companies willing to locate. In view of the limited resources of the
municipality surveyed, advertisements placed in local papers or on relevant
web platforms as well as personal information talks would appear most
appropriate.

4.3.3.5 Resolving conflicting goals of municipal development through
involvement of all interest groups

SITUATION

The municipality does not rely on a standard method for settling conflicts of
interest. Decisions are taken on a case-by-case basis and with a certain
inclination towards pragmatism. The possibility of different interest groups
working out development objectives of the municipality together is under-
stood as a noble or even idealist objective that cannot be achieved – in
the mayor’s opinion. Generally, certain fatalism prevails in the municipality:
the two adverse camps are described as lacking the capacity for dialogue,
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and the limited financial means make it impossible to develop a budget that
accommodates the different priorities of different interest groups.

Besides, the mayor shows little understanding of the importance of broad
dialogue between the municipality and its citizens. He dodges questions about
the internet forum, where current municipal issues can be discussed, as this
represents a project initiated by the former mayoress (from the opposition
party). In general, the population is given little motivation to actively participate
in political processes, which is explained by the suppression exercised for
decades under the real socialist regime.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The responses of the interview partners clearly indicate the deficits of the
municipality when it comes to municipal development based on consensus.
Questioned about the measure, they respond with ignorance or liken the
measure to social utopia. The political division of the municipality may pro-
vide an explanation for this ignorance. Moreover, it is emphasized that the
population does not display interest in broad political participation. Accord-
ingly, little consideration is paid to the dialogue with the citizens. However,
this serves to perpetuate the passivity the population displays in political
matters.

There are ways to make the relevance of jointly negotiated objectives for
municipal development transparent to the population and to increase political
participation in general. In view of the bickering of the two major parties, it
appears that such measures could only be realized if a higher institutional
authority were involved.

4.3.3.6 Actively securing land for construction

SITUATION

The municipality actively secures housing plots and offers these at compara-
tively low prices. An undeveloped area away from the municipal centre has
been designated for the construction of housing. However, the population
does not show any interest in this area. For one thing, the meadow is situated
beside a large agricultural company, which leads to fears of odour nuisance.
Moreover, the exposure of the potential construction area to all directions
does not offer any protection from wind.

Several years ago, an industrial zone was designated for locating compa-
nies. However, so far, it has not been possible to convince a sufficient number
of entrepreneurs to locate in the industrial zone. This can be explained by the
geographic location of the zone away from the municipality and far off the
main road – in contrast to the industrial zone in a central location maintained
by a neighbouring municipality.
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EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality is aware of the relevance of actively securing construction
plots for ensuring positive municipal development. This practice is considered
one of the basic responsibilities of a municipality and measures have been
taken in this area. However, the municipality has proceeded awkwardly when
realizing the necessary measures. This applies especially to the residential
zone designated away from the municipal centre. The disapproval the popu-
lation displays towards the land offered by the municipality suggests that
those responsible failed to ascertain the needs of potential residents. Either
the population was not asked about the residential land it desires, or the
planners went over people’s heads when they took the decision. Both instan-
ces reflect that the political representatives of the municipality lack the readi-
ness to work together with the residents to create solutions satisfactory to
everybody. Prior to the next measure, which is taken in order to secure resi-
dential plots, it is necessary to display openness towards the suggestions of
those involved.

4.3.3.7 Joint financing of inter-communal projects

SITUATION

Two years ago, a cooperative society was formed. Within the scope of this
society, the municipality surveyed works together with neighbouring munici-
palities, societies and the local small and medium enterprises. The cooperative
society aims to care for the joint welfare of the municipalities. A plan of
action was drawn up. The renovation and the extension of the municipal
paths constitute its priorities. Moreover, cooperation is enhanced in the fields
of sport, culture, tourism and preservation orders. Inter-communal cycling
paths were established.

In addition to this cooperative society, municipalities have worked together
in certain areas already for quite some time. As well as the general advantages
resulting from constructive cooperation, the relevance of associations for
becoming eligible for support from the state or the EU is highlighted.

Cooperation exists or can exist predominantly regarding general infra-
structure (e.g. network of gas, electricity or water) or public services (e.g.
clearing of snow). By contrast, industrial and residential zones are considered
prestige projects. Every municipality wants to possess such zones on its own.
This also applies to the municipality surveyed.

Intended cooperations with other municipalities failed in two areas.
Proposals to share vehicles and machines for the purpose of clearing snow
could not be realized; the same goes for the establishment of a joint sewage
plant. Consequently, the municipality surveyed possesses a sewage plant of
which it is the only user. In order to reduce costs via sharing the facility, there
are efforts to establish a cooperation with a neighbouring municipality.
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Owing to historical reasons, the atmosphere between the municipality
surveyed and an important neighbouring municipality is not conducive to
cooperation. Tensions and envy prevail between the municipalities.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality surveyed cooperates with other municipalities and is striving
for more cooperation. This applies to the majority of Czech municipalities.
Room for improvement is identified with regard to the fields in which coop-
eration is practised. Cooperation should be extended to include issues that are
associated with much prestige for the municipalities. This applies especially to
industrial zones. If every municipality possesses its own industrial zone, there
is a danger that the municipalities may enter into direct competition for
companies willing to locate in their region. Frequently, the losers are the
competing municipalities themselves. An inter-communal industrial zone
prevents this negative competition and facilitates positive municipal develop-
ment to its participants – which, in turn, is associated with an increase in
prestige.

4.3.3.8 Inter-communal coordination of efforts to attract new companies

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed does not engage in inter-communal coordination
of efforts to attract new companies to the area. The likelihood of such a
cooperation becoming reality in the future is considered low. This has also
been illustrated by the failure of the municipalities to cooperate on the issue
of establishing joint industrial zones.

The regional institutions providing consulting services and assistance
emphasize that the municipalities are of little relevance in the context of
foundations of new companies. Establishing new companies is considered a
spontaneous act independent of context, which can consequently not be
influenced. At best, municipalities are granted a role in connection with pro-
viding industrial zones and incubators. The mechanisms of the market are
used as an argument against the option of coordination. Rather than a joint
approach, direct competition between the municipalities that try to attract
companies willing to locate is considered desirable.

Where coordination occurs, it is practised by authorities at a higher level.
Regions with high unemployment rates are supported by means of promo-
tional programmes at the national level. If at all, the municipalities coordi-
nate efforts only in the wake of a major new company locating in the area.
For instance, if this should lead to increased commuter activity, they jointly
work on improving the conditions for commuters (e.g. by improving the road
infrastructure).
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EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Both the municipality and the regional institutions do not consider a joint
approach in the context of attracting new companies an option. The regional
level promotes the role of the municipality as an individual agent on the
market, while the municipal level is apprehensive of losing prestige under
such a joint approach. Generally, cooperating in order to attract companies is
hardly considered. In order to implement such measures, it would firstly be
necessary to communicate the positive effect of inter-communal cooperation
in attracting new companies in order to alleviate the present mental barriers.
This could be effected by means of presenting “prototype municipalities”
where such a measure has led to positive further development for all parties
involved.

4.3.3.9 Communication policy and creating a supraregional image

SITUATION

The regional Chamber of Commerce credits the municipality with a large
potential for tourism. However, this is not utilized, as there is a dearth of
appropriate services for tourists (e.g. restaurants, cultural offerings). Conse-
quently, tourists do not have a reason to remain longer in the municipality. As
regards industry, the region has successfully initiated a mechanical engineer-
ing cluster. By contrast, it was not possible to launch a wood cluster (the area
is densely wooded) because all actors involved failed to reach an agreement
and also because yields in this field of business are low.

The regional development agency is in charge of marketing the areas of
tourism (cycle paths, hiking paths, horse-riding paths) and industrial zones.
Participation in national and international trade fairs is the predominant
means of communication used. The municipality displays little ambition to
market itself, and the regional Chamber of Commerce perceives a general
weakness in its ability to do so. For instance, the mayor does not appear to
have any knowledge of the regional development initiatives, which also aim at
creating a specific image. Rather, the municipality introduces initiatives that
could further such an image in the cultural sector. In this context, the association,
which was named after a well-known painter, is particularly highlighted, as
this association maintains close ties with the highest national cultural institu-
tions. Additionally, a small cultural festival has been held every summer for
seven years.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The image of a municipality of tourism and culture has already developed on
its own, in the absence of noticeable contributions to communication on the
part of municipal politicians. However, the municipality fails to capitalize on
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these possibilities. Besides, the mayor’s ignorance of the marketing efforts
undertaken by the regional development agency appears to be indicative of
insufficient communication between the municipality and regional institu-
tions. At any rate, integrated and professional communication in conjunction
with an increased offering of tourism services would serve to achieve sig-
nificant progress in developing the industrial location towards a municipality
of tourism known beyond the region.

4.3.3.10 Promoting new businesses in industries not yet well established

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed is aware of the relevance of companies for its
regional development. However, no distinction is made between establishing
new, possibly innovative companies and attracting already existing compa-
nies. In both cases, the assistance provided takes the same form: as far as they
are available, premises are provided at cheap interest or industrial plots are
offered at a very favourable purchase price. This strategy facilitated the con-
struction of a medical centre in 1993 (the municipality bore three-quarters of
the cost), and only recently a hairdresser was housed on municipal property.
The representative of the opposition interviewed views this measure in parti-
cular with scepticism, because there is no demand for another hairdresser in
the municipality. This form of support is said to generate no benefit to the
municipality, but to distort its competitive balance – in the form of
discriminatory subsidization.

The regional investment agency emphasizes that most municipalities
engage in this form of support, which consists in making premises available.
If young entrepreneurs are supported, it is those that practise a trade.
Apparently, the so-called technological-scientific or innovative start-ups do
not exist – however, at present an incubator oriented towards innovation is
being worked on at the regional level.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality does not offer specific assistance to young or innovative
companies. Like others, such companies are supported merely by means of
favourable rental fees for business premises. However, most municipalities do
the same, so that this practice does not constitute an advantage for the
municipality surveyed as a business location, but rather an approach that is
taken for granted by entrepreneurs. If at all, efforts towards granting specific
support, which also includes a focus on innovation, to start-up companies are
made at the regional level. Consequently, need for action regarding this
measure arises not least because the municipality lacks tourism services.
However, it needs to be pointed out that the hands of the municipality sur-
veyed are severely tied owing to its dreary financial situation. The
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municipality surveyed would therefore be well advised to cooperate with other
municipalities in these areas and, by means of pooling the few municipal
resources, to facilitate programmes or industrial zones that would be especially
attractive to (innovative) start-ups in a rural area (e.g. broadband internet).

4.3.3.11 Competitive products by virtue of local origin

SITUATION

At one time the region in which the municipality surveyed is located stood
for high quality in the areas of food production (potatoes, sausages, dairy
products) and manufacturing industry (in particular glassware). Some manu-
facturers were known throughout the country, and glassware from the region
especially was able to fetch prices above the market average. However, the
food industry is characterized by a development towards standardization in
the form of cheap products, as is stated with resignation. No profit can
be made any longer from products with superior quality (at superior prices).
The production of glassware specific to the region is taking a similar course.
The products made by many small glass manufacturers have simply become
unfashionable over time. At any rate, the newly established mechanical engi-
neering cluster is expected to provide some potential for compensating for this
focus on dated lines of manufacturing.

The regional development agency, which is also responsible for the muni-
cipality surveyed, is currently trying to build a regional brand under which
quality products typical of the region are to be marketed. Three years ago, a
regional trade fair was held where such products were presented. Individuals
who hold important social roles in the region were invited in order to act as
multipliers and communicate their newly acquired knowledge about regional
products. However, this measure, which led to a certain success, was primarily
focused on supporting regional products within the region.

In the context of building a regional brand, it is also worth mentioning
that, in 2002, a large administrative reform was introduced, which also led to
previously separate regions becoming combined. Consequently, the region of
the municipality surveyed has existed as a “hybrid region” for only six years.
It is difficult to build a regional product identity in such a short period of
time. So far, the images of the formerly independent member regions have
been utilized.

The municipality surveyed itself used to be famous for high-quality leather
products. The bankruptcy of the large tannery has left a gap that has not yet
been filled by other manufacturing companies known beyond the region.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

At the regional level, there are efforts to establish regional quality products,
for instance, by developing a joint brand. These are attempts to compensate
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for the losses that are bound to result from the decline of former regional
flagship industries. These efforts need to be maintained and to be increased.
The example of Austria clearly illustrates that regional quality products, such
as food products, can successfully hold their own against cheap products on
the national market.

At the level of the municipality surveyed, a former flagship company
went bankrupt. Against the backdrop of what has previously been reported
about the municipality, its political setting and its resources, there is little
hope that any time soon a new flagship company will be able to fill the gap
that has been opened by the bankruptcy of the tannery. One solution to the
dire straits would be to develop the municipality with a view to making the
most of the potential for tourism and in transforming the municipality itself
into a tourist brand that is recognized beyond the region.

4.3.3.12 Freeing town centres by relocating businesses that generate high
emissions

SITUATION

In the municipality, there used to be problems with emissions from companies
that had been located in the municipal centre or in close vicinity to housing
estates. The tannery, which no longer exists, was the largest producer of
emissions. The other larger companies have switched to environmentally
benign burning technologies. This led to a significant reduction in environ-
mental pollution. In the municipality, new companies would generally only be
allowed to locate in the industrial zone. All municipalities in the region show
this tendency.

The regional institutions assert that financial incentives are available to
support the measure of relocating companies with high emissions to the fringe
of a municipality or to the industrial zone. However, despite the subsidy, such
relocation is taxing on every company concerned. As municipalities mostly
only host a small number of companies, one can hardly imagine that these
companies would be forced to relocate. In extreme cases, the Ministry of the
Environment could intervene and shut down the operation. This case would
not appear likely in view of the limited number of companies existing in the
municipality surveyed, especially as these operate in an environmentally
benign way.

Managing “brownfield” investments could pose a potential problem. For
instance, where an entrepreneur revives a vacant factory building situated in
the municipal centre, the municipality will hardly be in a position to ask the
entrepreneur to build a new plant away from the centre instead. This could
lead to a trade-off between the financial objectives of the municipality and the
quality of life of its residents. In the municipality surveyed, such a trade-off
would occur if the tannery were reactivated.
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EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

In the entire region, there is a tendency towards relocating environmentally
harmful companies away from municipal centres or inducing them to switch
to environmentally benign production methods. Efforts are made to direct
new companies to industrial zones. The municipality surveyed was able to
resolve its problems with emissions without resorting to relocations. Owing to
the small number of companies, which also act in an environmentally benign
way, for the time being, there is no urgent need for action in the municipality
surveyed.

4.3.4 The municipality located in northern Slovakia

The municipality situated in the north of the country, close to the western
Tatra, is renowned not only for its wooden houses constructed in the tradi-
tional manner, but also for its largely unspoiled nature. Owing to its favour-
able geographic location, it constitutes an ideal starting point for hiking and
rafting tours as well as skiing excursions to its surroundings. Remarkable
historic buildings, an open-air museum and a spa also enrich the large range
of attractions for summer and winter tourism. Over the years, tourism has
developed into an important source of income for the local residents.

4.3.4.1 Strengthening social cohesion by creating meeting places

SITUATION

Clubs and societies are not very active in the municipality. The most impor-
tant societies include the women’s singing association and the darts club.
Moreover, there are a pensioners’ club and several sports clubs. The munici-
pality supports the clubs and societies by providing rooms it owns. For
instance, the singing association uses the meeting room of the municipal
office. The mayor emphasizes the important role of individual municipal citi-
zens who undertake the organization of these societies or public events. The
presence or absence of such committed individuals is an important determi-
nant of the number of clubs and events that exist in the municipality. In this
context, the parish priest has an important role; the parish functions as an
important meeting point for young people.

In the municipality, a multifunctional sports hall was built, which is made
available to the municipal citizens. The municipality bears the operating cost.
Once a year, this hall houses the municipal ball, the pensioners’ convention
and a Mother’s Day celebration. Local companies provide financial assis-
tance, which serves to ensure that such celebrations can be held. In return, the
municipality shows its appreciation towards the sponsors in certain respects
(e.g. in the context of specific approval procedures). The sports hall is far
from being used to capacity. In this context, the mayor complains that only
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rarely does somebody turn up and organize something in the hall. Apart from
the hall and the rooms of the municipality, which the clubs and associations
are allowed to use, the possibilities for coming together as a community are
few and far between. The municipal centre is not free of heavy traffic, and
inns or bars are scarce. For this reason, the mayor is planning to convert an
old building owned by the parish priest into an inn.

When the municipality surveyed wishes to make premises available for
communal activities, it is faced with a major problem: most properties are not
owned by the municipality, but are jointly owned. Consequently, the munici-
pality is not entitled to dispose of these properties. This is all the more
unfortunate for the municipality, as financial grants from the region or the EU
can only be applied for when the property involved is owned by the munici-
pality. Consequently, the possibilities of making rooms available are tre-
mendously limited. For this reason, it has not been possible so far to install a
residence for senior citizens, which is needed urgently and could also serve as
a meeting place for old-age pensioners. As a consequence, social cohesion
among the older municipal citizens is described as weak.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipal politicians are aware of the relevance of social cohesion for
successful communal development. For this purpose, measures are taken (e.g.
the construction of the sports hall) or supported (providing rooms for the
activities of clubs and societies). In this context, certain deficits in the social
cohesion within the municipality become manifest. Two barriers obstruct an
improvement of this situation. Firstly, there are the constellations of property
ownership in the municipality, with few properties being owned by the muni-
cipality alone. This is critical insofar as the financially weak municipality can
only resort to a limited extent to the most important tool for strengthening
social cohesion (i.e. providing favourable premises). Secondly, there is the
population’s passivity when it comes to actively managing the activities of
local clubs, societies and events.

The problems in connection with land available for construction will be
further discussed at length below. The passivity of the population appears to
result from the passivity on the part of the municipal politicians. These hold
the view that it is up to the citizens to make suggestions for living together in their
society and to carry out these suggestions. In their opinion, the role of the
municipality is limited to one of mere support. Although this is basically
correct, the municipality appears to restrict its activity to waiting until initia-
tives are launched, which happens very infrequently (for example, the under-
used sports hall) – as is pointed out critically. The municipal representatives
do not seem to be aware that, in fact, there are ways of specifically promoting
the level of activity of the local residents. In view of the limited financial
possibilities and the problems regarding ownership of property, the munici-
pality should focus its local policy on precisely this area of “specific
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promotion of activity”, for instance via competitions for creative solutions to
certain problems in the municipality.

4.3.4.2 Democratic and pluralist decision-making processes

SITUATION

In contrast to other municipalities, the municipality surveyed is not divided
into opposing political camps. Granted, according to a representative of the
opposition, there are opposing views on certain issues. At any rate, all sug-
gestions are generally treated fairly in the municipal office. The mayor con-
siders it a must that all meaningful suggestions that are feasible in both
financial and practical terms are implemented. He does not differentiate
according to who has put forward the suggestions. At the same time, he
points out that not all suggestions that are basically feasible can be realized at
once. Communicating this to those that have raised a suggestion in a way
which makes sure that they are not offended and subsequently refuse to con-
tribute any further ideas requires a large amount of tact and delicacy. The
mayor attempts to encourage the population to show continuing commitment
by personally thanking those in the municipal paper who have made a
contribution for the municipality.

Formally, the pluralism of decision-making processes in municipalities is
ensured by means of obligations institutionalized under the law: firstly, in the
form of office hours of the municipal delegates (to be held once a month).
Secondly, in the form of meetings with the mayor where a certain issue can be
discussed. Thirdly, by way of a mandatory medium-term plan for the eco-
nomic and social development of the municipality, which has to be drawn up
in cooperation with the citizens. Fourthly, by means of a long-term construc-
tion plan, which also has to be developed jointly with the population. This
form of cooperation between the elected representatives and the population
is lived in the municipality surveyed. Each family living in the municipality
was sent the current construction plan together with an invitation to make
comments. The resulting 37 comments were integrated into the final con-
struction plan, as far as was possible and meaningful. It is emphasized that
this is part of the standard decision-making procedure in the municipality.
Despite the noticeable efforts at the administrative level, the commitment
displayed by the population is described as requiring urgent improvement.
Residents are said to discuss points of criticism and possibilities of improve-
ment in informal settings, but to be noticeably reserved when it comes to
expressing criticism or comments in the municipal office.

The appropriate regional development agency promotes pluralist proce-
sses of decision-making by means of financial support to so-called action
groups. In these action groups, entrepreneurs, municipalities and other
interest groups work together on development strategies for the respective
municipality.
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EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The comparatively harmonious political atmosphere in the municipality
surveyed encourages decision-making processes, in which all municipal citi-
zens participate, or may do so. The measure of publicly thanking those that
contribute ideas, on the one hand, reflects the intention to present desired
“role models” to the population. On the other hand, it represents an (afford-
able) reward in the form of local prestige. The population also participates in
the medium- to long-term planning of the municipal development, for
instance, the construction plan.

It appears that the municipality has implemented democratic and pluralist
decision-making processes. It is noticeable that the responsible politicians
strive to involve the citizens in their decisions. However, the residents them-
selves appear to be partially immune to these measures. For instance, sugges-
tions are not raised in the course of the public meetings. One explanation may
be that the official setting has a daunting effect on the population, especially
where rather rough ideas, which have yet to be fine-tuned, are to be presented.
Introducing a public internet forum that guarantees anonymity could help
solve this issue. However, this would necessitate the municipality facilitating
internet access for everybody, for instance, by installing a computer room.

The way in which participation by municipal citizens is promoted needs to
be improved as well. As far as possible, contributors of ideas are treated
respectfully and efforts are made to realize the suggestions put forward by
them. However, this constitutes entirely responsive behaviour on the part of
the municipality. In view of the passivity of the population, which municipal
representatives complain about, it is necessary for the municipality itself to
approach potential contributors of ideas and actively invite suggestions for
improving the communal situation. The residents could be motivated more
strongly to become involved by such a strategy rather than by merely being
treated respectfully when approaching the municipal office or by having their
names mentioned in the municipal bulletin. The municipality must act and
not just react to initiatives.

4.3.4.3 Integrating the individual measures into a comprehensive
development concept of the municipality

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed possesses two documents that have recently
been approved: the construction plan and a plan for the economic and
social development of the municipality. Both can be considered medium- to
long-term development plans. The construction plan covers a period of 20 to
40 years and includes the development of tourist attractions and of the road
network as well as the housing plan. The municipality developed this plan
voluntarily, as it ranks below the threshold of 2,000 inhabitants that defines
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the minimum mark from which a municipality is obliged by law to draw up a
construction plan. This voluntary effort has been made, as such a strategic
paper makes it more probable that financial applications to the state or the
EU will be approved.

The same goes for the plan for economic and social development. This
plan, which has been developed for a period of four to five years, to a large
extent serves the aim of obtaining public funding. Anything that will be
associated with financial expenses in the next four to five years is recorded as
a pro forma entry in the plan – even if it does not command any economic or
social importance. The paper defines a framework and a perspective for the
development of the municipality and considers not only material aspects, but
also cultural and social issues.

There is no consensus about the use of these superordinate planning instruments
in the municipality surveyed. The mayor primarily considers them a means to
the end of obtaining grants – the planning certainty represents a welcome
side-effect. Others point out that these plans are very relevant to each citizen’s
views regarding the possible further development in the municipality.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality possesses a medium- to long-term framework for develop-
ment, which takes the form of a construction plan and a plan for economic
and social development. Regardless of the actual motivation for developing such
plans, it is noted that the measure of integrating individual projects in a larger
development perspective has already been implemented in the municipality
surveyed.

4.3.4.4 Consulting services provided for businesses willing to locate in the
municipality

SITUATION

Generally, companies interested in locating in the municipality can turn to the
mayor or the municipal office to enquire about possibilities for construction
or potential tax relief – both fall within the scope of authority of Slovak
municipalities. The potential entrepreneur is also entitled to inspect the con-
struction plan as well as the plan for the economic and social development of
the municipality. However, in most of the municipalities, such consulting is
not offered in a professional manner, as they are too small to be able to assign
and finance a separate specialist for certain matters. For this reason, in Slovakia,
there is the tendency for several municipalities to install a superordinate
municipal office for specific issues – among others, questions relating to
company-locating decisions. This office provides information competently.

In addition, in the municipality surveyed, the consulting services mentioned
are provided with rather limited professionalism. There is no individual who
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specifically addresses issues of company locations. This is due not only to the
small size of the municipality, but also especially to the fact that the munici-
pality is hardly in a position to broker or sell industrial plots to companies
willing to locate in the area. Should it become possible to solve this problem
and should the municipality consequently become more attractive to compa-
nies, the mayor wishes to focus especially on providing information, for
instance, by upgrading the municipality’s website.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

There is no strong demand for professional consulting services offered by the
municipality as long as the question of rights of ownership to property has
not been resolved. However, this question could be settled in the next few
years. Therefore, the municipality would be well advised to start making pre-
parations for the time following the state of joint ownership. The idea of
intensifying the information offered via the municipality’s own website
appears useful. Owing to the limited resources of the municipality, it also
appears advisable for the municipality to follow the Slovak trend and establish
a superordinate municipal office for specific purposes together with other
municipalities in order to ensure the quality of consulting services provided to
companies willing to locate in the area.

4.3.4.5 Resolving conflicting goals of municipal development through
involvement of all interest groups

SITUATION

During the latest term of office, a construction project was planned in the
municipality surveyed in such a way that only the municipal council, a few
entrepreneurs and individual citizens with special contact to the municipal
office were involved in the development. When those affected by the measure
who had not been involved in the planning stage learned about the planned
measures, they overthrew the project – not least because they had felt left out
during the planning stage. The new mayor currently in office has learned from
this experience and strives to inform the municipal population in advance of
any projects that affect the long-term development of the municipality and
seeks to ask the residents’ opinions on a planned project – for instance, in the
case of the construction plan or the plan for economic and social develop-
ment. However, where matters have an effect in the short term – for instance,
in the fields of sports or culture – decisions are made centrally at the top.

Owing to the municipality’s particular situation characterized by unre-
solved ownership rights, this integrative approach pursued in connection with
larger projects appears to constitute the only way of preventing complete
stagnation in the municipality. If the individual citizen feels that the munici-
pality considers him in important decisions, he will feel more attached to the
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municipality. If he feels attached to the municipality, he will be more willing
to be accommodating for the welfare of the municipality – for instance, by sell-
ing property to the municipality at the market price instead of charging
extortionate prices.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

All municipalities must consider the needs and objections of the entire population
when drawing up the construction plan and the plan for economic and social
development. However, in practice, there are ways and means of circumvent-
ing this requirement. Still, the municipality surveyed assigns high importance to
integrating all groups of the population in important projects. This tendency
appears to be inspired by negative experiences in the past and the problem of
joint ownership of land. In this sense, the measure has been implemented.

In this context, the question arises whether the municipality will continue
to involve all parties in decision-making once the problem of land ownership
has been resolved. Should the pressure to consider everybody be drastically
reduced, the municipality may possibly fall back into a state of village oli-
garchy. In view of the high relevance of broad backing of development mea-
sures in rural municipalities, this should be prevented at any rate, for instance,
by institutionalizing the medium- to long-term planning instruments even
more strongly at the municipal level.

4.3.4.6 Actively securing land for construction

SITUATION

Regarding land for construction, the municipality surveyed has to address a
complex problem. As this constitutes the core problem of the municipality, it
is discussed at more detail at this point.

Part of the municipal territory is protected under a preservation order and,
consequently, this land must not be built on. A considerable portion of the
remaining municipal land is jointly owned by all inhabitants of the munici-
pality. This constellation of ownership results from the process of transfor-
mation in the course of which state property was passed on to the population
in the form of certificates (reprivatization). Each jointly owned property is
managed by a separate company.

A regulation, which in hindsight must be viewed as most unfortunate, sti-
pulates that the sale of a plot can only be effected if it is approved by all
co-owners. In order to purchase a small plot in the municipality surveyed, it
can be necessary to secure the approval of as many as 500 co-owners. One
missing signature will be enough to prevent the purchase.

The purchasing process, which is exceptionally taxing and time-consuming,
is made more difficult as several co-owners of municipal land are unknown
and others no longer reside in the municipality or in Slovakia. It becomes
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especially complicated if one of the co-owners dies and the legacy procedures,
which also serve to determine the new co-owner of the property, take several years.

Against the backdrop of joint land ownership, which is cited as the main
cause of virtually all difficulties in the municipality, the municipality surveyed
has striven to buy land for years. The former mayor managed to purchase
property for the construction of family houses after a long struggle. The
respective land was offered to prospects virtually at cost. In order to forestall
property speculations and waste of the scarce resource, guarantees were
agreed, which obliged the buyers to start building their houses within a spe-
cified period of time – otherwise, the property would return to municipal
ownership.

The current mayor shows high commitment as regards securing and
obtaining land for construction. In negotiations with co-owners of property,
he always strives to draw attention to the communal relevance of a necessary
property for the municipal residents – for instance, where a property is needed
in order to facilitate road construction. In most cases, this enables the mayor
to purchase plots at a fair price. Every plot that is extracted from joint own-
ership is celebrated as huge success.

The municipal representatives limit their activity to securing land for the
construction of housing, in the same manner that the construction plan of the
municipality surveyed basically only addresses the construction of residential
buildings. The needs of companies are hardly acknowledged. This is remark-
able insofar as it is precisely the fringes of the municipality where most jointly
owned plots are located. And these peripheral areas have already traditionally
been company sites in the municipality.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality actively secures land designated for construction. Despite
the exceptionally difficult situation (joint ownership), some successes have
already been achieved. Land for construction is secured in a specific manner:
the municipality takes on the bureaucratic runaround when jointly owned
property is developed and offers the land it has obtained to prospects for the
purpose of construction. At the same time, regulations are in place that safe-
guard the municipality against inappropriate utilization of land zoned for
construction.

No strategies are used that would include options for private land so that
the municipality would have secured the right of first refusal vis-à-vis other
prospects. Should the relations of ownership be settled finally at some stage
(Slovakia was planning this measure for the entire territory by 2010), it would
definitely appear worth considering such instruments of securing land for
construction.

By treating land designated for housing as an absolute priority when
obtaining and securing land for construction, the municipality attempts to
counteract the successive migration predominantly of the young residents to
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urban areas or abroad. The companies active in the municipality are ignored
in the process. The companies locate right in the centre of the jointly owned
property, which severely limits their spatial expansion. In order to prevent the
small number of businesses that reside in the municipality from relocating to
a neighbouring municipality as they encounter no perspectives for develop-
ment, the construction plan should be altered in favour of the companies. The
municipality should be made aware that young individuals not only leave
because of inappropriate housing possibilities, but also because they fail to
find appropriate jobs. Moreover, it is precisely the small and medium enterprises
that create new jobs in rural areas.

4.3.4.7 Joint financing of inter-communal projects

SITUATION

In certain areas in Slovakia, it is becoming increasingly common for munici-
palities to form so-called microregions. Such formations are primarily sought
for the purpose of tourism, but also for developing infrastructure or for the
purpose of nature protection. If a large investor approaches a municipality, it
is conceivable that several municipalities may join forces to establish a joint
industry park that encompasses several municipal territories.

For several years, the municipality surveyed has considered forming a
microregion together with three neighbouring municipalities. This coopera-
tion was to be realized under consideration of a recreational area in the
municipalities. Eight years ago, an association comprising the respective muni-
cipalities was registered. However, it has not been active for a long time now.
The plans for establishing a microregion were soon shelved at the time: strong
individualism on the part of the residents and the municipal councillors led to
the understanding that cooperation is something that secures a benefit for the
partner – to one’s own disadvantage.

Cooperating would also represent an option in connection with ironworks
that were closed down and are owned by the municipality surveyed, but situ-
ated on the territory of a neighbouring municipality. The mayor can imagine
a cooperation in the form of a foundation or an association that would aim to
convert the ironworks into a museum in a combined effort.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The potential for cooperation present in the municipality has
stalled, although inter-communal cooperation appears necessary in many
areas. The largest barrier to cross-communal projects is psychological:
scepticism towards cooperations prevails. It can be assumed that this
reserved position also reflects the result of 40 years of communal economic
mismanagement.
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It appears necessary to initiate a far-reaching change in the way of thinking
both in the municipality surveyed and in the neighbouring municipalities.
Superordinate instances (region, state, EU) need to increase their efforts to
realize programmes that focus particularly on generating and raising the
awareness of the advantages of cooperative behaviour for all those involved.
Workshops could serve to make the advantages of inter-communal projects
transparent to the population and to the decision-makers in the munici-
palities. Advertising competitions for the best inter-communal projects could
work to inspire municipalities to break through the barriers to inter-commu-
nal cooperations themselves.

4.3.4.8 Inter-communal coordination of efforts to attract new companies

SITUATION

This measure is not applied in the municipality surveyed. In general, it
appears that such a measure cannot be imagined, at least in connection with
small and medium enterprises, given that companies are considered very
relevant for the tax earnings of a municipality. If at all, coordination is prac-
tised where large companies wish to locate in an area or where companies
already active in a municipality plan to expand and would consequently go
beyond the capacities of their local municipality.

At the regional level, it is felt that coordinating the location of new com-
panies would be more beneficial to the overall development of a region than
the competitive way of thinking that prevails today. And, in view of the strong
competition, coordination efforts on the part of the higher authorities would
also be advisable. However, owing to the principle of subsidiarity, which is of
high importance in the Slovak municipalities, the state or region is not enti-
tled to issue instructions, but may at best give recommendations. In view of
the economic situation of the Slovakian municipalities in general, and the
precarious situation of the municipality surveyed in particular, such recom-
mendations would probably not be successful anyway.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality surveyed does not cooperate with other municipalities in
order to attract companies to locate in the area. Cooperations of small and
medium enterprises are unusual for Slovak municipalities. In this aspect,
which is critical to the development of rural areas, the municipalities work
against each other and do not act jointly.

Given the strong individualism and the considerable tendency to think in
competitive terms – which results from the large autonomy of Slovak muni-
cipalities – a bottom-up approach to realizing inter-communal coordination
of efforts to attract companies to locate in an area is definitely not to be
expected. In order to ensure balanced development of rural areas, it appears
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appropriate that higher authorities intervene in this area. However, this
cannot be realized via coercion (principle of subsidiarity). Nevertheless,
attractive grants for enticing companies to locate, which are only awarded to
microregions, would constitute a possible instrument appropriate for improv-
ing the business situation in many rural municipalities in the short term, and
for evoking a change of view on the local level in the medium to long term
(i.e. cooperation can generate advantages for all parties involved).

4.3.4.9 Communication policy and creating a supraregional image

SITUATION

As far as possible, communication policy takes place at the municipal level,
with measures oriented towards tourism predominating. The municipality
communicates via its own paper, the regional press and its own website; it
prints information brochures in several languages and participates in national
and international trade fairs, as far as possible. Every four to five years, the
municipality issues a major publication, which contains information,
attractions and news in several languages. The mayor considers the measures
relatively successful, and points to the entries of foreigners on the municipal
website, which bears witness to the international popularity of the
municipality.

At the regional level, it is possible to publish articles in a national municipal
paper, which is issued by the Slovak association of Cities and Municipalities.
In return for a small fee, municipalities can outsource the advertising activities
to the respective regional development agency.

Generally, advertising expenses are borne by the municipality surveyed in
their entirety. The local companies are not prepared to advertise in associa-
tion with the location. The service companies, which are mostly very small,
cannot afford such advertising activities. Years ago, the municipality had a
regional tourism agency, which promoted its popularity. The agency was
financed by commissions from the local tourism industry. However, the
increase in guests was accompanied by an increase in black-market activities;
wage dumping ensued, and offers were made at inferior prices behind the
agency’s back. Eventually, the tourism agency could not be financed any
longer and had to close down.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

It is noticeable that the municipality surveyed strives to market its advantages
for tourism – with economical means. Hence, it engages in communication
policy. This constitutes a first necessary step towards a regional image. In
order to build an image that goes beyond the region, it takes more than
merely advertising. It requires interesting offerings that underlie the adver-
tisements. In this regard, the municipality displays considerable deficits. There
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is hardly an offering of tourism services. Tourists do come time and again, but
there are hardly any possibilities for enticing them to remain longer in the
municipality. Accommodation is only available to a limited extent, and gas-
tronomic venues are rare. It is doubtful whether the modest offerings in the
municipality leave a good impression with the guests. However, this would be
very relevant for the visitors recommending the location to others. Owing to
the limited tourism services on offer, the municipality can hardly benefit
financially from the tourists.

Before efforts are made to develop an image as a tourist destination known
beyond the region, at least a minimum level of tourist infrastructure should
be established – otherwise, the efforts will come to nothing. If the resources
required for such an undertaking are too limited, the municipality should
strive to bring about a tourist microregion in a joint effort with the neigh-
bouring municipalities. It is easier to seek investors or to apply for financial
support if several municipalities join forces. Moreover, this also makes creating
an image as a tourist region both more efficient and more effective.

4.3.4.10 Promoting new businesses in industries not yet well established

SITUATION

As already mentioned, the municipality surveyed does not possess the
resources necessary to support companies financially. At best, vacant premises
owned by the municipality are provided or assistance is offered in connection
with legal issues or permits. The mayor does not see that or how he could
promote start-ups. In general, there is relief if new companies locate in the
municipality at all. Against this backdrop, no attention is paid to the indivi-
dual industries to which the start-ups belong. The main point is that new
entrepreneurial activities that create jobs take place.

Experience shows that promotion of innovative companies is limited to
urban areas. These possess the financial resources necessary to establish busi-
ness incubators, for instance, in cooperation with a local university. In several
Slovak cities, such projects are promoted by the Ministry of Economics. An
individual municipality can definitely not afford such incubators. All actors
are aware of this and, consequently, view promoting or developing companies
in industries that have previously not been established or in innovative
industries as a task that could only be taken on by an association higher up
the ranks (i.e. at the regional or the national level).

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality, which is economically weak and at present not attractive to
companies, does not see any options for particularly promoting new busi-
nesses, let alone businesses that could contribute to diversifying the company
structure in the municipality surveyed. The municipality consequently
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depends on the market success of few businesses. Slumps in sales or one
single important company leaving the municipality would turn the
economic situation, which is already unstable, into a considerable crisis for
the municipality.

This scenario needs to be forestalled. The right answer to limited funds
often lies in pooling the resources of several actors. Hard as it may be to
induce several municipalities to work together on company issues (in contrast
to cooperating regarding e.g. tourism, infrastructure), it constitutes the best
option for safeguarding the municipality from potential financial ruin. If four
or more municipalities worked together, they could still not provide sufficient
resources to establish an incubator. However, the following options would be
feasible if realized in a joint effort: firstly, a joint industrial zone with effective
transport connections, the customary utilities as well as internet. Secondly, a
separate body that actively pursues exclusively the goal of attracting small
and medium enterprises to the cooperating municipalities and that is in
charge of managing financial grants (region, federal province, EU). So that
such a measure can be realized, the municipal politicians involved need to
change their way of thinking profoundly.

4.3.4.11 Competitive products by virtue of local origin

SITUATION

In Slovakia, efforts are made at the regional level to increase the promotion
of local brands – be it products or services. In the municipality surveyed, such
specific products or services do not exist. As regards products, the potential
for such specific goods is very low, given that few companies are active in the
municipality. Only trifles, such as artful wood carvings, could be marketed. At
best, these could be sold as souvenirs to the few tourists visiting the munici-
pality. Tourism services offer the highest potential, as the municipality is situated
in an attractive nature reserve.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

At present, manufacturing products specific to the region does not represent
an option, owing to the currently low number of companies and the complex
structure of land ownership. The municipality surveyed would not be compe-
titive compared to other municipalities. Moreover, the municipality does not
have a tradition as a manufacturer of certain products. Consequently, it is
impossible to reactivate a past image and to add to it by means of new
advertising strategies.

Nature constitutes the most important resource of the municipality. If the
municipality wants to become known beyond the region, it needs to be for its
touristic value. In order to cultivate this image, though, it is necessary to
invest in developing specific attractions and in expanding tourism
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infrastructure in the medium term. The municipality could turn its
major disadvantage – i.e. the small number of businesses – to its advantage.
For instance, it could position itself as a municipality of unspoiled nature,
undisturbed by company activities.

4.3.4.12 Freeing town centres by relocating businesses that generate high
emissions

SITUATION

At the supra-local level, there is agreement on the feasibility of the measure.
It is pointed out that, as a rule, new companies are located at the fringe of a
municipality (for instance, in an industrial zone). The long-established busi-
nesses situated in the municipal centre are not forced to relocate, provided
their emissions do not exceed specified thresholds. Municipalities that need to
fight for every additional entrepreneur would not permit this for rational
reasons. Instead, businesses are offered new peripheral locations that boast
considerably better conditions – such as concessions of tax relief and low cost
of land.

Companies active in the municipality surveyed have traditionally located at
its periphery. In the centre itself, there are no companies that could pollute
the environment or reduce the quality of life for the residents.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Slovak municipalities appear to have recognized the problems that can ema-
nate from companies located in their centres. As a rule, new companies are
located at the periphery and, if possible, old companies situated in the village
centre are offered better conditions and induced to relocate to the outskirts. In
the municipality surveyed, this measure does not entail any direct need for
action, because there are only a few companies, which have always existed
outside the village centre, where the industrial zone has now officially been
designated.

4.3.5 The municipality located in western Slovakia

The municipality is located alongside a large river in the centre of western
Slovakia. The flat countryside offers few attractions that could be utilized for
tourism. However, the municipality boasts several buildings of historic inter-
est, among them a castle ruin and a château. First mentioned in official
records at the end of the twelfth century, the municipality suffered under the
Hussites and the Turks. Beginning in the middle ages, a rich tradition of
craftsmanship developed. Subsequently, the increasing influence of the Jewish
community also helped to promote the development of the municipality, as it
facilitated expanding supraregional trade relations.
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4.3.5.1 Strengthening social cohesion by creating meeting places

SITUATION

Clubs and societies are active in the municipality surveyed. Their
activities are promoted by the socially active mayor and by the Catholic
Church, which enjoys strong support in the municipality. The mayor – a
former active sportsman himself – predominantly strives to establish
facilities for different sports disciplines (e.g. tennis, soccer, field hockey) and
generally welcomes project proposals put forward by the residents.
The Church supports the activities of the young in the form of the local
Young Christians Association. This association and the very active pensioners’
association are among the largest and most important associations in the
village.

There are fewer cultural activities in the municipality compared to sports.
Such cultural activities are mostly initiated by individual members of clubs or
societies. Time and again, individual outdoor events are organized. For
instance, there is the traditional concert on the day of Epiphany, which is held
in the church, or a competition for cooking goulash, but, apart from the tra-
ditional concert, cultural events held in the municipality at regular intervals
are scarce.

The municipality supports the social activities financially (backed by strong
support from sponsors), and it also provides municipal premises and in some
cases (for instance, in the case of the pensioners’ association) also bears the
operating costs for the premises. As regards the premises available for social
activities, no central “house of culture” exists in the municipality. This
explains why many municipal events are (or rather have to be) held outdoors
and consequently are exposed to the weather. Recently, the Catholic cultural
centre, another meeting place, was demolished to give way to a nursing home.
The municipal representatives consider establishing a new cultural centre a
top priority.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Social life appears to be strong in the municipality surveyed – thanks to the
active involvement of municipal leaders, the Church and the local clubs
and associations. Still, the municipality surveyed needs to catch up when it
comes to implementing the suggested measure, which would strengthen
cohesion among the municipal residents even more. There is no shared
meeting place that would enable the municipal residents to exchange views
beyond the boundaries of individual clubs or societies and to develop projects
jointly in the long term. Hence, there is need for action regarding the estab-
lishment of a central municipal meeting point. The municipal leaders have
realized this, and the construction of a cultural centre is currently being
planned.
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4.3.5.2 Democratic and pluralist decision-making processes

SITUATION

In past years, the political atmosphere in the municipality surveyed was
fraught with mutual tensions. These resulted, among others, from the former
mayor’s practice of treating certain interest groups differently. The said mayor
was voted out of office, and the new mayor is not a member of any political party.
Since that time, communication within the municipality has improved notice-
ably. There is a general rule that every citizen can file motions (for instance, for
the approval of funds from the municipal budget for the purpose of realizing
projects) by the end of November every year. The municipal council openly
discusses all motions, and residents who do not hold a political function are not
only tolerated at sessions of the municipal council, but also encouraged to attend.

The mayor almost always asks the opinions of the municipal councillors
where motions are concerned, although he is entitled to make a decision
about them by himself. All parties praise this behaviour. Before important
strategic documents are drawn up, an intensive process of discussion, which
integrates all groups of the municipal population, is always initiated in the
municipality. In individual cases, the population is invited to comment on a
certain municipal project via surveys (the corresponding questionnaires are
made available and also collected at the local grocery stores).

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The fact that the mayor is not affiliated with any party already signals to the
residents of the municipality surveyed that, as a rule, in the municipality
decisions are made without considerations of party politics. Equally, the par-
ticipatory approach of the mayor creates an amicable and constructive poli-
tical atmosphere in the municipal council. The residents know that they can
approach the mayor with problems and initiatives. Major proposals, which
affect the future of the municipality, are decided in the course of a broad
discussion process, which includes the population. Hence, it appears that the
measure has already been implemented.

4.3.5.3 Integrating the individual measures into a comprehensive
development concept of the municipality

SITUATION

A detailed plan for economic and social development specifies the develop-
ment measures of the municipality. This document also lists the development
priorities and the order in which individual measures are to be implemented.
The existence of this plan is partly motivated by the intention to obtain grants
(many promoting institutions request that applications be accompanied by a
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municipal development plan); partly, the plan for economic and social develop-
ment is actually considered to be a “vision” for municipal development put
down in writing.

In addition to the development plan, there is a zoning plan, which includes the
medium-term construction projects of the municipality. Both documents result
from a lengthy discussion process, which involves the entire municipal population.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The integration of individual measures into a comprehensive development
concept has already been implemented in the municipality surveyed. It is
noted positively that the development concept was drawn up in cooperation
with the municipal residents. This ensures that the planned measures corre-
spond to the effective demand of the mainstream of the population (rather
than to the desires of privileged interest groups) and also that the residents
can identify with the measures taken by the municipality. This, in turn,
ensures support from the population, which makes it more probable that the
medium- to long-term development plans will be realized.

4.3.5.4 Consulting services provided for businesses willing to locate in the
municipality

SITUATION

If entrepreneurs (willing to locate in the municipality) ask the municipality for
assistance in official matters, there is a general willingness to help. The mayor
is open towards company concerns and makes an effort to involve the local
companies more in local politics. For instance, this is evidenced by the intro-
duction of a New Year Convention between the mayor and local entrepre-
neurs, which mostly has symbolic significance. The fact that at the first New
Year Convention most entrepreneurs were amazed that they were not asked to
sponsor certain municipal activities goes to show that the mayor’s approach to
companies is in sharp contrast to the communication policy of old.

Although there is a general readiness to offer consulting services, the mayor
of the municipality surveyed does not expect potential entrepreneurs to turn
to the municipality where official matters are concerned. He is of the opinion
that the decision on the foundation of a new company is taken exclusively
against the backdrop of already extant knowledge about financing or official
procedures. Citizens who are not informed about the processes involved in
incorporating businesses would consequently not start their own companies.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality surveyed is basically prepared to offer consulting services to
potential entrepreneurs. However, the opinion prevails that, owing to the
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specific nature of entrepreneurs, such services would rarely be sought. Hence,
consulting services to potential entrepreneurs are not considered very rele-
vant. As a consequence, active forms of support for start-ups are non-existent
in the municipality surveyed.

The municipality is not aware that the start-ups that have already been
realized need not represent the entire entrepreneurial potential of the munici-
pality. Active support of start-ups (e.g. information events, creating a positive
atmosphere, highlighting services of consulting and assistance) could enable
the municipality to reduce potential psychological barriers to entrepreneurial
activity (e.g. general indecisiveness, vagueness of information about the pro-
cess of founding a business, access to financial resources). This could lead to
lasting improvement in the rate of enterprise creation and, consequently, also
in the economic structure of the municipality.

4.3.5.5 Resolving conflicting goals of municipal development through
involvement of all interest groups

SITUATION

As outlined already, the municipality surveyed strives to involve the local
population in planning and deciding about major projects as well as in the
municipality’s strategic perspective for the medium to long term. As pluralism
is lived in the municipality, no conflicting developments are noted.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The measure that stipulates that involving all interest groups serves to avoid
conflicting goals in the development of the municipality appears to have
already been implemented in the municipality surveyed. The successful
approach needs to be continued in the future.

4.3.5.6 Actively securing land for construction

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed faces two fundamental problems where its con-
struction plans are concerned. Firstly, owing to its small size, it only possesses
limited financial resources. Secondly, it does not own any (vacant) land. These
conditions make actively securing land for construction especially difficult. It
is not sufficient to change the zoning of municipal property situated at the
periphery of the municipality – rather, the municipality is compelled to pur-
chase land with the help of loans and earmarked grants. In this context, it is
faced with fragmented ownership constellations, with some owners being
unknown, and with financial claims of landowners that are generally
(too) high.
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As the municipality already had to turn down companies willing to locate
within its territory owing to a lack of available land, the problem of securing
industrial land has high priority. There are intensive efforts to purchase plots
situated at the periphery in order to designate an industrial zone at the loca-
tion. Only recently, the municipality has managed to take an important step
towards ameliorating the dearth of housing space, as it had a residential
building comprising 24 apartments built on its reserve asset of land – the
playground beside the school building.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The current leaders of the municipality bear a large burden, which results
from acts of omission committed during past terms of office, which neglected
to secure land designated for construction. The municipality is now faced
with aggravated land problems, the fast settlement of which will determine
the entire medium- to long-term development of the municipality surveyed,
because, without land available for construction, companies cannot be
attracted and, without residential land, the young will move to the city situ-
ated in close vicinity.

There is no way to solve the current problem other than what the munici-
pality is already doing: by means of buying land in a taxing and time-con-
suming process and financed via bank loans. The mayor can attempt to
appeal to the community spirit of landowners, when the property sought after
is meant to house a construction project in favour of the municipal commu-
nity (e.g. a road bypass). In some cases, such appeals could lead to a reduc-
tion in prices.

At any rate, the current municipal representatives must avert such an acute
scarcity of land available for construction for the future. This can be accom-
plished in the course of the current purchasing programme if the municipality
attempts to enter into option or pre-empting agreements with landowners
who are at present not prepared to sell their land.

4.3.5.7 Joint financing of inter-communal projects

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed forms part of a microregion, which consists of one
city and several municipalities from its surroundings. All parties describe the
microregion as moderately successful at best. It was possible to develop a
joint system of sorting waste and to establish cycle paths for tourism pur-
poses, which cover a total distance of 80 kilometres across several munici-
palities, but other measures conceived, which should have been resolved at the
microregional level (and which would have had to be resolved for reasons of
efficiency), never went beyond the planning stage. As mentioned by one
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entrepreneur located in the municipality surveyed, this results in the munici-
palities still not possessing basic infrastructure facilities that are assumed to
be the minimum standard for rural municipalities in Western Europe, such as
a sewer network and treatment plant.

The poor results achieved for the microregion have been caused by
egotistical behaviour of individual municipal representatives. Driven by the
intention to maximize their own short-term profits within the micro-
regional context, they reduce their own contributions and are hardly prepared
to compromise. This behaviour is evident in the example of a very signi-
ficant funding application: the microregion applied for funds for the
purpose of establishing a sewer network, which was planned to cover the
entire microregion, and the application was credited with a high likelihood
of success. However, instead of pooling their joint forces and focusing
them on optimum lobbying, for instance, individual municipalities started
squabbling for the chickens before they had been hatched, e.g. by specifying
which local companies should be commissioned to construct which sections
of the sewer network. Eventually, a different microregion was awarded the
grant.

The failure outlined above also represents a turning point in the activity of
the microregion, as it has not been possible to realize any important projects
at this level since that time. Only recently, two projects for cooperation initi-
ated by the municipality surveyed have failed: firstly, the proposal calling for
shared use of the large capacities of the school located in the municipality
surveyed (the schools of the neighbouring municipalities are underutilized to
a large extent), and, secondly, the shared financing and use of an information
system acquired by the municipality surveyed.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality surveyed strives to carry out infrastructure projects jointly
within the framework of the microregion, but frequently meets with opposi-
tion. This is one of the reasons why the structural development of the muni-
cipality is rather slow: it is not possible to realize cost reductions based on
economies of scale, so that funds that would be necessary for other areas of
municipal development are depleted owing to inefficiency. Funds that are
exclusively granted to microregions cannot be accessed.

The municipality surveyed needs to question whether maintaining its
membership in the microregion is at all useful. Owing to the relative large
number of members (12 municipalities) and the resulting coordination pro-
blems, this inter-communal network appears to have failed. The municipality
consequently needs to weigh up whether it would be more advisable to
develop an alternative structure for inter-communal cooperation together
with selected neighbouring municipalities with complementary development
objectives. This alternative form of cooperation could become active in
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those fields where the microregion fails to reach an agreement about joint
initiatives.

4.3.5.8 Inter-communal coordination of efforts to attract new companies

SITUATION

The representatives of the municipality surveyed basically consider it useful to
cooperate at the inter-communal level for the purpose of attracting new
companies, although they view it as unlikely that within the microregion
a cooperation could be initiated for this purpose. Firstly, such a project would
require an initiator who would get this form of cooperation going. The
mayors of the neighbouring municipalities are reported to be too busy tack-
ling their own problems to make efforts towards realizing matters of inter-
communal relevance. Secondly, the municipalities still compete strongly
against each other when it comes to attracting new companies to locate in the
area, which would prevent far-reaching cooperation in this respect. Thirdly,
discrepancies of opinion between the individual mayors have already caused
projects with less potential for conflict to fail in the context of the
microregion.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality surveyed does not apply the measure of coordinating efforts
to attract new companies at the inter-communal level. One reason is the
actors’ lack of understanding of the relevance of cooperation when it comes
to attracting businesses. This seems to apply less to the political representatives
of the municipality surveyed, but all the more to the potential cooperating
partners (i.e. the neighbouring municipalities).

In addition to general barriers to cooperation – such as the high impor-
tance of autonomy for the individual municipalities and the generally keen
competition between the municipalities – one distinction is frequently made,
which poses a particular problem. This refers to the distinction between pro-
blems particular to one municipality and problems shared by all munici-
palities. It is reflected in statements to the effect that no time is left for
cooperation as one’s own difficulties are already enough to deal with. This
dichotomous differentiation is counter-productive as it disguises that many of
the allegedly internal problems could also (or possibly exclusively) be solved
in cooperation with other municipalities. This also applies to issues of
attracting new companies or supporting start-ups by providing consulting
services or infrastructure, which can usually only be financed if municipal
resources are pooled.

In view of the poor understanding of the advantages of, and the necessity
for, inter-communal cooperation, it is necessary to conduct workshops that
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illustrate the significance of cooperation between municipalities – for instance,
on the basis of case studies.

4.3.5.9 Communication policy and creating a supraregional image

SITUATION

The primary medium of communication used by the municipality surveyed is
the municipal newspaper, which is published quarterly and covers a wide
range of topics, from announcements of upcoming events to reports on
municipal life and political comments. The municipality is hardly mentioned
in the regional media (newspaper and TV) because the mayor is not prepared
to support the commercial publication policy of the regional paper and TV
station (purchased media coverage). This reserved attitude towards media
policy also results from the fact that the mayor currently in office is not prone
to self-promotion. For instance, at his own request, the municipal paper does
not publish any photos of him. Factual coverage is given priority over personal
announcements from the mayor’s office.

As well as the municipal paper, there is a brochure about the municipality,
but this is considered obsolete. Moreover, in the context of the microregion,
the members advertised jointly at tourism fairs, but this form of communication
policy is no longer used.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

It appears that communication policy has been largely neglected, or can at
best be termed average, in the municipality surveyed. The mayor does not
appear to attach much importance to increasing the media presence of the
municipality, or at least does not consider this a priority of municipal develop-
ment. As the level of awareness of a municipality can exercise decisive influ-
ence on the development of different business sectors (e.g. tourism, regional
products), the municipality surveyed should consider measures destined to raise
its level of awareness.

Especially in view of the potential for tourist and culinary offers (and of
combinations of the two), it would, for instance, be appropriate for the munici-
pality surveyed to be continuously present at specific tourism and product fairs.
However, this will only make sense if the municipality is actually in a position to
offer local attractions or products. As financial resources are scarce, trade fairs
should be attended in cooperation with other interested municipalities.

4.3.5.10 Promoting new businesses in industries not yet well established

SITUATION

Years ago, the municipality surveyed participated in planning an incubator in
the city situated in its vicinity, which goes to show that the municipality does
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have an awareness of the importance that start-up companies have for muni-
cipalities. However, the incubator project was never put into practice, and
since that time no new initiatives have been launched in order to promote the
development of new businesses. The municipality itself lacks the resources
(especially premises) necessary to establish an incubator of its own. However,
among others, the municipality is planning to create premises for young
entrepreneurs in the course of constructing the new cultural centre.

In general, it can be noted that the entrepreneurial potential in the muni-
cipality surveyed is high: many entrepreneurs whose companies are located in
the city nearby reside in the municipality.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality surveyed appears to be aware of the high relevance that
start-up companies have for the economic structure of a municipality. How-
ever, so far, start-ups have been promoted only within narrow limits, but the
municipality at least wants to provide office space to young entrepreneurs, as
far as this is possible. The municipality generally lacks the resources that
would be needed to take more far-reaching measures that would ensure that
the office space would actually be used. An inter-communal cooperation –
such as a shared incubator – would represent one approach towards solving
this problem. As cooperation does not appear to work in the microregion
(any longer), it appears to be worth considering whether inter-communal
cooperation should rather be sought outside the structure of the microregion.
It could prove fruitful to cooperate with selected municipalities in the region,
which are fully aware of the relevance of start-ups for the lasting development
of the local economic structure.

4.3.5.11 Competitive products by virtue of local origin

SITUATION

Before the turnaround of 1989, the municipality surveyed was known
nationwide for its high-quality bakery products. Following the turnaround,
the bakery was privatized, the product name was changed and quality was
reduced. The mayor has the nostalgic wish to revive the bakery tradition. The
auspices are fundamentally good, as tourists and travellers passing through
frequently still ask for the bakery products, which are no longer offered, and
the infrastructure necessary for production (especially the oven) is still func-
tioning. All interviewees concur in the opinion that it would be possible to
ask a higher price for the bakery products.

Beer is a second agricultural product in the municipality surveyed that is
credited with potential profitability. Hops are cultivated in the municipality,
and the mayor is toying with the idea of having a brewery complete with
integrated restaurant and a brewery museum constructed nearby.
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EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality enjoys a reputation as a producer of bakery products, which
it has built over decades of high-quality production. In conjunction with the
means of production that are still in place, this represents an almost ideal
starting point for (re)establishing a locally integrated product line. If successful,
the food production could be complemented with the produce of the brewery
(simultaneously pursuing both perspectives would in all likelihood overtax the
capacities of the municipal leaders). The municipality could position itself as
producer of traditionally high-quality agricultural products. In a further step,
appropriate tourist attractions could be added, e.g. guided tours through the
bakery including tastings, bread-baking museum, restaurants offering regional
specialities, courses for baking bread.

However, such plans can only be realized once the problem of land own-
ership in the municipality has been resolved. Based on the knowledge that a
positive image loses effectiveness if it is not reconfirmed continually, the muni-
cipal leaders should insist on a fast resolution of the difficulties surrounding
land ownership and should subsequently make establishing the local label of
bakery products the next priority, before the potential competitive advantage
of the municipality surveyed is largely eroded and the formerly good reputa-
tion can only be revived in consumers’ minds with extreme marketing efforts
(that could no longer be financed).

4.3.5.12. Freeing town centres by relocating businesses that generate high
emissions

SITUATION

Most enterprises in the municipality surveyed are located more at its fringe.
When new companies want to locate in the area, which happens fairly seldom
owing to the precarious situation concerning availability of land, efforts are
made to induce them to locate in the periphery. Where local companies situ-
ated in the municipal centre provide disturbances, the municipality does not
ask them to relocate, as they are too important for the tax earnings of the
municipality. At best, these companies need to reckon with the anger of the
population they affect and with requirements imposed by the municipality,
such as limitations of the time of day when work is allowed.

However, the main source of noise pollution in the village centre is not the
local companies, but the heavy traffic passing through the centre. Themunicipality
is planning the construction of a bypass road, which would significantly
contribute towards reducing the flow of traffic in the village centre.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality surveyed addresses the problem of emissions to the extent
that it tries to make new companies locate at the fringe of the municipality.
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Little is done to induce already existing companies to relocate, as the
municipality is noticeably more dependent on the tax earnings generated
from these companies than the companies are dependent on a location
in the municipality surveyed. Moreover, the municipality is not in a position
to offer financial incentives to move companies to land that has not
yet been built on, because it lacks the means necessary for such measures,
or needs to use the available means for implementing more important
measures.

4.3.6 The municipality located in western Hungary

The municipality is situated in a low mountain range in the Balaton
uplands. Archaeological finds provide evidence that Neolithic settlements
existed in the region as early as the fifth century BC. The region houses one
of the oldest dioceses in Hungary, which was established in 1009 when
the kingdom came into existence. In the seventeenth century, Germans
were made to settle in the municipal territory, which had been depopulated in
the course of the Turkish Wars. These German settlers were later also referred
to as “Donauschwaben” (Swabians from the Danube). After the Second
World War, these families were largely expelled or else were assimilated,
whereas Hungarian families were encouraged to settle in the region. The
social and cultural life in the municipality still reflects this German-Hungarian
history of the region. Traditionally, economic activity in the municipality
has focused on smaller manufacturing businesses and especially on agri-
culture. However, in recent years, more and more pastures have remained
unused.

4.3.6.1 Strengthening social cohesion by creating meeting places

SITUATION

The “house of culture” from the 1960s – formerly one of the largest in the
region – still serves as an important social meeting point for all ages. Larger
events, be it theatre performances or ballroom dances, are held there. In
addition, music and folk dance groups regularly use the building for their
activities. In this way, they also contribute to promoting the cultural identity
among the local population, while keeping the historical-cultural heritage
alive (e.g. traditions of the German community).

A sports club for the municipality is currently being created. In the “house
of culture”, table tennis has been played for several years already, and on the
adjoining sports ground the friends of the beautiful game come together. It is
important to the mayor that the planned sports club also includes a separate
chess group. Fishing is also very popular with the residents of the munici-
pality, which is evidenced, among others, in a competition held regularly at
the municipality’s own fishing pond.
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One attraction, which particularly appeals to the young residents of the
municipality, is the public internet access provided in the “house of culture”,
which was established with the aid of external funding four years ago. As the
majority of residents do not have access to the internet, this platform of virtual
communication has become more and more important.

During the 1970s, many joined youth clubs that, ideologically speaking,
were close to the ruling Socialist Party. Since the system changed, these
organizations have disappeared, and the municipality has attempted to create
new spaces specifically for the young.

Between the church and the “house of culture”, there is a small village
square, which was affected by the recent renovation of the church. The
municipality is currently working on making the square more attractive as a
social meeting place again, e.g. by installing benches. Moreover, it has tradi-
tionally also been in the inns located in the municipality where residents come
together after church on Sundays and discuss the incidents of the previous
week.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality is trying to provide an attractive infrastructure for social
activities of any kind to its population, as far as its limited resources permit.
Public facilities, such as the “house of culture”, frequently date back to the
era of communism and, consequently, are in need of renovation. Yet, by
virtue of the variety of events offered, the municipality manages to induce
different groups of the population to participate in the events held there. This
encouragement is matched by the initiatives launched by the residents, for
instance, when it comes to keeping the cultural heritage alive in the form of
activities of clubs and societies.

At the regional level, especially, the offer of sports and leisure time facilities
could be further improved by means of inter-communal financing, construc-
tion and use. In this context, the municipal representatives are frequently
reluctant to cooperate. Until the turnaround of 1989, inter-communal coop-
eration was hardly practised, as the central government in Budapest opposed
endogenous regional development of any kind.

4.3.6.2 Democratic and pluralist decision-making processes

SITUATION

Where the positive development of the municipality is concerned, the muni-
cipal leaders consider suggestions put forward by different interest groups.
Ideas for planning and implementing measures are contributed by municipal
councillors, entrepreneurs and the population, but also by regional con-
sultants. For instance, the new design of a village square was driven mainly by
the older residents who wanted to reinforce historical elements typical of the
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region, such as paving the roads with basalt or planting green areas with
boxwood, which used to be typical of the municipality in the old days. Many
residents also considered a hairdressing salon – established in the style of the
1970s – inconsistent with the characteristics of the municipality and opted for
its modernization. The municipal leaders themselves made renovating the
church the top priority on their agenda. When such development measures
are planned, this is communicated to the population early on. In doing so, the
municipal representatives also seek to have individual discussions with
citizens.

In the context of economic policy, the residents especially want new com-
panies to locate, or for an industrial park to be established so that new
jobs are created on site. The mayor hopes for valuable impulses from the
LEADER programme, because it emphasizes both inter-communal cooperation
and increased participation by different interest groups.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

If the leader of the opposition in the municipal council praises his competitor
as a capable mayor, this is a very positive indicator of the political atmosphere
in the municipality. On this basis of mutual appreciation, projects can be
planned and realized across different political groups, which constitutes an
element of consensus democracy as important as tough discussions of inten-
ded measures. The parties represented in the municipal council aim to pursue
a policy that is guided by rational arguments and to develop concepts for the
future in view of the situation in the region, which after all must be char-
acterized as difficult, in both social and economic terms. When the repairing
of municipal roads was discussed, the oppositional group managed to con-
vince the ruling party to wait until the funds necessary for repairing the
underlying sewer and water networks were available, to avoid road works
being carried at two different times.

Although the residents of the municipality surveyed proactively bring their
issues to the political process and instigate projects, civil movements can also
turn out to be a hindrance to economic policy oriented towards the labour
market. For instance, in the municipality surveyed, a civil movement pre-
vented a local rubber manufacturer from expanding his operation, which
would have created additional jobs. Officially, the objections raised referred to
an expected increase in emissions. In reality, ill-conceived communication on
the part of the company – which had insisted on using the sports ground for
expanding its operation and on being granted tax exemptions for the next
ten operating years – caused resentment in the population so that the posi-
tions of all those involved became entrenched. Eventually, the conflict
ended in the municipality losing approximately 80 jobs and substantial tax
earnings, because the company moved to a neighbouring municipality
and since then has mainly worked with the labour force available there.
The case illustrates the difficulties municipal leaders face when they need
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to enforce an employment policy aiming for growth even in the presence of
opposition from larger groups in the population. At any rate, it is helpful
that municipal representatives communicate possible advantages and
drawbacks of new companies locating in their territory early on and in a
transparent form.

4.3.6.3 Integrating the individual measures into a comprehensive
development concept of the municipality

SITUATION

For reasons of costs and effectiveness, the municipal leaders are convinced
that meaningful comprehensive development concepts beneficial for the
development of individual municipalities should be created at the local-
area level. This is borne out by the intention to establish a LEADER region
together with 40 other municipalities, and also by a regional association
recently established for the purpose of school reforms. The predominant aim
of this latter cooperation lies in improving the quality of teaching in second-
ary schools in rural areas by establishing school centres across municipalities.
The municipality surveyed has decided to act as location for such a school
centre. It offers the neighbouring municipalities sufficient human resources
and space capacities to facilitate high-quality education of their students.
Installing a school bus system complete with supervising personnel is planned
as a flanking measure.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality surveyed draws a consistent conclusion from the low
number of residents and its weak financial position. These necessitate
increasingly focusing the development policy in rural areas on the level of
local areas. In future, savings in administrative costs will also probably
become an issue, for instance, by means of combining municipal offices and
other authorities. However, such reforms can also amount to a loss in living
quality for the local residents, as is illustrated by the example of school centres.
This will apply especially in cases where the regionalization of infrastructure
is not accompanied by improved quality of services offered.

Nevertheless, the individual municipality also needs a development plan in
the sense of a catalogue of future measures that coordinates different policies.
In this respect, the municipality surveyed also lags behind. In the munici-
palities of the region, it has become customary to draw up development
concepts only after financial subsidies have been put up to tender. In the past,
this frequently led to deadlines for submitting projects not being met. In
addition, the municipality surveyed is only slowly beginning to develop pru-
dent and integrated concepts that focus on school infrastructure and road
construction.
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4.3.6.4 Consulting services provided for businesses willing to locate in the
municipality

SITUATION

The mayor of the municipality surveyed is a politician who thinks like an
entrepreneur, which is also confirmed by the representatives of different
interest groups in the municipality. He personally takes charge of assisting
companies willing to locate in the municipality. This assistance predominantly
consists in identifying an appropriate and affordable piece of land and in
speeding up approval procedures at the municipal level. For instance, only
recently an investor has been able to acquire 20 hectares of fallow pasture
from the municipality at a favourable price. As well as breeding Hungarian
grey cattle, a livestock typical of the Hungarian lowland and threatened to
become extinct, this entrepreneur wants to open a restaurant in the munici-
pality. The mayor has invited the entrepreneur to various information events
(e.g. in the context of the LEADER initiative) in order to explore possibilities
for promoting the business idea together with him.

The municipal leaders also signal assistance to companies willing to
locate by being prepared to lower the corporate tax rate. If a major company
displayed an interest in locating in the municipality, the municipality would
even be willing to grant complete exemption from taxes for a specified period
of time. However, the municipality does not have the financial capacity to
grant direct subsidies of any kind. Entrepreneurs located in the municipality
subsequently benefit by being treated preferentially when public contracts are
awarded. This has happened only recently when the local church was
renovated. Moreover, the municipality makes concessions to companies as it
prolongs deadlines and allows instalment agreements for the payment of
municipal taxes.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Thanks to an especially active and entrepreneurial mayor, the municipality
surveyed proactively approaches interested entrepreneurs and attempts to
provide them with very comprehensive consulting and assistance in all mat-
ters related to locating in its territory. The rural municipalities located in the
region surveyed generally offer assistance in finding an appropriate location
and speedy approval procedures to entrepreneurs willing to locate there.

Creating jobs is so crucial for the municipalities concerned, however,
that municipal governments are even inclined to provide land virtually free
of charge and to bear expenses incurred in the construction of business
operations.

These measures need to be discussed within a broader economic context.
Against the backdrop of sustainable municipal development within a region,
such instruments are only sub-optimal for the purpose of promoting
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entrepreneurial activity. Such subsidies can lead to cut-throat competition
between locations situated in the region and to a limitation of the future
municipal development, if financially weak rural municipalities, in particular,
concede their possessions to companies at discount prices. In the rural
region surveyed, small and medium enterprises find it difficult to generate
sufficient demand for consumer and industrial products. Moreover, frequently
the well-educated specialists that the companies would like to recruit locally
are missing.

There is a further aspect to this measure, which has not been sufficiently
considered by the municipality surveyed. It refers to the municipality sup-
porting regional cooperations among companies so that new economic
activity and jobs can be generated. Even though they did not receive notice-
able support from the municipal representatives, seven wood-processing
companies operating in the region still managed to enter into a cooperation
with a regional power plant. Under this cooperation agreement, they deliver
their wood waste to the power plant, which uses it as raw material for pro-
ducing renewable energy. In future, municipal representatives should act as
catalysts in forming and stabilizing such regional business networks.

4.3.6.5 Resolving conflicting goals of municipal development through
involvement of all interest groups

SITUATION

The municipal representatives remember the problems of unresolved conflicts
of interest vividly when it comes to creating new jobs. The example of
the rubber manufacturer has already been explained above. Owing to the
residents’ resistance to the intended company expansion, the company
withdrew from the municipality. Both the municipal representatives and the
company itself had failed to communicate to the population early on that
the company complies with all environmental regulations and that its expan-
sion would not entail health hazards. Besides, the municipality does not
draw urgent attention to the economic necessity of expansion, which is
required to maintain and create local jobs. On the other hand, neither the
municipality nor the company sincerely discussed the location decision with
the residents, which would have signalled flexibility to those concerned.
A transport company’s attempt to locate in the municipality took a similarly
negative course. It had intended to establish its logistics centre in the munici-
pality, but, in this case, the outcome of a survey among the citizens caused the
project to fail.

While nowadays the cooperation between the Hungarian and the German
communities hardly poses any problems any more – especially because these
two groups have largely become assimilated – it no longer works between the
generations in the municipality. In politics, education, the activities of clubs
and societies, and also in the business community, the older generation has
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neglected to motivate and involve in decision-making its potential successors,
i.e. those municipal residents aged between 18 and 30 today. For this reason,
for some time, a group of committed citizens has formed around one muni-
cipal councillor. It aims to win back the young population for municipal life.
For instance, after years of inactivity, school dances are held again now, the
proceeds of which are contributed to educational institutions. Similarly, an
interest group of (prospective) parents has formed in order to maintain the
local kindergarten.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

In the future, the municipality will certainly have to deal with conflicting
interests regarding new companies locating in its territory, because it
appears urgently necessary to establish a municipal industrial park. Therefore,
it is even more important that all those responsible draw the correct
conclusions from the errors committed in the past.

Resolving conflicting objectives in the municipality surveyed is generally
also made more difficult as, so far, the residents have mostly formed only
temporary and loosely organized interest groups. Issues of village renewal
provide one case in point. More stable organizational structures would facil-
itate better involvement of interest groups in municipal planning and would
make the discussion process easier. The municipal representatives report their
experience that the residents do formulate proposals relevant for the munici-
pality when they communicate directly with municipal councillors, but that
the so-called interest groups show little willingness to develop and realize
solutions jointly.

The passivity that can be observed where problem-solving initiatives are
concerned also has its roots in the real socialist system, under which it was
not necessary, or even forbidden, for the residents to take care of municipal
matters themselves. Moreover, all age groups display a certain resignation,
caused by unemployment and consistently low living standards. For instance,
fines imposed by the municipality are frequently ignored for a long time or
not paid at all.

The current municipal leaders want to confront this passivity displayed
by some groups in the population more vehemently. For instance, if a
citizen repeatedly does not comply with the regulation obliging him to
care for and maintain meadows or roads, he will be threatened with a fine in
the future. It remains to be seen whether this measure will lead to a sustain-
able learning effect in those concerned. In this context, municipal representa-
tives like to reminisce nostalgically and point to the “Swabian” tradition
of the municipality, which is said to have been characterized by an inclination
to work hard and by public order. The discussion of the measure also illus-
trates the current problems in the context of personal interaction and appre-
ciation for public property in a municipality, which is in the process of
transformation.
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4.3.6.6 Actively securing land for construction

SITUATION

The zoning plan of the municipality provides the basis for planning and
implementing this measure. It is the declared objective of the municipality
surveyed for the next few years to purchase and convert properties situated at
the outskirts of the municipal territory in order to be able to offer these plots
to prospects as affordable land for building and housing. The mayor wants to
have 60 new plots developed in this way, to increase their attractiveness by
means of expanding infrastructure (e.g. roads), and eventually to put them up
for sale at a price of approximately two million forints. Recently, the prices of
plots located in the inner and the outer municipal territories have been regulated
in order to forestall distortions of competition and property speculation.

The prices of comparable plots situated in the neighbouring municipalities
range between four and seven million forints. In view of the considerable
development costs, the mayor considers the targeted construction plots a very
good offer destined to attract young families in particular to the municipality.
According to the municipal leaders, the extant infrastructure represents a
further competitive advantage. For instance, the municipality possesses a
sewer system, gas piping and telephone lines as well as relatively good traffic
connections owing to its own train station and its vicinity to a main road. An
area close to the freight terminal, which belongs to a former bauxite quarry,
has been designated as an industrial zone. The municipality has already
extended its corresponding access road.

While the financing necessary to secure land for construction purposes
was discussed within the municipality, a conflict of interest arose between the
municipal leaders and those responsible for the school, as the latter would
rather have seen an increase in financial support for their institutions instead.
The municipal representatives are of the opinion that developing the land
would serve to induce young families with children to move to the municipality,
which, in turn, would be beneficial for both kindergarten and school.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

In the region, plots of land for housing and construction are offered by
municipalities at prices far below their current market value in order to
attract new companies and also private individuals. This leads to rising com-
petition between locations of the municipalities in the region, which is
increasingly pushing potentials for inter-communal cooperation into the
background.

Complex legislation, the consequences of the restitution by the state as well
as property speculations, hinders the securing of land for construction pur-
poses. Plots potentially suitable for construction and housing have come into
the hands of private owners who only keep them as assets and do not care
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about their maintenance. Consequently, uncontrolled growth and dilapidated
buildings have become a burden on public life in the municipality. The
municipality is trying at all cost to return these properties into the hands of
the municipality and has decreed a right of first refusal for real estate. How-
ever, this appears to contradict national and European legislation, which is
why the validity of this decree is now doubted.

In the municipality surveyed, there is no evidence of the price-enhancing
effect of real estate purchased by citizens from the EU15 countries that has
been observed in other regions of Hungary. Foreigners did buy land and real
estate a few years ago, but the majority are currently trying to sell again, as
they have found the location to be too far away after all for a stay that
amounts to an average duration of approximately three weeks per year.

4.3.6.7 Joint financing of inter-communal projects

SITUATION

At present, it can be observed that local areas are increasingly being formed
in the area surveyed, with the respective municipalities focusing on economic
issues. As well as the manufacturing trade, municipalities emphasize agricultural
production, be it viticulture or farming and breeding of livestock.

In one inter-communal project in tourism, a network of cycle paths is
established, which links five municipalities in the local area. The project is
supported financially, so that it is possible to rent out 12 bikes in return for a
small fee. But the cycling tourist is to be offered even more convenience: on
completion of the cycling tour, he is to be able to leave the bike in the
respective destination from where an operating company will return it to the
municipality of departure.

In the administrative field, for reasons of cost, the municipality surveyed
maintains a rural district together with a neighbouring municipality with
which it has traditionally had close ties. Moreover, the mayor can also envi-
sage mergers of municipal governments in the local area in the near future.
The measure also includes establishing and extending a regional association
of schools among initially three, and later six, participating municipalities,
which aims at improving the quality of teaching. Every year, the number of
children attending the schools located in the local area declines by six to
eight children. The smallest class in the municipality surveyed consists of ten
children, the most recent graduate class comprised sixteen students. In the
same year in which this survey was conducted, the upper secondary levels of
the municipalities were to be combined, and the lower secondary levels were
scheduled to be consolidated a few years later. The inter-communal cooperation
also includes the kindergarten, the “house of culture” and the library.

Inter-communal projects of a different kind exist between the municipality
surveyed and its partnering municipality in Germany. The latter’s dance
group and choir perform in Hungary every year, and financial support from
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the German municipality helped to renovate a country inn. In this context,
the German minority residing in the municipality surveyed played a crucial
part, as its representatives appealed to the German Ministry of the Interior
directly to obtain the financial support.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Even 20 years after the turnaround of 1989, the conditions for inter-commu-
nal cooperation are still difficult owing to the heritage of the system of real
socialism. At that time, the central government opposed inter-communal
cooperation, because it suspected such cooperations were a guise for dis-
sidents colluding at the grass-roots level. Besides, the municipalities have to
grapple with the heritage of poor infrastructure in traffic and communication,
which makes the municipalities look like largely isolated systems. In order to
improve transportation routes, large investments in acquisitions of land,
renovations and construction, for which the municipalities do not dispose of
sufficient funds, need to be made. Those responsible at the municipal level
have already recognized the necessity of inter-communal cooperation and
ambitiously pursue cooperation projects. However, when it comes to attract-
ing companies to municipalities, the region is characterized by competitive
thinking.

Village tourism in the municipality is as yet largely underdeveloped and
could benefit from enhanced regional cooperation and the resulting know-
how transfer. For instance, the municipality surveyed lacks accommodation
facilities, which should at any rate be pooled with a view to establishing a
tourist destination. Beyond the borders of the municipality, it can be
observed that, in other municipalities, traditional houses have been renovated
and serve as accommodation for tourists. Frequently, older residents live
in only some quarters of their spacious houses, as the other family members
have long moved out. If some areas of these houses were adapted for
tourists, the respective owners and the municipality would find a new source
of income.

4.3.6.8 Inter-communal coordination of efforts to attract new companies

SITUATION

As a rule, the municipalities concerned coordinate their efforts when new
companies wish to locate in the area. However, at present, the entrepreneurial
community shows hardly any demand for relocating or starting new busi-
nesses. Among other issue, the mayor sees the need for inter-communal
coordination of this measure in establishing an appropriate infrastructure
for the companies active in the local area. To give an example, a former ser-
vice road was renovated together with a neighbouring municipality, and
at the same time land in its surroundings was secured for construction
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purposes. The mayor also has high hopes for the planned extension of
the trunk road into a motorway. This would add to the attractiveness of
the municipality as a location for both Hungarian and foreign companies.
However, this decision is ultimately up to the respective ministries in
Budapest.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The negative experiences that the municipality surveyed has had with
attracting new companies to its location show that increased inter-communal
cooperation could help to defuse conflicts between the interest groups early
on. For instance, establishing a joint industrial zone would facilitate local jobs
and also tax earnings for all municipalities involved. Those responsible in the
region surveyed are only gradually beginning to prefer cooperation over
competition in this regard. This becomes evident in the inter-communal
planning of an industrial zone that is to be connected to an expressway. Such
an industrial zone would also facilitate expansion of already existing compa-
nies, which could otherwise threaten to relocate to neighbouring munici-
palities. Although the initiative for establishing inter-communal industrial
zones is primarily driven by the municipal governments, the ultimate decision
rests with the Ministry of Economic Affairs in Budapest. It needs to be
pointed out that smaller municipalities, in particular, are hardly familiar with
these decision-making procedures.

4.3.6.9 Communication policy and creating a supraregional image

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed aims to communicate its development programmes
and long-term objectives in regional papers. The mayor considers it highly
important that the residents of neighbouring municipalities are also informed
about the business, cultural, social and sports activities that take place in his
municipality. A free telephone directory for the local area is to be published
shortly. It will include the “yellow pages” for local companies and a supple-
ment that lists cultural activities and important dates for the individual
municipalities. The municipalities have generally begun to coordinate the
timing of their individual events in order to avoid competing against each
other for an audience.

The municipalities are currently also trying to position themselves as a
“health region” by increasingly advertising cycling as a sports and leisure-
time activity in the regional media (the sport has not exactly been popular
during the last 40 years). Extensive information on the regional cycle paths
is to be available on the internet in the future. The same applies to the
planned route under the theme “glass art in the region”. These planning
activities have also inspired the idea of interlinking the municipal websites
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more closely so that the individual municipality can generate a stronger
marketing impact.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality surveyed takes a wider view and establishes both regional
and international networks, which is conducive to building a strong image.
Following the turnaround of 1989, the multi-ethnic tradition of the area was
reactivated and contacts to Germany were intensified. This has contributed to
the municipality surveyed becoming known beyond the region for its cultural
exchange across borders. In future, it could also generate an important mul-
tiplier effect in tourism. Those expelled from the area and their offspring are
increasingly becoming interested in their Hungarian roots and want to visit
the region. The municipality can offer these visitors a generally harmonious
image of a local community that has come to terms with a problematic
chapter in Hungarian history. This attitude is reflected in the statements made
by various representatives of the municipality. In addition, supposedly small
attractions can add to the positive image of the municipality. When a muni-
cipal councillor mentions in passing that a composer who is popular far
beyond Hungary has spent his summer vacation in the municipality several
times, this can attract international tourists. However, such potential for
tourism can only be utilized if the municipality improves its infrastructure,
also through individual initiatives of its residents. It is not sufficient to reno-
vate the municipal museum; rather, houses throughout the municipality
should be refurbished and, in particular, accommodation for tourists should
be created. The municipality is heading in a good direction, especially owing
to its activities within a LEADER region. However, in the absence of finan-
cial support, the present image of the municipality, which is limited to mar-
ginalized agriculture or a regional fishing contest, can be substantially
improved.

4.3.6.10 Promoting new businesses in industries not yet well established

SITUATION

The municipal representatives feel that their hands are virtually tied as
regards this measure. The region lacks consulting centres for start-up entre-
preneurs, and the authority to grant necessary loans (e.g. for new technolo-
gies) is beyond their sphere of influence. Consequently, the promotion of
start-up companies at the municipal level is fundamentally limited to devel-
oping land for construction, expanding local transportation infrastructure,
investing in primary school education and providing the entrepreneurs with
“moral support”, as the mayor aptly puts it. In the industries catering to
tourism and leisure-time activities, there is visible progress in the generation
of new entrepreneurial activity. In these fields, increased inter-communal
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cooperation has led to the potentials of the individual municipalities being
utilized more effectively.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Despite the structural problems that exist in the rural area of the region sur-
veyed, the municipal representatives make an effort to actively support
entrepreneurs. The newly elected mayor, himself an entrepreneur, wants to
draw on the municipality’s tradition of promoting innovations. After all, the
municipality surveyed was the first in the area to boast a telephone, a cinema
or a swimming pool. However, in the discussion of these measures, it becomes
particularly transparent how a rural municipality feels the negative con-
sequences of the process of economic transformation. Starting up new com-
panies is only successful if the entrepreneurs have a positive general attitude
and the courage to take risks in order to be prepared for the future.

By contrast, one entrepreneur from the region expresses a rather pessimistic
view when he doubts whether at present anybody in Hungary knows what the
future will look like. Nevertheless, reference to successful measures of eco-
nomic policy implemented at the municipal level in Austria and in Slovenia
reveals that municipal representatives and entrepreneurs attempt to become
active on their own account and strive for know-how transfer across national
borders. The pessimistic view results from the inefficiency of communication
channels between the individual levels of regional policy in the area surveyed.
These channels are still organized according to a top-down approach.
Consequently, the rural municipalities should be involved much more strongly
in planning processes of regional policy in the future, so that a bottom-up
approach is initiated and these municipalities can communicate and contribute
their concerns, as well as their knowledge, more effectively.

4.3.6.11 Competitive products by virtue of local origin

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed is known beyond the region particularly for its
ceramic products. However, national demand tends to decrease owing to the
low level of income. Still, the mayor focuses on traditional products of rural
craftsmanship, such as hand-woven baskets, or and agriculture for the future,
such as breeding Hungarian grey cattle. Traditionally, the wood-processing
industry has played an important part in the municipality’s economic life.
However, the wood industry is also currently under pressure owing to low
demand and strong competition from Slovakia and Romania. Hardly any
product manufactured in the municipality is explicitly marketed under the
regional image. However, the economic and political actors in the munici-
pality welcome this idea and can envisage regional labels, in particular for
arts and crafts and for agricultural food products.
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EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

When it comes to marketing its products effectively, the municipality surveyed
certainly has not yet achieved its full potential. The products of regional
origin, such as ceramics or honey, should be increasingly advertised as such
and marketed internationally. Foreign tourists, in particular, display a com-
paratively high willingness to pay for traditional products of regional origin.
The local residents, by contrast, need to redevelop their sense of quality,
which need not necessarily be accompanied by an increased willingness to
pay. Yet, consumer awareness appears to be developing in the region sur-
veyed, in particular with regard to food products. The strong presence of
international retail chains on the market is leading to consumers increasingly
questioning the transparency of production of the food these retailers offer.
This, in turn, creates a market niche for the food and agricultural industries,
which focus on regional origin and can also communicate and prove this in
an authentic way.

In their marketing strategy, the entrepreneurs active in the municipality
should utilize the traditionally good relations of the municipality with Germany
as a door opener for entering new markets. A further advantage can be
gained from cooperating with neighbouring municipalities with a view to
establishing a region strong in tourism and peaceful relaxation. Establishing a
LEADER region has already constituted the first step in this direction. In this
context, the municipality also benefits from attractions located in its vicinity,
such as viticulture. At any rate, the municipality surveyed itself is attractive to
national and foreign tourists who are interested in history and seek to
experience nature.

However, regionality in marketing can only lead to lasting economic suc-
cess if the product quality is also improved and ensured. This necessitates
investments in means of production and in human resources, which definitely
constitutes a critical issue for the economic future of the region surveyed.
Reinvesting proceeds from tourism should, therefore, constitute a definite
priority.

4.3.6.12 Freeing town centres by relocating businesses that generate high
emissions

SITUATION

At present, there are virtually no high-emission companies in the village centres
of the municipality surveyed. At any rate, the municipal representatives and
the entrepreneurs appear to be aware that this measure is necessary. Compa-
nies that cause emissions and noise, such as a wood-processing firm, are
located at the fringe of the municipality. It is also intended that the inter-
communal industrial zone, which is currently in the planning stage, will be
situated in an area that has traditionally not been densely populated, but has
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always been used by industrial and mining firms. Besides, the zoning plan
rules out residential and industrial zones being mixed.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Although at first glance the application of the measure does not appear pro-
blematic in the municipality surveyed, it is worth recalling the conflict sur-
rounding the expansion of the rubber-manufacturing company. Some
residential groups considered themselves affected by its emissions, or feared
that these would increase, which contributed to the opposition against the
company’s expansion and ultimately to its relocation. On the other hand, the
entrepreneur and the municipality were of the opinion that the level of emis-
sions was well within the respective norms. The representatives of the citizens
were accused of having used the emissions as a pretext in order to prevent the
company from expanding to the neighbouring sports ground. This conflict
shows that implementation of this measure not only concerns protection of
the environment and of the quality of life, but also interest group politics.

4.3.7 The municipality located in southern Hungary

The municipality is situated in the lowlands in the south of Hungary. Its ter-
ritory was first documented officially in the fifteenth century, but conquered
by Ottoman troops 100 years later and subsequently burned to the ground in
the course of the Turkish Wars. Many locations in the region only came back
to life when Slovakian farmers of Protestant creed were specifically made to
settle there. Their influence is still reflected in the social and cultural life of the
region today. The agricultural sector, in particular, is of high economic impor-
tance in the municipality. Owing to the attraction of a natural reserve located
in the vicinity, ecotourism is becoming increasingly important as well.

4.3.7.1 Strengthening social cohesion by creating meeting places

SITUATION

The “house of culture” constitutes the central social meeting place in the
municipality. It houses a library and, as it offers public internet access, it also
serves as “infopoint” for the local residents. This attracts young people, but also
interested entrepreneurs and persons looking for employment, who want
to obtain information from the worldwide web. Citizens’ forums and lectures
for the local entrepreneurial community are held in the “house of culture”. How-
ever, the mayor states that so far interest in these events has been rather limited,
which may also be due to the small number of residents in the municipality.

The demand for cultural events in the municipality is also influenced by the
amount of admission fees to be paid. For instance, the majority of the popu-
lation would not be willing to pay to go into a concert or a recital.
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Consequently, it is mainly local groups (e.g. the school choir) that perform in
the “house of culture” without charging admission fees. On traditional holidays
(Christmas, Easter or the First of May) and during village fairs, a large
number of residents gather regularly in the municipality for different events.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

It is one thing to grant state subsidies for establishing “houses of culture” in
order to compensate for the diminishing importance of inns or weekly mar-
kets as meeting places in rural municipalities. Motivating different groups of
the population to participate in the events held in the “houses of culture” is
an entirely different matter. On the one hand, the municipal representatives
are called upon to clearly communicate the benefits of citizens’ forums or
lectures to the population. On the other hand, the quality of these events
needs to be ensured. This is closely linked with the infrastructure available on site:
comfortably furnished rooms can contribute much to generating a positive
atmosphere among those attending and in this way increase the likelihood
that visitors return, or recommend the “house of culture” to others.

The operating costs for “houses of culture” constitute a particular burden
on the municipal budgets, which show a deficit anyway. Consequently, smaller
municipalities are forced to close down their respective “house of culture”
after a short period of time, because they prefer using their budgets for
maintaining local health care or the local post office. In the foreseeable future,
when the young people of the municipality surveyed will be able to access the
internet from their homes, even this offer of the “house of culture”, which is
currently used with frequency, will be devalued.

Both the mayor of the municipality surveyed and the respective regional
development agencies are aware that there is a need for action at the political
level if meeting places in rural areas are to be established, maintained and
improved. At the municipal level, the necessary budgets hardly exist. There-
fore, a current regional development project will focus on renovating village
squares in the area surveyed so that these become more attractive as social
meeting places again. Moreover, the residents should be encouraged to show
more initiative for this measure. This presupposes that the population is
appropriately motivated to make contributions for the communal good with-
out direct compensation. However, this is an issue that may raise problems
especially in countries in transformation like Hungary, as, owing to history,
the term “community” carries a negative connotation there.

4.3.7.2 Democratic and pluralist decision-making processes

SITUATION

Apart from the party of the mayor, who already held this position before the
democratic turnaround in 1989, there is practically no other political group
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worth mentioning in the municipal government. Nevertheless, different inter-
est groups can be identified among the residents, which appear in public in a
more or less organized form and bring their concerns before the mayor. These
include old-age pensioners, handicapped persons, youth clubs, choral asso-
ciations, sports clubs, the group of the Slovak minority and a heritage society.
For instance, the sports club managed to convince the municipal representa-
tives of the necessity to modernize the sports facilities. A choral association
was able to win the support of the municipal leaders in finding an appropriate
room for rehearsals.

It is also the municipal leaders who have launched initiatives for the interest
groups mentioned. This is also the case for the proposal to establish a sepa-
rate youth centre. When implementing projects for the individual interest
groups among the population, the mayor primarily considers the sustain-
ability of a measure. For instance, prior to modernizing the sports facilities,
he had the projected utilization of their capacity assessed.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The fact that no diverse political groups, and no oppositional party, are
present in the municipal council has a negative effect on the democratic and
pluralist discussion process surrounding decisions of communal policy.
Frequently, the municipal council fails to discuss suggested measures critically
and to consider alternative concepts. Activities of (informally) organized
interest groups within the population can only partly compensate for this deficit
in democratic politics. As these interest groups remain excluded from impor-
tant bodies of communal policy and from decision-making proceedings –
unless they form a civic political group that is actually elected for the
municipal council – they are basically forced to limit their activities to the
political instrument of lobbying.

The context of transformation means that the population still needs to
become more strongly aware that it can get proactively involved in political
planning processes at the municipal level, and that it may adopt a rational
and critical stance vis-à-vis the political powers that be. Like in the “old” EU
member countries, the phenomenon of the population losing ever more
interest in political processes and displaying suspicion of politicians can also
be observed. Particularly in the region surveyed, this societal phenomenon
could be increased by the relatively high rate of unemployment that has been
prevalent for years.

On the other hand, it is up to the municipal representatives themselves to
implement instruments of grass-roots democracy in the municipal develop-
ment and to tolerate and accept criticism voiced by the opposition and by
civic groups, but also by members of its own political party. If few residents
attend the sessions of the municipal council, this may also be due to the fact
that presenting issues does not entitle individuals to remain involved in the
political process. Besides, the willingness and the competence to engage in
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modern municipal politics are closely linked to the personalities and
the experience of those in charge, and in particular of the mayor, especially if
he has already been politically active before 1989 – as is the case in the
municipality surveyed.

4.3.7.3 Integrating the individual measures into a comprehensive
development concept of the municipality

SITUATION

The municipality is obliged to draw up a zoning plan, which in political
practice is sometimes used flexibly. There is no comprehensive concept for
municipal development, i.e. a concept that would link several policies. If at
all, the mayor himself sees such an approach in the long-term planning of an
industrial zone, which has been going on for three years already.

In Hungary, it is mandatory predominantly at the regional level, and
for larger municipalities (from 10,000 inhabitants upwards), to draw up
integrated, long-term development plans. In a new law on municipal govern-
ment, smaller municipalities are now also asked to draw up economic
development concepts. However, the municipal representatives doubt the
practical sensibility of individual development concepts for smaller munici-
palities, as they now possess hardly any budget for economic measures
and depend on state subsidies or private investment in matters of economic
policy.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

In the region, municipal policy tends to focus little on sustainability and on
several legislative periods. Mayors frequently decide to implement measures at
short notice, with a view to particular interest groups who could influence
their being re-elected. Even where individual development concepts of a more
comprehensive kind exist at the municipal level, it will ultimately depend on
whether those in charge also have internalized them and act accordingly –
especially prior to elections.

A representative of the regional development agency responsible for
the municipality surveyed also adds that traditionally the rural regions and
municipalities in Hungary have hardly engaged in strategic planning.
Although during the era of real socialism development plans were drawn up –
first for a period of three years, and later for a term of five years – the fun-
damental objective was to meet certain indicators that were desired by
national politics. Only in recent years has a top-down approach been
employed in the context of national development planning and efforts have
been made to establish the significance of integrated strategic planning at all
political levels in Hungary. So far, these efforts have hardly reached the lowest
governmental levels, i.e. the municipalities.
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In fact, in view of the municipality’s low number of residents and its modest
financial means, designing comprehensive development concepts at the level
of local areas appears to be a sensible approach for the future. However, the
following also applies to regional development: budgets are tight as no
nationally uniform guidelines for proceedings exist and, consequently, the
concepts developed are frequently not put into practice. For the time being,
the leaders of the municipality surveyed could look towards best-practice
examples from other administrative regions in Hungary, which are already
practising integrated municipal planning.

4.3.7.4 Consulting provided for businesses willing to locate in the
municipality

SITUATION

The mayor of the municipality surveyed is trying to take a proactive approach
towards implementing this measure. He makes an effort to explore personally
the possibilities for implementing business ideas with companies willing to
locate in his municipality and subsequently to find an appropriate location for
the intended operation together with the entrepreneurs. The mayor is in a
position to offer favourable land prices and tax relief. If the project turns out
to be mutually beneficial, the municipality has been known to complete the
conditions for implementation speedily. In such cases, the mayor instructs the
municipal administration to carry out the necessary approval procedure, to
designate the appropriate piece of land for construction and to draw up a
sales contract. The mayor considers such a speedy process of location and
approval an advantage that facilitates tying entrepreneurs to the municipality
for the longer term.

Still, the consulting offered by the mayor is limited and essentially only
concerns the approval procedure within the municipality. If entrepreneurs
require assistance in specialist fields, such as issues of health or environmental
protection, which also constitute important factors in the location decision,
they need to turn directly to the respective regional authority.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The rights of municipalities to decide about company locations autono-
mously, and the low number of inhabitants – as in the case of the municipality
surveyed – enable the mayors to consider the individual needs of companies
willing to locate in their municipalities. However, the quality of consulting
offered in matters related to company locations basically depends on two
aspects: firstly, it is the personal engagement of the respective mayor, who can
possibly make construction permits at all and who is also able to speed up
administrative matters substantially, which may well constitute an advantage
in the eyes of the individual entrepreneur. On the other hand, relying on
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expert consulting offered by a mayor or by municipal representatives makes
only limited sense, which is why it appears more useful to entrepreneurs to
turn to the specialists in the appropriate regional and national authorities
directly. It is these authorities that ultimately also grant the respective permits
(e.g. health authorities, environmental agency).

In contrast to other municipalities situated in the region, the mayor of the
municipality surveyed is well aware of the fundamental importance of this
measure. One possible reason why other municipalities in the region show
reservation in this regard may lie in the harsh approach that the respective
authorities (e.g. health authorities, internal revenue office or labour inspecto-
rate) take when auditing companies. As coordination between the regional
and supraregional administrative levels does not work, the municipal repre-
sentatives fear that they can be made responsible for problems arising in
connection with a company’s location in their municipality.

Faults identified in the running of operations are resolved in a way that is
not sufficiently cooperative, i.e. characterized by a lack of coordination between
the companies and the municipality. This can lead to municipal representatives
being made directly responsible and prosecuted for any problems that may arise.

4.3.7.5 Resolving conflicting goals of municipal development through
involvement of all interest groups

SITUATION

Conflicts among the population are generally not very substantial, and the
mayor aims to identify conflicting objectives in strategic development for the
municipality early on. As far as possible, an important measure is to consider
the needs of several interest groups simultaneously so that unnecessary duplication
can be avoided. For instance, the care for the elderly was organized in a way
that ensures a maximum range of care, while still allowing for customization
to each target group. There is a nursing home, domestic care in the urban
area and mobile care for remote farms in the territory of the municipality.

This measure can be implemented more easily, as in the small municipality
the residents frequently belong to several interest groups (e.g. old-age pen-
sioners are also members of the cultural heritage society, and young people
are also members of the sports club). Hence, from the perspective of the
municipality, it is the same persons that become involved in negotiations
about different issues of municipal development. Moreover, every three to
four months, public sessions of the municipal representatives are held, where
projects important for the municipality are presented and discussed.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The decision-making processes in the municipality lack an important demo-
cratic and pluralist element: an opposition (such as a civic group) that is
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represented in the municipal council. This may lead to the impression that
measures are not discussed rationally and extensively. At the informal level,
the discussion with the individual interest groups works well, but will always
be characterized by asymmetry of power between the discussion partners. The
fact that the same persons negotiate different issues can also be viewed nega-
tively, as such a blending of issues dilutes the focus on the individual interest
group and, consequently, reduces the general objectivity with which decisions
are made.

Consequently, the regional development organizations also aim to promote
a strong civil society in the municipalities. For one thing, this takes the form
of assistance in establishing interest groups. Moreover, it is the intention to
institutionalize the discussion between municipal representatives and the
population so that decision-making processes can become more objective and
transparent. Frequently, this provides the foundation for identifying possible
conflicting objectives.

What the municipality surveyed definitely lacks is fundamental infor-
mation that has been substantiated scientifically and prepared by experts
and on which decisions can be based. Such information would serve to
bring to light the different viewpoints of stakeholders in a given project.
Where decision-making in a municipality is characterized by lack of objec-
tivity and of possibilities for discussion and moderation, interest groups or
individual citizens may prefer to resort to the regional media to voice their
criticism. These media are always receptive to unresolved conflicts. However,
at this level, it will hardly be possible to discuss a measure rationally any
longer.

4.3.7.6 Actively securing land for construction

SITUATION

Only recently, the municipality has designated a total of 30 plots for the
construction of company premises and housing. Some houses have already
been erected, and the plots have been almost completely developed. For this
purpose, the water pipework was extended and the respective sites were
provided with electricity. There already exists a plan for the extension of the
sewer network, and only the connection with the gas piping is still missing.
At approx. 250,000 forints (roughly 1,000 euros), such a municipal plot
is affordable by local standards. As well as companies, the municipality
intends to attract predominantly young people to its territory, although, so
far it has had little success.

When providing land for companies, the municipality has had rather
negative experiences up to now. For instance, a building located in the centre
was made available to smaller service companies in order to contribute to
ensuring local supply. However, as the municipality is located near to a city,
many of its residents commute to this city and also do most of their shopping
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there. As a result, after only a few years, the shops in the municipality had to
be closed down owing to low demand.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Again, implementation of this measure is closely connected with the person-
ality of the mayor. More specifically, it depends on whether he thinks like an
entrepreneur and actively engages in regional economic policy, as is the case
in the municipality surveyed. If a municipality does not act as the buyer of
land for construction, mayors in the region surveyed frequently try to main-
tain close contact with the private owner of a property or an industrial zone
so that they can represent municipal interests in a construction project. In
such cases, companies moving to the municipality are frequently granted
subsidies that take the form of tax relief. The geographic and infrastructural
location of a municipality is often sufficiently attractive for investors to locate
there at market prices. Nevertheless, only a small number of the rural
municipalities situated in the region proactively engages in securing land for
construction.

Frequently, it is also foreign private individuals that drive land prices for
the construction of housing in Hungary, as they acquire land at prices they
consider favourable. This means that young local adults frequently are forced
to continue living with their parents as they are not in a position to pay the
high prices that construction plots fetch.

4.3.7.7 Joint financing of inter-communal projects

SITUATION

In the domain of education, in particular, the municipalities situated in
the local area analysed cooperate intensively. For example, the school and
kindergarten of the municipality surveyed are also used by the neigh-
bouring municipalities, and the operating costs are borne jointly. Moreover,
eight municipalities of this local area cooperate to provide coverage of social
security for the local population. New projects in inter-communal coopera-
tion also arise at the administrative level. As the municipal council of the
neighbouring municipality will have to be abolished, the municipality
surveyed will take on its administrative responsibilities.

However, the willingness to cooperate in economic matters is less
pronounced, in particular where issues of location policy and attracting
companies are concerned. This is certainly due to the low budget capacity,
but also to the municipal representatives thinking in competitive terms to
an exaggerated extent. Economic cooperation works best in the domain
of tourism, but newly made investments in infrastructure frequently
end at the municipal border. For instance, often the cycling paths of the
municipalities are not connected or clear signposts are missing. As long
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as only visions for regional cooperation are discussed, it is evident that
the actors are willing to cooperate. However, as soon as concrete projects
are to be drawn up and submitted, the contrasts are suddenly emphasized
again.

In addition, the regional consultants view inter-communal projects in the
region surveyed with criticism. For instance, it does not make economic sense
to link 20 municipalities over a long geographic distance to establish a shared
sewer network with a central sewage treatment plant. It would be more effi-
cient to effect water purification and treatment locally, i.e. at the municipal
level, which would also be supported by financial grants. Apparently, the case
of shared purification and treatment of water in the local area surveyed
represents an example of specific intervention motivated by interest politics,
which, at the same time, promotes a cooperation that does not make sense
economically.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Increasing cooperation would also be called for in other matters of infra-
structure so that the needs of the regional population can be met. Those
residents that still have to drive on unpaved roads and paths do not see why
the neighbouring village already has paved roads. Investments frequently end
at the border of the municipality because those responsible at the national,
regional and municipal levels disregard the needs of the population across
borders. Besides, apparently some parts of the population only start caring
about their fellow citizens’ problems when they themselves have achieved a
certain living standard.

Increased regional integration in the region surveyed in the domain of
tourism would also be called for. A destination can only be competitive
internationally when the local infrastructure is used to devise varied offerings
for the tourist. Where new investments in tourism are made, it should even be
explicitly stipulated that these be integrated regionally in order to avoid
duplication. Also from the marketing angle, inter-communal cooperation
appears meaningful as the individual municipality lacks the resources neces-
sary for covering advertising in its entirety.

The LEADER programme should generate important impulses for
inter-communal projects in the region surveyed. The funding directives
make cooperation among regional partners mandatory. The projects, which
regional consultants help prepare and guide, could serve to establish far-
reaching awareness of the benefits of cooperation among municipal repre-
sentatives and the population as a whole. Cooperation across the borders of
local areas also needs to be enhanced, but frequently fails owing to the actors’
psychological barriers vis-à-vis other parts of the country. Those involved
need not relinquish the municipal identity in the region surveyed in return for
such cooperation.
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4.3.7.8 Inter-communal coordination of efforts to attract new companies

SITUATION

In the local area surveyed, it is the exception rather than the rule that muni-
cipalities cooperate in order to attract new companies. However, frequently, it
is the entrepreneurs that wish to locate in the region who create a competitive
setting among the respective municipalities – for instance, when one investor
negotiates price and tax reductions with up to 20 municipalities simultaneously
and plays them against each other.

The mayor of the municipality surveyed questions the basic soundness of
this measure as he thinks that each municipality can only engage in its own
location policy individually in order to further its overall economic develop-
ment. Consequently, the municipal leaders officially pursue a strategy of con-
fidentiality in their project of establishing a new industrial zone so that no
information about competitive advantages is revealed to outsiders. All the
more so as larger municipalities in the region attract many investments, which
leads to jobs and frequently also employees from neighbouring municipalities
moving to these larger municipalities.

Currently, negotiations are under way with a major producer of bioethanol
who considers locating in the municipality surveyed. As the region surveyed is
well provided with natural resources, the economic sector of renewable ener-
gies, in particular in connection with bio-mass, is credited with great poten-
tial. This could also present a new challenge in inter-communal coordination
for the municipal representatives. It has been agreed with the investor that he
will take delivery of the locally produced corn. This would also represent a
promising opportunity for the agricultural enterprises located in other muni-
cipalities of the region, as growing beets, which have traditionally been culti-
vated in the region, is becoming less and less attractive, also because subsidies
have been cut.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Ideally, the local area should coordinate its efforts to attract companies. The
respective municipal representatives should coordinate their positions vis-à-vis
an investor in advance of a (major) company (such as the producer of bioe-
thanol) locating in the area in order to improve the bargaining position for
the municipalities in the region. As unemployment is fairly high in the region
surveyed, a joint approach could facilitate the employment of more local
workers in the new companies. By the same token, local enterprises could be
integrated into the network of suppliers and customers of a larger company.
Networks that exist among local companies in the local area could also
constitute an advantage for companies moving to the area.

Municipalities that present an impression of a “region in discord” can
ultimately prevent an investor from a commitment and cause him to shift his
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investment to another local area. Especially when the network of regional
suppliers to a major company needs to be adapted, the cooperations need to
extend to all levels and mutual trust must exist between the partners, as the
existence of many small enterprises is at stake.

If the municipal representatives maintain their view that a competitive
approach is advantageous in attracting new companies, this damages possible
inter-communal cooperation. It also takes third parties to induce a change in
the mindsets of those responsible at the municipal level, which is why the
regional agencies with their training courses are of high importance in this
context. In addition, regional politics can promote inter-communal coopera-
tion, for instance, by stipulating that zoning is to be effected at the level of a
local area. Moreover, the municipal leaders should keep trying to consider
their local companies, especially where public contracts are awarded.

4.3.7.9 Communication policy and creating a supraregional image

SITUATION

The municipality’s website is rather basic and is only available in Hungarian.
The municipal leaders are looking for ways to ensure more user-friendly
presentation on the internet and to make their website more readily available
(e.g. by means of search engines).

Besides, the municipality advertises its attractions and fairs predominantly
via local and regional information folders. These frequently also refer to the
municipality’s history, which is associated with the lives and achievements of
two famous Hungarian scientists and educational reformers. A monument
and the municipality’s school are dedicated to them. The municipality’s terri-
tory also houses a manufacturer of embroideries, which is known beyond the
region, and a leather manufacturer. Every five years, the municipal govern-
ment presents local arts and crafts in a large exhibition. In addition, regional
papers report about the artists and their exhibitions. In reality, most of them
have long moved to the large cities. Nevertheless, the municipality honours
them if they exhibit their work “at home” on certain occasions.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The rural municipalities of the Pannonian Plain frequently are not aware
which potentials they could emphasize in their communication – for instance,
in contrast to cities and mountainous regions. In the case of the municipality
surveyed, this applies particularly to the potentials that could be tapped by
establishing regional networks and focusing more strongly on ecotourism.
Owing to its small size, the municipality can only create an image effectively
within a regional network (e.g. signposted theme paths throughout the local
area). This would enable the municipality to define attractive offerings for the
destination and also to obtain additional marketing resources. For instance,
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the local area could present itself and its diverse attractions of cultural history
and its natural treasures via an interactive map on the internet. In this con-
text, the knowledge of history and natural sciences that the members of
diverse associations possess should also be drawn on.

Regional cooperation projects, e.g. projects under the LEADER pro-
gramme, should be positioned in regional papers with high media impact.
Also the (private) regional TV station could be utilized more as a channel of
communication for the activities of the local area. This would also commu-
nicate to the local residents that in the region in various domains things are
happening, which can additionally activate new initiatives.

The municipality should continue to build its image, together with the
neighbouring municipalities and supported by the experts in regional develop-
ment. Under a regional destination brand, the municipality would be in a
better position to emphasize its current attractions for tourism, such as its cultural
heritage or the traditional craftsmanship. Moreover, the strong identification
of the population with the region makes it easier to communicate this image
to national and international guests in an authentic way. For this reason, the
residents should be explicitly involved in the design of projects that address
initiatives for image building. As a first step, however, the municipality’s
internet presence should be designed attractively and updated regularly.

4.3.7.10 Promoting new businesses in industries not yet well established

SITUATION

In the municipality, agriculture (especially cultivation of grain and breeding
of livestock) is the most important economic sector by far, with approx.
60 per cent of the economically active residents working in this field. This is fol-
lowed by the manufacturing sector (e.g. masons, carpenters) and trade (espe-
cially food retailing). The construction of a production plant for bioethanol
represents a large project in a promising industry, which is currently prepared
and almost completely privately financed. This investment is to generate 80 to
100 jobs in the municipality and to secure the future of the regional agri-
cultural enterprises, which are to supply the industrial company with corn as
a raw material for producing bio-mass on the basis of long-term contracts.

The large project for the production of bio-mass illustrates the approach
the municipality takes when promoting the incorporation of new companies.
The mayor holds that the effects of participating in regional start-up centres
or incubators for small companies are too limited and instead has focused on
attracting one larger company to the municipality for years. The municipal
government has tried to convince the investor of the municipality’s attrac-
tiveness as a location by means of negotiating effectively, offering tax relief
and providing the necessary infrastructure (e.g. land, transport connections)
fast and flexibly. The mayor hopes that the new company’s location will also
generate impulses for other industries.
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Apart from the project outlined, there is hardly any interest in start-ups of
new companies in the municipal territory. However, the municipality declares
its general willingness to assist start-up entrepreneurs in finding appropriate
land for construction or real estate. In such a case, the mayor would also
secure land on the premises of the industrial zone, which is currently in the
planning stage. Moreover, he can envisage granting subsidies in the form of
tax relief to start-up entrepreneurs.

The municipality closely cooperates with the regional employment office to
ensure the training of skilled workers in diverse industries. Financed via a
foundation, the municipality employs job seekers for the duration of six months
in order to enable them to learn and gather work experience (e.g. computer
specialists, gardeners, agricultural specialists). This should subsequently make
it easier for them to find a qualified job in the region.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality is certainly headed in a positive direction when it comes to
promoting the incorporation of new companies in promising industries, such
as renewable energies, with the means it has at its disposal. It frequently
happens in smaller municipalities of the region that companies that have
become unprofitable or entire industries are kept alive by means of subsidies,
and it is not considered whether these subsidies can have a lasting effect. The
municipality’s efforts to attract a major investor are to be evaluated all the
more positively as, contrary to the official position, the actual government
funds for the promotion of renewable energies are still rather limited.

Nevertheless, the municipality surveyed should also extend its assistance to
small companies in other industries. Otherwise, it runs the risk of becoming
unilaterally dependent on one large investor, to whose individual decisions
(e.g. relocation) the majority of businesses in the municipality and in the
region could be exposed, which could possibly threaten their existence.

In times of globalization, when regions tend to be competitive only as
larger entities, measures designed to promote the incorporation of new com-
panies can only be effective at the inter-communal level, especially where
innovative industries are concerned. However, at present, the municipal
representatives of the region still display little readiness to cooperate in order
to attract new companies. The intended investments in renewable energies
could also lead to municipal representatives revising their views and could
ultimately generate more economic cooperation in the region.

4.3.7.11 Competitive products by virtue of local origin

SITUATION

An organic plant nursery as well as a meat-processing company located on
the municipal territory have become well known nationally and refer to the
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region in the branding of their products. The slaughterhouse, in particular,
offers the Hungarian speciality sausage Kolbász under the “regional origin”
label in its outlets in the regional capital and in Budapest.

In general, it can be observed in the region surveyed that products already
established on the market tend to be associated with regional names or that
regional origin is marketed more strongly later on so that consumers are
made aware of the products’ regional roots (e.g. also in the cases of schnapps
and salami). Food products, in particular, are frequently also labelled as
“organic” in an attempt by local producers to justify a higher market price.
Frequently, local regional or company consultants encourage entrepreneurs to
pursue this marketing strategy. At this point, only the municipality’s permission
to use its name or the name of the region for the product is missing.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

In contrast to the “old” EU member states, the Hungarian market for high-
quality and also possibly high-price products with regional origin or certified
organic production has not yet been saturated; in fact, the opposite is true.
However, the trend towards organic products also offers opportunities for free
riders, as consumers frequently do not really have detailed information about
the actual quality standards and their supervision. This has also increased
consumer sensitivity towards abuse in food labelling.

As in other countries in transformation, in Hungary, two more effects in
consumer buying behaviour of regional products need to be considered: fre-
quently, consumers prefer foreign (i.e. Western) over domestic products, as the
former suggest higher quality. This pattern of consumer behaviour certainly
stems from negative experience with products during the era of communism,
or the period of transformation, as well as from the resulting low public opi-
nion of domestically produced goods. Awareness of the quality of domestic
products is only beginning to arise.

On the other hand, it is the level of income that ultimately determines
which goods are actually bought in the shop. For this reason, the numerous
consumers in the medium- and lower-income segments of the country are
rather price-sensitive when purchasing food and, consequently, tend to shop
in discount stores – also influenced by appropriate advertising. These stores
do not offer the expensive originals (e.g. liqueur or sausages), but stock own-
label brands at affordable prices. By contrast, domestic brands known beyond
the region, which have managed to establish themselves in the premium retail
segment, are bought by foreign tourists and the high-income segment of the
Hungarian population.

In promoting this measure, it is necessary to consider that opportunities for
sale and generating additional revenue need to correlate positively with the
level of income of the target group. In particular, products of regional origin
should be sold via several sales channels simultaneously in order to ensure
that the dependence of regional manufacturers on international retail chains
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is not increased further. For example, the prices charged by a farmer for
herbal tea sold on his farm are not competitive in comparison with those
charged by the discount store located in the municipality. At the same time,
the said farmer provides a German wholesaler with his high-quality medicinal
herbs and is dictated quality standards and a low selling price.

Owing to this competitive situation, actors of economic and regional policy
are called upon to increasingly promote and advertise alternative concepts of
producing and marketing rural products. Such concepts include cooperations
between agricultural and food producers, agricultural producer groups, farm
shops, farmers’ markets and similar forms. In order to develop appropriate
markets and the intention to pay for regional products, it is necessary for
small and medium enterprises, but also Hungarian consumers, to become
more aware of the importance of these products (e.g. effect on health, ensur-
ing regional added value, fair price policy, creating a regional identity). In the
medium term, actors should aim to maintain the added value in the rural
region and, in this way, secure the existence of the regional small and medium
enterprises and the jobs associated with them.

4.3.7.12 Freeing town centres by relocating businesses that
generate high emissions

SITUATION

In the course of the location project of the manufacturer of bioethanol, the
municipality must perform a detailed environmental impact analysis. The
location is scheduled to be situated approximately two kilometres outside a
village centre, which is also necessary according to stipulations of the fire
authorities. It has also been ensured already that the plant will be connected
to the regional sewage treatment plant. According to the results of the envir-
onmental impact analysis, the new company will produce hardly any hazar-
dous emissions as its main waste again will be bio-mass, which can be reused
in production. As regards possible emissions generated by the agricultural
operations in the municipality, the corresponding guidelines are derived pre-
dominantly from the zoning plan, which defines the pieces of land where the
breeding of livestock or the use of fertilizers are permitted.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

As regards implementation of this measure, there are, in fact, grey areas: in
the case of doubt, rather than risking the investor cancelling a project, the
municipality is rather forthcoming, especially towards strategically important
companies that desire certain locations for their production or warehousing
facilities. Even where location decisions are made the subject of a referendum,
the municipal governments are able to use the constellations of power for
creating a fait accompli and to influence the public opinion accordingly.
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Eventually, companies that create high emissions are usually located where
they attract the least attention and provoke the lowest resistance among the
residents, that is to say predominantly in rather small municipalities.

4.3.8 The municipality located in northeastern Hungary

The municipality is situated in the very northeast of Hungary, close to the
Ukrainian border. The flat landscape with vast pastures, meadows and
marshlands as well as the rather cool average temperature are typical of this
part of the Hungarian Plain. Over the centuries, the development of the
region was primarily affected by the numerous wars and associated shifts of
borders as well as administrative reforms. Since the middle ages, the munici-
pality has held a central role in the region as it collected the toll for the road
to the East. The proliferation of the Protestant creed in the sixteenth century
has had a lasting effect on the social life in the municipality. Compared to the
rest of Hungary, the economic development of the local area is to be con-
sidered rather poor. Most residents live on agriculture, which is limited to a
few products as the soil is of only mediocre quality. The agricultural enter-
prises of today are the companion businesses of the production cooperative of
old, which had been centrally organized. The potential for tourism in the
region has hardly been exploited so far.

4.3.8.1 Strengthening social cohesion by creating meeting places

SITUATION

As in many Hungarian municipalities, the “house of culture” is also an
important social meeting place in the municipality surveyed. As well as cul-
tural events, it also houses meetings of representatives of the local area at
regular intervals, as well as specialist lectures and conferences. By contrast,
the construction of a leisure centre close to the sports ground is still in the
planning stage. It is essentially the financing of this ambitious project that
causes problems. Situated beside a river and a forest, it is intended to invite
both local residents and tourists to engage in various leisure-time activities.
The municipality already possesses sports clubs for volleyball and football,
and the mayor emphasizes that both young people and old-age pensioners are
equally involved in these clubs. A meeting point for senior citizens established
by the municipality is very popular among the older residents. Food is served
there, and senior citizens also gather for prayer and for sewing circles. Besides
the sports clubs, the school has an important role as a social meeting place
for the young. The municipality takes this into account as it participates in a
regional community of schools, which develops educational concepts for the
future. As well as establishing a kindergarten, the community is also planning
to erect a central school for the surrounding municipalities in order to counter
the fragmentation of pupils among smaller villages and to pool resources. The
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municipality surveyed also possesses a pavilion, where regional products are
offered. The pavilion has become a central meeting point for the residents and
also constitutes an important platform for the presentation of local agricultural
products.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

When aiming to implement this measure, the municipality is hampered by
the fact that there are hardly any civil organizations, such as associations or
interest groups, which would launch initiatives or would realize projects in
cooperation with the municipality. The young, in particular, are not offered
much freedom or outlets for activities. The situation is aggravated further as
older youngsters change to schools situated in urban areas and are thus lost
to the social life in the municipality. The cultural and leisure-time activities
available in urban areas are frequently more attractive to young people than
the respective offerings in their local rural municipalities. Nevertheless, the
municipal representatives should try to increasingly involve the young in
existing organizational structures and decision-making processes as early as
possible so that they become attached to their local municipality. The initia-
tive of individual residents should also be called on where the planning of the
new leisure centre is concerned so that financial investments can be kept low.
Moreover, the municipality should join already existing initiatives for village
and town renewal, which are currently focusing on reactivating and establishing
public places.

4.3.8.2 Democratic and pluralist decision-making processes

SITUATION

In the municipality, different interest groups discuss decisions, and suggestions
raised by local residents are integrated into the process of discussing munici-
pal development. Traditionally, the farmers’ associations have provided a good
example of self-organization by citizens. They represent the interests shared
by the farmers in the small area, so that, for instance, higher sales proceeds
can be achieved.

Currently, the regional development agencies and the management of the
local area are a force that drives the successful implementation of this mea-
sure. They aim to establish regional discussion forums in order to secure the
maximum extent of backing for concepts regarding the future of the area
surveyed. At the first stage, the consultants transfer know-how on strategic
and planning tools not only to the mayor, but also to entrepreneurs and
basically to any citizen residing in the small area. The objective is to enable
the community to design development concepts independently on this basis in
the medium term and to contribute to drawing up applications for funding.
More structured processes of development in the local area are also intended
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to make it easier for the citizens to find cooperation partners for their
economic or cultural initiatives.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The regional consulting agencies have set themselves quite an ambitious
agenda for strengthening pluralism and grass-roots democracy in the local
area. However, experience from other local areas shows that such changes in
the structure of regional politics only have a lasting effect if they are accom-
panied by changes in the attitudes of the actors involved in them. This implies
that the process needs to be guided very carefully, as both the decision-makers
and the residents are adopting completely new views and experiences. The
approach taken by the consultants, who view themselves as facilitators of self-
organization and guides, rather than leaders of the regional forums, is to be
judged as fundamentally positive.

However, there are also opposite tendencies in the region surveyed.
For instance, the farmers’ associations, which are officially independent,
nowadays show stronger political inclinations than only a few years ago,
and the range of issues they address has become increasingly narrower.
The loss in memberships that they are afflicted with indicates that the
farmers desire neither the polemics of party politics nor a limitation of
their concerns to questions of price. It should also be interpreted as a
signal of alarm for the development in the small area that the results of dis-
cussions between the municipal representatives and citizens – for instance, on
the issue of environmental protection – are regularly diluted later on.
In general, the municipal representatives avoid making concrete commit-
ments, which does not exactly strengthen the population’s trust in the local
government.

4.3.8.3 Integrating the individual measures into a comprehensive
development concept of the municipality

SITUATION

The municipal representatives have a development plan for the coming years,
which encompasses several areas of politics and also explicitly considers
cooperation with neighbouring municipalities. As regards social services, a
new ambulance station is intended to shorten the distance to patients. In
addition, a day-care facility for the disabled is to be established. The necessary
funding has already been approved.

Educational projects form a core element of the development plan in the
municipality surveyed. For one thing, the school is to be renovated. More-
over, it was possible to secure a construction permit for a new kindergarten.
The restoration of the school is also of strategic importance, as the building is
to be extended to a regional school centre in the future. The schools situated
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in the neighbouring villages were closed down owing to financial problems.
Budget cuts enforced by the government in Budapest have forced the
municipalities to take this step.

In addition, the management of the local area possesses a multi-level
development plan for the area surveyed, which focuses on education and
training as well as on improving the social infrastructure. Regarding the
latter, there is a cooperation with the municipality surveyed for the purpose
of establishing a day-care facility for the disabled. The regional development
agencies also try to generate impulses regarding employment policies, for
instance, a plan for reintegrating unemployed persons into the occupational
world has been developed. Regional representatives of employers and
employees are to be involved in its implementation. Employers who hire
unemployed persons, on a temporary basis to begin with, receive financial
support from the government.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The measure is implemented in the area surveyed as corresponding develop-
ment plans exist at both the regional and the local levels. However, a sig-
nificant obstacle is posed by the failure to work together both on the part of
interest groups within the municipality and on the part of different munici-
palities in the local area. The activities of the regional development agencies
outlined above target these two levels in particular.

It needs to be added, however, that the regional offices are understaffed,
and their employees have to spend the majority of their time on adminis-
trative tasks. Better coordination of responsibilities between the regional
development at the levels of the administrative region and the small area,
respectively, would serve to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the
consulting services provided. It would also be beneficial to optimize the way
in which the financial grants are divided among the individual regional levels
so that planned projects can be realized more easily. The regional develop-
ment agency has put forward the idea of establishing a mayor for the local
area so that local administration and the inter-communal coordination of
individual activities can be effected more efficiently. This idea can be classified
as truly innovative.

The high level of social contributions prescribed by law enhances the
trend towards black-market labour. As, in the area surveyed, unemployed
persons who draw unemployment benefits and work illegally can obtain a
higher income than if they pursued a regular official occupation, it can be
doubted whether regional employment initiatives can actually create new jobs
in a lasting manner. All the more so as such initiatives are usually imple-
mented for only a short time-span. Moreover, improved supervision of black-
market labour and reforms of the social system are sensitive issues of national
politics in Hungary, which relegate the local level to the rank of a mere
spectator.
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4.3.8.4 Consulting services provided for businesses willing to locate in the
municipality

SITUATION

At present, very few entrepreneurs display an interest in locating in the area
surveyed. The local economic life is dominated by traditional agricultural
enterprises, and small trade companies play a fairly insignificant role. Still, the
mayor personally deals with the enquiries of each individual entrepreneur as
far as possible. The consultations do not focus on issues relevant to the location
proceedings, but rather on possible assistance to be granted in the course of
ongoing business operations.

As more stringent regulations on the sale of local agricultural products
have recently been introduced, the producers are increasingly turning to the
municipality for assistance. The mayor prepares information and the neces-
sary documents for those concerned so that they can keep obtaining the permits
necessary for operating local retail stalls. A similar situation exists where the
new environmental regulations are concerned, which have become more
stringent owing to membership in the EU and the associated acquis commu-
nautaire. For instance, if weeds are not destroyed in time, high fines are
charged. The municipality informs the agricultural entrepreneurs in detail
about the new regulations and their consequences.

Complementary to measures at the municipal level, there exist regional
development institutions that offer entrepreneurs assistance in finding pre-
mises or land, and in establishing business contacts. They also provide so-
called “innovation audits”, which screen a company for potentials for opti-
mization for payment of a small fee. However, one regional manager fears
that the entrepreneurs do not sufficiently realize the benefit of this service. As
the development agency is currently planning to introduce a retention
requirement in the amount of 40 per cent of the consulting price, he fears that
there will be a drastic reduction in the number of entrepreneurs that use this
service. Financial support granted for investments, e.g. in machinery, hardly
results from initiatives launched in the region itself, but comes mostly from
national programmes for the promotion of economic progress.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The main problem hindering the implementation of the measure does not lie
in the municipalities failing to provide assistance. Rather, at present there are
hardly any entrepreneurs that wish to locate in the area surveyed. The mayor
believes the residents’ reluctance to think like entrepreneurs is responsible for
this. He describes them as too averse to risk. This is certainly not the only
reason, because the location also lacks human resources (e.g. regional poten-
tial of specialists) and capital. According to the mayor, all levels of regional
development as well as the educational system should see to it that the
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population becomes more knowledgeable about the incorporation of compa-
nies and about entrepreneurship. Moreover, it needs financial incentives to
induce potential entrepreneurs to put their business ideas into practice.
In view of the collateral required and the high interest charged on loans,
potential start-up entrepreneurs who have little equity quickly lose enthusiasm
about becoming self-employed.

In addition, the official procedures for companies willing to locate in an
area are time-consuming and not transparent – for instance, for the purpose
of obtaining a construction permit. The administration is slow, which is also
evident in the fact that frequently officials are not substituted by anybody for
the duration of their holidays. Entrepreneurs and residents already distinguish
very clearly between the individual administrative levels and between private
and public providers of consulting services. For instance, a newly incorpo-
rated innovation agency very deliberately differentiates itself in its marketing
from the regional administration, as it is aware that the residents view the
latter rather with scepticism. Some municipalities in the region try to respond
actively to bureaucratic obstacles. For instance, they have hired municipal
officers specifically for the purpose of handling company requests, which
would certainly also constitute a useful service to be provided by the municipality
surveyed.

4.3.8.5 Resolving conflicting goals of municipal development through
involvement of all interest groups

SITUATION

Apart from agricultural organizations, the area surveyed largely lacks orga-
nized interest groups. Consequently, it is predominantly the mayor and the
municipal council that determine the municipal development. Areas of con-
flict, which are clearly reflected in the statements made by different municipal
representatives, are not resolved in a process of broad discussion with
the population or with entrepreneurs. Such conflicting issues include village
renewal, the educational system, and labour market and location policies. The
municipal government prescribes the courses of action, but does try to
respond to enquiries from the population.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

All those involved in municipal activities display a certain degree of passivity
when it comes to resolving issues of development. The most promising activ-
ities in the context of this measure definitely appear to be efforts made by the
regional development agencies. These strive to promote truly broad and
pluralist processes of decision-making in the region, for instance, by estab-
lishing regional forums. What is hardly mentioned in the discussion of this
measure is the role of regional media, be it newspapers, radio, local TV or the
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internet. In fact, they should provide platforms for the discussion of regional
issues and should not serve as mere advertising media or the communication
outlets of party politics. In this context, the municipalities can also provide
content and take on an important role in creating a setting for discussions
and in managing the implicitly conflicting objectives more openly.

4.3.8.6 Actively securing land for construction

SITUATION

The financial resources are not sufficient to realize this measure in the muni-
cipality. While the mayor sees little opportunity for securing land for con-
struction in the near future, he can basically envisage securing rented
property. Surprisingly, the municipality, and also the regional agencies, count
on entrepreneurs taking the initiative in matters related to location decisions.
Providing entrepreneurs with cheap land for construction is considered too
risky as the respective company might turn out to be unprofitable after a
short period of time. There also exists a small industrial zone in the region
surveyed, where entrepreneurs can rent space at favourable terms. So far,
however, only two companies have decided to locate there.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

As interest in starting new businesses is generally low in the region, this also
hinders the implementation of this measure. In addition, most municipal
residents make their living in agriculture and (can) hardly make new invest-
ments. The general attitude both of the municipal government and of other
institutions of regional development needs to be viewed critically, as they have
not yet internalized the relevance of this measure for attracting new entrepreneurs.
They do complain that young individuals move to the cities, but fail to draw
the corresponding conclusions for municipal policy. For instance, they fail to
provide affordable and renovated apartments. The municipal representatives
could target the many houses in the region that have been vacated as their
residents have moved to the cities. The municipality could take over the role
of intermediary between potential prospects and owners so that both groups’
interests are protected. What is currently happening regarding the execution
of this measure may at best be interpreted as benevolent gestures, but cannot
be considered effective assistance to investors and the local population alike.

4.3.8.7 Joint financing of inter-communal projects

SITUATION

Supported by EU financial grants, the municipality surveyed has joined forces
with the neighbouring municipalities and formed a local area, which strives to
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develop the region as a whole. As in other local areas in Hungary, this
includes merging the schools, which is also encouraged and supported by the
state. The regional school will be located in the municipality surveyed. In return,
its residents will be able to resort more to the social and cultural infra-
structure available in both of the neighbouring municipalities, which includes
a residence for the elderly and a large “house of culture”. In addition, sewage
treatment will be shared by all three municipalities, and an inter-communal
landfill is currently in the planning stage. The municipality surveyed has
recently entered into an association with another municipality for the purpose
of developing an area of lakes and floodplain forests for tourism and, what is
most important, for advertising it jointly. For the time being, plans exist for
the ecological restoration of a lake and for establishing a nature reserve.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

A closer analysis of the use and progress of inter-communal cooperation also
reveals opposing views existing in the region surveyed. For one thing, this
refers to the different mentalities of the individual municipal governments and
also among the population, which clearly hinders the cooperation, especially
at the initial stage. This implies that the work of the regional consultants
needs to focus on channelling discussion processes meaningfully by means of
moderation and mediation, and on resolving misunderstandings. The mayors
additionally display a form of competitive thinking when it comes to obtain-
ing financial grants for their municipalities, while the European trend is
developing towards promoting local areas.

The plans for merging the schools in the local area meet with resistance
from the residents of the villages concerned. This is understandable, as at
present it remains unclear whether the measure will improve the quality of
teaching and whether the longer distances will reduce the quality of life for
the families concerned. In addition, regional assemblies that include repre-
sentatives of all interest groups concerned would be called for so that com-
prehensive information can be offered and also fears can be alleviated. On the
other hand, the new inter-communal cooperation will definitely lead to
advantages for the population, as it will be accompanied by an extensive offer
of social and cultural institutions. From an economic viewpoint, the increased
regional integration is indispensable for the purpose of realizing potentials for
growth. As regards tourism, the representatives of the municipality surveyed
have already internalized this insight to a large extent.

4.3.8.8 Inter-communal coordination of efforts to attract new companies

SITUATION

Coordinating the location of new businesses represents uncharted waters for
the municipal representatives, but also for the regional development
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institutions, in the region surveyed. Hardly any municipality is currently
actively pursuing a policy of attracting new companies that is coordinated
with the neighbouring municipalities. Basically, the approach presently
pursued focuses on optimizing the individual municipality’s competitive
position vis-à-vis companies willing to locate in the area. A recently estab-
lished industrial zone in the region surveyed is attracting the majority of
(new) company investments. Besides, employees have already started moving
to the respective municipality, which negatively affects its neighbouring
municipalities.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Although hardly any companies wish to locate in the region and the compe-
titive pressure on the individual municipality is increasing, when it comes to
coordinating efforts to attract companies, the municipalities still adopt a
short-term view. In reality, incentives to investors can only be created by
means of a regionally coordinated policy of attracting companies, as the
infrastructure available in the individual municipalities is poor. Interestingly,
cooperation works well in connection with establishing new cycle paths or a
nature reserve and where educational reforms are concerned, but not when it
comes to attracting new companies. In particular, the cooperation in the
domains of education and social services creates an infrastructure that makes
the location attractive also to companies and new employees. As regards
establishing this general framework for a positive economic development, the
region surveyed is already headed in a positive direction.

4.3.8.9 Communication policy and creating a supraregional image

SITUATION

When creating a unique image, the region surveyed can certainly build most
on the regional agricultural specialities and on festival tourism. The leaders of
the municipality surveyed particularly emphasize a one-week festival held
every August, for which a camping site has been made available and which is
very popular with tourists. As the existing infrastructure is not sufficient to
accommodate the crowds of visitors, the municipal representatives are con-
sidering establishing additional accommodation in the region and equipping
the existing camping site with showers. The municipality surveyed expressly
advertises this festival on its website. Moreover, the municipality surveyed
also benefits from hot springs that exist in the administrative region, which are
even advertised in the neighbouring countries. Where regional agricultural
specialities are concerned, the focus is on mixed farming. One promising
domain is a series of events about the topic of plum jam, which includes show
cooking and tastings. In addition, a kind of schnapps can be considered a
product known beyond the region. It has come to be advertised as a speciality
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from the region surveyed in Budapest as well as in Brussels. The municipal
representatives also consider that arts and crafts will become increasingly
important to image building in the future. Therefore, more budget should be
allocated to arts and crafts.

Word of mouth is the main instrument for communicating the image of the
region. Advertising via electronic media, which could also reach target groups
beyond the region, is still in its beginnings. One problem is the lack of funds
necessary for developing advertising brochures, placing ads in print media or
commissioning advertising spots in electronic media.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Considering the low level of available resources, the measure is implemented
fairly well within the region, and in particular also in the municipality sur-
veyed. The mayor strives to use the available agricultural structures specifically
for image building. Nevertheless, the individual municipalities of the region
surveyed should emphasize their strong points in the different sectors (e.g.
agricultural products, village tourism, festivals) more strongly and communicate
these more efficiently via a shared platform that also reaches beyond the region.

At any rate, cultural-historical tourism still offers untapped potentials.
There are church ruins dating back to the middle ages, which could be pre-
pared for visitors. A further possibility lies in establishing outdoor museums,
which could present the former social structures in the region surveyed in the
sense of an installation. In the medium term, the municipality should focus
on national tourism. As the attractions offered to tourists are rather limited at
present, it does not appear realistic that many foreign tourists can be attracted
to the municipality, even if the destination were advertised more actively in
the international arena.

4.3.8.10 Promoting new businesses in industries not yet well established

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed does not rely on any organized initiatives to attract
companies active in new industries. This also applies to the regional context,
as the few industrial zones or low local corporate tax rates alone are not
sufficient for a comprehensive innovation policy.

The individual interest groups cite a number of obstacles and difficulties. At
the communal level, the obsolete infrastructure (transportation, energy, com-
munication) of the villages reduces the attractiveness of the location for
innovative industries. The regional and national levels hardly possess concepts
of a promising innovation policy in these rural areas. This relates in particular
to the development of human resources, to financial resources and to the
promotion of regional innovation networks (institutions of research and
development, universities, companies, consultants). The management bodies
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of the local area are not in a position to provide the financial resources
necessary for start-up entrepreneurs; at best, they are capable of offering basic
consulting on the incorporation of a new business.

In view of the agricultural structure of the region, the sector of bioenergy
especially is considered a possibility for attracting innovative companies. The
municipality approaches local partners with the aim of establishing a coop-
eration of producers of bioenergy and local agricultural suppliers in the
region in the medium term.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The mayor of the municipality surveyed is of the opinion that concessions of
tax relief alone will suffice to attract new companies. However, this assumption
appears to fall short of an innovative location policy and to be even some-
what counter-productive. Rather, the point is to find investors who display a last-
ing interest in the location and the sustainable development of the region. For
this purpose, only a concerted approach on the part of the municipalities can
be effective.

Attracting a major producer of bioenergy could certainly generate impor-
tant impulses for growth for the region, as it could also lead to the formation
of a local network of suppliers. However, the agricultural structures must not
become too strongly dependent on one single company, as the future oppor-
tunities are difficult to ascertain for this industry owing to the present energy
crisis. What appears more advisable is developing a strategy of diversification,
i.e. besides one major industrial producer in the region, it is ecological agri-
culture and small trade enterprises, in particular, that need to be promoted.
For the latter, it could predominantly be the emerging domain of tourism that
could generate investment impulses.

4.3.8.11 Competitive products by virtue of local origin

SITUATION

Products which are competitive beyond the region are most likely to be provided
by agricultural production in the municipality surveyed. The municipal gov-
ernment supports these initiatives by promoting a pavilion where regional
products are marketed and which is used jointly by five municipalities. However,
the cohesion among the farmers in the individual villages is considered pro-
blematic. As a consequence, it is mainly the larger producers, which are more
potent financially anyway, that benefit from such marketing initiatives, while
smaller farmers fail to agree on the distribution of proceeds and on shared
financing concepts.

Besides, when the agricultural sector suffers a disaster – for instance, in the
cases of droughts or flood – the assistance offered by the public sector is too
limited. In the case of damage, the insurance farmers need to have in order to
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qualify for compensation payments is high. For instance, in the year before
the survey relating to this study was made, the failure of crops amounted to
30 per cent. In order to qualify for an appropriate subsidy from the state, the
farmers had to fund a substantial portion themselves.

In general, local producers are becoming increasingly dependent on major
retail chains. As the pressure of production is mounting, the yields of crops
are becoming worse. Less was invested in further developing regional quality
products and marketing them locally. In the future, connecting regional tour-
ist attractions (e.g. nature reserves, arts and crafts) with regional agricultural
products (e.g. jam, beef) is planned to enhance the competitiveness of the
municipality surveyed.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

At present, the marketing efforts of the farmers in the municipality surveyed
are not sufficiently integrated, and the farmers have not yet fully realized the
advantages of cooperations for purchasing, selling and marketing. Possibly,
this exaggerated form of individualism still derives from the memories associated
with cooperative agricultural societies enforced by the state. The municipality,
and also regional consultants, should work to convince the farmers of concepts
of partnership more strongly.

At any rate, it appears useful to build a regional brand, which can comprise
different product groups (e.g. meat, fruit, drinks) in the sense of an umbrella
brand. It would facilitate emphasizing the speciality food products of the
entire region. Coupling the brand with other tourist initiatives of the region
could enhance the advertising effect (e.g. cycling tours including visits to
regional farmers and tastings of speciality products).

4.3.8.12 Freeing town centres by relocating businesses that generate high
emissions

SITUATION

At present, there is little potential for problems and conflict associated with the
implementation of this measure in the municipality surveyed. In the village
centres, hardly any harmful substances are generated by local enterprises. As
a mine located in the vicinity has been abandoned, the main source of emissions
is now the local agricultural businesses. However, the land they cultivate and their
processing facilities are predominantly located at the outskirts of the villages.
Moreover, nuisance caused by agricultural production and manufacturing
basically only occurs for two weeks per year, when the grain is dried.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Although the municipality does not have any problems associated with com-
pany emissions at present, this does not signify that the municipal
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representatives display pronounced awareness of environmental concerns. For
instance, the statements given by representatives of different interest groups
do not permit a clear interpretation of how emissions generated by new
companies would be handled. Particularly in view of the intention to promote
tourism in the region, the decision-makers should be more sensitive in this
respect. The municipality should actively participate in developing, and
should also promote, environmental standards for different sectors of the
economy so that it can position itself as an environmentally benign municipality,
particularly in ecological tourism.

4.3.9 The municipality located in northwest Slovenia

The municipal territory lies in an idyllic location in the Julian Alps adjacent
to a well-known national reserve. The main villages are situated in a narrow
mountain valley, which gives way to a large lake at the top. Given that it is
situated in a remote area, the municipality is dominated by agriculture.
Nevertheless, the valley was also developed for tourism as early as at the
beginning of the last century, but so far has not been discovered by mass
tourism, even after Slovenia became independent. At any rate, the landscape
offers good potential for mountaineering or skiing.

4.3.9.1 Strengthening social cohesion by creating meeting places

SITUATION

The inns have traditionally served as central meeting places in the munici-
pality. This is where the residents exchange ideas and experiences. To some
extent, they are frequented by organized, well-connected interest groups that
show inclinations towards certain political orientations. Adults also come
together for sports activities, such as tennis. Yet, the municipality itself does
not provide sufficient infrastructure for sports and leisure-time activities.

In addition, the population comes together in the “house of culture”, which
is opened only irregularly and mostly exclusively for particular events. In
particular, the young residents of the municipality have hardly any possibi-
lities for meeting each other socially. A youth club was closed down again
after its rules had been broken by some members. Consequently, the young
mainly come together in the public space. To counter this tendency, the cor-
responding regional development agency strives to establish a network among
students from the municipality in the context of business projects by orga-
nizing business plan competitions. Moreover, the regional development
agency provides infrastructure that enables entrepreneurs of the region to
exchange experiences.

The identity of the population has been seriously damaged by historical
animosities and prejudice between the individual villages and valleys. Separate
worlds have developed, which are already evident in the language spoken
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by the residents. This represents a difficult starting point for developing
measures of municipal policy for the purpose of strengthening social
cohesion.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipal representatives presently in office are not in a position to
assume the role of integration necessary in this municipality. They are averse
to taking risks and, consequently, fail to plan, establish or revitalize social
meeting places.

Consequently, networking among the population mostly results from
informal initiatives, and it is rather citizens’ initiatives and the regional
development agency that launch activities that strengthen social cohesion.
These actors have realized how important such measures are to sustainable
municipal development.

The infrastructure that exists in the villages of the municipality, i.e. “houses
of culture” or facilities for functions, could be used specifically for citizens’
assemblies. Moreover, “houses of culture” and clubs should be made more
attractive for visitors, for instance, by means of cooperating with a local gas-
tronomic operation. In addition, youth clubs should be designed to accom-
modate the interests of the young so that they feel at ease there and frequent
them regularly. The first steps towards establishing a virtual network in the
municipality (internet forums) should be extended and advertised more
prominently among the population.

4.3.9.2 Democratic and pluralist decision-making processes

SITUATION

Ideas and projects, which can be suggested to the mayor by various parties,
are presented by him to the municipal council. The municipal administration
uses its specialist know-how to refine the suggestions for discussion in the
municipal council. However, the mayor, or the coalition headed by him,
strongly influences the selection of topics to be discussed. The mayor himself
considers feasibility and benefit to the municipality the central criteria for
selecting measures in his municipality.

However, the opposition claims that rational debates are rare in the muni-
cipal council. Frequently, the coalition parties turn down suggestions raised
by the political minority following previous consultations and in the absence
of rational discussion. At the same time, in practice, the opposition makes too
little use of its right to make suggestions. In addition, the citizens’ initiative
has only limited possibilities for influencing decision-making processes in
communal policy. In fact, it is frequently the manner of the presentation, or
the position of the speaker, that will determine whether the mayor will act on
measures suggested by the opposition or the population.
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In the past, the entrepreneurs have not always been told the truth about
business projects, and they feel uncomfortable as the municipal representa-
tives have previously broken promises. Besides, the domain of tourism has
priority over other industries in the discussion and also in the implementation
of measures of economic policy. The municipality and its mayor see a central
leadership role for themselves in planning and implementing business projects.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The mayor holds a key role in the decision-making processes of the munici-
pality. In fact, the personality structure of those responsible will determine to
a large extent how intensively they can, and should, fulfil their administrative
functions and the scope associated with them.

Traditionally, communal measures and projects have worked best in this
region when the population identifies closely with them and citizens actively
participate in planning and implementation. For instance, this could be observed
when a school was erected in the region. The residents felt responsible for
“their” project. In fact, during the era of real socialism, the residents were used
to taking things into their own hands and this showed that a role of leader-
ship is not always necessary in the municipality, and can even hinder the progress
of a project. Consequently, today, when planning and implementing projects,
the municipality should strive to encourage the municipal residents to take the
initiative and should make use of this potential for municipal development. This
would facilitate activating endogenous forces in the municipality. Besides,
neutral and specially trained actors, such as regional development agencies, would
be better suited to carry out tasks of coordination and organization.

The residents in the region still negatively recall the practice of only pre-
tending to follow communal decision-making processes, which had been
common in the period prior to the transformation. The lack of transparency
in decision-making processes today particularly damages the economic
development in the municipality, as the entrepreneurs are not prepared to
take the risks associated with uncertainty.

One way of ensuring that decisions become more democratic and transparent
to all those involved would be to establish committees that act in an advisory
capacity to the municipal council (e.g. for spatial planning, finances or tour-
ism). These committees should not be staffed with party members, but with
specialists and interested citizens. This would serve to strengthen the trust that
the residents and the business community have in the municipal government.

4.3.9.3 Integrating the individual measures into a comprehensive
development concept of the municipality

SITUATION

The municipality does not possess a comprehensive and integrated develop-
ment concept. Rather, planned projects are consolidated in different concepts
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according to the guiding issue (e.g. tourism, agriculture, municipal adminis-
tration). It appears that the most detailed development plan exists for the
domain of tourism. It calls for gradual improvement and extension of the
infrastructure of this sector over the next few years. Among other projects,
cycle paths are to be extended and a skating rink is to be constructed. It needs
to be added that the different development plans are also changed or amended
with additional measures at short notice.

Moreover, the municipal representatives coordinate their development
plans with colleagues of the region and also with experts in regional develop-
ment in a regional development council, or a mayors’ council. In this context,
the regional development agencies play an important part as intermediaries
that moderate discussion processes and aim to ensure that different development
plans in the region are compatible with each other.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Not all groups of actors present in the municipality are involved in discussing
the design of development plans. The present municipal government decides
too much on its own. It also neglects to involve experts – such as regional
consultants – in such development processes. Like other municipalities in the
region, the municipality is in a transition phase, in which decision-makers
from the older generation in particular need to learn how to deal with
external consulting and/or moderation.

In view of the municipality’s geography (Triglav national reserve, Julian
Alps) and the resulting economic potential, it makes sense for municipal
development to focus on measures of tourism. However, this must not result
in projects necessary in other domains being neglected. In the municipality, the
necessity of connecting different domains receives little attention, although this
would make the location as awhole more attractive andwould contribute towards
increasing the quality of life (e.g. roads, pavements, public transport connections).

The municipal representatives should internalize this integrative aspect
more strongly, as well as the lasting and binding nature of development plans.
It is equally necessary to evaluate the measures regularly, so that adjustments
can be made and learning effects utilized. In this context, the municipality
should ask entrepreneurs, residents and tourists for their feedback more.
Citizens’ assemblies represent one possibility for making the discussion of
future projects more democratic.

4.3.9.4 Consulting services provided for businesses willing to locate in the
municipality

SITUATION

Spatial planning and basic decisions about company locations constitute an
important responsibility of the municipality. However, the appropriate
approval procedure is outside its scope of authority.
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The municipality actively approaches interested entrepreneurs on its
own initiative. However, the actual consulting services relating to permits
and financial grants are provided by the regional development agencies.
Moreover, the municipality delegates enquiries to other administrative units
in the region.

Where assistance to new companies locating in the municipality is con-
cerned, the municipality clearly focuses on the sector of tourism. Small com-
panies in trade or industry are neglected, and their concerns are met with
hardly any interest in the municipality. For instance, the municipal govern-
ment has stalled the construction of an industrial zone for some time, claim-
ing that its location would offer a potential for tourism. However, the further
development of necessary capacity for tourism, such as accommodation,
which is promoted by the municipality, is faced with a number of difficulties
that result from intransparent legislation for construction permits on the ter-
ritory of the Triglav national reserve. As the municipality does not actively
resolve legal uncertainties, potential investors consider the corresponding
risks too high.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality should actively engage in providing consulting to companies
willing to locate in its territory and should delegate such consulting less fre-
quently to other instances. Despite its limited authority in these matters, it
remains a central point of contact in questions regarding location decisions
for entrepreneurs. Therefore, it should be able to offer a basic, and above all
competent, initial consultation regarding approval procedures and possibi-
lities of obtaining subsidies. However, this presupposes that those responsible
in the municipality (e.g. economic committee and zoning committee) clarify
their actual scope of authority with other administrative units in the region
and also acquire the necessary knowledge on the laws applicable at present.
Moreover, in providing consulting services to companies willing to locate in
its territory, the municipality should also increasingly draw on knowledge
already available in the region (e.g. by means of establishing a network with
neighbouring municipalities).

4.3.9.5 Resolving conflicting goals of municipal development through
involvement of all interest groups

SITUATION

The present municipal government strives to integrate the different interest
groups into the decision-making process when conflicting objectives exist. As
an example of this approach, the mayor cites the decision about constructing
a chapel on the municipal territory. The population is divided on this matter,
and the municipality decided to hold a public discussion with each party to
the conflict.
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However, the usual approach taken by the municipal council when conflicts
need to be resolved looks different: prior to sessions of the municipal council,
different interests are discussed only among the members of the coalition
presently in office, and informal agreements are reached. By contrast, no
exploratory discussions are held with representatives of the opposition or with
citizens’ initiatives in the municipal council, which is bound to lead to
decision-making processes fraught with conflict.

In contrast to its official claims, the municipality does avoid resolving con-
flicts. This is illustrated by the example of the interests of the agricultural
association, which are diametrically opposed to those of other groups of the
population. This conflict is increasingly poisoning the atmosphere for discussion
prevailing in the municipality.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The way in which the conflict surrounding the agricultural association is
handled indicates that there are informal alliances, which exercise an influence
on municipal policy and are one reason why the municipal politicians act in
an intransparent manner. The municipality should be genuinely interested in
resolving conflicting objectives in a transparent way and in organizing public
discussions not merely for the sake of formality.

Objectives should also be discussed with representatives of the oppositional
groups early on so that potential for conflict can be identified and consensual
solutions can be explored. What works well in the informal arena of the
local inns should also be possible in the official setting of the municipal
council. This approach requires courage on the part of the municipal gov-
ernment. At any rate, those responsible do not sufficiently resort to neutral
mediation provided by external specialists (e.g. in the regional development
agencies) when it comes to resolving conflicts. This is obviously a generational
problem in the municipal policy, just like the fact that agreements and solu-
tions are put down in writing too rarely, which makes the steps towards
finding a consensus considerably more difficult. If the municipal representa-
tives fail to acknowledge these necessities, the only alternative remaining is
what a voice from the entrepreneurial community describes as the necessary
process of rejuvenation of those responsible in the municipal government.

4.3.9.6 Actively securing land for construction

SITUATION

At present, the municipality owns only a few plots, although it owns quite a
substantial area of land jointly with the agricultural association. However, in
order to designate some of these plots for the construction of housing or
business premises, it would first have to reach agreements with approximately
125 co-owners. Besides, the designation of many construction plots is
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inappropriate, as it lacks binding benchmarks that determine the size of the
buildings to be erected. Recently, the municipality issued an appeal for the
exchange of land. However, this has met with little approval from the popu-
lation, as the municipality has obviously failed to accommodate the interests
of the landowners sufficiently.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The pressure to privatize and to restitute public property (e.g. to the Church),
which was exercised by the state in the course of the transformation process,
has aggravated a policy of actively securing land for construction. National
legislation was not very foresighted with regard to securing affordable land for
the construction of housing and business premises in the municipalities.
In order to purchase needed land, municipalities are sometimes forced to
buy back their former plots – frequently complete with buildings – from
private landowners at high prices. The prices at which citizens were able to
buy apartments following independence are in no way proportionate to the
costs that the municipalities would have to bear if they bought these back
today.

Besides, a uniform strategy for the purpose of actively securing land for
construction is hindered by the intransparent zoning legislation, which fre-
quently does not permit unambiguous interpretation. Consequently, the
municipality lacks a meaningful zoning plan as well as complete documenta-
tion of the present ownership structure in the land title register. These would
form the basis on which an active land policy could actually be pursued.

4.3.9.7 Joint financing of inter-communal projects

SITUATION

Once a month, the mayors of the region hold a coordination meeting where
possible inter-communal projects are discussed. As well as projects in the
domain of tourism (e.g. establishing riding and cycling paths) and a shared
employment initiative, the municipalities are planning a central waste collec-
tion facility for the region, the financing of which they will share. However,
the exact location has not yet been determined. By contrast, plans for the
financing of a common industrial zone, which has been advocated by various
parties, have not yet made any progress. Every mayor wants to make sure
that his municipality will benefit from the tax advantages resulting from the
geographic location of the industrial zone.

In inter-communal projects, the regional development agencies play a
crucial part in developing and coordinating these projects and in searching
for additional financing. For instance, where private entrepreneurs parti-
cipate in inter-communal projects, the proportion of public funding equals
50 per cent.
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EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Frequently, the municipalities do not clearly see the potential of coope-
ration. Instead, parish-pump politics and competitive thinking prevail in
the individual municipalities at the expense of the competitiveness of the
region as a whole. This is illustrated by the fact that several competing
“aquaparks”, which basically feature the same attractions, were established in
the region.

The regional development agencies also complain that entrepreneurs are
reluctant to enter into cooperations with others that would go beyond jointly
attending trade fairs and would lead to concrete projects. Much convincing
still needs to be done so that both private and public actors in the region
come to internalize the benefits of cooperative networks. The objective should
lie not only in encouraging cooperation projects by means of external impul-
ses, but also in causing promoters to actively pursue their ideas for cooperations
in the municipalities.

The municipal budgeting process lacks consistency, which constitutes a
further obstacle. If one mayor has accumulated the budget necessary for one
concrete project, his successor may cancel the budget and have it developed
anew, which delays, or even completely prevents, implementing the respective
project.

4.3.9.8 Inter-communal coordination of efforts to attract new companies

SITUATION

The municipalities in the region hardly strive to coordinate their activities in
attracting companies. Unfortunately, frequently, the opposite is true, as illu-
strated by the example of the almost identical “aquaparks” outlined above.
Consequently, it comes as little surprise that the mayor considers coordination
only necessary, if at all, when major companies are involved, but not in
connection with medium-sized enterprises.

If they occur at all, impulses for coordination are rather launched by
external parties, such as regional development agencies. There exist concepts
for joint initiatives to attract companies, such as a regional slaughterhouse, an
apiary or a regional centre for innovation. However, financing via EU funds
will only be granted if the applicants possess a certain amount of equity
capital. The municipalities differ strongly from each other regarding their
willingness to assume risk.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The poor incentives to attract new companies and to create jobs are at the
root of the problem that affects the municipalities in the region. Potentials for
regional cooperation would play a major part, especially where the motives
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for locating in the region considered by the respective companies are con-
cerned. It needs to be added, however, that skilled employees, who would
strengthen the advantage of the location, are scarce in the region. For
instance, there is a demand for employees skilled in wood processing. This
domain would offer a potential for education and training initiatives in
schools, or for media campaigns, conducted with the aim of counteracting the
shortage of skilled employees. Similar potentials would lie in providing
affordable land for construction, business premises or tax incentives for
entrepreneurs.

4.3.9.9 Communication policy and creating a supraregional image

SITUATION

The municipality was one of the first in Slovenia to be present on the
internet. The municipal government at that time was quick to see the impor-
tance of an interactive platform for its companies and tourist facilities. The
local tourism offices organize congresses and symposia, e.g. on the topic of
alpine flora. Moreover, theme paths were established, and an archaeological
park is currently in the planning stage. The municipality also presents itself in
supplements to a regional paper. Recently, it published an article on the
occasion of the 100th anniversary of the local railway, which marked the
beginning of the development of tourism in the region. The regional develop-
ment agencies also strive to assist the municipalities of the region in image
building, for instance, by means of a culinary festival, which features regional
specialities.

In fact, the municipality also benefits from the positive image of tourism
associated with internationally known attractions in the region. These include,
in particular, a city with a lake situated in the region, a nature reserve and a
winter resort. This effect is enhanced by the municipalities in the region
mutually advertising each other, which does not always rest on a coordinated
strategy for tourism. In contrast to the city mentioned, the municipality has
not yet been developed for mass tourism, but can still offer unspoiled nature
to its visitors, which constitutes an additional attraction in the tourism
market.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality focuses its efforts to build an image on tourism and is
guided by an already existing regional image. Basically, the municipality
would meet the requirements necessary to position itself in the segment of
“sustainable” tourism (i.e. tourism agreeable with the natural and social
environments). However, this would necessitate paying even more attention to
measures of environmental protection in the future, while increasing the
capacity for accommodation. Tourism advertising could focus more on
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unique attractions situated in its surroundings. One example is provided by
the Golitski waterfalls, which are even more spectacular than the well-known
Savica waterfalls in the Triglav national reserve, when water supply is
high. Moreover, it would be important to integrate companies from other
sectors into a comprehensive concept for building a unique image of the
municipality.

Other municipalities in Slovenia also draw on their historical traditions
when positioning themselves as tourist destinations. For instance, Preseren
emphasizes its image as a university town, while Kranj focuses on textiles and
Trzic on the shoemaking craft. Others aim to establish a new identity, espe-
cially when traditional industries become extinct. The town of Jesenice offers
an example of the latter approach: it used to be an important centre of the
steel industry and is now trying to establish an image as a culinary tourist
destination.

4.3.9.10 Promoting new businesses in industries not yet well established

SITUATION

There are plans to erect a regional centre for innovations, which is intended to
promote the incorporation of new businesses in the region, e.g. by providing
appropriate premises. In this capacity, it is to work alongside the already
established regional development agencies. In all likelihood, the municipality
will contribute to its financing together with other municipalities. At present,
it is hardly the municipality itself that provides services related to start-ups;
rather, such services are generally offered by the regional development agen-
cies. In any case, the entrepreneurs need to take the initiative. The munici-
pality also promotes the construction of an industrial zone on its territory,
which could also house new industries. However, the price of land will be
relatively high. The mayor states that he tries to assist the entrepreneurs when
they need to take out loans or obtain necessary permits.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

At present, there is too little demand for attracting companies active in new
industries to the municipality. Moreover, skilled young specialists move away
from the rural areas, which presents a further difficulty. The mayor criticizes
the poor transport connection, which constitutes a disadvantage for the
municipality as a company location, but, at the same time, the municipality is
too passive where the necessary extension of the road and rail networks is
concerned. Furthermore, it hardly offers any incentives destined to actively
attract new industries, for instance, in the form of affordable land or rental
property. The still comparatively bad internet connection constitutes a further
disadvantage, both for new companies and for already established enterprises.
All the more so as, besides tourism, it is industries that particularly focus on
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the use of new media that offer potential for a positive economic development
in rural areas.

4.3.9.11 Competitive products by virtue of local origin

SITUATION

The high-quality agricultural products from the region are competitive
and successful on the market. This applies in particular to dairy products,
especially an established regional brand of cheese, which fetches
higher selling prices than comparable types of cheese owing to its popu-
larity. In addition, meat and sausage products are also known for their good
quality.

Moreover, the wood manufacturing industry, which predominantly caters
to market niches, has become known beyond the region. The products range
from furniture made of solid wood to hand-carved tobacco pipes. Diverse
natural resources on the municipal territory also add to its brand value for
tourism. A case in point is a large lake within the boundaries of a nature
reserve. One flagship of the region is the internationally known sports manu-
facturer Elan based in Begunje, which produces approximately 550,000 pairs
of skis with 1,100 employees at this location.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The business structure of small and medium enterprises, which lies behind the
branded products of the region, must also be supported by the municipalities,
which need to create appropriate general conditions. It is only in this way that
products of regional origin can be marketed authentically to tourists, the local
residents and beyond the region. The quality cheese products are still produced
regionally, but no longer on the municipal territory proper. This example
illustrates the need for action on the part of the municipal representatives so
that local flagship companies can be kept.

In future, the alpine municipalities of the region need to work more closely
together in order to establish regional brands for food and tourism, but also
for crafted products. In cooperation with the regional development agencies,
the small and medium enterprises need to be assisted in building inter-
nationally competitive structures for business and cooperation (e.g. creating
standardized quality criteria in production and sales, personalized marketing,
cooperation with local gastronomic venues). Moreover, working together
more closely would also make it easier for the municipalities to acquire
necessary financial support from the EU Structural Funds for regional
development. Ultimately, production must be profitable for the numerous
small companies in the region, otherwise business succession can no longer be
ensured, especially in rural areas.
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4.3.9.12 Freeing town centres by relocating businesses that generate high
emissions

SITUATION

As the municipality focuses on tourism, there are hardly any industrial
enterprises with high emissions on the municipal territory. Still, the spatial
planning concept of the municipality provides for a separate industrial zone,
which is intended to keep emissions, especially by major companies, away
from the village centres. These centres are to be reserved for shopping areas
comprised of stores and service companies. However, it cannot be ruled out
that trade companies (e.g. artisanal businesses) or agricultural enterprises can
also remain there, as long as they do not expand too much. The regional
development agencies try to coordinate the location of trade and industry
together with the municipalities.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Within the framework of municipal spatial planning, the fact that tourist
facilities and larger farms can also generate emissions is ignored. Uniform
regulations are either completely missing, or barely binding, in this region of
Slovenia. The discussion of this measure also reveals that the municipality
lacks a well-thought-out spatial development concept that regulates the loca-
tion of industry, trade, tourism facilities and agricultural enterprises and
thereby also facilitates specifically designing the town centre. In conclusion, it
can be stated that newly arriving industrial companies tend to locate at the
outskirts, but that at present there is no uniform regulation for separate
industrial zones.

4.3.10 The municipality located in southern Slovenia

The municipality is situated in the downs in the south of Slovenia, which are
known for their good wine, among other things. Within the region, the
municipality can be considered average in terms of number of inhabitants and
level of economic development. Châteaux, castles and churches dominate the
landscape and bear witness to the rich cultural heritage of the region, which
dates back to the times when Illyrians and Celts settled in the area.

4.3.10.1 Strengthening social cohesion by creating meeting places

SITUATION

Associations and societies are very active in the municipality and offer possi-
bilities for social meetings and activities to the younger residents in particular.
These associations include, firstly, the very active sports clubs (alpine
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associations, football and basketball clubs) and the local fire brigades asso-
ciations. Secondly, the numerous music and folk groups that exist in the indi-
vidual villages need to be mentioned, in particular with a view to their value
for tourism. The level of activity of a given club or association is pre-
dominantly determined by the interests of the young generation, from whose
ranks additional members are recruited.

The activities of these clubs and societies also provide a setting that
encourages the residents to informally exchange information and ideas on
various topics. By contrast, bars and inns play a rather subordinate role as
social platforms in the municipality. The municipal government supports the
activities of clubs and associations financially. However, the available resour-
ces are limited, which is why the financing of other municipal measures
frequently has to be reduced.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The active scenery of clubs and associations contributes to a pronounced
sense of cohesion among the residents. Besides, participating in the activities
of clubs and associations increases the individual’s commitment both to his
village and to the municipal territory as the centre of a person’s life. Mem-
bership of a club or association encourages taking initiatives, which provides
a good foundation for measures of endogenous municipal development. In
this sense, the activities of clubs and associations can be interpreted as the
driving force in municipal development. However, the danger of increasing
social disintegration exists for those residents that are not actively involved in
the local clubs or associations. They have fewer possibilities for including
their interests in the development of the municipality.

The budget expense that the support of clubs and associations incurs for
the municipality could be kept within limits if the members of clubs and
associations contributed themselves and if company sponsoring were increased.
The local entrepreneurs are interested in sponsoring activities, as this might
serve to raise the solidarity the residents feel towards the local businesses.
Sports clubs, in particular, but also singing associations, fulfil an important
function for municipal and regional development, as they act as effective
vehicles for marketing and communicating image beyond the region. For
instance, awareness of the municipality increased internationally because one
of its singers gave a successful performance at an international competition.

4.3.10.2 Democratic and pluralist decision-making processes

SITUATION

The present municipal government aims to delegate the major part of dis-
cussions about measures of municipal policy to the respective municipal
council committees (e.g. committees for economic or cultural affairs).
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Officially, party politics do not play a part in the decision-making process.
With regard to the measures planned, the mayor himself explores the position
towards which the opinions of the majority evolve, both in the committees
and in discussions with local residents. Consequently, he personally endorses
the opinion of the majority in the municipal council. However, when
issues are put to the vote, rational discussion among the individual political
groups is frequently neglected.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

In discussions and decision-making processes, the mayor should take a lead-
ing role after all and should not merely confine himself to the role of an
observer. Particularly where a measure is agreed on, he should rely more on
rational arguments and show less personal preferences. Otherwise, it comes as
little surprise that the opposition describes his position on certain matters as
opportunistic and stubborn. At any rate, in this municipality the following
applies to suggestions put forward by the population: the more professional
the presentation and the stronger the lobbying activities targeted at the
municipal representatives, the higher the likelihood that the respective issue
will be considered in the municipal council.

In some cases, the technical competence of those in charge is poor, which
negatively affects the quality of rational discussion in the municipal council.
The municipality lacks the resources necessary to prepare technically sound
foundations for decision-making and to implement measures competently. In
this context, establishing inter-communal structures, or using already existing
structures more intensively, could contribute to improving the quality of
measures of municipal policy.

4.3.10.3 Integrating the individual measures into a comprehensive
development concept of the municipality

SITUATION

The municipality surveyed does not possess an integrated concept for muni-
cipal development. The budget is considered the central steering tool for the
development of the municipality, with the focus predominantly on financial
resources available for individual measures. At any rate, the mayor aims to
optimize the state subsidies granted for infrastructure projects, such as the
construction of a school and a kindergarten, which cannot be financed by
municipal sources. Apart from these projects, it appears that the municipality
predominantly tackles initiatives according to the principle of urgency, which
is frequently determined by subjective criteria.

The local entrepreneurs are prepared to become involved in the process of
planning municipal projects that also affect the business community in order
to coordinate the different interests involved as early as possible.
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At the regional level, pluralist decision-making structures have already been
established. These are oriented towards inter-communal cooperation, e.g.
within the framework of initiatives of the EU Structural Funds (e.g. regional
forums). At the regional level, the municipality has been involved in planning
for the domains of economy, tourism, environment and rural areas from the
very beginning.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality lacks a proper and comprehensive development concept.
This cannot be compensated for by the budget, binding as it is. Rather, the
budget should represent one of several inter-related planning tools relevant to
the development of the municipality. The municipal government should use
the already established structures of regional cooperation as guidance and
aim to implement similar instruments at the municipal level. As in the region,
in the municipality it also takes external impulses for the decision-makers to
acquire the necessary awareness of central issues and instruments of municipal
development.

4.3.10.4 Consulting services provided for businesses willing to locate in the
municipality

SITUATION

The regional chamber of commerce acts as the central point of contact for
entrepreneurs willing to locate in the area. It is responsible for two munici-
palities and is financed by the membership fees paid by the businesspersons.
At the chamber of commerce, the (potential) entrepreneur can obtain sound
information about land available for business operations and the appropriate
approval procedures, but also about financing possibilities and subsidies
available for his business idea. In addition, the superordinate administrative
units, as well as the regional development agencies, provide information about
approval procedures.

Officially, the municipality provides initial information, which basically
amounts to referring the entrepreneur to the chamber of commerce. Particu-
larly when public projects are put up to tender (for instance, in the official
bulletin), interested entrepreneurs and municipal representatives frequently
come together in an informal setting and exchange further information.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality is aware of its limited expertise in counselling entrepreneurs
willing to locate in its territory and, consequently, confines itself to acting as
an intermediary. Nevertheless, the contact persons responsible at the munici-
pal level do need to have certain specialist know-how in order to be able to
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offer basic initial counselling in the first place. Moreover, the content of such
counselling needs to be aligned with the consulting services provided by the
chamber of commerce.

Activities also need to be coordinated with the neighbouring municipality,
which also falls within the scope of responsibility of the regional chamber of
commerce. One case in point would be inter-communal industrial zones, the
establishment of which the municipality aims to promote in the future.
Entrepreneurs interested in such industrial zones should encounter one com-
petent contact person each on the regional and the municipal levels, respec-
tively. In addition, in line with the wishes of the entrepreneurial community,
the municipality should hold official events where it gives information about
planned measures of economic policy.

4.3.10.5 Resolving conflicting goals of municipal development through
involvement of all interest groups

SITUATION

Generally, the mayor is open towards suggestions raised by the population,
and by individuals who are not members of the municipal bodies. Still, he
considers discussions in the municipal council and the corresponding specia-
list committees decisive for developing concrete strategies of implementation.
He always reserves the right to make the final decision for himself.

When measures are launched, frequently interest groups emerge that reach
across parties and villages. These aim to influence the formation of opinions
in the specialist committees and in the municipal council. As the personal
constellation in the municipal council has changed only recently, the newly
elected municipal councillors, in particular, find this form of decision-making
problematic. They frequently have the impression that decisions are not suffi-
ciently discussed in a rational manner and that opinions and decisions have
already been determined and are to be approved by the municipal council
without further ado.

As municipal development is almost exclusively discussed in the official
bodies, outsiders, such as entrepreneurs, can only put forward their interests
and concerns and influence decision-making via informal channels. Consequently,
many companies and also clubs or associations refer their questions more
frequently to the regional development agencies than to the municipality
itself.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The decision-making bodies in the municipality lack an element of pluralism.
For one thing, it is necessary to involve representatives of the opposition and
of local citizens’ initiatives seriously in decision-making processes. This is
largely a question of the attitude of those involved, as the corresponding
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structures in the municipality are used insufficiently. The same applies to the
entrepreneurial community, which is presently only informally connected with
the municipality, if at all. For instance, it could be invited to sessions of the
municipal council’s economic committee at regular intervals. Besides, func-
tions and events that provide information about municipal development
should be more decentralized and accessible to everybody, so that decisions
can be anchored more strongly in the local communities.

External impulses are called for in the municipality so that the structures of
communication and decision-making can be improved, and the attitudes of
municipal representatives can be changed. The mayor may encounter com-
petent contact persons in the regional development agencies, but also in
neighbouring municipalities, where the actors possess far-reaching experience
in planning and implementing instruments of municipal development.

4.3.10.6 Actively securing land for construction

SITUATION

Approximately two years ago, the municipality constructed business premises
and offered them at favourable rental fees. This measure served to attract
several entrepreneurs – also from neighbouring municipalities. Other munici-
palities in the region have already followed this example in the context of
their respective location policy.

The municipality lacks the financial resources necessary to acquire land on
a large scale, or to exercise rights of first refusal. Still, there is the intention to
increasingly act on such options in the future in order to secure affordable
land for the construction of housing and business premises. The future zoning
strategy is also intended to further this aim.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipality is not yet fully aware of the necessity of a sustainable
policy of securing land. Aggressive short-term location policy can negatively
affect neighbouring municipalities and, consequently, needs to be viewed
with criticism in the light of the objective of positive regional develop-
ment. The municipalities should coordinate their respective measures and
should not adopt a strategy of mutually enticing entrepreneurs away from
each other.

As, at present, the legal conditions applicable to spatial planning are
changing frequently, this limits the scope for implementing these measures.
However, this also applies to other Slovenian municipalities. If a new pro-
gramme of regulations for spatial planning becomes effective, it can conflict
with the zoning plan existing in the municipality. This situation hinders the
necessary long-term planning for land designated to housing and business
also in the municipality surveyed.
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4.3.10.7 Joint financing of inter-communal projects

SITUATION

In the past, the municipality was merged with a neighbouring municipality.
Since that time, the two municipalities have shared infrastructure, such as the
landfill or the kindergarten, which are still used by both municipalities today
and are financed jointly according to the share of population. Besides, the
municipality aims to take an active role in the mayors’ council of the local
area, where projects of inter-communal relevance are discussed and adapted
to the special needs of individual municipalities. For instance, the construc-
tion of a large casino in the valley is currently being debated there. The
mayors’ council also undertakes to ensure that cooperation projects meet the
requirements for eligibility for subsidies. In this capacity, it works together
with the regional development agencies. To give an example, this challenge
presents itself in connection with the project of establishing a shared system of
sewage treatment and irrigation plants.

The mayors’ council tries to organize the distribution of subsidies, which
the region manages to acquire for its projects, e.g. from the EU Structural
Fund, in such a way that financial means not expended in one period can be
used for projects in neighbouring municipalities. The regional development
agencies also provide important impulses for inter-communal cooperation –
for instance, they assist the municipalities with expert counselling in estab-
lishing a wine route in the region. This cooperation project is also relevant for
the municipality because it wants to position itself as the centre of viticulture
in Slovenia.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Where inter-communal projects are concerned, the municipal representatives
fundamentally pursue a strategy that aims to avoid unnecessary duplication
of structures in the region, but to identify and make use of synergies with
neighbouring municipalities. As in other Slovenian municipalities, one incen-
tive for inter-communal cooperation always lies in access to national or
transnational subsidies. It appears that the crucial point in the context of
cooperation between municipalities is financing and the concrete location of
the individual projects.

It is evident that the municipality intends to establish itself as the centre of
the region in tourism and administration once the regions in Slovenia are
newly organized. This could lead to a potential conflict in inter-communal
cooperation. At any rate, clear declarations of intent on the part of municipal
politicians, as well as the construction of a large conference centre in the
municipality, lend credence to this assumption.

It is also necessary to involve companies in projects of inter-communal
cooperation so that know-how transfer can also be furthered in this field and
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competitive advantages can be generated. Owing to its previous cooperation
activities, the municipal government could act as an important catalyst in this
context.

4.3.10.8 Inter-communal coordination of efforts to attract new companies

SITUATION

When incentives are developed that aim to attract companies to the region,
the predominant focus is on inter-communal competition. By taking proactive
measures, the municipality has contributed to the competition among loca-
tions. It exempts new companies with at least 25 employees that locate in
municipal territory from taxes and fees (e.g. sewage fees or electricity bills) for
a certain period of time. The mayor states that this support in the start-up
phase leads to a significant reduction in costs for the businesses concerned. In
general, location policy has been made a top priority taken care of by the
mayor personally. At any rate, this has resulted mainly in the municipality
managing to lure companies away from the neighbouring municipalities and
to induce them to move to the municipality’s own industrial zone.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The municipal representatives display opportunistic and short-sighted think-
ing in connection with measures designed to attract new companies. There is
hardly anything left of the readiness to cooperate, which has been expressed
in other contexts, when this measure is discussed.

At present, the municipality is painfully forced to acknowledge that its
exaggerated competitive thinking is blocking new possibilities in municipal
development: in the region, a system of educational grants has been estab-
lished in order to promote young professionals. The municipalities, the busi-
ness community and the state take over one third of educational costs each.
While the neighbouring municipality has participated in this initiative from
the very beginning, the municipality surveyed was not interested initially.
However, after the initiative had been covered by all regional media and,
consequently, several entrepreneurs from the municipality surveyed also
enquired about the possibility of participating, the municipal representatives
suddenly were under severe pressure. They started last-minute negotiations to
participate in the scheme, but to no avail.

The example illustrates that, frequently, it takes external neutral parties to
suggest the idea of cooperation to a municipality. As confirmed by repre-
sentatives of a regional development agency, the process of convincing a
municipality of the benefits of looking beyond its own backyard is laborious
and time-consuming. The mayors’ council would be the appropriate body for
coordinating and fine-tuning the measure among the municipalities of the
region.
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4.3.10.9 Communication policy and creating a supraregional image

SITUATION

Given that it dominates the economic life of the valley, viticulture has become
the supraregional hallmark of the municipality. What is more, the region, and
in particular the municipality, was able to use active and well-coordinated
communication to create a supraregional image as a culinary region that
boasts producers of high-quality food products. By contrast, no such con-
clusive marketing concepts exist in other industries, such as tourism. One
reason is that inter-communal cooperation is still too weak in this domain.
First concepts for establishing a tourism network, e.g. by creating cultural and
adventure hiking paths in the region, have already been prepared. They are
intended as a first step towards establishing a regional destination for tourism
within which the individual municipalities and local areas can position
themselves, e.g. as culinary destinations.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

The regional image should be developed further in cooperation with other
municipalities and under the guidance of experts in regional development.
Under an appropriate regional brand, the municipality can position itself in
certain areas. For instance, aswell as its current positioning as centre of viticulture,
it could also invoke the domains of culture and sport. Only regional coop-
eration will be capable of creating awareness for the municipality inter-
nationally, as one municipality on its own does not possess the necessary
resources. Moreover, an image can only be communicated to customers,
tourists and investors in an authentic manner if it is backed by the popula-
tion. Consequently, the municipality should involve its residents more
strongly in the process of image creation, in line with endogenous municipal
development. Moreover, impulses that further regional cooperation
between companies would also be important. The food industry can serve as
an example in this context. The challenge in this context will definitely lie in
ensuring smooth cooperation between the municipality’s agricultural enterprises,
manufacturing and processing industries, and tourism.

4.3.10.10 Promoting new businesses in industries not yet well established

SITUATION

Major companies in the municipality include a winery and a dairy, which
both employ approximately 50 persons each. There are also smaller service
companies with 15 to 20 employees, some of which also perform important
upstream or downstream functions in the regional value chain corresponding
to the food industry. It is not only in this segment that the municipality tries
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to attract smaller companies by means of a policy of granting specific incen-
tives. As already mentioned, a new company is exempt from paying taxes and
fees during the start-up phase. Moreover, the municipality cooperates with the
regional chamber of commerce and offers low-interest loans to start-up
entrepreneurs.

Entrepreneurs from neighbouring municipalities are targeted and invited to
information talks, which aim to entice them to move their company opera-
tions to the municipal territory. The local entrepreneurs view this competitive
location policy as clearly positive. The policy followed by the municipality
becomes understandable if it is considered that, during the transition phase,
privatization of large regional companies led to many municipal citizens
losing their jobs. The mayor is now trying to compensate for this by estab-
lishing a structure of small and medium enterprises. He considers enticing
companies from the region to locate in his territory one appropriate course of
action.

Besides, the municipality invests in constructing or renovating property,
which can wholly or in part be used for entrepreneurial purposes. One exam-
ple is the construction of a conference centre in the municipality, which is also
destined to house gastronomic venues. Apart from this, the municipality is
hardly in a position to provide premises for entrepreneurial activity, as capacities
are limited and financial resources are poor.

In contrast to this situation in the municipality surveyed, the neighbouring
municipality established a centre for start-up companies and technology lar-
gely on its own initiative and without substantial financial backing from the
state. This municipality also advertises a sponsorship award for innovative
business ideas.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

Frequently, only inter-communal cooperation can ensure that measures
intended to promote the start-up of companies are effective – in particular,
where new industries are concerned. At present, the municipal representatives
in the region are hardly prepared to cooperate in matters of promoting and
attracting new companies. It is to be hoped that the start-up centre newly
established in the neighbouring municipality will work for the entire region
and also establish cooperations with educational and research institutions.
The municipal representatives are called upon to abandon their mentality of
parish-pump politics and to end their aggressive initiative to lure companies
away from neighbouring municipalities, which is certainly not conducive to
improving an atmosphere beneficial to cooperation.

However, like other regions in Slovenia, this municipality also lacks quali-
fied skilled workers for whom manufacturing companies have particular
demand. Besides, municipal residents who hold academic degrees commute or
move to the capital of Ljubljana, because they do not find adequate job
opportunities in the municipality surveyed.
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4.3.10.11 Competitive products by virtue of local origin

SITUATION

Wines, in particular, have established themselves as products from the muni-
cipality that are competitive at the supraregional level. Business as well as
political structures of cooperation are in place so that quality management
and marketing in the region can be promoted and coordinated (e.g. producer
groups, info points). The municipality’s name is associated with other culinary
products, including mainly meat and sausages as well as cheese. The produ-
cers resident in the valley and the municipal representatives are very much
aware that a transparent proof of origin represents a competitive advantage in
food production. In this manner, the municipality manages to differentiate
itself from cheap own-label brands and to position the “original” in the pre-
mium segment of the market at a higher price. Moreover, the individual food
products originating from the valley have already been assembled under a
culinary umbrella brand and are advertised jointly by the producers from the
municipality, e.g. at trade fairs.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

In future, the region needs to be established as a European culinary and
tourist destination. In this context, the municipality could present itself as centre
of viticulture. The food production in the region, which is already competitive
across its boundaries, needs to be amended with high-quality tourist offerings.
These include appropriate capacity of accommodation, high-level gastro-
nomic venues, diverse sports offers and also cultural attractions. Other
industries could also associate their quality products – manufactured in
cooperative settings – with the regional brand and thus exploit synergies.

In order to establish a definitive tourist image, new producers must meet
the specified quality standards and fit coherently into the regional marketing
concept. This implies the need for effective tools of quality management as
well as channels of communication and information between entrepreneurs
and municipal representatives, but also citizens in the regional network.

The local residents – but also the official representatives of the individual
municipalities – still need to develop their awareness of the region. This can
only be communicated to national and international tourists in an authentic
way if it has been fully recognized by the local actors first. In this context, the
consulting services provided by the regional development institutions already
bear fruit.

However, this development process is hindered by the fact that there are no
proper administrative regions and corresponding institutions – a problem
which applies to all of Slovenia. Moreover, the perception of consumers
should always be considered when regional brands are established so that the
needs of the market can be accommodated appropriately. For instance, it
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could prove more useful to establish the route of the cultural hiking path, one
of the hallmarks of the region, not only through the low mountain range, but
also from the Alps all the way to the Adriatic Sea. Moreover, synergies with
already established socio-cultural structures should be sought. For instance,
the activities of clubs and associations common to the municipalities in the
region could also be emphasized specifically in the regional marketing
strategy.

4.3.10.12 Freeing town centres by relocating businesses that generate high
emissions

SITUATION

Business activities in the municipality have traditionally centred on the pro-
duction and processing of food (e.g. wine, milk, meat) and have been strongly
shaped by agricultural enterprises. This is why there are hardly any industrial
enterprises that generate strong emissions in the municipal territory. The
municipality generally tries to keep emissions away from the village centres as
far as possible. For instance, it commissions landscaping of open space
and aims to keep traffic within limits, e.g. by establishing car parks in the
outskirts.

The municipal representatives hope that, once the motorway has been
constructed, industrial companies will rather locate alongside the motorway
and less in central town locations. The spacious office and industrial zone at
the fringe of the municipality has been designated correspondingly. It is there
that already existing companies can expand and land for construction is
offered to those willing to locate in the municipality.

EVALUATION AND NEED FOR ACTION

When discussing this measure, it must not be overlooked that tourist facilities
as well as agricultural enterprises and smaller trades operations generate
emissions. These take not only the form of emissions of harmful substances,
but also of possible noise exposure in the town centre. Conversely, from the
point of view of tourism, it can appear to make sense after all to keep tradi-
tional crafts shops or farms in the town centre or its vicinity in order to offer
an atmosphere of authenticity.
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5 Conclusion

The transferability of the individual measures identified to the local areas
surveyed have been analysed, and the results of the study are now broken
down by topic, summarized and analysed for the whole region surveyed.
Finally, suggestions for actions to be taken are derived and the scope of the
statements formulated will be discussed.

Thesis 1: General development tendencies in the region surveyed – a functioning
economic system involves more than just the free market.

In order to understand the structural conditions on a communal level, the
focus of the survey has to be extended to development trends on the macro
level. It is here, however, where municipalities have little influence. As a
counter-reaction to socialist planned economies, which inhibited individual-
ism as well as self-initiative of both population and businesses, the NCCE,
based on an unwavering belief in the market’s self-regulating powers, wanted
to position themselves as star pupils in the transformation process by radi-
cally implementing the idea of laissez-faire. This effectively constituted a
volte-face from the centrally planned economy to an extreme form of market
economy. Neo-liberalism can thus be felt more intensely in the region sur-
veyed than in Austria, as more widespread spheres of life were now subjected
to the maxim of competition. Liberalism’s problem-solving potential in a
society, however, is – as the results of this study also show – generally over-
rated.

Curiously enough, the neo-liberal policies in the NCCE to a large extent
actually prevented the emergence of functioning markets. The ideal market
position for a business is as a monopolist. The more liberal the economic
system, the easier it is for private entities to achieve a monopoly position in
times of radical change accompanied by highly asymmetrical information.
This also makes societal problems more likely. Therefore, the function of the
state should be to safeguard functioning markets, and so counteract the
coming into existence of (undesirable) monopolies, in order to maintain
innovative activities by private entities and to reduce negative long-term
effects for society.



The results of the study show that the companies, which now have liberties
never experienced before, by no means satisfy the needs of the (rural) popu-
lation sufficiently. On the other hand, the municipalities, because of a chronic
lack of capital and botched administrative reforms, in many cases, are
severely restricted in their actions more than two decades after the turnaround
of 1989. This becomes particularly clear in view of the numerous statements
in the regions under survey that bemoan the bad financial basis of the muni-
cipalities for the implementation of development measures – such as provid-
ing the appropriate infrastructure, making sure that there is land available for
residential buildings and business premises, or government funding for local
enterprises.

In the development of an efficient economic structure, the state – partly
because it sees no alternative today – relies heavily on private (foreign) inves-
tors, for whom, however, the rural regions with their deficiencies in infra-
structure are hardly attractive without massive state support. Due to the
dumping strategy currently dominating the inter-communal rivalry between
locations, municipalities with weak resources can hardly influence a larger
company’s decision where to locate itself. At the same time, the location is
massively under threat once government support stops. This is a phenomenon
that at the moment is a painful experience for traditional market economies,
as, despite massive government support, they have to realize how little interest
private (foreign) investors show in maintaining social cohesion at the location.
The shutdown of the profitable Nokia works in Bochum (Germany) and the
transfer of production for competitive reasons to Cluj (Romania), which
resulted in the loss of roughly 2,000 jobs, all despite government support for
the location in the amount of altogether roughly 88 million euros, shows how
toothless location policy purely based on public support actually is.

Yet very little seems to have been learned from the mistakes made in “old
Europe” during the period under survey. Rather, the (wrong) developments
there were simply replicated. Based on the premise that it was necessary to
make up for the deficit in development within a trend that was inaccurately
assumed to be the same for all market economies, everybody looked for the
fastest way towards achieving the status quo of the traditional market
economies, without taking into account the circumstances in the respective
country and the legacy from the planned-economy era. This conception of
development, based on the Western examples, was reinforced by the EU’s
conditions in the pre- and post-expansion stages. In the NCCE, this resulted
in a comprehensive and (too) fast liberalization of the economic system on
the “drawing board”.

On the other hand, it is exactly EU funds that stimulate activities in regio-
nal development more than national support instruments. They are, for
instance, the main drivers for inter-communal cooperation in the region under
survey. From the study, it can be clearly seen that, without the measures and
incentives of regional and structural policy, there would be practically no
cooperation between rural municipalities at all.
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The results of the study also show that the bad experiences connected with
coercive communities in real socialism have hardly any negative impact on the
social cohesion in the municipalities surveyed. On the contrary, it seems to be
rather strong today. The effects of centrally prescribed collectivism can rather
be detected in the people’s mistrust of communal policy. The (local) public
sector is often seen not as a partner, but as a downright adversary of both
populace and business community, who has to be outwitted whenever possi-
ble. From this understanding, both people and entrepreneurs use competitive
rather than cooperative strategies vis-à-vis the municipality. Apart from out-
witting, subverting and corrupting the authorities is another typical problem
in former communist countries. In general, informally aligning the interests of
the administration and the entrepreneurs and residence works as a barter
transaction bordering on the legal. In this climate, people and businesses
quickly see regulations and official norms as a reminder of the repression
suffered from the authorities and not as a necessary system for living together
in a society. This defensive attitude towards the public sector may also be
ascribed to the command economy with its hostile view of any endogenous
initiative. This also explains the population’s frequently weak commitment
regarding matters of municipality development.

The community spirit in the region under survey is occasionally swapped
for an extreme type of individualism. So, even (pristine) nature – as a “public
good” – is sometimes seen as an enemy and treated accordingly ruthlessly.
Countermeasures against the dereliction of buildings and green spaces are
only beginning to be taken. People’s sense of responsibility for their own lives
and the community is quite weak. They also perceive the public sector as a
homogeneous whole. Instead of structural developments that make sense in
the long term, such as infrastructure projects or revitalizing the environment,
they often just demand cheaper food or fuel. The frequent attempts to create
a tourism industry have made the municipalities’ officials realize the impor-
tance of long-term strategies. Thus, a locality’s nice appearance and a clean
environment are absolute prerequisites for attracting the number of tourists
hoped for.

Thesis 2: Relationship between municipality and business community – working
with and for each other than next to and against each other.

For the whole area surveyed, it has been found that communication between
municipality officials and local entrepreneurs is severely disrupted. Those few
businesses hoping for support from the municipality feel mostly or totally
neglected. The municipalities, on the other hand, seem to have little interest in
the companies’ situation and development. If a municipality actively tries to
support a company, it quickly reaches its limits. At the same time, the entre-
preneurs are expected to use their own initiative to solve problems that often
have structural causes.

One central reason for the problematic relationship between municipality
and businesses is the unwavering belief, adopted after the turnaround by
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everybody involved, in the self-regulative power of an extremely liberal
market economy. Entrepreneurs, for instance, often do not even expect the
municipality or politicians in general to be able to do something useful for
them. They stay out of municipality development matters and want communal
politicians to do likewise in matters of company development. The munici-
palities, on the other hand, have been exposed to free entrepreneurship for
only 20 years and cannot handle their new role in the free market. The
mayors therefore do not get involved in company matters, if at all possible.

Generally, businesses do see themselves as a part of the social community
“municipality”. Nevertheless, mentally, the business structure is little con-
nected with the other areas of life in the municipality. On the contrary, there
is a conscious separation between business and social spheres. In Hungary
and Slovenia, where there was some form of quasi-free entrepreneurship even
during communism, small differences can be detected: companies still tend to
be seen as an important part of life in the municipality. Yet a real tradition of
focused support for SME structures by the municipality is missing, as is the
notion of social responsibility for the entrepreneurs.

The municipalities in the region under survey should try to signal their
business competence to the entrepreneurs, in order to be seen as a reliable
partner in business matters, and thus also company development. For
instance, this could be achieved by training and employing competent contact
persons for businesses, who in case of detailed questions can refer them to the
appropriate institutions (e.g. regional chambers of commerce or regional
development agencies). Subliminally, many municipality officials are asso-
ciated with the (old) system, which is seen as the antithesis of the market
economy and as hostile to business. To establish a new “view of the world”
among the people involved, regular meetings between municipality officials
and local entrepreneurs have to be organized, involving external facilitators.
Without a reliable relationship between municipality and business community,
it will be very difficult to solve the development problems in the rural area
given the current macro-political circumstances.

Thesis 3: Tourism – creating target-group-specific offers and communicating
them effectively.

Inspired by best-practice examples from the other EU countries and available
support funds, rural tourism in the region surveyed has become a central area
for the municipalities’ economic policy. Tourism is, in fact, one of the few
areas where cooperation between municipalities already works well.

Slovenia’s rural municipalities are particularly well positioned for tourism,
as – apart from the excellent conditions provided by nature – competitive
structures had been developed even before the turnaround of 1989. The situation
in the tourism industry can thus often be compared to that in the rural areas
in Austria. As, in Slovenia, the municipalities are on average significantly
larger than in the other countries surveyed, they often have a greater potential
for tourism within their municipal boundaries. Because of the generally more
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favourable initial situation of the Slovenian municipalities in tourism, frictions
in the cooperation of municipalities can result, as individual municipalities
may not be willing to share what they have already achieved.

Only in the last few years has Hungary made efforts to develop effective
tourism concepts for its structurally weak rural areas. Particularly in the east
of the country, the scenery has little attractions for tourism and the infra-
structure is patchy. Nevertheless, even in such regions, tourism features pro-
minently in business promotion, and cooperation with neighbouring
municipalities is welcome in order to broaden the resource base.

Likewise, in the Czech Republic and Slovakia, there is also a strong ten-
dency towards tourism in the support for businesses on a municipality level.
The rural areas in these countries have very attractive scenery, but even
municipalities without any special attractions are trying to join in.

In the region surveyed, very few tourism destinations well known beyond
the region have developed. While there are – mainly agricultural – high-
quality products in many of the municipalities surveyed (sometimes after a
long break), there are often deficiencies in compiling target-group-specific,
regional tourism profiles and their effective communication both domestically
and abroad.

In any case, for Western tourists, it might be attractive to explore regions
that have not been fully developed for tourism yet. The potential of domestic
holidaymakers has not been fully tapped so far, either. The municipalities
often miss out on opportunities provided, for instance, by historical tourism
or soft activity holidays. It would be a mistake to simply copy the projects of
a neighbouring region. Such strategic monocultures lead to a mutual weak-
ening in the market position and cannibalize the market potential between
the municipalities. Ambitious plans for big projects (e.g. conference centres)
are usually confronted with a rudimentary tourism infrastructure in the countries
surveyed (e.g. hotel capacity, traffic connections), which is yet to be devel-
oped. Frequently, the current look of the localities does not meet the
requirements of (international) tourists.

Thesis 4: Pollution – ecological awareness and regional identity are mutually
beneficial.

Within communal economic policy, avoiding pollutant emissions has no
priority at the moment. Occasionally, municipality officials state that con-
siderations regarding possible pollution are part of location planning. In fact,
municipalities accept pollution readily whenever jobs are to be created and
there is no great resistance on the part of the populace.

Emissions and environmental pollution generally remain a poorly perceived
problem, as long as they do not directly affect the quality of life. It appears
that pronounced ecological awareness correlates with people’s living stan-
dards. Currently, there are more important issues in the countries surveyed.
Companies are – in most cases, wrongly – suspected as the main polluters.
People burning household waste, for instance, are a common cause of the bad
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air quality in town centres. Together with the emissions caused by agri-
cultural producers, which is not really noticed as such, this is problematic
for the establishment of (soft) tourism programmes aimed for by many
municipalities.

Potential emissions of companies should, in any case, be taken into account
more explicitly in future projects. In general, a public debate initiated by
neutral observers can increase environmental awareness of decision-makers
and the population. Regional political cooperation, in turn, facilitates the
alignment of ecological with economic/tourism interests. In particular, the
discussion on climate change and its effects could be favourable for regional
thinking, as a variety of options for positioning themselves become available
for municipalities (e.g. climate-friendly region or regional products in local
restaurants). Nature, the important resource, has to be maintained at all
costs especially for the rural municipalities, as well as in view of the – partly
irreversible – industrial pollution in the last few decades.

Thesis 5: Creating an image – becoming well known beyond the region
through focused communication of regional characteristics and themunicipality’s
strengths.

The municipalities surveyed in this study all use regional newspapers for
communicating events and present development plans to the local population.
However, comprehensive communication strategies making use of several
media at the same time, such as the internet and regional television, are still
nowhere to be found. Communication is still predominantly regional and not
tailored to target groups. Therefore, the current web presence looks unpro-
fessional, although the necessary content to be communicated would have
been well prepared. Particularly for small municipalities, creating a stable
image is, in view of the limited resources, only possible by means of inter-
communal cooperation. Regional brands would also enable the municipalities
to create individual emphasis when creating an image.

As well as regional papers, the use of regional or national radio and tele-
vision in order to communicate local characteristics should be taken into
consideration. Today, international target groups can also be reached by
means of the tourism channels in the hotels in larger cities. A municipality’s
own home page has already become a minimum requirement of communica-
tion policy. What is often missed, though, is that this low-cost medium can
only be fully effective in its multiplier effect beyond the region if the content
has been professionally prepared. This includes, among other things, pre-
sentation in several languages, an appealing layout, contact details, regular
updates, as well as links to other web pages in the regional network. It also
seems necessary to develop periodical newsletters and to establish physical
info points in the local areas in order to provide advice on local features more
professionally.

Regarding the contents to be transported when creating an image, it would
be best if a “regional story” were told that is based on historical and natural
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events, as well as including the regional products on offer. Additionally,
“ambassadors for the region”, i.e. leading companies, artists or sportsmen
known beyond the region, should be recruited for the regional marketing.
Only if the local population authentically represents all that told in the
“regional story” will it be possible to create the image successfully. At the
same time, the “regional story” has to realistically reflect reality in the region
as experienced by the tourists. The impact of their word of mouth must not
be underestimated as regards the image effects in the local area, particularly
in a time of web logs and virtual discussion forums on travel impressions, and
municipalities should take it into consideration as a comparatively cheap
advertising medium.

Improving the communication policy of rural municipalities could turn into
a central area for know-how transfer from Austria or other EU member
countries.

Thesis 6: Public infrastructure – aligning the infrastructure with the region’s
needs.

The massive infrastructure deficit in the rural area is a relic and burden from
the era of real socialism. Former prestige projects in the areas of transport
routes, buildings and communications facilities were not developed in line
with the population’s needs and do not meet the requirements of a modern
technical infrastructure. The rural municipalities also show similar deficits
regarding utility and disposal infrastructure. Due to budget restrictions, this
can be remedied only slowly.

In the NCCE, particularly on the private-household level, a modern com-
munications infrastructure – especially the internet – has not yet become as
widespread as in Austria or other Western European countries. This translates
into a severe competitive disadvantage for the municipalities, but also and
foremost for the companies located there. It is possible, though, that the stage
of establishing a fixed infrastructure can be skipped in full by pushing flexible
solutions such as mobile internet or UMTS.

Through an extensive provision of modern communications and informa-
tion technology, an important success factor for corporate innovation in
the rural area is created. At the same time, the internet is a decentralized
communications platform for regional development and also a “window to
the world” for the local population. Improving transport routes would
give the companies located in the rural areas a better connection to the out-
side world, and thus would ameliorate disadvantages arising from their
location.

Public funding for renovating buildings and improving neglected areas in
the municipalities is of great importance. In order to show initiative in this
area, it is particularly important that people and businesses identify themselves
with the municipality.

At the same time, modern technical infrastructure and a nice overall
appearance of the locality help establish an identity for the population and
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business community. By improving the technical infrastructure, an indirect
impulse for the local economy can be given.

In addition, modern social infrastructure aligned with the people’s needs is
a major factor in order to position the municipality as an attractive place to
live and thus keep the young in the community and win over new families
with children. To achieve this, attractive child care, educational and spare-
time facilities have to be provided on a communal level or together with other
municipalities in the local area.

Thesis 7: Social cohesion – actively strengthening the sense of community and
utilizing it for initiatives.

Social cohesion in the municipalities of the region surveyed is strong. There
are a large number of places for social get-togethers, which tend to be popular
and are also supported generously by the municipalities. Plans for long-term
social development on the municipality level, though, have hardly been
designed yet.

In the Czech Republic and Slovakia, the strong sense of community rests,
among other things, on a successful tradition in club sports, with football and
ice hockey the most popular. Already as youngsters, people are strongly inte-
grated into the community via these clubs and have a strong connection with
their homeland. In this context, the tradition of sports clubs that helps
establish a national identity in the Slavic countries under survey should be
mentioned.

In Slovenia and Hungary the “houses of culture” – municipal centres often
established in the era of real socialism – are a centre of municipality life. It
seems important to renew these facilities, make them more attractive and
actively use them to strengthen the municipality. For instance, public internet
access has given many municipal centres a new function as a social meeting
place. As in Austria, in Slovenia, inns play a significant role in maintaining
social cohesion. People go to the inn together and discuss matters of munici-
pality development there.

Beyond the era of real socialism with its own politically-oriented
club structures, an active club tradition (maintaining national culture)
has been kept up and is partly consciously being revitalized today. In
this context, sponsorship by local companies should be considered an impo-
rtant source of funding, as well as members’ contributions and support from
the municipality. The presence of sports and culture clubs beyond the region,
in turn, produces an advertising effect for companies and also the local
region.

Thesis 8: Young population – keeping the young in the municipality by pro-
viding attractive accommodation and spare-time activities.

In contrast to earlier generations, youngsters today are not just rooted
locally, but they are much more internationally oriented. Like their
peers in Austria, they are frequently drawn to the cities, but, due to the
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generally bad educational and job situation, increasingly to other European
countries, too. As a result, they are (permanently) lost to their home
municipalities.

Apart from jobs, the young population in many places lacks social infra-
structure, such as cheap accommodation and appropriate educational, cul-
tural and spare-time facilities, with the sports clubs from the communist past
still fulfilling an important integrative function. The flagging interest of many
young people in actively participating in the municipality’s development is
often homemade, as the youngsters have not been integrated into political
and cultural life and club activities in time.

Whether the effects of the migration to the cities, which can be observed in
all regions surveyed and mainly concerns the young population, are actually
addressed in the municipalities depends on the development status of the
respective regions. If there are more pressing problems, structural changes,
which currently are not registered and whose negative effects only become
apparent in the long term, are hardly noticed by decision-makers and the
general populace alike.

The political and cultural life, as well as social cohesion, suffers from the
drift to the cities, which also concerns young families, as they cannot see
attractive living conditions in a structurally weak area. From the entrepre-
neurs’ point of view, the low supply of skilled workers represents a significant
disadvantage for the location, which effectively creates a vicious circle as
regards the job market.

The municipalities are trying to integrate the young population better,
mainly by improving the cultural and sports activities offered. However,
regarding the construction of social housing and getting companies to locate
in the area, municipalities’ hands are tied. Whether the school reform cur-
rently taking place across the rural areas in Hungary has positive or negative
effects on the living conditions of the young people there will only become
apparent in the next few years.

Thesis 9: Regional products – infusing high-quality products with a regional
identity.

In order to boost the economy in the municipalities surveyed and establish a
competitive image, the promotion of regional agricultural and crafts products,
in particular foods, has come to be seen as a panacea of communal policy.
Frequently, however, this strategy is applied without much thought and lacks
the necessary structural foundations. Currently, there is neither sufficient
consumer awareness nor purchasing power. Therefore, the market potential
for high-quality regional products is not yet high enough. The current range
of regional specialities on offer is thus mainly targeted at (foreign) tourists
with the necessary funds.

In the next few years, however, a local market for regional products is likely
to develop. As a reaction to the sheer ubiquity of international discount
markets with their product range that is not very transparent regarding
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quality, a consumer movement for products with identifiable origin and
careful production methods seems to emerge. Accordingly, consumers’ current
superficial affinity with Western products could well recede in the next few
years.

In order to support this trend, action clearly must be taken by political
institutions on a national level as well. It is necessary (e.g. through media
campaigns) to hone consumers’ awareness of products of domestic origin and,
thus, to stimulate local demand. Here, know-how transfer of regional policy
measures from Austria to the region surveyed might be useful – take, for
example, the media campaigns conducted by AgrarMarkt Austria. However,
businesses in the rural areas of the NCCE are to learn from the experience of
their colleagues in the EU15. The retail chains dominating the market will
probably try to spearhead a trend towards regionality in the area surveyed
too. To counter this, measures of economic policy have to be taken early in order
to strengthen the competitiveness of SMEs in agriculture and trade through
regional cooperation initiatives (Rößl et al. 2006). A barrier to this can cer-
tainly be found in the experience the actors had with state-run cooperatives
during the era of real socialism.

Currently, the marketing of regional products is definitely not professional
enough. Likewise, production criteria and quality assurance tools have not
been sufficiently developed yet. Regional products should be linked more
strongly with well-known region names or positively associated regional
characteristics (e.g. nature, history) in order to create long-term positive
associations in the customer’s mind. This marketing strategy also includes
revitalizing traditional regional raw materials and products, which often
already possess positive image attributes beyond the region.

In order to bundle resources in production and marketing, it will be
important in future to make use of regional umbrella brands, which, however,
can only realize their full synergy potential based on a cooperation of strong
local firms. Despite the relatively small market, for instance, in Slovenia, there
are already several examples of high-quality food and craft products known
beyond the region, which are produced in rural municipalities. Here, positive
synergy effects with the growing tourism market can be detected, which
makes the regions better known internationally and so opens up new markets
for the local companies.

Thesis 10: Consulting for businesses – municipalities and regional consultants
become effective together.

The dynamic development within the administrative structures set in motion
with the turnaround and, especially, the membership in the EU, as can be
clearly seen in the examples of Slovenia and Hungary, makes consulting for
businesses more difficult. The municipality often does not know which insti-
tutions are responsible for which questions concerning the company, or which
person might have a competent answer to a specific question from the entre-
preneur willing to locate his company in the area. Frequently, more than one
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institution at different administrative levels at once is responsible for getting
companies to locate in the area.

What makes matters more difficult is that entrepreneurs and the municipality
cooperate little. Contact is made only in acute cases. For example, the muni-
cipality approaches the local businesses when it needs money, e.g. for clubs
and charities. If mayors suggest regular meetings to improve inter-communal
communication, the entrepreneurs react rather surprised.

Despite the little financial and partly even legal wiggle-room they have, it is
often the mayors themselves that personally get involved with business con-
sulting. They accompany the entrepreneur to the authorities, survey land for
construction with him and negotiate the conditions for locating. In their
consulting activities, they occasionally exceed their actual authority, although
this is not clearly defined transparently for all parties involved.

Such ambitious individual initiatives of municipality representatives are
foiled by the heavy competition between the municipalities in the whole area
surveyed. This is especially true when new businesses are to locate in the area.
Willing investors have long realized that mayors can easily be played against
each other. Here, it will be necessary to rethink on both local and higher ter-
ritorial levels. The inter-communal coordination of such projects must be
defined as a prerequisite for allocating public money.

But what can a municipality actually do within the framework of business
consulting? Its core competencies are zoning, communal taxes and construc-
tion permits. Beyond that, it mainly refers entrepreneurs to the appropriate
regional authorities, chambers or consulting institutions for specific questions.
Wherever such institutions are active regarding location consulting, they –
instead of the municipality – are the first point of contact for founders and
companies interested in locating there. Thus, they become important coop-
eration partners for the municipalities in advising (young) entrepreneurs and
in matters of public support payments. The consulting procedure, of course,
should be organized as simply and cheaply as possible.

In order to achieve this, better coordination between those admini-
strative units competent in company matters and the governmental and non-
governmental institutions providing advice has to be arranged. The division
of competencies has to be settled in advance. Furthermore, there should be an
internet page or a physical service point that provides information on the relevant
legal situation for both the municipalities and the companies on a daily basis.

In future, the municipality leaders in any case have to position themselves
as competent partners for the local businesses, but certainly cannot be
responsible and competent for the whole range of questions and requests
coming from the businesses. The entrepreneurs should find a local area whose
municipalities coordinate location policy on a regular basis and bundle their
consulting resources. It would be useful, for example, to have a common
contact for locating companies in the local area.

As contacts for companies and municipalities, the various organizations
involved in regional consulting play a central role in municipality development.
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They are the main driver behind implementing endogenous development tools
(e.g. citizens’ forums), which can increase the pluralism and democratic
co-determination in the municipalities. In addition, regional development
agencies also act as contacts for businesses, further the preparation of sustainable
agricultural and tourism concepts, and try to acquaint the municipalities with
tools for finding and implementing strategies in various policy areas.

Apart from government support programmes, it is mainly the EU’s
LEADER programme that makes these important consulting structures for
the rural development in the NCCE possible and defines major consulting
contents. Therefore, through their Europe-wide network, the regional devel-
opers have conducted an avid know-how transfer from the EU15 and the new
EU member countries. Within the INTERREG network, for instance, there is
increased cooperation in Austria’s regions bordering on the NCCE between
regional consulting institutions on both sides of the border. On a municipality
level, such know-how transfer has not been institutionalized yet, but takes
place on an informal level, if at all.

It has to be noted that regional consultants – with their expert competence,
their tendential political independence and their young teams of consultants –
have become important partners for the municipalities in many development
issues. It is only occasionally that municipality officials generally oppose
external consulting, as these institutions are not primarily associated with
governmental administration. The consultants themselves see the main bar-
riers primarily in insufficient budgets and bureaucracy.

Thesis 11: Land for construction and dwellings – securing plots in time and
enabling municipality development.

Municipalities in the area surveyed basically do not secure land for con-
struction in any organized manner. Strangely enough, the same reasons why
land should be secured for construction are often stated as reasons why it
does not take place, e.g. no funds or no sites are available. In this context, the
question of ownership, which is still unsolved in many areas, poses a massive
structural problem. It also makes the overdue restoration of many buildings
using public funds more difficult; additionally, the rural population is broadly
unaware that this constitutes a problem in the first place.

In Slovakia, many sites are jointly owned, as after the turnaround state-
owned property was privatized at high speed. In the Czech Republic, too,
there is substantial legal uncertainty regarding the ownership of sites. The
comparatively slow privatization process in Slovenia, from this point of view,
has brought better results. Here, however, there is some contradictory legisla-
tion regarding spatial development, which impedes municipalities in actively
securing sites. It is necessary to settle the question of ownership for sites in the
municipal area fast, in order to prepare the zoning plans required for strategic
municipality development.

Foreigners from the EU15 mainly buy properties in areas interesting for
tourism and in economically successful regions. However, based on the results
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of the study, this can hardly be called a trend (any more), as investors have
already begun to dispose of properties again. Where prices are expected to
increase, there is, of course, property speculation, including property from
restitution. This boosts prices and is thus an overall barrier to municipality
development.

In the discussion on the municipalities’ securing land for construction, the
defects of neo-liberal policy become particularly apparent. In the turbulent
phase after the turnaround, the sweeping privatization of formerly public
property, which was socio-politically imperative within the framework of res-
titution but implemented hurriedly, was seen as a panacea. As a result of this,
municipalities today have hardly any chance of acquiring property in favour-
able locations, because of private speculation. When land was still cheap, they
neglected to do so. Securing land seems to be necessary not only for
the advance planning of industrial zones, but also to safeguard reasonably
priced accommodation for the young population and so to keep them in the
municipality in the long term.

Thesis 12: Pluralistic municipality development – motivating the citizens to
participate in politics and to show initiative.

The results of the study suggest that positive municipality development in the
region surveyed is closely connected with the mayor. Particularly in small
municipalities, he makes many of these decisions autonomously and is also,
for instance, in direct contact with entrepreneurs willing to locate there. Dif-
ferences in terms of level of activity, attitude to democracy, entrepreneurial
thinking and also the courage to think outside the box mainly depend on
whether a local politician was already politically active before 1989, or started
his career or even his education only after the turnaround.

Addressing municipality development in the region surveyed as a generational
problem also looks relevant because the young generation of politicians tends
to be more open to the exchange of know-how, external consulting for the
region and so the application of new political concepts. Apart from measures
to attract businesses, this mainly concerns the establishment of pluralistic and
also transparent decision structures in the municipality. Young mayors and
councillors are much more likely to realize the need for this than politicians
from the old system. It is for this reason that it seems important to reignite
young people’s interest in municipality development in general, and in communal
politics in particular, in the whole region surveyed.

Disenchantment with politics does not just result from a general dis-
satisfaction with living conditions, but often also comes from the negative
examples politicians on various institutional levels set for young people.
Municipality politicians should be aware of their function as role models for
the next generation of politicians. Room for external consulting and also
cross-border exchange of know-how between municipal representatives from
Austria and the NCCE can definitely be found in the fields of political education,
social competences and management skills.
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Many activities in regional and municipality development take place top
down and are not backed by the local population. In the era of real socialism,
endogenous development, personal commitment and regional cooperation
were frowned upon, as the central government feared the critics of the sys-
tems and dissidents assumed to be involved in these activities. The effects of
the passivity people fell into back then are additionally augmented by cultural
aspects, which results in different variants of “passivity” of the population in
municipality development.

The civil society, however, in many places, is much livelier than history
would let us believe. Still, it often lacks more permanent organization, which
hampers large-scale integration into regional political processes. Furthermore,
the results of the study show that party politics on a communal level is of
little importance for the actors involved.

In order to strengthen the civil society, citizens’ meetings on specific sub-
jects should take place on a regular basis, among other things. Decisions on
municipal policy have to become more transparent and the people have to be
integrated more actively into development processes. This might not necessa-
rily improve the results, but they would be accepted more readily and interest
in politics, particularly by young people, would be raised.

The municipalities often wait for the people to make suggestions, but
do not further the emergence of such bottom-up initiatives. There is still a
distinct lack of endogenous regional development, such as establishing regular
and substantial citizens’ forums or village regeneration societies. Where
they exist, their quality needs some improving. Communication channels
between municipality officials and the population have to become more insti-
tutionalized, with the LEADER programme again achieving progress in this
respect.

Decision-makers pay too little attention to the fact that the people have
pronounced self-organization skills, which could be used for regional develop-
ment tasks if they are properly activated. Some of the reasons for this can be
found in the informal, opaque networks that were commonplace in the era of
real socialism. At that time, this form of informal, decentralized organization
was necessary in order to make up for the inefficiencies of the planned econ-
omy in rendering typical public services, but also services of the private
sector. Even today, it seems easy to conclude that self-organized groups with
strong promoters can indeed fulfil tasks in individual areas of regional develop-
ment (e.g. village renewal, social activities) better and faster without the
involvement of the municipal administration.

The successful implementation of democratic and pluralistic decision pro-
cesses is closely connected with the mayor and the generation of politicians he
comes from. This is all the more relevant, as in the municipalities in the
region surveyed there is almost always one dominant political party. It
depends on his political position and view of the world, as well as his social
leadership skills, whether the mayor strikes the right balance in including
opposition, citizens’ parties, businesses and the general population in decision
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processes, but, at the same time, makes important decisions autonomously
and enforces them against outside influences.

Pluralistic and democratic attitudes of actors in the municipalities are, in
turn, closely linked with the generations involved. The establishment of a
young generation of communal politicians especially is to be promoted more
intensively, as they contain a lot of creative potential for solving current pro-
blems. This will only work if it becomes interesting again for young people to
get engaged in municipal policy, which can be effected, for example, by integrating
them into the municipality’s decision-making processes early on.

If a democratic and open attitude among decision-makers exists, a number
of measures for improving transparency in municipal policy can follow. This
includes the regular citizens’ forums mentioned above, an open-door policy in
the municipal offices, municipal publications including diverse points of view
of municipality development, a transparent information policy regarding
intentions and decisions of the municipality, individual talks with citizens or
discussion platforms on the internet. A broader involvement of the people in
decision-making processes is to be enabled.

As in “old Europe”, failure of the state and the market results in the search
for new cooperative structures in municipality and regional development.
These initiatives lead to cooperation of state actors with businesses (public–
private partnerships) and civil society organizations (public community part-
nerships). The hope that the current political debate will actually result in
establishing new democratic and pluralistic governance structures must be
taken with a grain of salt, not just regarding the region surveyed, but also the
EU in general. If this is the case, the municipality or local area will be the most
likely levels of candidates for such governance structures, due to the lower
complexity. In contrast to Austria, the countries surveyed have no tradition
of a liberal corporatism, as represented, for instance, by Austria’s social
partnership. On the other hand, there is a strong tradition of civil society
movements.

Thesis 13: Establishment and innovation of businesses – enabling corporate
innovation and regional cooperation between businesses.

When municipality officials in the region surveyed talk about companies and
their problems, they generally refer to the local enterprises active in agri-
culture rather than in trade and industry. While the latter are structurally less
pronounced in the rural areas, all of the municipalities surveyed have a strong
agricultural sector.

The municipalities hardly support the establishment of new SMEs in any
focused manner. Therefore, new entrepreneurs get assistance mainly from regional
consultancies. Additionally, there are incubators and industrial parks, pri-
marily around the urban areas, though. What are missing are regional stra-
tegies for promoting the establishment of new enterprises and innovations
that take the peculiarities of the rural region into consideration.
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A strategy that is misinterpreted as the panacea for creating innovations
and jobs in local areas often results in the attempt to attract large companies
and link them to the local producers, also in agriculture. The necessity of a
diversified local economic landscape is not realized as such, nor is the pro-
blem, created by this strategy, of becoming dependent on individual large
companies and sectors. In Hungary, it is primarily the renewable-energy
sector where such strategies are being followed and have already entered the
implementation stage. This has to be criticized insofar as the future prospects
in this industry are becoming less and less clear due to current developments
(e.g. the food crisis).

For people employed in dying industries and large companies, there is
hardly any economic protection, as the economic structures still have not
been diversified. If a large company is lost, the redundant workers do not find
alternative jobs in the region. Apart from promotional measures in agri-
culture, and in recent years increasingly in rural tourism, there are no activities
on a communal level that focus on establishing other industries.

Businesses see raising capital as a major obstacle to corporate innovation
(including high interest rates on and securities for loans). In addition, the way
public monies for companies are distributed is (e.g. in Hungary) described as
inefficient.

Another major barrier to an active policy of municipalities and regional
consultants attracting businesses is the drift of qualified workers to the cities
and abroad. Additionally, the poorly developed and aged traffic infrastructure
makes location in rural areas much less attractive. In Slovenia, newly established
companies are also frightened off by the high property prices, particularly in
tourist areas.

A particular problem is that there are no coordinated strategies in
economic policy within the local areas. What is more, decision-makers often
show absolutely no understanding for the need for inter-communal coopera-
tion in economic policy, such as the development of inter-communal
industrial zones. If there are such zones that function well, they are situated
close to urban areas. Such projects, however, are not developed on a local
level and do not strive for solutions beyond the municipality. In rural areas,
industrial zones are often insular solutions, which, due to the lack of integra-
tion into surrounding structures, are not fully accepted by the businesses.
Moreover, the extreme competitiveness of municipalities in matters of loca-
tion policy gives investors great negotiation power. The opportunity to play
municipalities against each other in negotiations damages the local area as a
whole.

The results of this study show that the role of agriculture – simply because
of the general structural situation – will also be decisive for municipality
development in the future. In this context, cooperative strategies have to be
developed in order to maintain a competitive agricultural sector consisting of
small farms. For instance, it might be useful to establish cooperation across
sectors that aims at producing regional food and craft specialities, which
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might give the enterprises involved a better competitive standing vis-à-vis
foreign retail chains.

In setting up inter-business cooperations, in coordination with regional
consultants already active in this field, municipalities could indeed play a key
role. Cooperations between regional entrepreneurs should be supported.
Appropriate measures for doing so include the organization of information
events, the referral to competent cooperation advisers or the promotion of
local sales outlets, as they can occasionally already be found in the region
surveyed. Entrepreneurs, on the other hand, still tend to be mentally inhibited
by the negative connotation of terms like cooperation or cooperative from the
communist era and frequently show a sceptical attitude towards some of the
actors involved (e.g. regional politicians, chambers, trade unions).

Finally, educational policy should be another starting point for regional
innovation, by creating enthusiasm for entrepreneurship among the young
population. Education was regarded as very important in the NCCE even in
the communist era. Schools as the centres for local know-how have to be
utilized also in questions of entrepreneurship and innovation. The exchange
between local companies and local educational institutions should be pushed.
Entrepreneurs can introduce the schools to local business traditions. On the
other hand, educational institutions could infuse the entrepreneurs’ practical
experience with topical knowledge. The aim should be to provide a sense of
modern entrepreneurship based on local business traditions that sees the local
situation as a business opportunity and can communicate these special char-
acteristics as a competitive advantage. In this context, business simulation
games on the topic of “sustainable regional development” could be used.
Nevertheless, strategies in business education will only succeed if cooperation
between municipalities on a regional level works out.

Thesis 14: Inter-communal cooperation – more solidarity and less rivalry
between municipalities benefit the local area and region.

Decision-makers publicly profess the need for inter-communal cooperation in
municipality development. This idea, however, is implemented only in the
field of tourism. Here, the persons responsible realize the advantages of
bundling resources, and any progress or success can be discerned relatively
quickly. First steps towards inter-communal cooperation have also been taken
in the areas of infrastructure, welfare, education and culture. Yet every posi-
tive example of cooperation is still based on monetary incentives from pro-
motional programmes and strong promoters. Furthermore, subliminally,
inter-communal cooperation also involves the municipalities’ and mayors’
prestige.

Apart from that, especially when promoting businesses and in matters of
location policies, municipalities fight on their own as well as together. The
competitive idea is employed excessively. While the traditional market
economies in Europe integrate more cooperative elements into regional policy
again, in the region surveyed, competition is an almost purely positive maxim
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for action in practically all areas of policy – including municipality develop-
ment. This excessive competitive thinking between municipalities is also the
result of the real socialist regime’s arbitrary distributional policy that went on
for decades.

In matters of inter-communal cooperation, consolidating administrative
units in the region surveyed also seems necessary. The expert know-how of
municipal councillors and staff is often insufficient to make sound decisions
for sustainable municipality development (e.g. locating businesses, social and
educational measures). The regional potentials for establishing the required
expert competences (e.g. business, law) should thus be bundled. Larger
administrative units have the resources necessary to safeguard the quality of
their decisions and advice given. However, this entails increased levels of
bureaucracy.

Increased administrative consolidation also makes sense for efficiency rea-
sons. The municipalities in the region surveyed have constant budgetary pro-
blems. Inter-communal municipal offices and school centres could help save
budgetary funds. Unless the quality of the regional services offered is
improved, however, there is the danger of a lower living standard of the
people in the individual communities, as they lose the infrastructure referred
to above. Moreover, the jobs lost through consolidation place a burden on the
local job market.

When infrastructural facilities are concentrated in such a manner,
mayors often try to secure them for their own municipality, which again
furthers competitive thinking. Consolidation can only be enforced if regional
development is still centralized. Once the municipalities are more autono-
mous, such a reform is hardly possible. Apart from the decrease in bureau-
cracy desired and more flexibility, on closer inspection, such a decentralized
governance approach reveals an underlying neo-liberal regional policy. The
municipalities are exposed to increased competition, as everybody wants to
offer the best location with the most attractive conditions for companies.
Their autonomy and the public money available will then be practically
exclusively used for this purpose. In important matters of the local people’s
quality of life (e.g. social security, affordable properties for housing), the
municipality and the governmental institutions will no longer be capable of
acting.

In order to anchor inter-communal cooperation in the region surveyed in
the long term, it is important to institutionalize the interaction between offi-
cials from the individual municipalities in a region. A positive example is the
regular event of the mayors’ council in Slovenian local areas. Public funding
as the central incentive for cooperation has to give way to a real awareness of
the advantages of regional cooperation. Only then will everybody involved see
the continued existence of the cooperation, the cooperation partners and the
aims of the cooperation as a personal objective.

How can such an impulse be given from outside in such a way it enables
further impulses from within (e.g. strengthening the people’s own initiative in
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matters of municipality development), without inducing a feeling of being
coerced among the population and the businesses? The restructuring of
regions in Hungary and Slovenia prescribed by the state has a strong flavour
of the politics of the real socialist era and does not really create regional
cooperation cultures, as there is no commitment at the grass-roots level.

Creating commitment that can also be relied upon within the framework of
regional project implementation can most likely be achieved through a
regionally anchored project management that all participants accept as inde-
pendent. This implies an intensified know-how transfer from the regional
consultants to municipality officials. The regional consultants, for their part,
in this case, need the necessary financial as well as expert know-how resour-
ces. As a result, regional bodies should work out transparent projects embed-
ded in municipality development plans that must be coordinated on an
inter-communal level.

The hope remains that the externally motivated cooperators realize the
advantages of cooperation and internalize this principle. This area is also
clearly suitable for an international exchange of experience, as best-practice
examples from neighbouring countries might provide new insights into the
problems of cooperation for the municipalities in the NCCE.

Thesis 15: Planning municipality development – designing integrated
development plans professionally.

Although awareness often exists in the countries surveyed that comprehensive
development planning is absolutely necessary, there is, on the one hand,
insufficient know-how for designing such plans and, on the other hand, no
commitment for consequent implementation. Existing municipality develop-
ment concepts thus lack an integrative character (i.e. connecting several areas
of policy) and long-term orientation. Instead, in the municipalities’ plans, a
short-term view prevails, often specifically focusing on particular tendering
procedures or, at the most, one legislative term. Short-term changes just
before elections are quite common. Additionally, there is some overlap and
inconsistency of individual plans on the communal, regional and national
levels.

When there are sound development programmes for local areas, such as in
Slovenia, these are mostly the work of regional consultancies and their
expertise. For inter-communal planning, the municipalities themselves appear
to be too passive in development and implementation. The bottom line is
broadly disconnected development planning throughout the region surveyed
showing little consistency.

The reasons for flawed development concepts can partly be found in the
centralist planning tradition, which, in Hungary, has continued to this day.
Objectives are thus broadly prescribed by the next level in spatial hierarchy
level and not adjusted to the situation in the individual regions. In addition,
the lack of professionalism of the municipality officials’ strategy development
is also the result of structural problems in administration. For instance,
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there is a dearth of adequately trained specialists on the municipality level,
while parallel capacities have been built up on the regional and national
levels.

In future, strategic planning tools have to be used more in municipality
development. In order to improve the municipality officials’ competence in
this respect, an intensive know-how transfer from the national and regional to
the communal level is necessary, and equally between municipalities across
national borders. At the same time, communication channels must be insti-
tutionalized to provide information on the conditions and needs of the indi-
vidual local areas to decision-makers on the regional, national and EU levels.
Incidentally, such a knowledge management may also be needed in Austria.
Regional consultants active in this field should be supported more sub-
stantially by regional research and educational institutions as well as by
international cooperation programmes.

Thesis 16: The Central European perspective – similar challenges in
municipality development as a potential for mutual learning.

The findings of the study show that, on a communal level, Austria and the
NCCE show greater similarities in economic policy than one would expect.
The local areas surveyed in this study have always been engaged in social,
cultural and economic exchange with Austria. A central result of the study is
that, throughout history, the interaction – which has not always been without
friction – has also had a significant impact on communal structures, which
has resulted in fairly similar behavioural patterns and institutional settings.
For instance, even today, German, Slavic and Hungarian influences can be
detected in the social and cultural life in the municipalities all across the
region surveyed.

The European integration process and the EU’s expansion to the East have
reactivated interaction on the political, cultural and primarily economic
levels. Similar needs and habits of the people also have to be seen in the
context of the creation of a new European, if not even a global, societal
structure, whose members have also found a common language in English. In
contrast to former times, the hegemonic aspirations of particular ethnic
groups are hardly a barrier to the cross-border exchange in the region surveyed
any more.

It is globalization, in particular, that poses quite similar challenges for rural
municipalities in the Central European area in creating adequate conditions
for SMEs. Infrastructural problems (e.g. communications and traffic infra-
structure) as a result of the centralized regional policy of the planned econ-
omy are still characteristic for most municipalities in the NCCE. The rural
municipalities today suffer from a modernization backlog built up over dec-
ades. This is one of the significant differences to the challenges for Austrian
municipalities.

The negative effects of an increasingly neo-liberal economic policy, on the
other hand, can be felt everywhere, as public services are starved and civil
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society organizations are only seemingly integrated. The dependence on pri-
vate investors in local development matters additionally raises the issue of
democratic policy, as the people are only rarely able to choose the actual
decision-makers. Nor are they are integrated in the decision-making process.
Through the public sector’s withdrawal from various areas of financing com-
munal tasks, a culture following the principle of “he who pays the piper calls
the tune” emerges that endangers social structures and exacerbates people’s
frustration and lack of interest in municipality development.

There are many arguments in favour of treating Central Europe more like
one common development region, in which the local areas are connected due
to similar problems and also develop cross-border development strategies. In
spatial development, several levels are involved, on which specific bundles of
measures to establish a Central European regional development programme
have to be implemented. One example would be the INTERREG pro-
gramme, a common initiative of the European Regional Development Funds
(EFRE) to promote cooperation between EU regions.

Internationally active companies have long spotted the common elements
of the Central European region through their marketing strategies and
have incorporated them mostly successfully. It is time that politicians in
Europe and the nation states involved adapt this point of view, too, and
develop common strategies for economic development on a communal
level. To make this possible, national egocentrism and the parish-pump
politics of regional and communal decision-makers have to be left behind.
Each municipal leadership should see their own actions in a greater context.
Not the differences to other regions, but the similarities should build
identities. This calls for further incentives on the European and national levels
to promote cross-border links between the rural municipalities in Central
Europe.

Thesis 17: Mutual know-how transfer – critical analysis of one’s own situation
as the foundation for adopting successful models

Based on the arguments just outlined, there should be mutual know-how
transfer between municipalities in Central Europe, which should not simply
focus on the mere transfer of development concepts from one local area to
another. Particularly problematic is the practice in the NCCE of uncritically
transferring development strategies from the EU15.

It appears highly questionable to equate “positive development” per se with
the practice of regional policy that takes place in economically “more devel-
oped” countries. The main point is that local areas individually define their
development strategies in line with their situation and needs and do not – e.g.
because of guidelines for funding – adapt to ratios from comparable regions
and so uncritically adopt their structures.

Especially in the NCCE, the negative consequences of standardized,
purely theoretical regional-policy concepts can be observed. These concepts
were simply applied to the regions without including the local population in
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the development processes. Instead of just copying measures that were
successful in other municipalities, what is needed is an inter-European, and
again specifically Central European, know-how transfer, which primarily
familiarizes the municipalities in the region surveyed with the range of
options in economic policy on a communal level. What is important is
conveying knowledge by means of various instruments of communal eco-
nomic policy and their application. This know-how transfer is not to pre-
scribe a development path to the target municipalities, but to show them ways
each municipality can find its own specific development path and follow it
subsequently.

Here also Austrian municipality officials can learn from their counterparts
in the NCCE, e.g. how municipality policy can be conducted under difficult
structural conditions. Municipality officials in the era of real socialism and
later in the years of transition were particularly confronted with the problem
of scarce resources. Experiences from the transitional process can also provide
valuable insights for Austrian municipalities that face structural changes in
the local economic structure.

In evaluating the transferability of individual measures of economic policy
on a communal level that were successful in Austria, the general problem of
embedding strategies into the context must not be forgotten. Both measures
taken by the municipalities and the strategies pursued by local companies
only become effective in their interaction with the specific context. The way
different factors in the areas of administration, businesses and population –
which especially in rural local areas overlap substantially – interlock, and
which outside influences affect the local area in this respect, determines whether
the development in the municipality is more or less successful.

Therefore, positive experiences must first be removed from their original
context to make them transferable. In order to do so, the system of causes
behind the developments observed has to be understood and the requirements
for the specific measures to unfold their desired effect have to be isolated. In
reality, however, social systems are not easily predictable, which may cause
individual measures to fail in their implementation, even if the requirements
identified have been met. The effects and the way they are interconnected are
much too complex to include all variables and the relationships between
them. Each measure must thus only be understood as an abstract type of
strategy that first has to be made specific by the actors in the local area. Only
in this way can entrepreneurship be made community based in the sense of
being embedded in the social context (Polanyi 1978 [1944]). Seen in this way,
international knowledge transfer between municipalities represents a critical
analysis of successful models (e.g. from Austria). Embedding a measure in
the specific context is the responsibility of the decision-makers and those
concerned.

Which measures look attractive for rural municipalities in the region sur-
veyed, in order to establish favourable conditions for SMEs, and thus provide
positive impulses for the local economic structure, can be seen from the
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results of this study. By doing so, we offer, on the one hand, municipalities in
the NCCE a qualified selection of potential measures and, on the other hand,
Austrian municipalities and SMEs valuable information on the situation in
neighbouring municipalities in Central and Eastern Europe. This provides
starting points for future initiatives in Central European municipality
development.
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